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Contained in this publication is a unique and innovative program to develop the basic skills
and positive attitudes of out-of-school youth which will increase their mobility and direct their
energies toward further educational and vocational pursuits.

To establish a learning laboratory center, existing community facilities may be extensively
used. The classroom can he as large as the community and as expansive and culturally rich as the
area resources which an imaginative staff can incorporate into the program. The philosophic key
to the suggested program is a deep concern for each individual as a human being. To develop the
full potential of the individual, positive attitudes toward associates,family, society, and self

must be shaped in these youth.

The five curriculums contained in this publication provide a wealth of teaching methods and
strategies in addition to suggested content. In most instances, much more material is provided
than could possibly be used in a 10-month program. The instructors sho.Ild select the materials
which appear to be most suitable for their particular students and adapt them to their require-
ments. Instructors should be encourage8 to innovate freely and develop new curriculum approaches
which are even better suited to student needs. In developing new teaching approaches, some of
the traditions and requirements of the secondary school may have to be modified. The require-

ments of the student body and of individual students should be made the focus of instructional
procedures and curriculum development.

the Advisory Committee for this project represented youth prograi , higher education, the

Legislature, aid the public schools. The original writing team was composed of John J. Fitzsimmons,
Assistant Principal, Baldwin Harbor Junior High School; Robert S. Mould, Teacher, Ungraded
Opportunity Class, Baldwin Harbor Junior High School; Frances B. Nardino, Title I Coordinator,

District #21, Rockville Center; Helen Slonim, Guidance Counselor, Baldwin Harbor Junior High
School; and James Spirakis, Chief Psychologist, Baldwin Public Schools. Ralph Guerrucci,
Supervisor of Basic Education in the Niagara Falls Public Schools, played a major advisory role

during the planning and developing of materials. The development and printing of this publica-
tion were funded through Title 1, Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

William Hemmer, Associate, Bureau of Continuing Curriculum Development developed original
materials (or inclusion in many sections of the publication, served a; project c.urdinator, and
designed the final manuscript.
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The program set forth in this publication contains new and
experimental approaches to the education of alienated youth who
have rejected, and have been rejected by, traditional education.
The experimental approaches contained herein are completely
flexible and should be subject to modification and change as the
situation dictates. Therefore, the Bureau of Continuing Curriculum
Development welcomes constructive criticism regarding the effec-
tiveness of the various teaching strategies presented here and
seeks information concerning other teaching methods which have
prcved effective. The contributions and improvements suggested
by the staff members of Learning Laboratory Centers using this
curriculum will enable improvements to be incorporated into this
plan in a later revision. The Bureau plans to develop additional
teaching materials to implement this program and will cork toward
improving and updating the approaches_ contained in this publica-
tion by utilizing the experiences of those initiating programs in
their conmunities.
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ADMINISTRATIVE PLAN

Sec tion I PROGRAM GOALS establishes standards and goal s
for the entire study prugral.

POSE r'PSE

2 S.ectior, V - .,70'1.1C11,14 details the 1J

bilities of t[e various staff r,c,-Tcrs and e,Tlains treir

interrelatic,,ship,
Section II - STUDENT POPI:LATICIN AND i,1CPIJITVTNT outlines

necessary procedures for the selection of carldidat=s for Section V] - STAFF SEt EC i IW, AND OP IEN1 AI 1, ro,..i des jcb 12

e learning center, and personnel descriptions.

Section 111 - PROGRAM details the administrative procedure 5 Section VI] - CUPP1C111V, reveals the ur,7!crly ing eTTroe0cs 15

necessary for setting up a daily operational schedule. and goals of the detailed curricular s 60fcil fallow teas
section.

Section IV - ANCILLARY OPE7AT1ONS OF THE CENTER suggests a
variety of programs and services to augrx:,nt the educational
program.

F



SECTION I PROGRAM GOALS

ULTIh1ATL GOALS LF 7 L PPO 6 2 A N

To develop necessary basic

To de,e'oP positive attitudes which ',rill enable partici-
pants to function successfully in society

To plea participants in vocational experiences in
accordance with their aspirations and talents

's ,r.ible participants to estallish for themselves
aoequate roles it society

S i'ECIFIC AGU 1 MMLDIVIL GOALS
Occupational Orientatior

To assist the participants to explore occupational
fields and to help then realistically doter-7.1re

treir surtahility for various tccupations wi thie
the scope of their potential talents

To broaden the participa,ts' understanding of
occupa ti ors and s .,orking cor,di ti c,ns

Va'oes ar.d Atli lurks
To in prove the participants' self - concepts and tr,

raise their 35pirations to the level of their

potential
To develop acceptable we, K habit
To create a practical understanding of the inter-
dependece of i,t,riers and of the in.pertarce of
personal responsibility and obligation to others

To help students understand the relationship between
formal education and job success

4'asic Skill.
7o raise each individual's perforfanse in the basic
skill areas of corpurtation and corruniration to a
level whi;r1 will allow hie 1.0 (JO Sd tiS fdC tK,Fy F;,1

and to !-e a C,' titi:Cn

ChAFACILPISIILS OF S1LLLNIS
A re cord of below al rorfc anse cry r a re d t ratrvnal

s in the basic skills of reading a,d arith-ctr,

7

. Left school before cor pletirl A prescriCCd course of study

. 11 poor attendance record when enrolled in a pun ic s. roof, as
de:errifed tcy attendance records

Need information about the world of work and the' c places ir. i

PROGPAM PickLUATION
Assuring that the program's roals are valid and wr.rth,,hi .e,

studies should be conducted to evaluate tow .T11 the 7,roydm is
reeling its goals, ,Sese should be planned before tee proora,
corrences, end they should be designed to evaluate the ultir.ate goals

of the project. One way of evaluatinr, the program's ultinate orals
is by confucting studies in which or,plu,:rs and for.er stu,ents are
contacted are questioned abrA per-romance on the job, charge of
jets, and further educa:lon. Those follow.rp studies should to
conducted at intervrie of 3 rcnIths, 6 rInnVis. and 1 year

after the students rave left the prcera,.. They should be conducted
under tee direction of the staff ps.r.cno/ol For.er students'
evaluations of the progral after they haLT bran separated fro, the

center for a year will give ad' j'dStratcr5 tceo.,-, insight into
the cvorall goal ity of tne rlrograr

The erograg's irrodiafe ncals will be rkDre. difficult 10

cvaluate. The unusua' nature or this progra, should rule eat the
use of a highly soph icated battery of starl.lardized achic,:r-Lrt

tests and otter like a, vices for reacuring perfor-ancn. [valuations
by teachers and othtr staff rerbors en the basis of their accu-ulated
knowledge of each student will to of greater value.

The holding per of the project can to a useful index for
deterrrinirl who Cher the e-egra, is reefing the students' reeds and
should to included as a criterion for evaluating the project. The

holding power will be seen in the runber rf students who do not drop
out as corsp,,red to the nurter of stuuents who do, A dropout is

defired e, ore who dots rot /,.5r4 to continue in the r.rojcit after
he has enrolled bccaJse he feels the project is rot ,nntinl his
rends. Short titers, these who orroll are ti rr. find ,.6 rr otcr

eduratiera efferirgs, should rot le classified as dre pr ets.

To incrrase the holding rcr,er of the rhoera'. the coorcratiun
of t,e Nov herr State Pple..crt lrriice 0,1d rrlistu! to.

access the er t orper turd ties Conronity. t,'vnt5
trrve gutstrer.s shruld to souull:



What jobs 011 the participants qualify for that were Will participants have opportunities to enter specific
ulcbtainable for them before they entered the program? vocational training programs from the center?

SECTION iI STUDENT POPULATION AND RECRUITMENT

SELEClION PROCESS
Referral should come from social services and recreational
agencies outside of the school. This will partially
eliminate any tendency to ''push out" youths who might still
respond to formal school approaches. h.pwever, lists of

past dropouts should be secured from school guidance
counselors, and these former students investigated for
Possible entrance into t, , program.

Students selectee, for this program 11.)st he willing to
operate thin the structured regulations of the program.

The students' present skills should be surveyed in order to
begin a fuller evaluation and determination of the point
at which he should begin his training in the program. lhls

survey should be ride for the most part on a verbal basis
by a person trained in basic interviewing techniques and
by stcdy of the student's school record.

It is important that the student's past objectives be under-
stood. What did he hope to accomplish by leaving school?
',:oat goals did he have in mind before dropping out? in

this connection one shouldn't be concerned with the reai;,,,
of these objectives, but allow and encourage students tc
EV,reSS whatever they had in mind.

In order to validly evaluate the approach used in tie
progra-,, the ruler of students involved should he lipt
relatively s,a1; (too to 125). This will allow for r aY 1,4,
attention to each student.

SCPEE11116

Ce.,nselcrs stnuld be rus,ssitlo tur astr,tlisu all p.rtirrnA
isfernatitm concerning or h cardidatc to the caididatrlS
istvrviev apr.oirtnont.

10-a,e le,e1 at the ti-e of i0t,drewal frrl

total cr{:7J11-s the student

Reasons for school withdrawal

Grades, absences, patterns of behavior. citizenship, parental
attitude

family data, such as: broken hone, parents' employment
(skilled or unskilled), size of the family

Student's activi tics since withdrawal from school

Acade" is difficulties threu:lho,t his school experience

Age (1E-21 years)

Emotional distlaryes. Gore severe enough to interfere
with the learning processes. (lf any youth is discovered
with psychological problems heyosd the stop, of the project,
referral can be made to appropriate agencies. After treat-
rut, such 3 student should receive priority standing if
future enrollment.)

RECRUITING SOURCES
Contacts from the irrtdiate neighborhood (in the center's

-icinity)

Sctools

nor fis

:.1 f 3,C Pa, t-e,t

w 'I.C I State irt-,lcy rA inflicn

'lc utS !card ,r.rltrs

. inth cr, cot )!Cs.th Cc'

( ffl(f cc h,Cr,r-ir..

C, rs

j Word

1



Bulletin hoard notices it youth and religious centers.
(Include such item as a del--viption of the program, its
location, the name of a representative to contact, etc.)

Contacts with outlying sources. (If recruiting in the inmediate
neighborhood is unfruitful; niake contacts in other areas Ancen to
have youth who may qualify for the program.)

Li,tters to agencies should include a personal followup by
telephone to carefully explain the program and the type of
students des;red for enrollment in the program.

Personal contacts with schoo. attendance officers and
guidance counselors

Personal contact or possibly group meetings with social
warlers, youth board worlers. and th_se neighborhood people
in a position to recocrlend potential rrogra,., participants

Group meetings with curl-unity organizations

/,tcrviewTrs should list th, non's uf two candidates who will
be part of the student population. Doubtful candidates
should t e placed on an alternate list for additional scrEcning.

ISJERVIE1.6

An administrator or other staff mecler having eperience ur
training with interviewing techniques should meet with an individual
candidate to ascertain his goals and his ambitions. Further, tre
interviewer might inquire into the candidate's reasons for withdrawal
fp-0,, school and his subsequent activities. Using establisSed
criteria, a conrcittce of sntervie,sers should set vp a list of candi-
dates who 011 be part of the school population and an alternate
list for additional screening, Suggested criteria:

Sircerity of rtsto.lsk:s

li

Expression of reasonable goals the candidate hopes to achieve
through participation in the program

Positive attitudes such as expressions of hopefulness and
admission of the discouragement and frustration of previous
school experience

MAINTAINING MAXIMUM POPULATION
Since students often leave the program for any one of a variety

of reasons (health, lack of interest, employment, etc.) prior to
the completion of the 10month sequence, it is necessary to set up
a method for absorbing new entrants to use center renounces to the
greatest possible degree. Felow are suggested procedures:

raintain a priority list of students who are eligible but were
rejected because of spatial limitations, and use this as a basis
for additions as vacancies occur. Also, continue recruiting
efforts during the year to maintain a rester of potential candidates
from ws,ich to draw.

rf at e clans for aduinsien of new students to to tror:ra-. throu:ih
o,t the ).car, Since nest scgcents of the ta0 c stills sercinal ,. are
highly individ.,alized, the student can usually start a orogra-, at
any se lee ted interval. fomocreneous grouping recording to abi I i ty cr

achieve,vnt. also aids in facilitating proper placement and assini-
laticn of m,w students. Since the interaction seminars fOrtiC,
r ay prove difficult to replan, new students ec.,1d to ass i,:ccd to
separate sections until they are ready to participate in functienihg
groups.

Accentuate th, differences between the former educational
experience of the dropout and his new situatfcn and sot ap thr
learning laboratory to serve as a quasi - institution of nigher
learning, reaching beyond the confines of thy participants' CC(fp-
la' co of hi-self as a nature and responsible individual who is a

[ant of tte society of his cue tine and place.



SECTION III PROGRAM

This progron should differ from the previous educational
experiences of the dropout and may very well be conducted apart
from the traditional school building. The Community Education
Center in urban areas should be considered as a possible site.
Teachers will want to use to the maximum available community
resources. In large and in small grouos,students should be
encouraged to investigate and evaluate firsthand the opportunities
for self - realization found in the community. Seminars and small
groups of individual student investigators will meet in
libraries, museums, industrial plants, public buildings. and parts
to discover and explore things which they only vaguely Ole.'
existed The should he accented as a nature
person who is capable of participating an the decisions that
govern his future.

The program is concerned with areas of activities

1,proveicent of basic skills

Develov' cnt f positive atti tudes

Exploration of occupational 0,oportunities and preparali.
o)' the student,mentally end crctionally, for these
upr unities

Job placement

lhE DAILY SCHEDULE
Ire daily schedule cutlired tet,,, is a rodel for screeiJirc

tio various co' eocicts of the procrei. l'iodificaticiss will, of
cridese, Le dictated by local reeds.

'Lhiday thr-cJoh Friday

I: 2 -9:15

Icily orcianizat"on sossic, of Ve entire student
betty and staff, Daily plarfir,o; al,curcr
central stealers. c,,al!ra with life and
-riontaticf and vocational op, crt,ni ti is
a,",isc.ry coo it

Occupational criirtati, thrcuoh irteratico so-iear
120 st,1,nt,, 6 teachers, 9 tEalher aides. Fc.,

1.,

groups (approximately 25 students per group) will
function daily, and each group will be led by a team
of three staff members. Each group will deal with a

different topic related to life and work orientation
and vocational opportunities.

9:45 -10:00

10:20-11:00 Conrunication 55 stud nt,, 3 teachers, 3

teacher aides

Comp,,ta,ion ls: students, 3 teachrrs,
teacher aides

11:0-11.1 areas

11.15-12:15 Sane period'. only
01-1-,nication siills it that tie new cwiee to
cor-sodtation students who were in LereAtatiec
slills rave to cur ,nication slit ls.

12:15-1:15 Lunch

1..15-2.50 th: 50 stur,,.^1c , 3 teachers, 3 teaci-er ai

relr,inns: b'? student,. 3 teacher, 6 tciclor
aides

$ESSIC,'

TI.: daily utikr6tCatter scission is t initial attieity f,r
each patticipa'b. The aisinie,tritor at rcspc.,,F,it,ility fir
Car-cirri atil cordictiri) this part of tre nacraci. Derma This L'`c

ance,ocerents tan to rad., a,d infc, itian,,acecereico tee,,cs
to he discussed in the various .rterae-tiC,
;rcrrACd.

This tine can also to used for Quest sccarers and fil0s l'it
relate lc, areas to le discussed and erplc,ed ir the irtirectrio
sie,rars. firer, all tiff allotrcits far th, trfira- arc
the lar:th of these srsriers stesuld saly aeroeiliro in re-el, for
irst"cif, if a nest speak- or fitter is sc'idlcd a ^d addit,,,,a1
ti-c is re'laired. tle tooics for t'e can to,
oe,stteirdeard t'd scull to eetad to 00 'dole of Of fie

C,f tie sourst ri al, r.



INTERACTION SEPINARs

The interaction seminars will deal with topics related to
ocoupation..1 orientation and vocational opportunities. Each general
topic is divided i.Ito a number of subtopics. A team of staff
menbeiF should serve as discussion leaders for each subtopic. The
dascussion groups should meet for a period of several days no that
each student will have an opportunity during this period to attend
each discussion group and voice his opinion on each subtopic.

In keeping with the flexible nature of the program, students
should be given a voice in selecting and planning the 'epic to be
discussed in the interaction seminars.

BASIC SKILLS SEMINARS

TI a basic skills seminars are daily class sessions for
improving cone onicatior, and co,- putatimeal skills. :He irstlebtion-
al program for each of the..e two skill areas should le highly
individualized_ tr action ...Flogld include materials ncthods
that will poi, each leaner to wcri at hi. ow, Pace aeJ le curtly
responsible fC- is con irlStr,,ticn.

The classes for tic curl un i cat ic41 S; 111S aHd ells
can be held concurrently. While half of tkm, vtudcnts arc, in the
u.xr rl cation dills semirars, the Otfr',,r half should be in tie

Con.PUtatiOnal stills Ser.ir,a(S. After rn ostablisncd unit CJ tir,,,

say an hour, the students n thi comrunication skills S(41 inure car
more to the corTatational skills seminar,; tin stbd its it the
computational se -' mars can cue br CI-4., no. '.,niCatiCr.

ilEALTH NOn tUl TLFAL mIALIZATbitt

the class sessions fc, riallh and cultural 1.23111,3(1C, can
m ther he offend on ahem ite dais, kg,l.H, or sE,Est,:rs, or
,there there is in!, rest aid need, bulb can be i f resod e.ur,hay fur
the rr.tire near,

1,4,t, LOP EPILha

Students will to efgag.d in i,,r1 ii,cricrcis during tie aft, r-
robb Or t,rjr; oqn LiaSSES r."-.1. In ,C ,Sion.

;,Cricr,Cc would to arranged flict; with otH(r soic,,ts
gf the liogrem.

lhis Can irclude gi'cral w. r mirricitis or epinific
training in the job traihir.] can in riovihrd
under the auspices of 0,ri-_Jgh a ;i-LO'd-, SI^ilar

and lnduc tr ial Coop,,t1, cr .[(Li31

CrTrr unity jet' gaining preirags.
1 ei

As soon as counselors determine that a student's attitude is
conducive to successful employment, the counselor should encourekle
the student to take a part-tine jot. Students should be assisted
by the counselors and job developers in locating this part-time
employment. Counselors should maintain close liaison with studz,nt
and ccnoloyer during this work experience to smooth out any
difficulties which may arise. 0n-the-job training prograFs may be
arranged with local private employers or with various covern7cntel
agencies in the area.

COU1,SEL TESTING, AR) EVALUATION

Individual counseling would tale place during the entire day,
oh students leaving classes to keep appointments with counselors.

It is expected that each student would see his counselor at 'east
once every 2 weeks.

Students should he screened for possible physical and rental
limitations to success. A visual -motor examination should Le
airinistered to check perceptual ability, and a hearing e,a,inetiun
should he given to determ,ine possible auditory difficulties. These
can to ad:linistered during the initial orientation period in reading.
After tie evaluation acd pinpointing of any Cc Pcciencies,the
re:,ediation can become part of the regular program. For ea,nle,
perceptual motor exercises could he incorporated into tte reading
proiras. I c Frostig program for the develppeent of visual
percention is an ex ample.

[valuation should fe,us on what students do krmr, rath.nr than
on what they don't know. It is recoFirended that oral rather than
written tents he given. After the 6-week period, specific vocati-ral
iii rtorieo should be administered which will indicate areas of
interest and strengths. Toe use of audiovisual media will prov,
helpful for making more thorough evaluations. futsia. selool
hocewmrk ci11 not be assigned.

Thn coir-diratic, and planning stssicg, are d3i1y ,,e(f,T; rf
the entire staff which dual with three major areass. Cashim

training, and studart cvaluatinn. The ati,
e-;'asis tk,.se n,:ctings shp.,1c1 to left to the ad loin 1, a tb r to

as tee heed air ices.

:He planning of tree neetings should nut le errI.n,t' 1
in t'e style of a traditional faculty r...ctiu.7,
Fur, cf a Genuine ccercratlic Carming effcrt t, all :calf
who at ti es loofi in small ergiapn and at ties
11.- Ilahing sescicr, should t. stroctuicd to Eccura:n:



An exchange of inforratien regarding the program, the
students in the program, and other concunity assistance for
these Students

The planning and coordination of the program's activities

The planning and preparation of instructional materials

The discussion of the sta if roles and responsihilities

Tha inPervice training chase of these sessions can either be
formal on quite informal, depending on the ne'ure of the topic or
training. At any rate, these sessions should result in:

The l:roadening cf the background of the staff on the
psychological and sociological factors affecting students
partiOpating In tae program

The re'vie'w of roe instructional materials and dc-orstrations
of their use and effectiveness

The snaring of successful teaching practices

The studer: evaluation phase of tl cse coordination sessions is
one of the Post iroortant of staff functions. Evaluation of
students should be continuous and should not be made or. a "report
card" basis as in a regular school program but as a descriptive
picture of the student's achieverent, interest, participation,
and attitudinal improvement. All staff nemhers having any contact
with a student should participate in the evaluation. This

c,aluation can he the basis for a student's roving Prom ore level of
re%neration try another.

OVERVIEW OF STAFF APPROACI
Atv,ritg to carta.n principles will help the project accomplish

its goals.

The first is diagnostic thinking. Through this the teacher
penetrates a student's surface behavior or thinking whicn
is a reflection of inner thoughts or feelings.

The second is tolerance to allow decisiorr.al.ing on the part
of the students.

Inherent in this process is the freedom to rgake a decision and
to accept the responsibility for it after considering all available
information.

The following is en exarple of applying the two principles to
a situation that say arise with the students.

The problem: Evaluating a student's promotion to another salary
level in the program. Suppose that John has boon continuously late
for the mining schedule of the program. The question arises attut
his financial al lowance. Is he to receive an increase or ronain at
the save place on the scale? The real issue at stale is: Wiry is

John al,,ays late? Does he fee', his skills are adequate? Is hr

getting along with other students? Is he having a difficult tine at
nor,2? Is there a teacher-s tudent clash?

The questions could go on and on. The 1,t.ant rae',er,

is that the teacher logs beyond John's rani fest Lcha.:ior and
concentrates on Other causes. The more infor,etion Joan can ,ive

and the more insight given to him, the more offactive will be his
decisions, The final responsibility for alkinr, a dam,isloa rest;

with John after he has been given all of the ,,ortinent i Ifor,ation

and insight the staff can give him.

LI timately, the staff must act according t, the standards It
establishes. If John, continues to cure in 'ate, they Post point
out to hin that he is causing the project authorities to withhold
his financial increase. This is rot a one- interview ratter but a
continuing and creoing process involving reny reFors of the staff.

1.;
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SECTION IV ANCILLARY OPERATIONS OF THE CENTER

CLASSRUON LIBRARIES
For this type of student, it is imperative that the books and

media he will be encoJraged to use be very accessible and incediately
available. Therefore, each teather should have available to him
an abundance of materials to use to promote learning and which
student, can use in structured learning situations or for hell-
study or recreational reading,

COUNSELING
Individual counseling can tae place during the entire dav,

with students leaving classes to leep appointments with counselors.
Haturally, it will be necessary for counselors to son some students
...ore frequently than et.ors, but. all students should see their
counselor at least once every 2 peels.

PARTICIPANTS ADVISORY COUNCIL
The success of this project will obvious"), depend on many

factors, one of the most important being student involvencnt in the
organization and regulation of the program. In order to help these
i,ouths understand the reasoning behind society's social crdes and
their effect on individuals, they must be invOived in the thirs.ing
and planning process necessary in making decisions like the ones
from which the code developed. This can be done best by having the
participants choose representatives to carry on discussions with
the staff about matters concerning the organization and fuhctionino
of the center. Some broad areas of student invalvenent might he:

Selection of occupational areas to he discussed it inter-
action seminar meetings

topics pertinent to situations which ?rise during the Gaily
functioning of 1de program,

School ven,ulatier,
Grievance
Suggestions to Fe incorporated into t inc,jr,;n1

Suggestions for fir Id trips of interest to stui,.ts

The council consist of one ripr,se, tative fur c,iry
Participast. r-pesentati,,? ,souid roonthhly for r...a,Th

group of 10 so that everyone would eventually be involved in the
decisionmai.ing process. The representatives could meet with the ";
-rg constituents during the first part of the interaction seminar,

day each week, to discuss matters to be brought to tee attention
of the administration. Irrediately following this meeting, the
representatives would meet with the administration and representa-
tives of the staff to discuss the results of their group r,etings,
while the remainder of the ,,articipants continue with their
scheduled zsochgram for that day.

It is irportant fur the administration to structure these
meetings i tnis phase of the program so that the participants will
SCe real "=tin results iron their role as representatives and be
faced with the reality of decisiom akiri that is val ,1 for an
entire croup, not for just one individual or a very wall group of

S IODLfil PLANNING OURING ORILNTAIIII "
the first wee,. of the interaction seminars should orient the

students to the staff, plant, and program. Following this the
entire student body will be ,nyolved in formulating the rules and
regulations under which tie center will function. These will be
oven to constant revision and. improvement with the agreement of the
participants advisory council administration, and staff,

the ioteraction meetings could be organized in the following
manner:

The entire student body netts in a are group ccssin
and is informed of the topics to he discussed in tee
interaction groups. Stud,r,ts al(' U Cr nivun a choice
of the topic they wish to discuss.

Four ',,C(11CtiC1 groups root, each i,inrociv.i in roe
of tee four topics rkotico,ed .toff
members t as group counselors, and a s tudurt is

selected as lea le r. Tre groin would discuss the trpic

and arrive at sane conclusions and c1,:ci sic, s.

7h, followirs, day, the sae rc, t+-3t e

stu dint would tniMnn to attend a different interaction sped," tin add
his tro.,.,, ts to the cortritutions made on 1.,e trt.,:s ;,
studrits. ctuihot auditors alwao cro

8 assure a cenliruity of st,"est



This procedure would continue for t days until all the
participants had had an opportunity to voice ',heir opinions on each
topic. Cg Thursday afternoon the student auditors could moet with
the staff to formally design the policy for each of the four topics.
They could be presented to the entire student body on Friday
morning and be put into effect the following onday morning.

FITANCIAL REVUIIERATIDN
If a center can afford to remurerate students participating in

the program, the structure for student remuneration should simulate
tne ones found in the world of work.

The following is a suggested stipend plan fur the students
participating in this progra:

Group A: Youths who are u,.erployed at the tire they enter
the program

The mlninuT stipend per w.ik will be paid during the
4-week orientation program.

The second phase of the stipend schedule will entitle
the student to receive a 55, percent raise' over the

Irinimum stipend, if in the judgment of the evaluators
he ,as met the criteria for advancement.

Ire final step of the stitend schedule brims the
participant to the ra,irum. stipend of 175 pen,ent
of the minimum until the student terrinates his
association with the program.

Group I: Youths who have been enployeo with the sa-,
company for 1 ronth prior to their initial interviews and
who continuo their employment until the start of the trogremn

The starting stipend for these students will be the same
as the salary they received in the positive they had
held before entering the program, up to 125 cc, cent
of the rinimum stipend.

The second phase of the salary schedule for this croup
will entitle the student to a raise to 10 ::e.rcent

f the rini,ur stipend if he roets tee adyae,,,rt
criteria as deter,ined by the evaluators.

;a:Ise three of the salary sc,cdile wo,1d cntitle Ti

student to receive 175 porwIt of tee ^irirun ojr,rd
until th,2 stu,h,t t,r,irate.s his association with

t,p r,nc;ra

cat in salary shoJld deterrirrd by t'e
(c.,ittr.7....hich shall insist of all re.-,`ErS r.f tSe riff w

wori t'e ,tvd,rt. fr. part-ti-r while
t57 st,leht is in attence. s'f,ld in ro Ai/ C!,,Turi-a,.,
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the student's stipend. To do so would decrease the student's
motivation to succeed in his work.

Attendance: Each student should be permitted a limited
number of sick days a semester. If he is absent beyond this
number, he should not be paid for the specific days of his
absence, unless he presents a doctor s note or a note fro,
an authority working with him that justifies the absence.

Punctuality: This factor should be considered in determining
the student's advancement to the next step of the salary
schedule as it would in the merit prosetion of any
salaried employee. .

Cooperation: In order to advance to the next step of the
salary schedule, a student must have exhibited an acceptable
degree of cooperation and posi the attitude' as judged by the
evaluating curd

LX3 =ACUPRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Since especially those fro, rare div.rised taclnrounds,

e to feel ti,at they can pay their own way or tale respibility
for their own welfare. the students should aSStre the responsibility
for organiiing and financing extracurricular activities. Dances,
parties, outings are all a normal part of adolescent life. for

many, this will be the first tine they have had this experience or
opportunity. Carefully directed activities should lead to an
understanding of cooperation ens group planning (a positive social
attribute), co,ple,enting the ot..cr skills they will acquire in the
program

facilities for physical recreation during leisure tire, Su0, as
a pool table, ping gong, volleyball, or Nsletball may prove In be
invaluable assets.

SIUDLNT tlEMF,I.RSHIP CARD
In order ti give participating v.c.uths a eerie

at the sane tine froiiidn tfnan with a rears of idadtficatii.n
t'n difilran, each student siduld to si,crlis.d a -e'tcrship card
indicating his Thu of l's card sduld,a.,
dove laps i tv the staff and stud!, t tc ly as a ctc;srari me frlmjc _t.

r.ttcr ocr plrtico p)Olra-, To goca.

cLndld to er r.c..ra ti 6cip ti it idadtifiratirn Oich
tradle tn if gee comb sv_h as

counseling aid materials.



SECTION V ORGANIZATIONA L STRUCTURE

OPERATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
E Advisorpoard 1

L Board of Education
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I
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El eac-Fing Stir 1 or{Social Wkers J

[Jolo Developers
7.I

lines of Authority

tines of Cooperation

ROLE OF THE ADVISORY BOART1

An advisory board, established prior to the planning of the
center, should provide comrunity leadership and serve as an
objective evaluative group for tne program. Tactful choice of
merrkership is essential. This board should be corposed of th.
leaders of all the various interested community agencies, civic
groups, and educational establishments. The corTosition of the
board will be a vital factor for enlisting the cooperation and
support of the community. For example, board rerters who are
leaders of the business and industrial cur unities nay interest
their colleagues in provi,i,g e,cloyrcnt oppertoni ties for students
in the program. CO'runity actin groups ray be instr..,,ntal in

recruiting students and in p-ukiding tte necessary comrunity
approval of the school.

Pe following are suggestions for advisory beard re-tership:

Representatives of the business a-A irlustrial cor,uni ties,
both ,anagenent and labor

10

Pepresentatives of community agencies interested in disad-
vantaged groups

Superintendent of the local school district

Representatives of local community colleges

Representatives of the community groups being served by the
center

Parent of one of the students in the center's program

Graduate of the program

The advisory board would hold open monthly meetings to assist
in the ongoing evaluation of the program and would share in the
responsibility for the successful functioning of the program.

The specific dui es of these advisors would te:

To assist in the selection and hiring of the center adminis-
trator

To find additional resources for the center

To review financial expenditures, program chang.s, and staff
hiring

To assist in evaluating the program

To advise en recruiting procedures to to followed

STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES
if this program is to function effectively, the entire staff

rust wmrl to,;ether in a team vproach, Each department cf tt,
center will tave its individual respon'.ibilitics as outlired,
each 011 le dcpendc..t upon and responsible to ethers in a
cr)perathe effort to sect the total' resw'sibil 1 tics ccvcrzu ty
the program.



ADMINISTRATOR Teaches the basic skills seminars on heal th and cultural
realization

Acts as finance officer for 0.° program

Hires the staff. Responsible for evaluating the erucational
background and experience of the candidates in relation to
the qualities described in the staff models on the pages
that follow

Participates in the planning and leadership of interaction
seminars

Solicits the cooperation of other staff ,renters in finding
solutions to student problems

Supervises student selection Participates in the staff's daily planning session

Acts as educational consultant to the staff READING DOINSULTMT

Coordinates staff's surrer inservice sessions Coordinates the reading prograr

Coordinates daily organization sessions Pvco,rends instructional materials to teachers and e..plair,s

their use
Coordinates staff's daily planning sessions

Peco,,ends instructional techniques and de,onstrate3 their
Coordinates curriculu, planning use

Evaluates staff Participates in the staff's daily planning ',E.',51011

STA:rF PSKACIGGIST COLLSELOR

Assists in hiring of staff, Pesponsible for evaluating the Assists in all phases of student selection
personally traits of eat', candidate in relation to the
qualities described in the section on staff selection which Assists each student with his personal adjust-pnt to tee
follows program.

Supervises the student selection process under the leadership
of the administrator

Acts as nenta. health consultant to the staff and student

body

is responsible for program evaluation

Assists in ecordirating the staff's surer inservice sessions

Assists in coordinating the staff's daily planning SE tS i S

Participates in the plane ing and leadership of interaction
se7inars

11,ACH INC,; STAFF

Participates in cvrriculf,

. Prepares instructlonal raterials lea

Counsels students who are discouraged and threaten to leave
the program

Participates in the planning and leadership of the interaction
seminars

Counsels the job developers about placinq students in jo.O.s

which are culoensurate with their interests anO, abilities

Visits erpic)ers tr discuss and evalu,te ioungsters' adjust-
cent to their work

Participates in the staff's daily plarriro session

ivpris w.th job developers, stqdcr,ts, and EoPlp,ers ir,

providing students with vocational clp,rtunities and in

dr.veleTird a-eas of ,ocatiunal interest

SOCIAL 4:1F,1 R

Trvestioates each participant's here ba:kdnound discn.cr

reasons for the youth's originally (caving school



Identifies parental attitudes which nay deter the youth fro-; Cooperates with the staff in placing students in jely, 'ich

coopleting the progran are c000ensurate with their advancing interests and abllrtino

'corks o,i to parents who er hi bit has till ty toward the idea of
their child going to school instead of working and r.ho

deprecate the canter's educational prograg, looening rho
student's self -nape in tie process

Cooperates With the guidance counselors and job developers
in rectifying any situation in the home, neigttorhood, or on
the job which nay cause the youth to leave the renter's oroqra,

Cooperates with ccalanity agencies and prograds which can
alleviate the problen:s causing students to leave the prograo:

Establishes positive attitudes toward the center's progre: in

the hone and rein,hlrarlhogd

Participates in the staff's daily clan fry scssion

JOB It '.:11_ffER

Asocaso:s the crknontokitios lb the CUT 01i t, eni
di sse:H o a tcs in is inforcaticc to tb e or ti re staff fur

;....,r;,-:sc-s of curriCulu, Car,i3; a d job ; not

hrites job specifications and des cri; kioos or local ly

available jobs

Prepares each student for the specific job assinnhent

if'ssists the '31.ediat2 6-.ork supervisor to understand +-is role

Tssists the student in his adjust,ont to toe world of 0;6

Participates in the staff's daily planning SP;SiCT,

ArVINISTSATIW ASSISTANT

Octs as assistant finance cfficer

Criers and inventories later-Hada. ch,ui,-
'Cr tte rre'piard

hoccrds stone t attdrda he

t:,:dT1C,7,AL CENTER ',TUE'

iatalf aides scree as t-_Knicia,b. Ltc.; a- J
finds a--ploys 4-rit epportuni ties for students professional capacities

Custodial cc ployces

SECTION VI STAFF SELECTION AND ORIENTATION
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He should have the ability to help teacher; improve their

instruction. He should not view his role as an overseer but as a

stimulator and a colleague, helping teachers to make tee fullest use
of their own talents and resources.

TEACHER
The teacher must help bridge the gap between the school dropout

and the societal standards which are part of our tradition and
heritage. Valuer like pride of workmanship, fairness, and decency

are al 1 part of this heritage. To t:ansmi t them, the teacher must
reflect these values in his personal conduct.

As translator of values and skills, a teacher who is in tune
with the mores, subcultural pressures, and neighborhood under-
currents will be able to appreciate the life style of the students.
He will not judge their outward behavior as inherent qualities with
no possibility of movement to the goals of self-reliance and self
sufficiency which this education envisions for then. A. teaching

faculty which has a diverse cultural back.grocrld will male for depth
and richness and contribute to the entire staff's educational
perspective.

Careful selection of teachers who can establish a positive
relationship to disadvantaged youth is crucial to the success of the
program. all teachers can teach successfully the former drop-

out. When selecting the kind of teacher needed for this program,
the following characteristics should be sought. These suggestions
are offered as general guidelines for the selection of teachers.

Erfathic: The empathic teacher is able to put himself in the
place of the student. He rakes no value judgment; to is
sympathetic. re respects the human dignity of the student
and expects the Same kind of respect from the student.

kcepting: lie tales the student from where he is and tries
to help. This implies not looking upon the student in a
demeaning way. His attitude carries with it both a respect

for and an acceptance of the pupil and his enOremcent,

(..,tgoing: in is willing to reach, out to the pupil. He is
aware of the fa_t that he rust often initiate this conta,,t.

bptir is tic: it will to hopeful and have faith in the c.ctccht
of t;.e program and in the liiellhood that levels cf
ahi..,Teent may he raised and potential talrnts disoc,e,hd
ar,d deunloped.

in'cic,,suc., as tee . "r t

be appl l e d a l i c a n d i g T h e pc rsr, al t, trait.
inde'ei are sinil,r to thi cin:rantiri.tiLs
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already outlined. The , for exanole, m,rports to
measure authoritarian tendencies.

PAOFESSICNHL CCA'PETENCY

The teacher's central concern should be for the student, rot the
subject matter. lie should .now the reasons for his instructional
activities. Ile should he able to choose the kind of content,
material, and methods which will be most effective in attaining the
goals set for the students. Pe should be cognizant of the entire
gamut of instructional practices and interested in adding to his
store of Inowledge. He must be resourceful enough to know when to
use a particular technique or piece of material. He should his

students so that he will be able to create educational experiences
that have relevance in their lives.

His knowledge of psychology and his ability to .'elate to is

students will enable him to "sense the rood and play the role.- his

belief in adherence to certain standards doe: not preclude his
ge,ulne understanding of others and tneir rationale. he needs to be
resourceful enough to change his pace, his rethbds, and his touching
strategy quickly when the situation indicates the reed fh" s,ch

The teacher rust have cenfidence in his at.ility, in tits rnsocr..e

fulress, in the students, and in tie grog rah so that he will ;e
able to help each student find his cwn worth and dignity. will

he buoyant and resilient and as realistic as to is idealistic,

It ray be recessary for sore teachers to to bilifl,a1 in tail_
Ground in order to coevonicate effecti,..21y with all stYhmts.

Employ-ent of cpericnced persontT1 is d,sirable. Observing
people in their present teaching situation is desirahle as a

determining factor in selection. Experience in w;,rkina in co,rcnity
recreation prograhs, 5...0h as church yCeJth gro..ks C's, coeini ty yo;,th

centers, or athletic nnogne,s which serve cm,,th, also to iraH 7.

LOU riSELO P

n addi tic, to epnent,nuics, anJ;
outlined in tic I, r,H01,

reeds to In Oillc3 in t'e tc;k,.igue: .5 and ,a1..tir;

siC:01 ad cczu unit.
1,,,Hrans tinit car r

ty, in a(ad.....io anj.,cr icr,a1 , .111
also rcho.. t, Ie valuatle.
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wound have firsthand 1nooledge of the cultural behavior
potions of the iieitibtorsood population being varied by the prograh.
he not only needs the experience of having worked with adalescent
toys, but also the ability to oin their confidence.

hn effective job developer should be familiar with cone unity'
industries and should be able to establish the ,ecessary rapport
with erployers in the business world in order to gain their
cooperation.

Experience in the field of education will prove helpful also
since the job developer will also serve as a teacher aide during the
instructional phase of t.hoa program.

S LILIAL WORKER
leis personal characteristics should be sihilar to those already

outlirod for teachers. Like the job develo sr, the social worker
needs to ha ie a firsthand knowledoe of the cultural behavior
patterns of the population bairn; served to, the progra. Eeina
hi ing31 ray also prove helpful or even recessary in sere areas.
the social worier needs to be skilled in working oith and helpira

ad neighborhood groups with their proble,s and should to
f ,11ar to oras,,,,ity agencies, havirg ire ability to work

ir y r.ith then-. fperience in the fictd of education also
ran helpful.

O ILNTAI
It is strongly recorrand,d that en orientation progrwa to

provided for the crti re staff prior to the opening of the st.,dents'
progra,. A 2-weak period orientation will help develop a tear,
approach ty the staff. So ' ales as tse following ray Fe
eplarcd d,rirg this peri

'why is t, ere a carthr?

so are n 'a Le se -,ad Fr In ant,. r?

it facilitns are la; le in ye c00:*.ur: afr
ct tor?

what Is cr.arnzitianal stn.a.t,e n' t'os cc t,r7

;r1s doare atrs rules l' .;ir.; t :Jif ,..

CCfr".71?t, wits d r f no r'
is to basic ti.-,rah s

raahitatis, s(isiruhs

it
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Interaction seranors
Easic skills seminars
."-fternpoe proaraas
Loordinatiun ieetihos

Wsat are the oocratirb proced;,ros, rules, and nen;Jist, s?

What specific areas do staff r,Lers oart dealt with Lr;no
the inservice prograr held during the year? (This decisinn
oould be made at the oonclos ion of bre orientation vograa
so the recessary crg000ational cork could to dore.,

What are the characteristics of tie youth to be scried
the program?

What are the cultural backsrourds of the p6rticiaants?
What are the characteristics of their hone invircrncrts

(econcasic, social, &notional)?
'what type; of self-inages have these yo,rosters deielcaega

Hew have they develoncd? How can they be i-sroosl?
What are tee attitudes L'ES0.':,,C,StrO

society, and resaonsillitsa?
',,

h:aie tho, do.elnsed?
How can they to

do these studs, Is al ate to t0cir to ?

what ra,terials and prc_ed.,,ss shou1d. 10 11i5
aPbosach(d ty Tear, of:

Piscossions with saciolbgists, school por,,;--ri,
comroni ty workers who are fa it iar with 100 rua:;le
of these youth

bilcussions with boys w'o typify: tic; iu,,th oha o,alif.
for the proora

vis tr to t1,2 reig/t'crhoods the erogran will
Peadind materials:

- [loon. Pen iar,in.
Pirehart R wissico,

- Etrant, aacs.
11151.

,1essrah. Frark
h3 ;!r and to.

:rttols ard ,athoials should, ;a in, tar Ifsgra-1?
how can ....auho.5 cl3ri". and 51-1,0.

rsn.ina1,whre
t. t,ka n1 st ar't.

will t;.n krnw what -n crc.tcd tre,aod tsasser
will in atte to; via, Lc,.s cn

frot. Ergs.)



Shat does recent research say at,cut now this type of ilat occupational eppeitunities are there in the ccivnty.
student learns? 'what occupational oppeetuni ties does tie coardnity offer?

'What instructional reterials and teaching techniques Weat kind and degree et training is needed for ea,ei
work. test with these students? Oat are the con, uni ty's irdJstrial and r,,,dcrcial

enterprises doing about ciPployinq vi'...nr pe.i.; le?
What naterials and procedures would be useful? Wnrrlt agencies providE ere,o.,rent setrileeri, and v.,at

sat types of experiences, interactions, and personal con, unity' progra,c an- er,)idiri knit trainint?
relationships have helped these yowngsters de.'elop
negative self-iiiaes? tic.), can the staff inprove these The staff nay find out 'ore about these opportunities t.rci.,iii.:
self-inages? DISC4SSIOns With repreiei tatiVec fro.- cons unity asmecieS

1,;',3t techniques can he used and have teen successful in that are familiar watn the econcelo and eHoiCt. Sint
dealing with this type of student? picture of the area suco as the chanter of ch,rerce

"crisouSsions Kith educational psychologists oho have and ti:e '.so York State inp.inyeent Office
expertise and practical evp,erience with teaching P pc!el s ciiscJisions unity rupre;entativis fro, race Dr.,.14-osi.,,11
and with educational psychologists Irf:, are fara I Ian fields in ti'e cv.rueity. such as persoireil dirretens,
with finOngs on ho, this type of learner learns labor leaders, a d s,all Pir.ineY.-ee

i:env..nstrations ty educational practitioners of tie basic r.'iSSSrSiCnS with nErd'1:SSYtati'o23 fro, cry r unity
ii

anc ie,
techniJes for using tae varlet) of audiovisual ridiic irt trairgsg or eceicaticral in.f-,itinr.
raterials and :qol....pnt availatle 'e t = ccietpe sunk as local s,heols, !ianerwne i'e)elopnent Tiainini,

:pipnstration) I; cd..,iational practitioners of tre ;,,)sic 5,-r ocrror.1 Sy ini.,i inc":-..t-;
techniques fun using reading raterial3 in instruction -:cs'isi

ellirg naterialsi l'rno0cl, cohort.
- ironer, dr r,,,e. . i'ar'eard .,

tnivnrsity Tress. idE3. !....Cii hill Gen' CO,
. ''

h 'r and li-oo. %ha 1.D,, . 1".==.). i'nt= ! 'it ii.,-, i pant t ' a:P., . itiie
Pc:- i., w 'l i b a r e arKe s t e t i f i t can l e f r u n a it ; ,tiinn. ai 1 ruin 1. ,,O ,4'n,',;'
it'll: gra:',1,5 '.1 t''.2 ',500O05 e,r,itui_--, ;, ,'"s
i1 i Ca t,S,.

SECTION VII THE CURRICULUM

f .r is cid,;da it Cl udir cchtt
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d a', a guide ti felo teaiivis plan instiivctiern, iet as a
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brin any e,rfoses of the staff s dal i0 til anni nu FeSS Q,S is to clan
and reeortinate instnurticin so the preitrai can uhfuld snootily and
avoid tie fra'aiientatibin and oenacessary dspl loation so coif on in
iutist edscaticinal eneignai s.

C PRICULU LEVELLIPMENT
1j+ nary investigation of er;ieriricetal n teri al s revealed

that Vele aro few available raterials sea rod to different lea, nileels
fca qoneral ocational creparation. Toe contents of the

virnos e,rric,1..: s in this b,licatinn des:Vied to halo.
[-Lot this inateriais to sirfflecont these cnricalsi thenerisra:

to dovelsfed as an 0/T:Ir.y part of every local trodrana .

innwerr, ti ere are available a rich and varied asscirtfei t of
iestivctitinal atcrials and cLw0r isatiun redia nvbelei

jane,h.arso ozecialized out-of -sofieol -iycioth brourai s.
of pri' attcr and audiovisual raterials c ich can to ebtaincid

4

a.

St.dcfts are cric.irer,irl to ffeir ice anal,sos

20

hoy,v, and eid,caticeal latoraticrirs surtia,",t
ratcrialn which are aiailatile for t++Fini readiria, brithtion, and
+ori,,nication

lefientant part of the wort of the artilnisitrafor,
ocionsrilind staff, and teachird staff will be to priad,:ce and field
test its ciwin naterf als develop, d fro, the rooju and erpei I tr Lois of
ho first 100 students. These ,aterjaIS
that cause students to rale decisions within the fra-nc-or tio,ir
eereilences, intenests, and abilities.

It ciii he in portan t for the student to t ciic aura :rid rai
nis two analyse; and develcip his no roteeds for dealir,f

ff1 rut t s tua ti ens. This ap:,c.af,. enable the fattilr ot vn r
sic.. in reeding to learn advanced ccocniits devalcheid tfficir
of real life orticriences. this reach al icy; for eel f de -co i coon
and itoreasos the yeak student's confide IL, in '10501

t

iey

Teiç ,r;r,ah Srlf![,,S1.' 01
t cc 1, h /



CURRICULUM FOR COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS
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INTRODUCTION

GEr;EPAL TOPIC
t.,:hat ynicaticn Phil Ts of reading, yri tine, lister-inn, and

son,ehl,g are recesses). in ,c,dern life?

I0TRODUCTICC
Tne students who ta't. ,p this progra- will Le uc'hue ir that

they already will have rejected all or nest of the traditional
tectr it...nes of teechir,3. :Test were ",ar)ed for failure" r.hcrt tney
entered tteir first cle",srexi tecaute of environ,ertal and col tura]
itfluerpes. i;nforturately,i,a nary cases, reading fds been the
catal,st to acedenic despair. These students are acutely aYarc cf

ene ihecrtarce of readinni in school, Their failure has often
occurred within that aLiosphrre. Their wri -ore than any other
redie, will reflect their lan;uage The red cornecticns of
their teachers on th.eir Pat t)i>cricts nay hare. diseeyrat;ed the, into
rot at all.

7", S;,',ri la'a, is tie only area in yhith, ;to
st aiy SV.C.ESS, es to Olifl ran 5 ;.1,-,sn of .earjr,
is att.t, . tt e nnnteeiter nay to .re a ;inn littclidr,..)

3t1`..' He also 55.. de,51c,:icd e

rtein or e o, t. rehr.1». lte pelt t is he - te ,latp
ty Crei 1-.c' HS'JCS tl;iC5 are r..1c and ON ;pc+ hi c...)es p

ori)inal ad tcru,tirl, his cyy, ,),.cch is colon colorful and
c.tres51..t, th.t.,-,*, it da,, to tytccd ty dialcet, tectnical enr)rc.
and defielenties st.initard .,peeht)lany. Pc_. et- ttei,e fa:eltif
f.s:cet d isteni-et 5hoyld tr P.)t Nose e

lessens.

The fcilpwir,) sottge...tionn and is to cash t))y
tt,dertn Say at ties tote tiyrre and certet,hat u.-tro,ers,

Tcer Cr , etc,. ere dr sP9,-.. to create a

.;.,,,,c1,ert, tor, hprr,,,ped -ai rr ti):,' 21 ',J.:26;rd rd
3r ad Le 't

Hoe suypy:ticns hr ttti.cin.g atp)15e ct -Jy 2fi.
alc)t

is su)-tettri that c'nrr -utters the itaff to sad,,
it.er lart)ua:e ptynra- in Phil,:tth..h.' i` i ccr!''t-

tf tte tr`;ter crier t)tntnt pr r Sire,

tJe language arts instructor 'mill he meeting daily with the rest
the staff, his teaching can be easily coordinated with tte root
the progra"i.

'ATE: ocesti)..ns each section are rot necessanil,
to be pc.,->cd eaactlj as they are stated to Students. O'cfer t_

fon direction erdar6irr) actual
prone dotes.

OVERIrLE TEACUII5 IL TIVES
To de..el op the ls of readind ,
ii-,tenino, and ninat in.; that are re.e.stany. is Pittdrin life'

To de...elop the ability to participate rfftpti...).1; and
jeh.-.)craticelly in c),(...,o discussitnE, end a..:thdtics

of

70 dL'h,;, the aNi ito to thin; and al, atiei el and
ctpjeetkel,

de..lop an 2S .3

(,:riC1f1(
TO

co,r
-c,

fir

a, a

as ti.:ty),

T T '11L T %: S

,kar, rH?r- as d' trod t'a`,
reed .,at



Hunan, understandirg can be facilitated by effective
contrunication.

Language is Iran's east effective and most coripl ,otpoo of

connuni,ation.

CO % 7ENT

In 'what ways are men related to and dependent upon others
during their lives?

By what means do men cor-riunicate?

flow did language tegin?

Why are there different languages?

Why should ore ir.provo cne't, language skills?

PETHODOLOG Y
Step Ir. !fan and Corrhunication. On the first day of regular

classes, the following lesson may prove effective: The teacher
writes, ho ran is an island..." on the chalkboard. H.' asks a

stgrignt to read it aloud. Ire then asks the group if they have es. r
heard the expression before. If any of then have, under what
cir,ristahces? What do they tt,inl it rears? If stuglents do rust

,-csp.;_,hces, the teacher questions a likely
L7-,in; rVrtIcic;?vt, 'iv.".:05 it ne on tact a non is not a Lodi of
lard sun r eended ty water?' hate rally, re,,',.'enen.s will vary and
di sCussi on WU Er.coe. Tve tn. for can el elicit re f l cc tic., by tr e
strirsti on tie irterridierid,rey if m asOrq clusters of leadire
u.iti.hS 51"11:r to these telow:

'row migit we to affected If a foo.or in Ic »3 we tar[
rr -et, an fps igcraton h...1 hch; City, a

Cr,er an electrical tarts fi'.h.tchy, a 1-'3,t surgeon in
.Pfr:ca, etc.?

lire rtr al 11 ft f wl at wa, is
en Cry?

an infant s. ico,H , di ran?
'y arc recd 3111 01j.::p Icss?

Io all '3E' different, uhigue minds? trg ir a

way "islards"? Wiy?

t car. ha,;E, to a man wien ie Ie;,s strgro `seliris and
ideis ants ir

wr et is a Eress ..,me cc-rgr'
idw d 'as it d;er atu?
cc is t' Ewers reledr.si?

What happens if the calve is defective end the pressure
builds up?

Could a moans of self-expression in a man be lire a
pressure cooker's valve? Explain.

Car, a ran in this sense be like a pressure cooler? Why?

W'h.at happens if Y.. "valve" is defective?

What Lridges has ran developed tetween his "islands "?

Paw does an infant erpress his need to his mother?

Hew does a cluisb person comir,nicidte? A deaf person?

Pre social conflicts and wars often the result of n ivundcr-
stanlin,,s caused by a breakdown in setae unications? Give suse
exarples to students or elicit core from theo,

On you see reasons why men siculd learn to edhr unicate to tie
best of their ability? Nare some.

Tie discussion provolcd by these ass', related questisos shreuld
take up ti 0 entire , .r hod. The teacher is cautiorcd hot to answer
his comi questions. Af tcr asiino a oi:isticrithrrg air thrie of foctise
ethods to enccdra.se participation:

In ova ar? grg.asy silence until it iv trein,

rar C t 10,1 ,

Ch e er studer t.

The st,iint's cid; tio discussion is es e. iral.
corr nr ,r

1.e t ,r/ tke elass eln !rnal kin
frorre's f. Ans.' t 9,; fr whom 11,, ' r
tr Frirtly r,plain ito snarl, rmll wic- a sin
die ,I ".riihir that tie Aart!,, in. I) 17t,'
aii tr en to ?.,VC,Jt Ere n 1 C,V V.:se w r,.'',.

p larn,3de firm w id: srst'rdin;
rtiod, r. ire thit rar r,;11.<61( ;J.-1

t VO: .a.`; r ,r ajc,t, tie /-,- err-.
tie .r 11, it on tea cialitchid dsirq CI,: i,m,
iict.ri,. igciel rireisiros..diargra ,

rir,r t t:t
off, Li, and track, iar L'y C r 1.

I ors, sorr,,hicstird st tl class? Ire Cr' h`ili
NGw dij I'. I.: t'q
tray? ? eil ,rice. ir, 13'
1



The question "How did language begin'?" ray have an interesting
response. After a brief discussion, the teacher ails the st,dents
to inagine that he is a prehistoric can awakenirn in his cave:

Without words how would he explain his hunger to his wife?
(The response of grunting and strange actions will probably
to of hilarious nature.)

lic, could the w;fe indicate that there was n.e fdnti

The teacher narrates or acts out the following:

The 1, a tl (i T1 In al 'S t coc. dirt tat hc r °ri cgu
son 'is to ri dics, r t 5a id ar,? aT . ,..,11(1

r 3 I 03. "urSus, cc r car. r C

hritcs t cords on tie (hall:Q.3rd. he (se. U.:ha 7 illES

toca-e clars, clans teca e trilnn te:d c rjiro
r tidrs latgua..:.s. Ile tcacl.r s"ccs that is t." 'is

lot ..rittc-., ach,:anbrtly arlitrerlly, are (I. 'i.e.! frac alit

lar.gJagcs:

of - Caaccan
Curs - irlrrh
CTS0 - Italian
b jo n - (.cdish

bar -

Q,a ';-,hish

w sus - tatin
tear - irgi :1

TIter 5(,,e disoldssicn ahodt tee bridin

To ar:oc are we indebted for our larquage divelr.pncrt?

if you lived in the 16th north,. with drenert e Lc/i-n,
O0 what bet of society could you probably tel

Can a ny oral knew all the words in our larb'dage?

Are we still changing language.? Are we adling nords today?

How does a baby learn specch?

Step Inventing a I4ord: To reinforce the arbitrary rotors cf
word t-Hinirg, the teacher suggests that the grow" in-sent a 6T(T, he
writes ChAT oh the rhalabdart and asps if anyone crews ire 'earth; of
the cord. '.art, he draws the folloira 5v- asking the
to '15055 a "yes" or "ho" response to the questior, Is this a clIvy''

- hes

C -

Cdh:tirdd until the studc'ts rce ...hat the word is reach t., son-

. u to psi the n moo in.tci a.c.r.did. 4 is ahi
finord which has at least two straidht lines toot ....et. Or- 1

g.rrat'1 ti this lessor, ,ay ,(IghtCri'd wilh tro 'U,-)doit I. ot

t'y rco cord on tiwir fa. or °l'-b.- toolt- 1.dy

A is as saUd as any CArrr ward ,aS a

Y;dLif'111UN
Ira (a)hjcati.o (.alo:(1,a -ay

a51, liiCll 550c,:ss I n'is 1. y

one a

t"5 led to-

DI. St, ji tS ,P;1:0;r1:0 ia,rcaar as a d:S.ir

, coc tar d.ain a; tn. I ..

:c r. lilt desire to learn a!-e...t this

SEC tme herd i sOlts
thn fr troct-. a i crc s "docsti,.ns si-ilar and un h,strdir ) f t', P-S?

is in Ii 0,,c,r? "n hi (I..) 2 1.



SECTION I WRITING

ENERAL TOP IC Business notations, letter writing

l,''nat writhing skills are important to modern living?

NTRODUCT 10
The techniques suggested in this section are varied so the

e,,cher may select and experiment to meet the needs of his group,
he journal technique is particularly recorrerded since it has been
uccessful with various adaptations in other dropout programs and
rison rehahi litation projects, However, this technique ray rot
-ork with a particular group. If it becorses obvious after a few
eels that the students look upon the journals with distaste or
cadent discussion cannot be provol ed in the small group toss ions.

he technique should be modified or dropped in fa,or of arobler.
t may not be necessary to use every ten_nnique listed. the teacher
hquld experiment and a.'opt the methodology that appears rest
, ccessful in his group. Tice allotrents for writing and re v9 _mii,l

Iso will vary aceerdirg to the needs and interests of tie classes.
I.e dare by students during class tire at least ;

o r 6.:E1 ant te followed tie ne..t day by d riaiouirl rensic.n.
it ally, tie i"-..Jrnal tr_o.nio,e will na ;Jiro, the hetter

succEssi,e lcriods of one for 1_[, writing and c(,
iscusskh. PcOods nay to sh.:,ne-ed ,..1.7picdi,1 on

i rt.; Le ty unes is usualli e.ihficie't.

To acquire a basic spelling vocabulary

To develop basic critical techniques
Ability to accept criticism of peers
AHlity to offer constructive criticism to otIrcrs

To develop t1 -e habit of wri ting legibly

STUDENT UNDERS1ANDIN5 S
Ore can den vc a oreat deal of personal Sat,ofact-ic., froo:L,oino?
able to cr rCss his thoui;hts in su,_h th at Car to
hrs-itted ,:ecue-ately to another.

C ,Creativity 1 siitinn is ^C:t nl,ult of 'eo'itir; cf,ort.
thin6ting oniqin311y. Cornet

,..,LatJlar, c:n, to r(W,e7 nritir

sly
ideas

, ,O inn*. , end. sip
te Bret nq

char.

[ACTING OEJTCliVLS '3'

Cu de op a iesi nel f-cce-ce; t sneer fel
t,;(riC,CL5

T.- a -cans of rolf-o r[',Sion

TO tie
CO,,7,C.Sti:n

i
s usar:, ard

needs

and
n onk.nn lirirc

. -

1

111;,

mien cre',
,[re!. sIrd acL,,t

ey-0

n a 1 1,Iloiclo.1., 3HC r

( 1

I ;.f

an 01,,1 C .ally ie

e' et 'lls are ir.;:qt.rt



Can writing practice help one to loprovie his u5a;e, grarar,
and punctuation?

Can writing practice help to acquire a vocabulary?

Can what one has written tie misinterpreted?

Can the cobrents and criticism of others assist one to
improve his writing?

Does writing about a past experience help ore to see that
experience from a different, more detached point of ',ie.,'
Is this beneficial?

1EACHING MIETHOPOLOGY
Student writing may effectively be used as en ieportant

diajnestic device. The language experience story will indicate
individual attitudes, environmental conditions, and wearnesses in
usage, gra ar, punctuation, and legibility of writing. reading
froblens will also bisco',e evident during the group evaluation
sessions.

It is suggested that the students participating in the progras
Veep a journal in which they write weekly or bimonthly entries in
class. The length of these entries should to left to the writer
with the sviugestion that he not to overly cwricerred with lcroth.
On a specified "journal day" tie studcrts are divided into groups
cf five. They exchange journals. Each reads four othicr entries.
The entries are written on every other lire and stub_r ts are ai:4,
to convent and esrrect. face group should hai.e a dictionary fc,
rofe rerce. Each student is asted to rare at least cre sontral
ccr rent at the ens of the entries. The teacher divides his ti" e

inJ tie grou,sS, atte,ioting to create reaningful discussion and
su.ugesting corrections. he should be careful, particularly during
the first few wees, to (raise and erco ,rage the studonts for t, err
efforts. After all of the entries I've been read and rated iv each
of the five, irdividual ra,-.crs teconie the focus oral discussion.

The tegihnirg entries should he sretcrcs relating significant
incidents and ebberiencus in the stuscnt's life. (Do rot assign
autctiographies as such. See the following (ages for topic
suggestions and techniques ftr rasing journal assignments.) Fro,
these early eerciteS, tie teacher will to able to readily per-nuke
the lanjuaae orobluis of the student. as well as the psychological
and attitudinal difficulties which ray toccise c'eAent in his work.
The topics described below nay to used, but t,e teacher (with
student involvencnt) can and should modify tier to fit his oirovm-
stabLes. Toe journal technique can to succe;sf,1 witoc,t t e use

soccific epics.

Introduce the journal technique during the first week of classes.
Each student should be provided with a notebook in which te recio his
jourres. Hare it clear that the noteboos are for tai ire notes.
Explain that writing practice affects all areas of language study.
Ask them if they enjoyed writing coop05itions for their Fhglish
teachers in the past. After the negative replies, explain that this
year they will not he writing for their English teacher but for toe--
selves and their classmates ; that you will rot he correcting their
papers. Then explain the above procedures to them. "'late it clear
that they are not restricted to the there that you (Or the rajority of

students) suggest each week; that if they wish to write about 50,E--
thing else, they may. It ShriMa be emphasized to then' that they will
receive criticism during the review sessions and that so7e students
will naturally be better writers than ethers. Explain that heir
writing errors wi II indicate the areas where in proven rint is needed.
After answertifog any questions that students ;ay have, the first
suggested topic can be discussed: "Describe event in your life

that has changed you in sere way.'

Tine srieuld to allowed the following day for the .nitre of toe
journal. The discussion period should occur on t' e gay following trc

writing.

hiscussisn will naturally very depcbdinj cn the cootrit cf t,e
jc..nhials. Questions to assist discussion and correction riytt

hat are sore of the ioLi.rtant o=",c-- us
In cisr ..ES a ha;Jc,ir,q 1,;,00.7,t7

^7t are try diff.,,tnt tnings yen. do a !.ad

do Ten rno 1 ere late .use who x

woo are close friends?

snot .tyres tre cf see [ al

Discussion will rr.stia(.1y in tH; fire. t
cf t'w jittItrtal StttIV. and the teartr will to r-,
Sri -up to ,7,np atter; tirg to sti,-.1dte itt.Olt.tt.Ert. H IS StlIC,ttti
list 'Ore techniques to used at least 1 wr.'..s ne a nine)
jud4n.I is t.?iScd en its (Cfr,-,:tiress.

fugbest a t'i he f.r t, e seccoid si- I la, to ti lb
write about ran ytu always lirnS (or disliri
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QL;!".tiD,S 1"- r discussion w i.r t i rs1,..le.
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What do you consider to be the good points of people in
general?

How much knowledge does a person need to pass judgment on
others? Should we pass judgments?

As you read your classmates' description of people, were you
able te picture clearly the person? Why? Why not?

Can rewri tin your journal help to make what you want to say
rare clear? Why?

A topic for the third week could te: 'Write at,eut an unusual
person you 'now."

Questions might include the following:

Why did you choose this person?

Co we gcrerally like to male friends with unusual peeulP? If
so, why? If not, wr=y not?

Why do sure people art and dress in old ways?

(Th'i ecu see the world through their eyes? liow?

'why is goad p.,net".eation irpertant?

As:3C gsst to ro-e'Lered ter rst of a achh
parajraph? 'Why ?

t,e stsd,sts Loco' adju'stcd to the jo..h, al discussiv,
tec,nin,,e, tin teacher nay de:irk., (rk t(-,t Brat lessors tic
day t jc.,r,-fl day. beer_ lysscns shtuld to :

, as c,Hdenced in thehr writirg.
Ltesce hsues

0.111 ;i,tatly '.3T2 the LESt results, ;ar10,1 a rly t'e
r(e cca7ue crojc,:tc.r. the st,d(nhs will te' e t, when t,rir

own are used to 1,31., a r;,:it.t. first Icssens
the et il;ty -.1r3itft tctr.ccn c_ ,_roes and

lesson CI( al h, ta.ct, to ((riTiTiTrAr, usirq
tarc'cic' f:r T'T(23-11rOi-octiC, 3,1 jo,TT k',I1,S

STS Tie IT TOlia- to -,exit10
and sheuld et the stucu,ntg taco. nc-t

,.th.e is lc,Itle thacher is
r t .'reasoratle ee,h1sis en rechanics.

si T115 (1 will riSrrrr
Iv t' nr_rs if tie jc..r(aln. The 0

c,,rs will Lida t.hy Le Ce ty;
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Punctuation

Contractions

Incon.plete sentenCES

for many of these students, teacher approval r.ay haoe teen
unattainable in the past. However, in rhost cases the apoiceval of
their classmates will be within their grasp, and they will probably
euhihit a desire to improve their skill. for this reason.

In addition to the above skills, the following areas sl,cul, ,0
receive some ee phasic:

tleveloping vocaLulary

Pe....riting

Crgari.h_ing thoughts in logical ond' r

Ccestructinhg paragraphs

Using writing t(.(hhiTacS.S.,:', as 'h,hc.ki,"1" tin t liras,

5,(r rite tn,li,Rs.. and realistic dialogs

For th,, t(.,rth ,LC diTJ tic' StS,TiontS tTI i-aOrativ.'.
st«y.

Piscussion questions rict ir,h,Jem

is-2.. is i'dsi(TSITO(: Is it i icr,.nt (H.; in
T, ii6iiTT?

11 do ye w atc-t 'rea's?

whir)" r!i.-tolie,e rlassrd"..s no
0.11 Ht,r h.tleg?

"ic u riti,te14.1 1 tt,
( 1 , c ,Fr' SOT it sT, t' TT.'T.r. IS 3 'iT,1 1.,31

It t(. ;,,i,r
1, r, o are [11,, in (ep'tHiint,...

lliewliT1 ;i( te h.'
a h, at: a' h.. iegin i11
r ,, tP 'rear hi;,



Questions to stioulate discussion rgc"-,t. include:

;Jo questions r,:tk: good openings? ltp lain 01.

k// should we try to write thirgs in unusual y,ay?

Is a reader litely to finish reading sorething that is
written poorly? 1.hy?

Propose the following topic for the sixth week: "'Write a

conversation between two people."

Stimulate discussion with questions such as

Would conversation rate a good beginning for a story? Why?
Why not?

Can slang or poor gn&Tar he used thin written
ccmversa lion? Why? Why not?

What are sore of tie roles of punctuation, capitalization,
and indentation that rust he renkotened when writing
conversation?

Thames ray, by this tine, evolve froth students' past live; to
their present lives or Fay' he job and hose oriented.

Stu'cnts should le drawn into the subject-selection prosobss by
askicg each group to setett a Vic for tie following Aftxr
ea, h group has deter,Ored a topic and it has teen listed on tie
Portd, taro- d rsto t t,, no'
topics nay also to ef a stsitcot-yeattion nature. 7Xis I'acher could
teal brief articles (rcwspsper Or Other) and asl t o siL,:4r;; to

least trico.ly in For c..:-rtie, opiniscat,d article firs
the Pact Null ion respasTr, ' n or ! ;;.', is rcai to tie class.
They react in their jour ale. Piffs ring opinions e.prcsed by
stoxkots Pax lead to ixtcrgstiri discossicris.

Se,c sag ;ntc,J t, tc used early in t rrc7,-Ln.

1 apt 1 led f, r a job

1°c intend, 1,S, 5E' in,,,

Cci,S

te It Fps! Irk risscd re

in att, it at sci.nce fii tion

Ar I prejudiced?

T.T jot, I would really lilt

I was scared

Thu real reason I quit school

black power

ti Where I live

Sights and sounds in My world

Assigrnents should be rade clearly and discussed cotoletely so
there are no misunderstandings. Other techniques for raking
assignrents are discussed in the following section of this curricul te,
and may he adapted in writing assignrirrits. (tee particularly Step 1

PPJ [Directed heading A.ctivity] p. 40.)

The teacher nay use the journals in a variety of ways. If typing
service is available, he ray have the journal articles typed to show
the student his work in printed forth, Pe may prefer to consult
individually with each student after the discussion session to rote
recorterdationS and to judge individual progress. He sac collect titc
journals every 5 wools to evaluate the and then Feet the individual

student to discuss thus. re should to the sluocnt's
work by voice and by notation on the student's writings. No nra.tc or
leiter r shoula tic used,

Ihstrad of using traditional Ira T art

ticise st.d.tits taye already rejected, the teacher sheJld conc.ritrat,
tix, e,a,t area of siege difficulty that is eT;reiSed in the

writings. Again, ti 0 t-,,,,ora'n r,ust to highly Cr Mt'. for irctance,
if it trstesit'Es obvious alter heir fir st attc" pt that coot of ti o

stud., ts rase rcpt mastered writing dialog, the trachcr can px.ssot an
tcns i f ic4 lessen on the opaque projector suing their own paacrs as

f pies, After this r e i n foreetont l e s s e n , dial og could again he

attie bird the follewirg journal. S:we:or, as otirticri

tcaiter snould not to to concerned with writiog rcchanics.
Cavity and self-expression arc, rare iniartzrit.

for f,rt,,r variety, the loather say F,[sri-cot tie
trots. rood writers or critics right sit toox.t.pr pr to intensscitscl
with a.otrase and pour writers. if a full pc.r.of a;;-cars to t e

unsuitable for writing, the jaurral ray tc, writt,n d,rieg the first
5 re 10 oie tr each clots Es



ALIENNATIVE TING TEalilOUES

rrivate writing: atudents often wish to write to the teacher
concerning additional problems which they are unable to verbalize
orally. They should therefore be encouraged to write to the
teacher, knowing it will be read in confidence and returned with
convents, but not corrected or marked. A 10 -minute period can to
set aside once or twice a week for this type of writing. To CO
successful, the teacher must have the confidence of the group.
After several such sossions, students will teed to open p and
become quite fluent in their writings. This fluency should be
encouraged rather than correctness of fonn. Such a project also
enables the teacher to do ouch counseling which helps the
student feel he is important enough to have someone read
writing. In sone cases students pour out their anislositios, so
the writing Tray become a cathartic activity.

Ferns: The filling out of for,s has beccae an essential
activity in modern II fe. reading 0.11 ls and writing st i s are,
of course, interrelated in for, writing, Carefully ,stru,..tsd
lessens should Le presented with consideration beir to era
following:

. Jcb eoplication forcs:

'..ecure various job aisplicatic., foe s feu, local
industries and ch.( argexcies. Trans,' an, ncies

d ditto masters ray to ch-qc,axod free sew e of th.,,asw,
IstritJtes. fee to Ve st,1,.r.ts ton fill it d c... as

Icet tTey can witnu t giving ere, a ,war se te 856
a'r o.,e;tiv-s ato,t tr,v. This will sti,ulate an
asteal jg"-":earei, c,peric"ce. grter t'e fse's hat

tecn r,-c,j:Lt. a u prastrtttsvc 111.r,tLr
tr,0 en tic screen via an ora,..e ,-,ejwsTor.
st,,c,ts to view ohrie.stiealy as if 5,,

, ployers. 'ary stede.ts will t.rd
w.ald "as". toon cclu.Ied inn a job at

hIrio r'
-.,to , :r s.

T1 I,c g ;

acre r. t, Ii.ortrirrou,r a trr.w;a,,rey t
r e tie st,g-ts at t`e c.,.r.
'earl in t'e aors

e .6, data. Usirg Sci
ra,par,-.., di a to can

full t' air cw, s wit'. t'e aid ,f tic
ae,,."a.y. r.

a,e at 3 t' irk

ee-,axisohS ray nade tic crilixal
tio dr Crcici.):r.

stealer (,a personnel manager or college olaci,ent
director) could reinforce the lesson by discussing
not only to importance of mastering the foxii, but
also what qualities are sought during interviews.

Insshool Speakers, 4pesr 'is fl, p. 305.)

A list srsauld be rade by each student of al l pertinent
data for job opplicationssocia security mater, date
of birtn, weight, height, schools attended and dotes,
references and addresses, etc. This list should Co
carried in his wallet for easy reference during job
searches. A brief paragraph stating his reasons for
ranting a job, carefully worded and spelled, ,ay le
included on this list for his adaptation to specific

ti cr.nairen.

Pelated acts vi ties nay ho utilized at this tine,
Particularl) role playIr.g an acolicalt
irtniivie,Y. The interviewer Fight use tie chi; in,e1
foes in his questioning. rocn(din.a, fitr cr
vitco 1,onin: txc rod -Ho VatIrsn rrrr,y
to rune for forther de,c(opocrt. (bre nece)ing aid
Li ;tinini, co. ?9, 33, 34.)

(,1,cy's licchse ar.d car regisTrwt1V, ford ;:

aloww, mar he ala;t,1 to terse
also. It is at steIshts

a ged acid..- acw..ra"ur.

Ts,plci'de

Co' panics will ,r,
suffIci,

irj,,,tt,
cull ss(;niirg w',r urr,t..s., V,

(r31 r
Li t,' 3'.

3 ,3

Or :Yr ',Ili, I: Cf.,.

ft 7 rr, 'r ra k r

tr,
t ef r' 1.

ardwr" a , ,r
b'w

ran to

r
ark a I t.

, '3 10 L,,



Musical recordings may be used to stimulate writing.
"writ, down what this music ne4es you thin), of."
'Write a story after listening to this."

F'eciv selections:
Pavel 's

Prelude to W,.,t P,
Selcctions from pop Tunic, folk, rock, soul,
psychedelic, etc., that students suggest.

Taped conversations and sections of television news reports
may be used in similar fashion.

Video tape or movie script writing will he extremely
exciting for some students in conjunction with the
development of actual films. This procedure is highly
recommended because of student involvement. (See Speaking
and listening, p. 33, for further development of this
techinque.)

Newspapers: School newspapers or rev sshcets may be developed
She classrn.ya if students are interested. The newspaper

assignment is traditional and often ignored by the type of student
with shorn this progran, is dealing. licvwever, the teacher can role

it relevant simply by seeing that the end product is something
different, something theirs. St can be tried in place of or
addition to the journals. The papers should be developed around
one naj,r there that is of great interest to the students: i.e.,
Negro history, drugs, the black revolution, or sore current evert.
4,7c,rtie.g on seminars, guest speakers, field trips, and job
openings posted by the guidance counSelcrs right to practical
inclusions. Each student should have a part and a eyl ire. Fef-Fv.

kn in Ling cur ,,hecraphirs, a lance layout to cer.strutt a on

a tullatin board where the students can wat,h it tape shale. (See,

heading Section fur further consideration.)

letter 6r i tir.j: V.hch the students appear tg to ir

their writing stills as evide,ccd ty their journals and other
writi lessors coreerrir,a ',otter writing - r, to considered.

r, the toad or shb.m'd to careful net to to rev_titive cf
ro, or seho....11 trocedurau. far racy students, t, one for, ray In
ireelc,,nt.

Fusiress letter
it is su2;e%ted that a st'..nts ornate telr 0,9

"coo par'," r, a; "ail GrCer bias e. Thir .1.51, 7 an

actual catalog, other students order articles by letter.
The "con any" sends a letter confirming the order, tut
the iv.ro.'a merchandise is received. Corresrondence
eontinunsthe company becomes thoroughly ,.unfuseduntil
the matter is finally settled and the students have
mastered the simple business letter form and technique

for writing letters.

Friendly letter
Creative situations for friendly letter writing ray
include actual letters written to buddies in the aced
services or to lonely patients in local hospitals.
(Hospital authorities would provide names and othervvjse

cooperate )

legibility: The teacher scribbles in an illegible fashion on
the board an address and tells the students that this address is
where they are to pick up their weekly stipend. He briefly

capitalizes on their armoyance to show the importance of legible
writing before revealing the rule as a t,achino device.

EVALUATION TECNNIQUES
The following are subjective evaluative questions the teacher

may ask himself concerning the success of this unit.

, Are the students excited or interestd in their writings as
expressinns of themselves?

:Teo tie students appear to enjoy journal writing and tie.

discussion sessions?

:3 6

Leo the students have a 1,..01ESO, toward :irtibitati,;
in c ritl' al re,lews of their wri tt, n w2rI and the wri tt.

otherv?

Ar( the StolcntS pleased with the results cf t!shr wri
i.e., file ocvspAper, journal, ctn.?

Tre Sac students opandirg their writing

N., 11e students rale fewer errs rs o'f ,nabi an,

and ,pell'ir3?

hee t'e students atle to co,c cerr..41 et, s i'd,rrd

the stodcrts' writings cr,sist,rtly le ible?



SECTION II SPEAKING AND LISTENING

iENERAL TOPIC
why is knowledge of speaking and listening skills i,port:,t

in today's society?

INTRODUCTION

To show the importance of acc., Led sicech patterns in modern
living

To demonstrate the advantage; a' e dii.:vantages of the
use of dialect

loo assist studckts rot irc 'r. rss if they so
Speaking and listening activities have often been referred to desire

in the writing and reading sections of this curriculum. The

following pages are concerned with additional experiences in the TO demonstrate that patte Jc:Id to altered to
;peaking and listening areas and contain other activities that fit the situation
elate more to speaking and listening than to writing and reading,

To expose students to creed,. 6 i, 1 Lrd I i sten ing

No formal speaking in the traditional sense of one student situations
?ntertaining the class with a stumbling analysis of his hobby is
'ecorrended. Ins tead, situations which the student will probably To provide practice for i,o,, i ,slii and listening skills

`ace are used to build verbal fluency. Many of the situations
lescribed are based not only on speech patterns, but on dile'ras of STUDENT UNDERSTA% :

rehavior and ethical judgments. Formal lessons of all types are
ivoided as in the previous sections. The alert teacher should Most cokrunication is vocal.
strive for organic, inferential learning. He should teach skills
inly when and if the need arises, the ability to speak and 1, 1 ,portant in everyday

life.

A practice classroom telephone should he installed, since nary
if the following suggestions assure its presence. Tine allowances
hould be flexible. Pole playing would seldom be used more than
mice a week; yet a movie production might require 7 full wools of
the schedule because it involves all the co-runicatien skills and
be concerted efforts of the group.

ILACHING OBJECTIVES
10 dublop cr uric atic.n

1, dt:,e)cp Lre stglrot's ir-T4h sucresi
iog o;CriErtes

To trOviC'e tte stgLicrit with n,ii delir.es for undo
conditions re.tuiri,g bcrso,31 judgisents

To snow the studirts the possible effects of speech' in h.ran

21

After how we look, ethers j.

Dialect is useful under so,

Stai.dard English is useful
; art isi larly those assoc f at,

can tr

12; t. ,r an uniirr-Ltai

tuitions as el, so. t
of e at v. hp ,r is f

lEarninq to list.'.
Cry-r,nit3tion

can he a r'casn,

Cr,ati,,,' oral n.Oroosicn is

"21i! tf bd, we sound.

- tarces,

jobs.

'rusk, fc, f j 'n

tu

Le alleviaii I Li

,.rich Orr fay an

,,noise.



CONTENT
r4=y is speaking i.;.icrtant?

Wrat is dialect,and how is it useful?

Can the use of dialect be a hindrance in sort situations?

Can a can speak t. o forts of the neon language?

bow can huran understanding 1,2 increased through oral
cocruni cation?

Can atteroting to express the point of view of another
Person help us to understand hie. letter?

How car, one irstave his speaking dills?

krnat particular life-situations re,:uleu peliteress
speech?

in

Howr should one speak on the phone?

re i°-,:rust his listening

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
cc,-Eroal lent pr,Dgrd,.s: Nary of the cnii ercial tell t,syra,c

renticred in the reading section have a listening shills sequence
which ray be helpful in the program, Xerox Corporation offers a
unique listening skills pregram called 'Effective Listening" which
ray also to useful. (Write Peron Corporation, COO radisc, Ascroo,
hew rorl !;ew York

)

Dialect: The dialect associated with black ghett,s is of
great interest to linguists. The social and cconoreic isolation of
the !clack cent yi i ts. criea has utdo,tit,dly ceetr tuted
to the dialect's cieYclestert and sustenance. the dialect ih n o0
i,agirsatie, earthy, and highly functional; it is also uracc,;table

war,' white :scericasis. 're dialect can to a social stigck, a reg-
aH,e ecesiirsratiorn sr es sloyncrt. t!rdnrit t, cr a r0,7.

terally oriented reglish teLchsrs are assaolt,1 ty tiw
dialect, its dcyble r 2 cf agreen, I. .srd hisp

Y
reror-

C13.,,. so rs do r ltS te

Ire re s.iher in tnis ;rot a': faLk; tno ir,fr!rt.,t Yrs:sic-5 ir,

dealing wit- stnderte w'o u.e a dialect. First, in wnsr snwore,,

ccerlroe his stviehts at they sheuld and can rscdif t'rs r speech

salt,.rrs injurird t'oir self-cow.t.S. !serwi. 'e r-us
rcide a =Ear s shheh trey can ch hroe t' est Tr fr rst

;5 the 7.001

Sh,lgested procedures for introducing uialect study:
Write the following words chi the- hoard: r on; y,'" fuz

"coo," "pal iceTan," 'officer of the law," and
'protector of justice."

n-sk tho following questions for discussios, in order to .raft
the students reflect about word choice:
Could all of these words describe the sa-e person?

- What ten's would you normally use to describe this
per 00

Chat seri^ would you use if you were conversing wits
this person?

Chat terr would you use if you were a politician
speaking at a policerarns dinner?

- ,:hat tenri would you use at a trial?
- S:hat ter, would you use privately to your boddies after

this person has told you to leae a street corner?
- What night happen if you used the tern "fuzz- in awber

while being questioned in the vicinity of a crise?
What kind of language would a doctor use if he wtre

speaking with other doctors at a rredical poetiss? Jter
a few answers, demonstrate by writing cn the chill beard:
- carcirona = cancer
- coronary occlusion = heart attack
- cardiovascular acciderl. = stroke
erttlis, = blood clot

What kind of language would h,r uce ord r nor, al C11 c,,--

sta4:ces with a patient? A casual aco.rairtawe?
If he wore to use medical terns in trie al _ye sitoatiscs.

what would the the reaction''

What reaction would I get if I were to sstal y.ay, I

now in the local pool hall?
ho you see that all forts our largua,ce are useful orJEr
different Circu-starrces

At this point the teacher sh,culd atte pt to lead the stuger tv
into reflecting en their own dialect. T ," fslIewit;
may to used to stir ulote discussion.

'y is it that h"e his-. hew .ri ty r35

01. ts=r sr.s rs !usd ds .s les, a dial._. t. rh so'

r ?

MES dials " wher a .,cup is iso.lh"e: 'ts
-a fr. ,oci

1500.101 , s iriss-rct

w" it are hc-n :f tr rdh 0, it a,us b.ircrs.d `r

a 11=ir t cr.= 0 --lire

'eras std :rs ash arC,.rvOir,r, .

trErd,, tut 1C =ay tE
r s-,orrt ,

(cane as atc,r.

= police-er



- dig understand
- threads = clothes
- rap = converse
- ''Let it all hang cut" m Don't hold back; be yourself

and speak your mind.
- "Tell it like it is = Dont' be hypocritical in

speech
- soul = sensitivity to human prubl ers , particularly

the black problem

. Ask the students the following questions:
Do you see that the contributions are many?
Do you think most black Americans are proud of their
creation of dialect because it is something that they
created? Are you proud of it?

Are there tires when its use might be a disadvantage?
Why?

Can all people understand the dialect?
That is your feeling about a group of people who speak
differently? People from Brooklyn? The South?
Boston? A foreign country?

Do you feel that they are somehow different? Is it the

novel ty,or is it just plain difficult to cciverse
with then?

If you always speak using a dialect, is it possible that
you might have some difficulty in some situations?
For example: in school, at an employment agency,
getting a bank loan, during telephone conversations?

. Suggested methods for altering dialect: Once the students
cone to understand that there is a necessity to be flexible
in language use, they will exhibit a desire to change. The

change will only cure as a result of practice and actual
usage; it will not core from isolated lessons of pronun-
ciation and syllabication. Any of the following techniques
may prove successful.

Student tutors and groups

If sore of the students speak without dialect, they
can be paired off with those who do for speniirq
practice. band t.,Y, a list of currom e,prossioys and
direct the-, to repeat tte eA irossic, to rash ot,er,
Icing careFul to creel as clearly and distirr,tli as
passible. Tic sa-e 1, suit can to

C'e ct who s pe a. s well ,t dialect

could to a leaders in a group pi ur ce m:.(

eaPh stutiont rinic t,e leader's stIce.
Tape recorder

14e recorders may to used in the stave spearing
sessions for students to evaluate their SUCCESS ty

listening to their cur v:,ices. Adapt the eto,e
er.:ced.,its further ty taping the e.pressions before
class begins. ha ,e the students speak the

pause, then repeat it on the tape. Six students can sit
together (perhaps in a separate room), repeating the
expression in a choral canner during the pause on the
tare. Multiple earphone units can allow si, students to
practice while the others are engaged in various other
activities. They simply "mouth" the words during the
pause interval.

If the school has a language laboratory, it should be
put to use in these sessions, providing individJal
practice for many students.

Telephone
Telephone conversations can be very easily taoed by using
an inexpensive telephone nicr4hore. Students can record
conversations on the classroom telephone. Phone calls to
family ref-tens or friends can be played back so that the
student can hear his own voice under normal conditions.
This can be very effective for providing self-awareness
of speech habits.

KU PLAYING

In addition to the role - playing situations suggested for liter-
atone stody in the reading section, other relevant Situations may to
acted by the students to improve their language patterns. The

situations are usually of two types. Some involve mere tact and
courtesy; other's, a moral dilemma. In each case the student must
enact for a brief time the person he is portraying. The technique
permits the student to achieve empathy with another person and also
helps him to e,p1nre his feelings about situations in life which cost
fundamentally shape his attitudes and values.

The situations suggested below ray require adaptation. They can

be modified by having different students play the sane roles as they
see them. Poles can also be reversel to show different points of
view. Selection fur roles should be voluntary, particularly in the
beginning. The teacher ray reouest a stuIcrA to play a particular
role, tut the student should be aware of t,is (ption to refuse. If

the proondul e does rot produ, and pa mini[ ati cm after a

frw trials, the tActor nay ny rcly brt-scht tee sit,aticn orally
toe group. at ,sipul d in in this si t,y ti cc? 6,y," he,, r.

if introduced car folly rIrd rst o.. ru'ri role ilaYr7 mar, he a

nighty pleaspratle )earring

o ttpics arc (110:01

mobs
Fn a(Plicaht beira intervic.A by a phoseecti.,p hplryhr.

This sit,ition sr,r,yld to itesentoi in comju-ntinn with
the unit en jd. atplicitiem for-is rebtin.,rd ir t't

until section. In this situtticm the teacher she old



prepare students ahead of tine to play their
characters by cease of oral or written instructions
or both.

Th2 following role-playing situations nay be used:

(Prepared) - rea,,ts with
zoology. HE eyplairs the
situation regarding his late
or.ser. He pruri5E5 to net to

worn sore other way.

(Prepared ty teacher) 3.-.3!..,...v - looking for a good Encourage the 01105 to discuss the rents of the three tapes of
worker; is interested in the react"on.
overall qualifications of the ,..eacti,J to 'larass,,en: of a prejudiced fellow warier
applicant, particularly (Prepared) - works or a -,a.hire
regarding attitudes, "Is unaware w,th d young worker he 'cc; not
of any directions giver to l'ke. He 'ribs' his witn co,-
the applicant payers. nerts atcut his rate ,:or color;.

Hc, increasingly shows his dis-
. - vddunteer taste and trees to 'get to the

from the class; plays role as yo.-no Tan today by using severe
he sees it, racial e:i the ts .

(Prepared) : - tales on a
bad a tti lode; doesn't appear
to care; sloppy postt,re,
i-Tolite, poor ranners.

;1..repared)
d :-es what -0 can, good
knows what he wants.

All of the students except the first applicant know tre
character types they are to play. Discussion follows the episodes.
-awe student rfro played e-,ployer tel which applicant to would pick
for the j:b. Have the class discuss ,rich applicant trey th,ink
would get tne

Pespondirg to an eoloycr s cri tic .s-
,:Prepared) - a job fore7an who

erfcrce plant regulations
ts an e,plryee who has

toes lave five tires in 1
weeks and

e terd,r.ess don': rot
f,r111 d..fiCr will 1.1 1d.- n,

rn par d,

,Prepared? - deep rescr.t..-.e-t
has teen t..ildirj. This epis-oJe
trines it to a head. he rea:ts.

'5.tvdents will invariably offer different solutions to this
orph?e,. Lets e.',eral students play the yo.np worker to 54,ew their
resborso in this situation. tack student s'Quld to to
r e a c t i n any way be s e e s fi t . I f Fe fee's a violent reactor a old

be Lest, sul:gest be reflect on the ecre.',..r.rces. 3 t
suggests Going to a hi aver author ity, a fcrena,'s role can to
created. Fr... would he solve the situation?

Soon of the characters in the reniair.irg siturt"cr,,, can tc
played 'Cy several students, sore prepared react Ir a

sore un;repared.
Tolling t-.e no is wrcrg

( P r e p a r e d ' : - s . 5 / 1 on a r o t I 1
sa0n; on the ?hzJu:t":'1
:ire. too of the ol 'er
I'dE ttc Pod t, 1.'1 11 111:
1,e r t 1 is

who
; r. rarz,..=w,

aro. r Ie .1.351a'.-_
l'e r n L

In lac_ is iny;,.!Ir.
the ,.pisbde and

diced 31dIr
3 1'

.7. 3r_,. di sa r :,
`..c drd d'1,r

I:r.
;r,:c,r1



Responding to an employer's criticism
(Prepared) is in the side-

wall business and leaves a
relatively new worker to
apply aluadnum siding on a
wall. The employer returns
at the end of the day to
find the wall done, but there
is no room for the corner
fittings because the panels
were cut about a half inch
too short, be is sharply
critical of the wor/er, tells
him to take down what he has
done, and start again.

(Prepared) is very proud
of the well he has co,pleted
ard feels he can now he
trusted to cork alone. be is
sbecled at the boss's anger
since he feels that only a
few of the panels are too
short, and,therefore, objects
to tal. I ng down the entire
call.

RroHHotion nut received when eppected
is concerned

about the selection of a ran

to to pronoted because two
hen have similar qualifica-
ticns. be finally selects a
ran by fl ipping a coin.

who lost t'-e flip
feels he is the better can V
th,a, two and is really seoc6ed
at tie decision, he sb,,beLt,,
togething other than fair
pl an be rl a;'s [Ers0nal

ch
es;crding t. a Hasti

;:.,:r drill in
d.,r1ng a t 53.C.

ha, j.,st
u riles tH rs,,,_h.ise

ri drill a,,1 reacts ken.
to tee clerl.'s

r atiCn. Pe char.ies the tiers
and t'e store with false

advertising and use of tne silo

as a 'cone-on," He is very
insulting.

In each of the above role - playing situations encourage the class
to discuss the way they think a person should act under the el rcir

flore- fami ly
Responding to the discipline of parent

is concerned over the constant late
hours of his 17 year old soh. The parent thinks that his
wishes should be obeyed while the son lives be-der his
roof so he approaches the son once again on this subject.
. thinks he is old enough to stay out as late as he
wants and is often angered at his parents for their
objections- Ha feels that the situation is beyond the
Point of discussion,

wants to get along at hone butbit believes that his
father is wrong.

Embarrassed by father (or notherj
has just net a "classy' girl in a part and is pre-

parihg to date her when he sees his father b,,,exrectantly
coring toward him, Nis father is dressed pg,orly and the
toy is erbarrassed by his appearance.
(:.. r sces his son in the oar'', with a girl and goes
over to spear with !sir,: however, he does not wart tc
intrude.

This situation offers nary possibilities. It could t-- acted b,.t
first by having, the roc hustle the girl aricardly away fro his
fatter, The toy right then react with anger to the girl tecaasF of
his guilt feelings. The girl could fail to understand the bcy's
sudden poo tehaOcr. The father naturally would be hurt if ie were
aware of the snub. This entire situation and Host of the etners ray
to 51ply presented to the class for discussion. To not rain state
rents reg,:ldiro 'good" bchavi or, but 1..3d the 5 twt,ants dT,te, ire
tfa air( not hate actions ty tb,Hsel.ns.

flt.,-...,,trat,2 tie p,ta!Sur, release chain
h ; is se,crely and unjustly , rigadel at school cy
a tHa,her. lho bcy ,..aHls to b,,,ch n:no
is rc; Ira rood ff rc ussi e

cut ,f and is re' ry arin; .0-en he
:rriNe;

r is 1 a good rd.a,- and is
clbt,es w-.1 err son rit,,,

resirds cr "e !in('
tcc,,no .dik and b 1 e,h3nde ari-ors-*H
In st r 5

had a gceI day at w-r: and co w, hvre
hui,;r,. his wif- is
'Cr with c',t's suNon?' T!'e er easts

:J'1
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"That's all you ever think about." they argue until

she runs off crying. The father kicks the dog (a
wastebasket).

Others
Demonstration of a boy asking for a date

The g i r l i s a recent a c q u a i n t a n c e . I f no girls are
available, a phone conversation can be simulated.

is a volunteer from class with no preparation.
?.; is "cool," thinks she will leap at the

chance; is svgyestive and insvlting.
is nervous, afraid, withdrawn, and rather

inept.

is polite, confident, conversational, and
friendly.

- no preparation - simply responds as she would
in life to the various proposals.

Demonstration of meeting the parents of a date
This situation could he used as a follo',up to the
above. If no girls are available, the conversation
could include the father and boyfriend only.

is interested in the characters of the boys who
data his daughter, is very observant of the boy's
behavior.

are similar to those in the previous situation
above.

F...e.ir.g ticketed by a oolIce,an
police -ran clocks r'otorist traveling rile; ner
hour in a CD rile zone, stops h.r, and using
standard procedures will ticket him or perhaps warn
him,

is a volunteer from the class with no
preparation.

is angry, corplains that the limit
sign was covered by foliage or snow, that all police
are no good, that the "bigwigs' never get tickets,
even threatens physical violence.

is polite, accor-re.dating, SOrrcv.ful

wasn't aware of the speed limit, a;.olo,,c tic.
Giving 2,1 following directions

:his situation requires a ga-c-lie ecroise.
in s-all groups decide on a place in th,
area to send Lt'en C-e stArnt fr.4a r ,-
side te grou; is selected to follow t,e directions
to see were he ends up. Pe rperts bard 1 tee

class. This can to modified to the followi r.g;

fro,. cut of town, lest, locking for a
building, street

gives directions. Are Ucy clear? ran

they be followed?

32

Slave block
An effective lesson on prejudice or Negro history should
include this sociedra,a:

- sells the slaves to highest bidder, mentions
background, nuscle structure,and quality of the teetn,
he does not sell whole families, but divides them up;
attempts to separate tribes and language groups, a common
practice to avoid concerted rebellion.

poke at the slaves, e,..amine them,

laugh.
react as they would under those conditions.

The situations are endless. Pave the students originate
sore.

Personal crisis (being 'on the spat"): Pole playiro can be
modified by putting one student 'on the Spot," presenting
him with a situation (read the italicized paragraph), and ask-
ing him to solve it. This is done with a few students (in the
sane situation) until variations provide group discussion and
reflection. Each student is seated on a stool in the front of

the room. (See On-The-Spot Technique, Appeedie C, p. 311.)
MOst young peuple will react honestly. After the Student
explains his reaction, 'or-the-spot" discussion is bec,,vn. The

teacher should be careful b to tell students what they should
do in these situations. Normally their reflection on the
incident will tend to stabilize their behavior. Situations
ray include the following,:

Withessimg a cri,e

reaction to physical defect

1.,t run



Crugs and the pciher

EalJysi tier

=..,,le-playitg at.] "ohtho-spot" situations are ine,toustiPle.
tday to asled to think tne- small or.,./.C., Good

sitvations to tried' on the ti er gro,;,s.

t'c `,, s,ilitc are tte sat ihg rilss will le
as as it is ,.,11,1rol (r,,co

s1.,-irr1s will Le at.le. tc sr ani t oar t,
rJE;12,,r1 Slt,:t%r,S dn;crIted a o...., a; well as

*h-r Si -3. '.1...1hrti sho.:1d fr,..? attet,t :court."
tariES .h_r ',his is ny lioohStOr,00:, or C.11,H, Co", s
CialO,, adap-t-:1,,to..it stories, cr rrwsiast,. A

!<*te..le to ; rr.rrdsr. ray to t,sed for sco, if it is ri.r.L.,11.
sound is 'CO isity; steakinq and listrning Htaitice

us,e ary-wy. surer S ca -era with a ont.r. lc s and a ',-.,-

jeptcr are e.onstioal ad s;tfleiut en,Jipneht for class rih.,irs.

Movie length should Le short for the first attempt; 10 inirutes
is adequate. After an introduction to the process (vi Ich will

usually generate e,citement), divide the class into groups of five.
Each group is assigned the tasks of ;electing a topic for the f11,5
and writing a brief outline of a script. This nay require two
sessior,s. After the groups have completed their tasks, a group
leader from each reads the script outline to the class. The doss,
by vote or consensus, selects the outline that it likes the best.
Ideally, the script will include many students in the actual filnin,
Call for volunteers for student director whose job will be the over-
all coordination of the file. If there is none than one volunteer,
the class can infernally vote fur di rector. If no one volunteers,
the teacher nay judiciously ask c student. The teacher then selects
writers (ro cure than eight). These students should be relatively
good writers and thinkers. In one or two gruucts they write the
script. They study the cahera and the narual for a fee days,
practicing with the 7041 lens and light indicators. Later they wit}

advise writers as to .,..hat can be filed and what carrot. Actors
volunteer or are selected. ('lost will consider this an honer.) TS.Ey

also root to discuss their roles. Other students are put in charge

prop. projection, develov.,ont, arratooettonts, 3,d any Sfocial
areas that tee effort requires.

Ito,. resulting script is presented to tie class by the director.
lee class modifies it in a group session. The actors practice the
scenes to tie play and a st,cotini schedule is prepared. Th.ra

ray be dune all at onoe or at intervals,d,00nding en the sitAtion,
After the fl/r, has teen processed, it is 51,0,0 to the class.
Student editors cut and refine it fol I owl ri the editing kit
instrUctiers. The finished filo is shohn to his an interest.
If the enthusiast, of the group per its. further and inure sophisticat-
ed file e,perirents ray be attn.. pted. usind chotcora,h s, or
cartoon drawin-,s. I-Ailing night to assisted by local scnotil
audiovisual srceial ts. A "'fit-- festi including, f s 2.e by
rival classes,night Le hr (di plete with awards.

Tie at co.,. ;ro,(1.res art' easil, ttoint tt- -

co.,iptent is availatle. A t .;r1 S "L. are
Trid.rd. intordit: at d lte t.;la y a rii.Or

carnira, era r,
'4'11 irs it; r.31 '. tItt oan

In tlani itipdtt.t;lv and is ;irtis,lir1,
losseis.

Ti

local ii-l(fS.,P ca' ; any a

rEiriECCi tats,_ t !Pe 5rc;,:r use



telephone. Old telephones may also be borrowed from the telephone
con.pany for practicing business and personal calls, Pole playing
is further modified to simulate col-ron telephone conversations.
The conversation can he taped for further effectiveness. A right
way and a wrong way may be demonstrated as with sore of the role-
playing situations. Some possible situations night be:

Cal ling a doctor

..,.esponding to a want ad

Peportirq an accident (or :ice)

Corolainfrag to a goverrrent official about ai: pollution

Calling an order to a catalog sale; depart,ent

Look ing for a job; calling agencies

-so...ering the telephone at warp

Otter taping the conversations, the studEht, caller should to
the first to criticise his speeCh, group criticism ray follow.

TAPE FIC,CADEP

I, addition to tne dialog .discossion of the tape recorder,
other uses Tray to made of the tape racorder. Two students ray
record street sounds or other crfron city sounds on a portable
tape recorder. They return to class and play the tape. Students
attempt na-e the noises, Interviews of the "man on the
street iarding pali ti cal or health problems can also to re-

corded. Luring the playbacks, ;talents should note that soma
speakers are more effective than oilers. Sac therm discuss the
reasons tun this, Listc,ing tests can to cc« posed d' taping
tc,:; lc on ii talk ;hews. Students are di rected td listen and
then gues tier what was said. Tc Is car tee

various :a t 11",ttt6,6
1611O'6,1,7 eiiPS.-6tars can Pr- hk f...11,,w a tai ad di, oh-

stration t, adriOtIS dittra 3tiors hinder oiddd lie tcnirr:

;C.. distra,t(d ale is rain idea :,caus.e
his r:s? c-arir:

:me ft, GicLr,r,r0j t s, di, Si,' 6-.,r ?

opirliC,?

,istracid k trcre sounds such as ,t,.

?

Are you distracted by accents or dialects?

Can you eliminate tie unnecessary or distracting natrial from
a speaker's co.r.ents?

POETRY

A creative poetry unit should be developed so that the student,
no ratter how deficient in law ;e, can tale part in the crcatiso
process. Pesolts may be sump ng.

As:, the students to bring in their favorite records over a
long period. While the records are being played, the lyrics of the
songs are written on the board. Tney are examined pri,arily for
message and incidentally for use of language. A co.aic presentatir,
of sore common figures of speech ray be used on the overhead
projector. Have students examine and evaluate riodern protest scan;.
folk songs, aad spirituals as poetry.

w hen students recognize that poetry is often used to carry the
message of this generation, they will he ready to attempt their ra

The assignhent nay to rade as a journal or as a separate activity.
Stress that rhyme, rhytit, and other standard forms are unnecess,r,...
;ne students should he riven at least two opportunities to write
poetry, terraps on successive days. careful to give praise for
even the poorest peer.

After the individual wnitirg phase, tte unit should looically
end with an oral presentatien of either one of the ..cot the stob ht
has read or heard, or the self-^ade roc,. This cina-catizatte, of

coliose,rost to pat an ir an gccc.,,entic,al at'oseherestrote
ashi re 'II ad," I ts , wild tars: ore..,hd rosin, stool, r, shin, sue

dress, psychedelic poaters, and stoIe,t art. taltnted
stud,,ts shevld to called upon to prepare The at-osti;ru.. Tie

h;c.A1../ do on total frcc..h.), cle,uceiatIcn
o t.,u r=oad tC glared lo.,d1,.. So nit er

t ts r" err. t' an is re.tssa,'. ,t11
6' tat Vein adancs Ori tkn.7 1 i's. i at e r

t a <,1( `

err 1i r, ,O3,; 31. is - r tina
ioi s a. 6 Winn a

read,. tetir . itat,it at.61. ,«,0 r

,,,?;'; In r tc
e is again :ma -',1i is r

should al ,- te sari abl r. s : hr, .
'I-. 'adder. gr de,;. ta6r tiOi wall a

as 'e stca,;. Orioinalft, is trai.a,J. .6 6,' 51';
iS rag Cc."e htahc-f, e mod ih rem, 'c !'3t l'o,

d.0,3 t'_ lee to ,.,:and to
1.1gel usire zll varieties srd r he-
s"c,ld to f';she.'



Naturally, all of this will require some practice. YE!: it should

never be done toe same way. ne of the sessions may also he
video taped,or filmed and t,;,d for full effectiveness.

the time involved in this unit will vary depending on

student interest. A week or more could easily be spent on the

dramatization alone.

1N-04FT GROUPS

Another innovative technique for discussion of a two-sided

question is the i,--, cut group. Two groups are formed (black
white, foragainst, parents children). They form concentric
circles, one group sitting in a circle surrounded by the other

group. The teacher directs a question or two to the inner group

(How do you define black power?). As the inner group responds,

the outer group must remain quiet. When discussion bogs down,
the same question is put to the outer group and the inner group

oust be silent. Then members of the inner group may question
''cabers of the cute r group, and discussion may tend to become

heated. The leader does little but attempt to keep the arguments

controlled. The parent-child in-out group is often very effective

as a method of bridging, or at least defining, the generation gap.

EVALUA1 ION TECHNIQUES
Can the student express his thoughts and views clearly and

with confidence?

is

in

the student willingly and enthusiastically pantic4ating
classroom activities, such as role playing or films ra4

. , A
-Vt.*

is 't ral resale mho real
an

e hock
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Does the student reflect on his own behavior and the behavior
of others?

Is he viewing life situations from the point of view of the
other people involved, a, well as his own?

Does he exhibit a positive behavior change?

Is he becoming more fluent?

Pre speaking and listening skills improving?

TEACHING MATERIALS
The following books are highly rccorrrdd for the language arts

teacher in this program.

Brown. Claude. 0,m4.::.

Yacrillan. 1955.

Fader, Dante). ;

'?f 5.

Farrington, Michael,
1'42.

Pal t, 100n.

haticnal is r.uncil e

goo , Ju,athan

';ew k

Ca,t, d Pcnkley.

., or ear., il

Teacher, of Elglish,

dc,, a ,,rcem rod tr, .,act

rr 5' Ji 1 AC r.?,,



SECTION III READING

IN I RODUCT ION
the eephasis in literature study for these students should To

social rather than literary. It should he organized around current
events and the problers of today's world. The focus is not on the
quality of reading rcateri al but on the quantity read by the student.
Analysis should be of a folial nature, Using traditional
lessens on plot structure, characterization, roods, etc., should he
avoided. Storytelling devices should be taught incidentally,
organically.

Any language skills acquired should also he the result of
organic learning. Incidental teaching of 1-'0,4 to eliminate wealness-
es is ruch none effective than fornal lessons designed to el irsinate
tCerr. echanical studies (aorlbools, word lists, isolated cra,ear
structures) shculd he avoided insofar as possible. l!any students
need to e,Terlence the pleasurable aspects of reading tPuflone trey
can seriously pursue self-iorcerynt in that area.

TEf1ENIUG 0 Y, JECI1VES
To help. the student erocrience the pleasurable aspects of
reading

T0 help tee student realize that reading about othe e
helix one to gain a 'ore realistic perspective of hieself

lo facilitate dis:ussion of material that the students have
read as a rears of discovering the rainon er...yunt of ihsight
into Uerselves and others

SI UllErl EINIEPSI AND I NCS
Peadi., can to pleasurable and interestirg.

podding about various !,unron 7,0 t i VC'S d'1,71 behavior can halo one
understand C.Inself and other's.

i wide variety of printed -'atonal exists to satisfy tnq
interests arc' needs of al,ost everyone.

The ability to read for 1,forr, a ti sr. is al" ost a reeul re: t for
cooing with our coeuplex society.

I'odern Troblers are trenendously and a ;re...ledge of
various points of view is essential to their solutions.

P.inerity rp-ow e, Pen unces have strongly ,nflyersed L re
literature.

Podding speed should vary according
t icing read.

1,1dk, reading_ helps to build yucahalary. r.hich ran LI,t. ern to
Cerlr,,l(ate totter.

co N T E ri I

Can readinl to corsideryd in an way Ut'Cr thar
related acti vi ty?

as 3 Sc4-.

ices litc rat occrd in,;, ran is
r exrcr E 0' CT tr rr-i, nl. rd hel p one to sc If and .rs?

e. r r i ricr in
at..,311, cc, trl,

"1.) t ith, tre haute leadr 1 ills ,,:ess
enI

Ta assist the st,J,,t to oscrtsrhe ir di vi d,a1 iiadir,l lrollv,s (-an err: rTc0q01:e r,.'-agarla and
writir:?

1 i-;,Crt,' r. it a icr, ;rcctical inn'- , such a,

4 30



What background is necessary for one to carry on infoired
conversation about sports? politics? foreign countries?
bi rth control? hippies? religion? abortion? the youth
euveicent? rusic? the space program?

Why is it that readers of such docunents as the United
States constitution, the Bible, and dares Ealdwin's essays
fail to agree on the author's meaning?

In what practical ways can one improve his reading ability?

fEACH ING METHODOLOGY
It is iiperative that each student have a complete physical

eiariration emphasizing sight, hearing, and speech. If it is
discovered that any poor reading student has a physical ilpaireint
in the atg,e areas, he should be referred to a proper ag.cncy for
therapy. Tne reading consultant should be notified of all such
discoveries.

Staroardized reading tests should be used in the initial
stages of the program. The teacher, with the assistance of tie
guidance counselors, can glean much information by reviewing the
oast school records of the students. A comprehensive "informal
reading ircentery" is recorrended as an alternative and persoral
rethod of diagnosing reading levels and proficiency in word ibttaci

ills. (In ?,;r:1 anation of this device nay be found in .. .

-. p. T.) The reading consultant will organize
and ad- inisi.er his "testing" prograri with the assistance of the
laiga3.2 arts instructor.

ire following lessons concerning reading "roadblocks" ray to
coed after the introduction to reading via the 'Classror, Lit,rdry"
atTrcach. (fee p. 30.) The lessons in most part are adaptations

ideas presented in °. ty Harry
ettEr. Tee essors ray to taught in 1 hour or be ss:riail ever

2 cr 3 St.,,,,_ErtSttr? days.

I, trcd..,ctirn to reading IcadbloO,

e to3cier irtr.f,es be lessons t/ a cirri,
t. ;, : if t..tlEr dch t

. sere if
cv,dert th II"=t f to":' fJ.7, "3,

(arr. cr,.;* c,tr lig won'. ;.r nix, in e,r lai;uaoe ant it'll
re, air urdi -,Sable Tie teachr r continues:

hc4 fast can a ran 1, .i?
It was said Vat fon,- ivo=i1hrt ifoncd, could raj at

tie rate c f tl,1pn words ier r tr ,te and 0 . 7.. roost
of what he real. Is this possible?
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Burt Ward (PoPin in, TL s r. series) was reported to be
able to read even raster, Hoe do cc acLount for such
"super" readers?

If a person speaks aloud or to him.self each word that he
reads, how fast a reader can he be? Have you ever heard
+he magician's expression, The hand is quicker than the
eye?" Is it a fact?

Often some discussion of the latter question, it will terve
clear that the eye is faster than the hand, and the lip, tongue, en
finger. The 'hind interprets what the eye sees and mental activity in
much faster tl in any physical activity. Therefore, in reading, any-
thing that restricts the rind (with the enceptton of eye movenent)
should be eliminated. Any ,hysical movement that slows rental
eclAwl fa, hampers reading speed. Tre teacher tells the group that
they will nor era -sire sore of these moveicnts and see if they exist
to sore degree in their reading habits. He distributes r,..,Wacer-,
Or articles cut from 1- c'h h. to the group.

Lesson 1: VocaliCation

The teacher directs the students to place their thatts and fore-
fingers on their Adarhs apples. he as's them as a group to huri

with him. (This provides an hilaricy,
begirnin7.) The point of this is to sin ply have ti em feel the
vibrations cadre by tie utterance of sourd. They' are then directed
real a paraaraph silently with their fingers on their threats. If
tar./ of then feel vibrations while they read, they are vocalizing
thereby clewing their reading rates.

Lesson 2: Lip reading

The teacher directs the students to place a pcni it between th sir
lips, and to read another 3ra:ranri. Lip fedi,rs
will eipericnce difficulty atterptinq to road in this riahrer.

Sungested self-corr, tics [re, edures for vocalizing aid lip
tir,i:

iNtrititr, r,:adir,1 with tic 1 i{,s tightly r. and it I'd.
sa"e fir Ltd

while chewing ratd I jaw a'-"1
lip c,o,eiirts.

-ia,tice lit, in a
pe, it' n air

ici,se, cr.r,ers

Tie t, rcr dIrLts 1, ra.-1
car, fhlly Mina t me .6.- Jse their f,cce,c e nii,r ri tr rtoti, as
a r)..,;de. scv.1,1 r ILT p,.irt n.t icir Ii.11



Suggested curter:thy, teehnitiod:
told the L.00;. in tote land; 'whsle readIng.

Lessen 4: Failure to use peripl.eid visir

The teacher asks the students ht', at him and points CoJt
ty rrultiple questioning that they not rd ly nee Irim tyt also no hy
other objects in the roan.

' 5, ho oireats the students to ruve their eyc, r,,d, their

is an ciject in a corner of the noon and t "c, . op"
dwly to an adjacent corner. Most students ill thinl their

ons to he of a dsrodeping'' rather than a "step an: so"
. teat: -r doconstrates that the eyes rose it ao ihthr-

r,ttent stet and to pattern by desighatiha two cludentn otaary,.0
t, tthers as tray steely "step" the vision field. Seelig is only

v.her, eyes are at the stop; ed esitioe, in toe sao e
that typing is acce,-,plitred only when the typcri ter is in a

shy, nd position follows that the store words that car he talc,
thug sight wit!, the eyes at a stopped position hor, reading ill
irwrease reading steed ard docrease visual tiredresz,

the teacher (her directs the students to do one of tie
10110. rer

Place ere lth,ter or either side of ,our Jaw.
Put one hard on sour chin as a cas dohs hr so he fdela hi'

Place a floater en, to tip of ),Le, opte.

The teacher then t,,rh cad I roy'sts, ',or that:_
heard) a frdn',Pirt-f on hrhlyh he hes written the full ch,r

directs 1,0c student, to lo. at the cyntr hors,/ 00i. tsile
t"1,4ire their ",..ats still. rid; all (hi-to :Cdn as if t, ,.ere
a'

1

8 C it 0. t,cr, (IC , I
4 7 chic's are f , a" s,i 1.,.ir G'ie. l F.1,1,1 1C.'0 ' ,iI I r 1", t'' 4,

8 th ti-,r, irdiri ,t Pat, r 'iall, II lietIt ,, ,,,, 1:0 to cr plc", ',.
4 1 ihke; at le , ' ,k )4,,i1 ., "'i''.., 0', to fr, tP C-. '1,:a k' /,_,,.....,

8 8 if to ",ri , i.', ti 7o, i. ' is n tr. r 1, , t7,r , `i ,ii A A
7 2 2 vir"ti 't i i.,,,,til le i, th,t art of ,, ,r,y1 I. r. 1 t. t-. ,I., t_ r I.

E 3 hi ..,!_ tis f' ', 'tie:. F.,-. i , rinr err' i , l' 1 li t , and Hi .

1h:-
71e, 19rr
519r So4heibt
PISSED
1 i'Ph Pft4rcil'ES

itt 1 SE In"
SH4LI

tr If

rtf tee the exiirCiSfi, direct the dr,t,p to reed a r ereeator article,
iltIA", tIrt to rave their eyes loop the sprier of the hr

utth" one of the terrniques suc:ested iSit'Gve for el idinatihr, loin

Lessor, S: Ileertsion

eeression is toe practice cf 'aole,11,3,:i to rtr.rd Of
a feeinui that one an "rgcochd" soncthing in tic read, Flees; alt
of us hho ere educated in a tralltionel over-analytical
QUI-1 ty rf this habit. The only correction terhricry in for trot
ctudknt to coneciously rove ahead steadily, re:ardless cf ass "trone
desire to turn haul. Ihe teacher should infer, the orchg, that nest
of the specific facts and statistics contained in gereral readlno

rot / tart in thie,selyss tot are used to suhbort the hair, idea
that an a ,ttor is oheshntinh.

,t1;,,t; iJr t` to IrCC i1' their rcadir reldhle flail,

tra ti rcc in tie indisid,a1 area or ateds is rrceSs3r. t

is ir :t 'ho' stud, ht sr, rot ke fr i tits. ,. lr
titeition 1af cheuld chno,e to do so ca hs s lr
r ir d'rs do-in" the first few ,- to Ir lrstry '_ter a, or
lit tte'ky.

CLAC,' L1 "8;"1

itr tr is rrral,e 1, star ;110,, disci a.', 2, f r,d could r ,h, .c :lanrcal ,r
t,,11, 1, t r r

(plusn ar d In) br. , r I cad., ut
,

1 . tit r real tIrce 0 rd:
e, 3 1...,11t. It I' t IC d it 0, alt

,r Cirri r to or Is ir ' . Th hoild r
'n; I I a': d to,fcf le erc,,,ied h, ,t ai,, , al In. i'rr t

S.' '1 Or". s- " 1)1'. to
3

.)

If'l



and a caperba'_k dictionary. Thoreafter, schedule twice a .'er'r for
boot torecwina. Ferbaps it inutes on Tuesdays and Thursdays will
be sufficient. 'jocks may be signed out on a sheet of paper if the
teack,t2r desires sore control of circulation. There should be no
1 iritt on 'Deices tiorroyed and no penalties for loss en dar ace.
Popular titles should he :hurcnased in multiple copies. ,aturally.
sore hocks Will to lost or sirirly never returned,and there rust be
finanocs available to continually replenish the "library." The
teacnr, sh,Duld ask st,:cnts trirc in any Pools they n ay ha ,,7 read
and co-tribute then to the library. (See suocested core booLlists
for beginning a cla:srcer. library. pP.

Ccnic, of the following rice.es carers and radazineo as well as

any ot,sas sudi:cisted by, teachers or students) should to readily,
available in 19:ie. cla;srocr:

and p local
roc-Cancr- svcold also be available da4ly and, once a vy;el,

Le distributed to every stud, -nt. Free tick rust be allotted within
the crclran for e,ereral readir d. -anazires should be considcred
an dab le acd study, to rrn.J1d to alloyed to tale trio, hcue.

Cii i I A. 7E

Care should he used yhch ci ectino are cor rk.rc i at to t pre-ra's.
co'Zie^iEs faiiie just reccntly bedun to offer intorestirid

croora's for urban The teacher huSt -iaie the frcf.dois and
finer cgs to for ...late his lion cunri Lulu,- sine in which no and his
htsderis are free to wErt. It is su,7cested that any raterials uscd
treat suit jests that ore iroth, the student's ciperierce and assist
to build corstracti.iely uoor his i;ies of hirself. It is irpirirtant
that the ideal cf rrdi vi dualizatirn Lc r-aintaircid within the
sclEcted raterialc. It is irbortaht to reyerter that rani of the
s to fonts a.e alr. ady failed at sore of the so-called it di vi dual i zed

fcr er V.? Lie =ending Lateratories cal to ffy:-

r...-.rais Such as noel. s eiS

caecf :II e.. iacura's can le
ar: CI r ada'n'te d ii ttn -codS ard iten,

-`c-e a-d cf'.r ciiiryncral a
coal, yr 1r ,::re used as t',..Sy w !.

; r o , h d e r o l e s ' f i r 3 t e e r . ' 1 1 , La, r. e (fr,.
urge a-; can frce teach,:

a,

riS

:chdiactiic's omen to
Carle a; t, .tan atsde.rtei art coaid le incdro,rdes-i
tee Ouericuls-.

4t,
3)

ROLE PL.M1^.G.

Role playing can be useful for both discussion and ricitivation
purposes. The techu'ique can be briefly ociscrited as foilrao: the
actors students aro :resented with a critical s tua lion is which
they must behave and male decisions sriontorecisly. en el

discussion beforehand. Their only cues to action are provided On
their inewledne of the situation and of the Other r01,5 , idnri
variation ria: le rood: ley bersuns in the "cast- arc ninon intor-

ration about their attitudes or backrcurd not shared by ether role
pl aycrs or audience. When using than role-playing techliiilUe.
spontaneity of response is essential. to actual life, tho narticie r it
is rarely prepared by Irirq eunternlaticin for situations which
rnewledae of the oast of otter participahts, their valui'S, or ten. r-

reitiVCS is frialryr tar, and r,otionally tinncd. It fellcur, that tre
rolehplayind participanti in a situation f ro, literature oiiculd rot
be aware berciich'd of the actual ciuticer, Such Inn irdm v:puld
cor precise sccrtarel ty and preccinditirn iririch 15.

Iaa-, plc

In P.icrord aatetiour.a.'", r. is an ec,..cdo
,leire a nario idatrs the Fireta.:rrdst t?., es his
noes to tic store lac his enncher. retorns cie w',
forces l e e o r u i n : Coy to h i, o u t a u a i r , a.th r cre concy. The gang
again cohfrchts

:fte rain he eplaircia to t. , st,,Icritr, t'..; lie
ant lid to read u;' to tee print of the hey 's ea, frcr t6e firstt
encounter with tan gar?. fire student would "Filo,' tin hilher;

notiser, ten: Pont and four citrers the card. ty art out
the situation an it ,.'as erC.,(1,tC-1 to ten- ani tern Cr ti. ir-
ther. h., flirt the nar17 E.b L,e F ,7e,:
un for did his nether sond ,,,t ael-n'

1-ft r t1 ,tulrits act it Oct. tan rc:r. and
OtTre clay te carts as they rce thoir, Tee hiehsen itsnlf sho1.1

-ate rial din,uhni :a4-

t

lrlerat ,/
--

I cal

1, Cass o

a`- ti r. J

r rr, ; Ull plc..
3, Z ti a (C., 17 ".-/

1,7;;. r t a at at



the same time help students improve reading skills through the
"directed reading activity." Basically, five steps are involved,
motivation, establishing purpose, checking vocabulary, reading,
and discussion.

Step 1: ttotivation:

Through the use of the overhead projector, slides, records,
photographs, intriguing e.perimonts, and visuals, the stuJert be-
comes interested and involved. The teacher roust core: up with

something that is eye- catching and interest-provoking. The

motivation should lead to thought-prosAinu questions. Finding
material or creating it ma/es the CPA difficult,yet revardirg.

Step 3: Vocabulary:

The teacher should anticipate words within the reading selection
that sight he difficult and male a brief list (only those words the
student must under, Land in order to comprehend the passage) en the
chalkboard. Define these words, using them in contest. Tell the
students that if they core to a word they don't understand, they
should raise their hands and the rearing will he given to thee.

Step 4: heading:

The students are row read,' to read for answers to the
;ILA'S tiCs.

Example: Step 5: Discussion and rereading:

The teacher could tile to assign a Segment of is

2' - contained in a modern anthology to a sizable
group of his students. To assinn in the traditional way "read
pages 130-137 in tie diary of Anne Frank" would be disaster.
Instead, tee teacher el.irra t'e and without a word draws a
large swastika on the challboard. Beneath it he prints in s °311

letters, 'anne (rani." ilic.here he prints "SS," "diary," and

finally, "jew." he plays a recording of a hitter speech. ( h

J by Edvard R. tiarreA, doT, 11, Columbia bccerds)

Step 2: Purpose Setting:

In the discussion phase of the motivation step,the teacher
should have the students thin(. and verbalize questions they want
answered. Write all of ti-ese questions c, the beard. This step

establishes the purpose for reading; it gives the students

Tho students in t, e r oti vati on step should tscoi e further

irtsre'sted vhen trey find out about the oas ova r.5 and the hinirg
;1,, of Fore Fr-a,1.. 7'e teacher should anwel only trove
cuestichs v.hich pp b3Cisruu,d and 10'.h tie st oral[w' red,

Passible goestioms:
a' D was dh'e I nac'.-f

. -1t is a dig,,7
dig ,soic 1,11 Jiws?

V' at v35 t' e Sh?

Mew, cuu 1 d imr fill so nary ; with ,
tree?

Is (hell a 'raster roll ?'
. 60 at 1- v'Cn a 1 eisun is cohfirnd vitn a oroop of

f:r ale ^g tire'
'..eat finally ha;;,-..Ei to tire Frank a -d her fadily?

OH

1.tTio students have finished reading the ssicired selection, the
discussion or questions 5 begin. Students can substantiate
ahsvers by locating correct information or quotes, especially e'en
several disagree. The teacher is cautioned rot to put too much
urihasis spec chat 1-apperis in the story.

f a' {le,

a If ti.s hoie

cf i",?.P1 could end should trri I'd itself it tr,-
of ii,di ce i'',1u !II g evelutien, t igetr.

l' 1 rrita' 1,, r,1"5 ('What hr.r,c,,cd to r-c icx Irtish7:1..1-'-0 racial

rctle-s in the United States, In addlticm, tr iret caaiesticrs in the

story itself regarding the in,nlversnt and psycholody of a girl
inric to live in confir,remIt.

ihICrcstirel tccr,,,gr,ay for a 1.0110-cap Tes,cn censirr'''mo

storeoljt es is to ask students to prrIcrA teat t'r,' arc tr.tirt
a visiting Italian for dinner.

se.

h..at a'a on the. foard. :ri,a1 shift VI:, rrt;:nalit
1., ;11:J". Fr nee, vussian, vJetish, etc., and
Lrrlta Iran, ast ter St,,,ler,ts if tie Ci,r tr' co ar-t,10

-old fir; lo ay,la
t.,eli n its. tat dre: te,11

i

,.

t ,-
d as

should Le cimsii to as rani ,!.-;

(het al 4.1tr' ettcr astscts of the discussion.
10 friar those if thee desirf, nur( '00Hs ;1,,,r1 ,1,,r
for rr adin r3...rial is viny t a dis;m. cf ;
te arra, fan trfrrrgrrrn:r.



SEMINARS Nip GROUP REPORTS

Moral and attitudinal questions and cousin theses brouiiitt to
light from the reading of boots are often best explored via a
modified seminar or group-report technique. The teacher should
riot require that the save novel he read by every student in the
class ddd '.. . and within the
reads :q capacity of all. Therefore, he rust develop techor:otes that
will altar students to select their con reading and yet carry qo
helpful class discussions. For exanele, if he firth that Griffin's.. 'r and lialduin's . . 'n. are the rust tc; ylar-
titles selected after toe [.ROY cn oo-oe Frank, he 1,153.1 ask fir a
brief snort sod discussion by four c- five interested students on
each title on the sa-e day. tie si.c.11 dive then ausistarci. and
time to v.errY. together in preparation. he F. hc,,ld also provide (Oro
kith any audiovisual aids they night desire and suyieest lotenestirg
technicyns for rresentaticr. If toe interaction pmovoles interest
in toe overall group, the technique could tho coed with otoer
nYt alas student L'0)1.4

Yrretrer variation of this technique is to co-denier: a reading
; im.p.3 are,' d a co- c ha,irg the students read diffeient

_la teat ,3ry in styles and readir: for ca"'Ple. foe
could sun test tie toe cuf !'incoity Culture it roe, ica,

credo arrarogu. Ent night irelude the follohind titles:

oiedi S)

titles distle,ed (for teen re adert)

I titles displayed (for roado,i)

titles displayed (far ,10.1'di0

E titles distld,...d (for t.tr.r

; aid le hue to select and sieulT rdt Le assindr .7 a

i. it tnyo that so- per,- m adurs .3 CifOl..,It

use scot: ne- ;ti avic., to i 11...crue .. hnlY
t r siculd le stoh...tort

ar. ."
aro. y-cU,ra.od to 'cod at insto herd t- a.

t discos, Ire SU to,
5C-O. 3". C, 11'

1 t.., ua_i. tilts.
o.y. y, tea ont v arc te t, CC.' t r d tf
1..- vith tie assistanve L' 0. Ire ea, .!f', r all

it . rryto.- tattotrs to-nn -are. trit.;si
e,1", r ,h in a.,t di a'7 ,.'.$r : -le als.t

si r.' lk

;)

PICTLICF1 TELEVisION

:lotion pictures and television, plays can to read. They car also
stimulate reading. For instance, if a popular irotion picture c,r-
cerning virtually any subject (Violence. ce-n, race, Car, science
fiction, etc.) is rade a cohrion errerienee of the croup, fruitful
discussions nay result. Viewing and discussing en and

ray lead students to an interest in the psychology of violence
in individuals and in society. They rao he activated to read teels

. and Inc cot ire
question of violence and its causes could rrovide Ortent 1-03dir:7
sod thin'inj situations.

tither film subjects could to Easily uryd ty ar alert teacher to
stipulate reading and eiden interest areas. da-res Pori bents scared
if popularity arena youria oneeplo after the success of t re file _

f.ftfr a field trip to see a war film students will tract
fa.irrably to a prepared gro.,p Of tiadnnbauls ireludirg

seer_; lover e(D,,:r. 01 d hd7, r at; lie..
a toloyisicr, est, Tle onlevartcy and fm ...racy lloyi mien ca'. to
utili.ted by tie teacher to sti-alate in yrrld affairs,
tisdoxical events, and dra .3v. 4,",-".7,1'n.ti IC
teltryision tleadcast; te freely -ad.:. and 1.t.11...ied it,

a

discussion of the pit:rat,. It is rot re.terar, arc toirtir.,31 that I'm
e n t i r e grc.an idatch a b a r t i c u l a r d re ira ; rti,..;1.

LI oce have wattled toll those h'.. have rot about y'at brie
have seen. Te.levision can also to urrol for rnalina dotiyotinn in t'o
nroor prescribed ato..c for filro. foetirn II - ;dealing and
Listening far fit',-7aOrg techniqucs../

111- Feo,r
It ryd, flt.t,, 1, 1 f 11,, t, ' - '

i t s t t Y : c i , 1 1 " 1

; r a ,O.,t C, rustle e;' n. ; 2 Ar
.r 1", t T ort i.e d

to h. y 1;; itd f ,1 .1.- t - 't "
ri. s "av tO ' .

o m l.11.rt I. h-t anmr ,.-
CC CC,; , ,",..

aces r. cri o. 'd I coo n el 1

it...rte a,..pe of !r; tar dros
croli-,1 tadcs rnlati, to ".
frmittooi . Ti. ' e, she also IF ytte 1. plate hut° re. .



VtDrivEiULARY

Furial study of isolated word lists is g r reccwrencled. Give
each student a paperback Dictionary of his own and have dictionary
sets available in every classroom. Encourage students to look up
words that they do not know while reading, but not to overdo it.
Tire URA approach and incidental definitions by the teacher will
assist vocabulary growth. If a student is reading or listening at
all, his vocabulary will grow. His writing and spooling will
reflect growth.

FOLLCrwIrK3 DIRECTI015

Most of the comrcrcial tdxt programs mentioned earlier place
easy emphasis on following directions. An added innovation m,ght
be arranged with local retailers. A. new car owner', manual can he
a good textbook. Marl products must be asses -bled for display and
sale. Instructions for assembling a three-legged TV snack table,
bile, child's toy, metal shelving, etc., can rake sequential read-
ing a puzzling exercise, particularly when dealing with the real

DflIVING

A tew students with en 8 cm, movie camera or esen a slide cam-
era can prove to the rest of the group the ihortance of reading
well when driving a car. Student-made files of highway signs and
symbols by day and by night will crake for an interesting class
discussion. heading speed ;s very important, particularly when
driving at a high rate of speed. State driver manuals should he
incorporated into the curriculom. Students who do rot have (driver's
licenses shgold to assisted in obtaining then.

tti6tdAl S gy

A student wto thirks rrriing is rot re-cnt:ry for bin th.eayo
re wants to to a mechanic is often drtfoued.d he is ecnircnt-
ed with a mechanic's or co, a driser's casual. Students
rchrgnize that hoej carry with then their ow, sceolsolary. If

the, are interested rn such a jrrt, trey should he assisted in
mastering the 7.reeielized vd.abulary ty the irstructgr cr an
interested tarty wItnin that eccupatico.

EIAT I LOS

lire rust to allotted in the erogrri for i,divid,,a1 and snail
group roeedia''instruction. The reading consultant will oversee
and assist tte operatic, ef the reredial rk.adirg program. ,aid or

42

volunteer titers from local colleges may assist in implementation
after they receive instruction from the consultant. It is suggested

that the roledial reading Program be entirely voluntary - that the

student decides whether or not he J'z'o, to go. Please refer to

gqi, oiblications of this Department, for a sunranv
of various remediation techniques and a reference bibliography.

EVALUATION 1LCHNInUES
The following are subjective evaluative esestions the teacher

may ask himself- concerning the success of this gnit.

Do the students appear to have developed a genuine interest in
reading?

Is the classroom library active? Is there a ecrrstant ',crud for

replaeenents and additions?

Are newspapers and ,agatiros ire the class being used?

be tht students apprnabi reading tasis with enthusiase?

Poo the st.J,1Pnts becrrirg ,hire aware of the vorld around thew

through reading?

to the students exhibit more tolerance of opinions and ideas
which vary radically from theirs?

Are the students beginning to question their own motives and

behavior patterns?

Do a majority of students improve their scores rr. the 'inn,- at

realIng inventory?"

Are the student, atte7p.tirg to ihi-rove their irli id,tl read

su ors? Arc they having any trueness?

L,°'(HMS MA 1 E.PIAL S
lte fallowing is suggested as a core kla,,,CD,

litrary. (frd,.. :lures are .1,.scritod or 3sr-3'; list is v r,

means all - inclusive and should be added to often, Tr, litran, OnJleri

also curtain the magrzirts and newspapers nonticnicA thiv

list is particularly applicable for ace with bla:l youth-. ltdo,e

preceded by asthris1s relate al- ost entirely to the blaov
e.perionce, although 5,2'e cf tViSP ray also h_ favorites of white

yosth

no



Adler, Bill, ed. L, of Mart6e Jr. New York,
Lancer. 19T1 .
Complete text of all his speeches, brief biography, and photos.

Alpenfels, Ethel. Zoe,: uo.61 ,,..,:re /..rec-. New York.
Friendship. 1965.
Pamphlet of scientific information assembled to separate fact
from fiction.

Ames, W. C. 7",o f'cr

(New Dimensions in American History Series.) Boston Heath. 1S55.
Divided into three secrons: The Negro at the tern cf the
Twentieth Century, The Negro Between the Wars, and The Negro
Since World Wa. II.

Asimcv, Isaac. F.:ie t..so New. York. Bantam. 1966.
journey of' four men and a worran into the living body of a man.

Bontemps, Arna. New York.. 011 and Waig.
1964.
A collection of sore of the best in Negro poetry. Brief
biographical sketches.

f;:,.3.-r. Boston. Beacon. 1968.
Fistorical novel about black insurrection in Virgria led by

Gabriel Prosser.

el:T,,ena. New York. Harper. 1941.
--rfine anthology of Negro poetry, religious, humorous, lyric,

and narrative.

Boulle, Pierre. ,f New York. Vanguard Press.
1963.

Earth visitors find apes have exceeded man in intellectual
evolution. Visitors are put in cages.

Auerback, Arnold. f 612. New York. Pocket Books. 1952. Bowen, R. S. Philadel;hia, Chilton. 1960.
Celtic coach discusses his sport.

Baldwin, Jaes. New York. Dial Press.
1963.
A passionate exploration of what it rears to be a Negro 'r
America.

New York. Dial Press. 1961.
-VJtobiographical essays on the autor's early life it Arerica

and his flight to Europe.

* .0 :v., .:. New York. "L'al Press. 1966.r--says or race problems.

Barrett, W. E. 2.,7 f /1e., York. Ekoubleday.
1962.
Compassionate study of a black ran who builds a chapel for
some Leman

Beach, E. L. .., Now Yorv. 1955.
True story of sub-Arire operts t,CAL1rg J3;d1-0;0 r:103'
P:,er in World War II,

!;. 1,eu. Y. rl. Pratt. n.d,
700 job of a baseball catccr.

Vlach Star Editors and Photographers, -ro eOr..
".ra-id. 1963.
r picture tot of row Ham., ar.:! white A-ericars pane risled
and riven their lies in tee present civil rights struggle.

Astrrisk indicates books of particul'ar interest to black students.
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Bradbury, Pay. New York, Doubleday. 1951.
Fasciratino collection of sciercevficVon stories.

Braithwaite, E. R, cikr, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Prentice-Hall. 1960.
Inspirirg story of black teacher who succeeds with white slur
children in England.

Brooks, Gwendolyn, New York. Harper.
1956.

Children's tho,..ghts expressed by a Pulitzer Prize poet.

-.. New York. Harper. 1963.
Kire goers by ru!itzer Prize poet,

Br.own,Claudc. : 5. York, Pyre/cid.
96E.
Autcbiogra;,ei ca 1 picture of Carley and toe first ceneratior of
urban Ne,:roes.

furd-ck, Eugcre. ,-w rorl. McGea.,- di I 1. 1962,
ec-e.rif an aircraft ;coif ,scow by Hstaie.

Trcman. - eur..., fors
1;d6.
lead 5/cry of the brutal r,..rdv:r of a kar;as fa-ily tr tan
unusual fen

Carmichael, Stokely 6 Ha-iitr.,, C. V. Pl.1
Pan10,. 1357.

clack Power iolitigs is offered as the only hr-pc for avoiding
violent warfare.



19t9.
Frightenirg tale of brainwashing and as=assination.

lonr.ell, Richard. 'The root ddricroLis gar e,'
a1. fiOtOn, 1925.
A strange raster hunter oho hunts iron in

Banta,.
P. vivid reconstruction of t5e events that brogght cr. tne lAir
w'atts

Eo.isy, Fob. so6. Pratt. 19E3,
horror Celtic and Holy Cross star tells of his ciperierces.

Crare, Stephen. : 9 See cork. Collier.
19(2,
4:-erican classio about heroism and reality in tee 'Kan.

* CL.11en, Cogntec. 'work. i'arocr. 192/.
An e,cellent anthology of Negro poets,

* nberioan, . Si :net. 19E5.
Too-act dra:-.3 of t.n.e %egro in C..erica.

New Yor;. fa,nett.
Classic Pock, that tccre tat bible of tee nilitact orotest
school.

Associated Press, 1356.
What e,ery teenager h,ants to

Ellis, Haelook. : ...-. Sea,' rk Sive* n.d.
Psychology of nes,

* Ellison, Palp%. ; .. 'cc York. S'onet, 1'9E2.
A soutnern Negro gces to t,,,e th to fird l's true identity.

E. '0'. .' Cell. 19(....
Tee cost co,plete histcr, ar-rrals31 of t-e Slack
rove-cot availatle.

Fairtavin, 'c, Panta-. n.2.
,r Now York. inari:er, 1947. "baling ha-an story of irterracial

Toe poets o= to 'care poet.

Ea0s, ',cc 106, Pocket EcolS.
19E.e..

Nature presentation of young secual prcblers.

Felstn, H. G. Ycr:, Ottcn. 19E5.
Souped-up jalopies reed a place to drag.

%ew cork Pardor. 1953.

Davis, Sanr-y'r. 'cc York.. Pocket Pocks. 19E.E.. FleHrig, york, ficfi liar.. 13E5.
tre entertainer's fascinating persoral story. Pond foils atte,pt by international trice syndicate to control

world.
kdsor, Clarence. fork, E.anta-n. n.d,

',a,y story of a-E,Htio.5 warfare in ti,e Pacific.

Pctert. ',ow. York. Fawcett. 1AE.1.
The row fano.,s descriptici, of iinnedy's ir

iar 11.

19E4.
A st,,le 1. 5,,., tj tL

[cr-ar, Clc'd1. . Cr., :C11.
t r e s s . . . c o , n t 0f re pc etc r to racial l s t r i f e

attcrdirg irtcgrati:n of Ecutl-enn

. iori. Coll. 19E.7.
school fc:',t al l stor, Ong violent Trej,,Jice

tc.3rd a :lac* rev:o-en.

44

51

Soviet agents atter.ot to thwart Ford,

lkeio fort. Y.ac.illan. 19f.6.
ford foils earinl rOt'tEry of cold fart

E!..ro:ez, agent is trailed to tee CaritCean.

%c* %,o0 4-r.rican Lit rary. 19(4.
--17Td coo:crates with t,.e 2a;arese to wire ot cri-,e syndicate.

iorester, C. S. fantr. 1059.
Tree af ,en tune of Ens tish crui scr t, at finally aits a ',El.-an
Pa We sk-,;..



°rank, Anne. Garden City.
Doub'eday. 1952.
Life experience. of Jewish girl forced into seclusion in Nazi-
controlled Hollanz. during Gan H.

Frark, Gerald, New York. Signet. 1967.
Fascinating, after brutal study of a killer.

Odha,s cress, 1961.
The world's most intriguing true rysteries.

New York. Ycnet.
A,-azing true story of a convict whd beco"es a ',ceding orni-
tnologist ard befriends birds.

Gaines, W. M. 2. 0. New York. Signet. h.d.
Collection of hJnorous episodes free ragazine.

Gibson, Althea. : 2, -.2. !ie.,/ York,
Far,,er. 1958.

Tennis civar-pion's cli,b to success from the slurs of Harlem.

Golding, Gilliam. ;:... New York. Cap cern
Fooks. 1959.

Children tecone savages in a self-di,ected ,sland society.
A cynical comrent en man, viclorce,ard do,nracy,

Gray, Snirley Ann.
Fawcett. 1964.

Three generations of a white fa I ly wi th a l.esro gran,im.other.
Pulitzer Prize winrer.

traciaro, . 'ow York. Sicn t.
Sc...,ster. 1955.
Cntertairer-ex-fighter's story of overco,ing gang yess..,res
ar,d rising from a slum hackgrc,,,,d.

The core:lien's truuic ht 2 V ic e=rly !ife,

COld co,cdy co -rents on tee race sit2atic.n.

Griffin, New York, Si,,Inet. 1961.
Daring exeerimert of a whit, newsman who treats his sk'n to
discover what it is like to he black in Amen i a.

* Hansberry, Lorraine. New YDrk, Signet. 1959.
Play about Southside Chicago !,/egrues who want to break out of
the ghetto and live as human beings have a right to live.

^awthorne, Nathaniel. New York Uutton. 1907.
Classic story of Hester Prynne's adultery.

'Hayden, Torn.
,re. New York. Pandcm. 1967.

Conder,ns the :::01iCE, and e.,presses the view that there was
just a rebellion in Newark, but the weds of an organized
revolution.

Press. 1962.
A selfhypnosis inetnod.

Itentoff, Nat. York. :ell. 1967.
A white teenager finds his color is a barrier to being accepted
as a jazz musitan.

not

Kanhasset, Channel

crOny, John, New grl. 1nOV06, 1945.
factual and frighterirg report'rg of the bono and its

effect on selected people in .iroshirr.a.

re,erdahl Thor. . - Garden City. Garden City Pods. 1950.
-rue narration of scientists sailing across the Pacific or a
raft. 80 photos,

hi--es, Chester. , Cleselart,, Wnrld. 1954.
of the third generation of bla..k slavery,

* Forre, L. 6 Schit6e7, P. :. Ycrk., Sjoret, 1956.
Lc-a Pc,rr's Search for idc,ti t:v. The N.:gro si 's Oro!- les
in a white co's

ioitc, et. ' .

r-O-CP,Ct. IcEP.
from arran,c

to subject.

'ow is ml ton, 191,5. /owarth, David. '-
,h;t:-,;r:.hs and cejs bout tee e.,thor's ideas of 12,-..le story of ctlrnd ir,a,in of l,r,;c.
tOo Ncgrces,

^. d V cc cnl. Eanta. 1956,
leis r.,re CujtirVCl atta(i c^ *eat ,e co,si.ders to

Ir

6

of vsn1r Afr,can writi ,s.



hew York, hnopf. 1937.
--Poerre especially selected for young readers. 5onle have Leen

recorded.

* .hYhy.n. Nov Hon . Banta,. 19E4.
Southern loonthe actions that led to to sudden deparride of

%egro frcr'

.. sy Bloo.tington, University of herouac Jack. New York. 'Viking Press. 1957.
--Triaiona Press. 1964. A voice f nom the "beat" generation in a con trove rsi al book

An anthology of conterTorary Negro poets.

cry td New York. Hill and Wang. 1957.
Forty-six stories by Jesse B. Si,hole cc nenting ci with

life. Jesse is a citizen of Harlem,

New York. hnopf. 1926,
----.57c7,te of Hughes finest berhs.

Hugo, Victor. .... ;,5.2 :,.- :". :n. . :.. New York. Banter.,
1956. . 19th.
Classic story of Sensitive But ugly Lel I rirg.- r cf the ---7c-cro Vier.' of conditions in today's loath.
cathedral.

Vetchar, Hank. (series of 10 books).
Greenwich, Corn. Fawcett, 1960.
Any 10 will do.

Ling, L., Jr. . York. 'Pocket Hocks.
A took of serr,ons delivered during and after tte-,t,,,,ory, Ala.,
bus protezt. Ttree were written while Cr, it V:35 a trizcrer
in a Georgia jail.

Hunter. Evan. H;:.:;. Horl.. bison & Schuster,
1954.
Teacher gains respect of tough s tudents after rosy difficulties

nchley, Aldous. y :. Garden City. Doubleday. 1932.
A shocking, soulless, s treah 1 irod [der, of the future.

Boston,
1969.

teautifal call for a return to rcnviolenco,

't York. Signet. 17tH.
tiscusces the reasons fur !ogro deronstrations . Bescr,tes
dehonstraticys and the surer of 19E7,

Hilaric,o, story of a hillbilly drafted into the service. 1,06. Dell, 1912.

Irving. Washington, .y. ; . New )orb.
'oashington Square Press. n.d.

Classic tale of Ichatcd Crane and the 'reaale,,,s. torseran.

:ac, So, Shirley.
Cress. 959.
Fricchtering ghost story.

..tees, lorci. ;

'ye York . UikIng

PrC- S1 `t i J f

Fawcett. n.d.
talk on a nfficult suC,;'oct.

Larsen, J. & Teffenteller, P.
Grove. n.d.
A study of dere addiction.

Lawrie, retnr. Paltitcre, Per.guin, h.d.
obtocti.,, i.E;crt

7,c., 1317. in 'w;rld war 11.

if-:n, belle,
;' re, ti . 1

5enuiti,e teacher faces to a'd ,tuic-tc wh., are
du.c.ccel to benefit fru, it.

5
oh

IhBP.
fzch,c., colic? car to ieff,c,ert to a

tow '06



Lee, Harper. . Fhiladelp,ia. Lipir,Lott.

ft tack ran 's accused of rapira a white Dirl. A fine sensi-
tive treat-ent cf tie tout' ard its 'probler,s."

Lewis, Clauo'e. ; ' "".. Greenwich, Cchh. Fawcett.
I 953
She story of the controversial pc," itical

Loran. Louis. :Ie,- h.. ,a.
A report on ran al virast.

b- k.
-P7F-ort en. a and toe Black O.nli-s,

tordcr., s!,iacr ; : ; isah 1.05.
195E.
Classic dcg stohy or t' cith cc.,nta,,' and ita seq,e1.

Lc rd, Oil tar. . I.zrk. Fa 1 I. 1957.
',irate by rihuto accra.,nt or 2.1.^,irese attack on Pearl Ha,...7,a.

. , . :1 t.
--T,-,:rtdiVe story of the siriir.1 of 12-e Tita-ic.

I ;.,r I r.c.,r dr,,c,f-cr tar,. cf stoiri of Jaaes lacreditk .
entc-ria.1 tie 1:hive/is, ty of Shississippi a'd 1,e ri-Dt ti-at

Luirall, ta-vOl. 1.:.:':. -'a: . . i.c 1D14.
earer. lyto
CiscAsichs of eDiniar.s of t e
racial teislchs.

-0 0.oak.
story of harriat Tot-a-.

''alcol-D. .

atrry oactto re: 0-7,' :, a'
"ea-s; Eff,'ct upon ais

r,7itkd ty rrr:r,?E, fre, state (its t"t,Laao lea an ire. last ' c

L. -` ..; r!: [lifrI
10 U.' s1rics ,arcodht;s Cr.," Wzrld cf

Cot I, l'afJ.
iactJal study Cf dhoD-id,-,rd dinar;,
a,-ccl.s of druh,i.

Jr

Xichener, Neer York, Fancion. 1951.
Eyewitness account of Revolution ir 1956.

." ; New Pander. 1955.Fr war in Korea interlaced with truth.

.7 . Grosso 0.

Opens with ti-e ranch on hoe; :ad '. to the cblture of
Africa.

'III r, warren, ';r:ierh.;i5..h, Corr, FaAaett: lilOf.
'joints Out drahatic a.tt.rai differeri.es of black :;;Duti,..

National Advisory Colirissio-. h.: -h '.0'
Pahtam, 1.5f8.

the ri.o,tshow and why.

.

5 1.0...1raP'.y Or t,,e

Ncidaoff and f'al I. 0 ton ton. Little, rah,,,.
k Co.
Tale of suivha. For r the

)lantre 1910.
:;. ;, .-',

Europra, stud, of black aistcri,

Olsen, ,laJ.
rcl 1. 1

earlairs Clay's :o,rt o -tro I r Fein a
the figat,r Is Last.'- ai,c,ht 190.

Of ta.i irotror
FaaDis.

.-.-

a 1', owiho up la a

ear's world a,..! a a, f, at '.0010 and a;.a.,-,:t
Fr,,t,lirs torn

,r1 c' 41, ice wit'
ter; arisc,s to ;-, vice's no a

1.7;r4.

cf c- t'.: ''ti fa,
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Queen, Ellery, n., P.6, York. Popular
Library. n.d.

Frightening nystery stod ies.

Indianapolis.
bobbs-d!errilli. 1951.
Describes the humiliation of being a second-class citizen in
Prerica.

Richter, Conrad. I'. bra York. Eantan, 1953.
Conflict of white and Indian culture, White boy is raised by
Indians and scans to prefer them to his white

* Pobinson, Eradley. ' ,;.
'grgerwich, Cown. Fawcett. 1967.
Arctic e0Cedi tie, and an 18-year-old friend.hip betkcen a
begro and white explorer.

* Pudwick, Elliot. . 7.. ,

Cle,eland. .i.eridian. 19E4.
Piot caused in great extent by dissatisfaction of urLan Hack
with iradequate and discrininatory 124 enforcewent.

harden
City. Coubl eday. 19th.
Iaiscussion cf sightirds.

FuSSen, Ei)i. air; Ecrkley. r.d.
Foste, basietball star discasses his ,ife and .cari,

Salin9er, J. vori. Modern
L itnany. 1981.
Sensitive youth is distarted with hypocrisy in rod,.rri society.

Schaefer, cl ........ 'ester. noughtc,-S!i ffl in. 19E4.
Classic western of lower she protects faoily ean0-ers.

Schultz, Greenwich. Cchn. awoett.
19:8.
81a0. feet :w.dian tells c..f life.

SC',12, C. . gr.ce-nict, Cer, .

Fancett. rd.

r.d.

`;rEcr.ich, Cony. Fakcett. n.d.

G*EEr.i0, r.d.
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Grecraich, Conn. Fawcett. n.d.

Scott, P. -; 7. Sew Yon, Scribners.
Flyers in World War II face great dancers.

Gee York. Lantao., 19!

Pantao. 19E1

., New a.pri. Panda,. 1985.
----ETcellent science faction.

Story of a treat broker aho can do nothing else.

SWotwell, Louisa. Cleveland. World. 19(3.
Far'- story of the desire of a r igrar,t child fen school ina r.'.1 a

P'-,cr,ent hue,

Seal. ar, %.ew Cocks. 191.
''odarn classic about Puerto zican earns in GO, sork City.
Tender love affair based on '--co and 3allet' tec-e.

. 5, ith. Lillian. :,
. E.c.atieday. 19E.3.

Actobiegrawhical accc.,nt Forbid entarolenent of sin, seP. and
s c d r e g i a t i o n in t, e Southern psyche.

aork.. 19E4.
----Ire story of the cisil rights told it the words and cn,

the faces of tee particirarts.

Staodz, er.yeth. . . eew ork eno.of. . lilt.
in tc.nc-nh account cf sba.sna and its disastrous

Steinbeck. York, Eantaa. 1919.
Hilarious, yet s;-,-.±0a traci c,story of tce croole of Cannery

an .'::";., Yc,r1. La Trf,S, 194).
Inc Cohen woke'

story of pcn with a Si;le drec t.'3t 5 inewitably
scattered.

lea fort, bikini Press. 1947.
finding of a great c,earl adversely affects a vocn

Sterling, 5. 8 Lc:an, z. .n i.e. Ink. CacblnCu,
{Zenith Foe's). 1:7.
Life stories of Warrict Frepric Cad,dlaks. ;ce.:ert
Snails. ad Elahcce Erh.ce, k.'o lock freed:, for



';ire eagazine tdite-s-s.
Tioe-Life,

i,asily read narrative of ho-an intore,S. 50 etotos frd,, Life
nazine.

Y.'ashirjco, T.
of ten fc,0nLne of tOe td*

TE,J.
Frahl, real lasclidsoe of Ethel 'A'ater'S

o-e-dLiso ci oral c once. ',dells, H. r, .'.- , Occi at 'dord;.s. 1957,
Stran-je ad,ento-es of a ` 3n Crs,ld not to too.

Tre-vor--"epEr, H. R.

13f.-2.
,-Hoeo str,,t1 on of Len in s fall and death of tier.

Ccl lien,

ThTe original ,aci-Hr-, tat brides

Pichard. Pyr:doid. r.d. to', .ionilo;c. 12C4,
Trse, e,Litieg storn of Pacific pilot, stranded at sea.

fKain, Pjre-id.
-aol Firn and Ji and the Slississfdi .

can cl essic of Ifissc,dri boy's escaoades.

later ,..3r4 of tte e.roat

1:d0 ta-.
Stn-;,]le of tle d'e, for are I ant.

Invasion of tarti ant. SIdt.erbly told.

P3 :

ba,thorn. 19f7.
A dc-tease of 0, fin.; r,yc r ri,t, nod a cal ': n-r:
of no ,,,ICaU,Dr L0t,,nan lOs %e.ro

ldckk.t, T-icjard. rt.r6. raf:t:r. lift.
L'.,tobiogradby rat A'ri.tt. it:ffIcditis ,doetto

r at: ,t Hi.or
.rfOrtrateao,1,Io ,0 anaaltra501.

Santa-. 153. f.a; py SiS ry of a sh'ty.,-co'.ed Is
--Pjalistic story of Canines in the Pacific.

1.3th ce0t6ry forecast of atc;..ic sZ,erircs.

Ci

DelT-oTd. :', tea icr5. ,o3,tfr. 1317.
1"7 African Ca-raid, and If trIlliart

,ts tEris1 irdiaaten iot,.-f(st t: a 51.,'t'In.



CURRICULUM FOR COMPUTATION SKILLS

I. FlOrolli I ........ ...... . . 51 SECTION II VCt:ATIONAL SuILLS . .

The IN1PC.01:CTIC presents the overall teachiso objectitiss
and ,rreral forrat of the corputation section. The orienta-
tion se 'ice indicates %t:nested procedures for teoinnind the
unit.

E T 1 SrOk.%; 1 NS 11C} i 1 c.,,k
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s -,s , s to dr,rlop crrtle,--sriviro stills. irstr,Arr
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recchrerds ratcrials fro ario,s
irdustries and occupations selected ty the studert. If an
occupation reouires furt,er education, the stl.drrt rust Sc ore-
Pareii fcr a return to a -,cre ad arced course in

SECTI-.0: III SLIcli-ESTED SSILiS CsJ LINE ........ .
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stills and nr.r cetas lch st...tcrt -.st he is to arol,
life' o:tuaticrs. teei±c,

hrcuth the t reed ,:r
in his :ii,rtic;ar Case.



INTRODUCTION

OVERALL TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To diagnose the basic computational skills which need reme-
Cation and/or reinforcement for each student

To provide individual programs for studerts based on their
diagnosed needs

To enable students to adapt basic compu.atfonal skills to
problem- solving techniques in order to meet the needs of
everyday life situations

To help each student acquire those computational skills
which he may reed on the job or when preparing for a return
to a formal school situation

GENERAL FORMAT
The computational curriculum has been developed with an

emphasis on:

Perediation and reinforcement on the fundanental skills In
arithmetic

Acquisition of computational skills necessary for particular
job areas or in preparation fel. a return to the formal
school situation

Adaption of fundamental skills to problem-uolvIng techniques
necessary to meet the reeds of errryday lite situations

The initial part of the program .could encompass all students in
a diagnostic secuerce in order to determine what sills need teach-
ing and reinforcement.

ORIENTATION
The first aceting with the group should be one for caplanation.

Tie teacher should explain what he plans to accomplish with the
pupils as a vre,o and as individuals, and he should outline in de-
tail tee throe sections of the program. Students should understand
that teeir placement and advancement in the course is deterrired

51

primarily by their previous knowledge and their ability to master
the materials presented. The ultimate goal of a job or advance
schooling should be stressed.

The second meeting with the group should involve a diagnostic
testing procedure. Cara must be taken in the se/ectiol of a diag-
nostic test because many of the students have difficulties. The
teacher may want to administer informal as well as formal tests.

By the end of the first week, the teacher should have a clear
picture of the individual needs of each member of the group. By
the followirg week, the teacher should be able to place each pupil
in a problem-solving situation developed in accord with his diag-
nosed ability. For example, two students may be presented similar
problems about budgeting. One may be required to work only with
whole numbers; the other may be required to dc sore computation with
decimals, common fractions, or even percents, depending on each
student's krowledge of these skills. Problems can be designed to
become progressvvely more difficult in order to establish a need for
the student to acquire a new skill in a practical situation with
which he is already familiar. The student's difficulties should be
continually diagnosed, as he works on his own, in order to provide
him with the necessary assistance he needs to acquire the basic
skills.

The teacher will have the responsibility, with the help of the
materials center specialist, to secure the materials necessary for
each pupil. lhis will entail the development of materials on an
individual basis, and require the creation of new raterials if none
now exist or present ones prove unsatisfectery. A varieCy of mul-
tisensory techniques and app - caches to each problem is a requisite
if the necessary skills and concepts are to be acquired by every
student.

A skills outline hos been Provided follow-ire Section
This contains currents and techniques which will he of help to the
teacher. The skills have been outlined to give the teacher a general
overview of ti,ose skills which each student should ideally accu're.
In order to raintain a high level of motivation and student irterevt,
aeolication of basic to practical, everyday ereblees rust be
continually rade. the t-acticality of the skills rust be evident to
the stuTent. practice in wtyirj the newly acquired skills to



practical problems is necessary on a continuing basis. Suggestions

have been made to assist the teacher with the correlation of skills
and problems.

Some attempts at homogeneous grouping should be made so that
pupils with similar needs are it. the same locale. This will make it
easier for the teacher to us? the roper materials for remed;ation
and reinforcement. Paired learning may also be tried.

A number of mathematical activities of a recreational nature
should be available for students. These can include puzzles and
games in which small groups or individuals can engage as time permits.

Before engaging the students in any activities, the teacher
should become thoroughly familiar with both the skills and the
problem areas so that a meaningful correlation can be made. Any

situations which provide an opportunity to solve problems with
newly acquired computational skills should be utilized. For example,

to create a need for some of the suggested skills, present the
problem of remodeling a particular room. Require the students to
determine the dimensions in order to figure the amount of materials
they would require. This would necessitate their learning to measure
compute with fractions and decimals, and possibly use percents (to
figure the tax on goods needed).

SECTION I PROBLEM - SOLVING TECHNIQUES

A series of experience units is suggested which will bring to
the foreground the need to develop problem-solvinq skills. This
phase of the program will provide the proper starting point for each
pupil and allow him to progress at his own rate. The teacher will
have the responsibility to check carefully on the students' progress
and give individual instruction when needed. If the teacher makes
the situations realistic, by drawing from the students' environment,
then more successful methods of problem solving can be developed.

Correlation can also be made with Section 11. Once the student
has developed an interest in a particular occupational area,
problem - solving techniques can he introduced relevant to his select-
ed area of interest. Actual on-the-job-type situations can be set
up which require his ability to perform the basic skills in
situations similar to those suggested in Section I. The teacher
vest he constantly alert to situations which could provide meaning-
ful applications for the student.

The teacher should also try to correlate activities included
in this phase with areas being handled by the other teachers it the
program. For example, filling out forms for credit, etc , could be
handled at the same time the language arts teacher might be working
on filling out application forms.

TEACHING OBJECT IVES
To diagnose the basic arithmetic skills involving whole
nunters, fractions (including decimal fractions), and per-
cents which need re,ediation and reinforcement
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. To provide individual programs for students based on toeir
diagnosed needs

. To develop a meaningful, working knowledge of basic arithmetic
concepts and skills which may he met in everyday situations

. To create an awareness of the need to know basic arith-ctic
skills for everyday activities

. To familiarize students with situations which they will have
to meet in daily living as a consumer, a worker, and the head
of a family

. To increase the students' ability to handle their firances
through better handling, budgeting, and spending of their money

To provide opportunities for the students to apply arithmetic
skills and problem- solving techniques in situations to which
they previously have not teen exposed

Note: The diagnosis which initially is Part of the orientation
should be an ongoing thing. The teacher should consider the
attitude, ability, and development of skills indicated by the
work of individual students which ofteo provide an informal

diagnosis.



TOPICS CONTENT AREAS

1. Computational skills
necessary for handling
money

1. Counting money
a. Making change

2. Budgeting

3. Banking

Why should one know how to make change?
What jobs might require this skill?
What methods make counting change

efficient?
Is there any relationship between

counting money and the nlace value
of our number system?

What is a budget?
What advantages are there to budgeting

one's money?
What are the major items included in

everyone's budget? (food, shelter,
clothing)

What additional items might be included?
Should singlo and married persons

budget the same way?

What types of banks are the, '?
How many banks are there in your
neighborhood?

What services do they provide?
How many services do you make use of?
What rate of interest do they charge?
What rate of interest do they pay?
Why should these rates be different?

GO "

TEACHING MATERIALS AND TECHNICCES4.

The following activities are especially good as applications of
deciMals and percents:

The skit, The Story of Mcm.p?,found in Pnv.74t.,,ing Mathematics,
pp. 31-41, can be used as a background for the need for money.

See: Getting A2c,g f,:rice, Vol. It, pp. 36-42.

Have "stage" money available for students to count. If possible,

have a cash register in the classroom.
Teach the "units" method of counting used in banks. Relate this

method to place value in decimal system.
See: Moc,c1, Makes F-rce.
For exercises in counting money, see: tiriiry neliora cr;d SCNSC,

pp. 4-22.
For exercises in making change, see: leihg ro77gro 6r:4 Seee,
pp. 40-45 and r:ctiirg Alcrg Scrfce, Vol. III, pp. 19-22.

n

Magazines and newspapers often have columns about budgeting. In-

cluded are recommended ways to divide income. Use these
recommendations on hypothetical salaries and individual and family
needs.

See: (7ettl','g fcr r,, - Fart 3, pp. 12-15, 24-28.
Have the students keep a record of their own income and spending

for a Over period time (a month). A simple ledger-type form

could he prepared for easy reco ding.
Example: DATE ITEM IN OUT

At the end of the time, have students figure out now much they
spent for each item they had decided should be in a budget.
Individually, or as a group,thoir budgeting could be analyzed with
suggestions being made for improvement.

See: roi'n? Cr fi p. 94, and i:4.-tfis,z f -

,, pp. 3-11.

Visit a local bank. Have students meet the people with whom they

deal in a bank. Have them make note of where they would open an
account, cash a check, deposit,or withdraw from a savings account.

Have a representative from a local bank meet with the class.
Previously plan a series of questions to be asked.

Have students in small groups prepare reports on various banks in
their neighborhood. Each team should have a prepared list of
questions to use when they visit the designated bank. Appoint-

ments should be rade in advance with an appropriate official.
Pole playing can be used to rehearse these interviews.

Use forms from banks, if they are available. (applications for

services, chocking account terms, and savings account

applications)
Ask bards fon brochures about their services.

publications mentioned in the teaching materials section are also
listed in the bihliography teaching materials at ttt end of

Section 1.



TOPICS CONTENT AREAS

a. Savings accounts

b. Checking accounts

c. Savings bonds

What are the advantaoes and disadvan-
tages of a savings account?

How does one open a savings account?
What forms are used to make a deposit?
What forms are used to make a with-

drawal?
When is the interest computed?

(annually, moitnly, quarterly, etc.)

loilat are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of a checking account?

What types of checking accounts are
available? (contact local banks)

How does one open an account?
Is there any minimum balance?
What is the proper way to complete a

check?
How does one endorse a check?
Can one person cash a check for someone

else? (Cosign)
!'000 are deposits made?
Cow' does one "balance" a checkbook?
.hy should one count his roney before

leaving the teller's !rindo0
How does the bank charge for its

services?
Why is identification often asked for
when a check is cashed? What is
accepted as identification?

What types of savings bonds are there?
(Discuss United States Savinos Bonds.)

What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of these?

What rates of interest do they pay?
What does date of maturity mean?

d. Additional services What additional services do banks coffer?
(money orders, loans, rayeents for
some local fires, credit cards, etc.)

a. Borrowing money When right it be necessary to borrow
morey?

What sources are available fur borrow-
inl money? (barks, loan companies.

coedit unions, insurance companies)

61
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TEACHING MATERIALS AND TECHNIGUES

Make sure students know the meaning of deposit, withdrawal,
interest, compounded quarterly, etc.

Get the forms used by local banks cif possible) or make facsimile!
of these for students to practice completing.

If percents have been taught, have students compute interest at
rates used by local banks.

To check for accuracy in completing forms, use role playing. Havo

students alternately be a customer and a teller. This way they
can doub ?echeck each other's work.

See: :citing P,',11 for Pay Pay - Part r, and
Pallas and Sc,eeLPP. 101 -102.

Use activities similar to those suggested for savings accounts.
To provide additional practice in keeping e checkbook accurate, so

up a series of transactions for the student to complete in his
sample checkbook.

Seel ;rttina Fr,ai for Pao Ti' - Part 1: A.': ; Nei
P:iilro ai :,,inc, pp. )16-)23.

See the skit, Life Etc.r of q Che:, pp. 107.113, found in

Have samples of savings bonds available fen students to handle and
disco s.

Discuss present value, future value. etc.
See: Arffr,-,fi,o, pp. 16-18.

If reports were prepared by the students as
these could be listed for the local barks

Use newupaper ads to dote -mire these.

tse ads from rewspaedrs and ralarines whirh contain 1,1n-ration
etmet loans.

Have students figure the total cost of borrowing tht sae amount of
money from three or four of these firms. Select the test deal.

If taros and other sources have forms available for students to

su?gesied under A3,



TOPICS

5. Investing money

6. Figuring income tax
a. State
b. Federal

B. Cereutational skills
recessary ps a consumer
1. Buying by the

comparative method

2. Shopping in a
departnent store

CONTENT AREAS TEACHINS MATEPIALS

What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each of these?

How does one gel a loan?
What rate of interest will be charged?
Why is a cosigner required?
If references are required, who might
be used?

How does a "good credit rating' help
when applying for a loan?

What are rebates?
What are late charges?

What does it near to invest?
Should everybody invest?
What risks are involved?
How does one go about investing money?

Who has to pay income tax?
What does one get for his taxes?
Itw are the forms filled out? (long

and short forms)
How aro. the tax tables used?
What are the deadlines for payini these?

What does comparative buyind mean?
What source_ can be used to help one
compare prices?

Why should prices diffe- from store
to store?

Is the cheapest price always indicative
of the best buy?

How much can be saved by tuyino on
sale?

That local departrent stores do
students 002 in?

What is a discount depart,ert store?
!What are the advantages and disadvan-
tae,es of these?

What are the oercral derarteTnts in
these stares? What tyl.CS of

articles are sold in each?
What are charge accc,,ts, lavavays,
eto.? Aosantaees and disadvantages of

55each?

U2

fill out in order to apply for a loan, use these. Otherwse,make
a facsimile of an application form including the general items
asked.

Have a representative from a stock exchange or an investment firm
speak to the class.

If possible, take a trip to the stock exchange.
Have students pick a stock from the financial page of the local

newspaper, invest a given amount of money, and keep track of the
investment for a given period of time.

Obtain forms for computing taxes from the State or Federal tax
offices. Have the students compute the taxes of a hypothetical
individual and then individually compute either their own or
another hypothetical individual's taxer.

Write to the U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Feyenue Service and
ask for copies of the I.R.S. Publication No. 21 (Reviled 10/E6)
entitled

See the skit: ,rim 2,;', pp. 61-59, in

Make a list of items which are advertised by two stores. Have

students use the newspaper to decide which store offers the test
pace for each article and then deride which store offers the
best overall deal.

See: ru liar; pp. 50 52; and
F?. 1-12.

See: ;lir: pp. 46 -49.

Nate a replica of the directory of a local der'tnent store.
Prepare a list of articles which could be fourd in the store aid
have students fird the drparteent in which the articles could hd

FL, the sod.
Got SA'plCS Of 531E5.4k;fts and have students co,plotP the'. Co ;ate

the tax. if necessary. (if ocrccrls -31,T opt tun taulio'.. a tai

tasle In used.) For eierciie, en sales s!iec. ice

r7., 40.42-
Prepare replicas of nrnthly bills. Include r,rors in cC,outat,ce

for ftulents to find and correct.



TOPICS

3. Buying by mail

4. Buying on time

5. Figuring discounts

6. Taking advantage of
seasonal buying

7. Figuring sales tax
(where applicable)

B. Paying for utilities

CONTENT AREAS

How does one apply for a charge account?
What are the terms?

How does one shop by mail? (catalogs,
magazine,and newspaper ads, etc.)

What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of shopping by mail?

What does the saying "Let the buyer
beware" mean and how might it apply
to shopping this way?

What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of buying on time?

What items are most commonly bought on
time?

What sources are there for time payment
plans? (stores, banks, etc.)

How can one find the total amount he is
paying for credit?

What Is a service charge?
What is a rebate?
Is there a late charge? How much?

What are discounts?
Ice can stores afford to offer

discounts?
How can they be computed?

What is seasonal buying?
What articles can he bought on sale at

the end of the season and kept by the
consumer for use the neat year?

Wlat tyres of sales tares do the
students pay? (lucal, State,
Federal)

What articles are taxed?
What are the present rates being

charged?

What are utilities?
How often is orlt, billed for then?
Pow can one check to dee if his bill

has been Computed correctly? what if
there has keen a rfatale?

GJ 56

TEACHINiT MATERIALS AND TECHNICUES

Use role playing. Have students take turns being a customer and e
salesman. The salesman fills out a sales slip and the customer

doublechecks his computation.
See: veing Dallara and Sene, Uceful Arithmetic, and The Mcnc?
Star] by Kahn and Hanna.

Have students actually complete order forms from catalogs. Compul
cost for more than one of an article, figure mailing charge, tar
etc., and then the total cost of the order. Pay by cash, check,
money order.

Have students order from a magazine advertisement.

Make arrangements with a local car dealer for students to come to
his showroom, select a car, and go through the usual completion
of an order form so a price can be calculated as the basis of
a tine payment contract. Have students use these figures to
compute the actual cost of the car.

Choose some articles which would be of interest to the students.
Have them compute the additional amount they must pay if they
buy them on time.

Select ads from the newspaper which advertise a discount. Use
both the fractional (i off) and percept (25t off) forms for
computation once calculations of fractions and percents are know-
by the students.

At the end of the various seasons, take a look at the items which
are usually put on sale by the stores. This can be done by a

trip to the local stores or by using newspaper ads.

Use as an application of percent. Include some of the activities
listed in other parts of this section.

Cyt sa-plcs of bills used by the various utilities. Figure out ho,
the company arrives at the final charge. Fe sure students
understand the significance of the various numbers and synCols
used.

Scr: po. 108-109, and

pp. 22-24.



TOPICS CONTENT AREAS

9. Paying for services

10. Buying a car

C. Computational skills
necessary as head of a
family
1. Budgeting

2. Providing shelter

3. Pemodeling and
repairing

4. t iyiro insurance

a. life
b. ''cdical

c. ir(Cre protection
d. Fire
E. Liability

What services do you require? (laundry,
dry cleaning, etc.)

What rates are charged?

Should comparative buying to used?
Should one buy a new car or a used car?
He does one finance a car? (cash or

loan)

What is the difference in cost if one
can pay cash?

What additional expenses must be con-
sidered when buying a car? (license,
insurance, and registration)

Needs vs. wants.

What are the costs and responsibilities
of renting?

What are the costs and responsibilities
of owning one's own home?

Is it cheaper to rent or buv?

Does it always pay to "do it yourself'?
How does one figure the amount of
materials needed?

How does one make use of comparative
shopping?

Is it always cheaper to reoair an
article rather than purchase a new
item?

What tspcs of insurance are there?
Which tvpes should a family carry?
Hew much does insurance cost?

51

TEACHING MATERIALS AND TECHNIGUIES

Have students keep track of the services they have to pay during a
month. Compute the total.

Have student, compute hypothetical bills for service.
See: ,,seft.,7 pp. 19-21, 25-27.

See activity under Topic E4. Having students use r car they have
picked out will make the computation involved more meaningful.

Problens can be centerea around the additional costs of operating
a car. (Figure miles per gallon, cost of upkeep, license charge
based on weight of car, depreciation, and insurance.)

See: pp. 59 -61; and Useful

pp. 49-51. .

See Topic A2 on budgeting in general.
Treat problems here as family-planned expenses and budgeting, rather

than emphasizing personal expenses.
Students could set up a budget for their family at home.

While discussing and computing the cost of renting and buying, a
discussion might be held to inform students of rent control laws,
local organizations which aid persons looking for housing within
their means, and other related topics.

This is a ciPod application of measurement cod comparative buying.
Have stOents choose a room in their own home which they would like

to remodel. Have them take the reasurerents of the room in ordar
to figure the amount of materials they will reed and the cost
of the entire project. Possibly, a model could be made of the

project.
Civide the class into teams. Have each team submit an estimate of

the cost of remodeling the classroom, according to some designated

plans. Have them compare their estimates and select the best

Plan.

1!3.c a rerresEntative from a local life insurance office co,e in
and discuss the general aspects cf insurance.

The importance of health insurance should also to discussed with
a representative cf a fir, which handles this t)pe.
se insurance cables to estimate the cost of insurance fcr a giNtn



TOPICS CONT'1T AREAS

5. Meeting medical and
dental expenses

D. Computational skills
necessary as a worker
I. Figuring a paycheck

2. Considering benefits

E. Computational skills
neceasary for leisure
time

1. Enjoying sports:
a. As a spectator
b. As a participant

2. knjoyirg parrs

3. Planning a vacation

What items car e included under these
headings?

Which expenses might be covered by
insurance?

Which are tax deductible?

Are you an hourly worker or a salaried
worker?

How does one compute overtime?
What are the deductions from a paycheck?
What is meant by:

gross salary
net salary
tax

social security
unemployment insurance
other

What are some of the benefits offered
by some employers? (insurance,
hospitalisation, retirement benefits,
sick leave, paid holidays, vacation
time)

What would it cost the employee if his
employer didn't offer these?

What sports can One enjoy as a spectator?
Which can be enjoyed as a participant?
How is score kept it some rf the more

common sports?
Pow are the statistics in sports

reports (newspaper, television, etc.)
determined? What do they Indicate?

In what games do the students partici-
pate during their leisure time which
require some math computation?
(cards, etc.)

How does one read a road rap? What is
the scale? What do the sy-tols mean?
UTat are offiseason rates?
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TEACHING MATERIALS AND TECHNIMUES

These can be discussed and computed in the general budget planning.
:tudents could estimate the cost of their medical experses over
the past year.

If students are working, have them use their own pay envelopes or
stubs to compute their net pay based on the deductions the
employer has taken. Otherwise try and get actual stubs to be
used for computation from other employers.

for exercises and information, see: Using Dollars and Sere,
PP. 53-58, 91-93: Useful Arithmetic. pp. 28-39; Pa;,,,1447,4 Gettiril

Airy Serire, Vol. IV, pp. --25, 55-60.
Contact the social security office for any available materials
regarding the cost to the employee and overall benefits.

Have students investigate how much money value some of these
benefits provide.

Choose a sporting event being held in the vicinity. bplain or
have one of the students explain the scoring method. Have
students go as a group and keep individual records of the plays.

(baseball, football)
Case students set up a bowling tournvent. They would be

re:ponsible for registering participants, figuring averages,
collecting fees, etc., in addition to actually keeping score.

Use articles from the sports page to create problems for solution.

A rumter of games should be available in the classroom to be used
by the students when their work is done: e.g., fcnopoly,

Yahttee, Scrabble, etc.

Select a map of the area in which the students live. Have thorn

Plan a short motor trip. Ploy must figure the total distance

and cost of the trip.



TOPICS CONTENT AREAS TEACHING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

4. Eating in a
restaurant

5. Planning a dance or
party

How can one make use of a travel

agent?
How should one carry money to cover

expenses? (cash, personal check,
travelers checks, other)

'no the check:
ordering ala carte vs. ordering a
complete dinner

tax

tip
entertainment charae
chanoe

Vhat expenses are involved?
If one is goirg to charge, once the
price of the ticket Is set, how
many people must attend In order to
meet expenses?

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Cordell, Christobel M. rrnativ:,3 ,at,,atics. Portland. J. Weston
Watch. 1963.

Johnson, Donovan A. fTree for 1r1ming 0-athe-atiee. Portland.
J. Weston Walch. 1960.

WORXBOOMS

8chm, R. J. & Wool, J. D. Ireful Phoenix. Frank E.

Richards. 1965.

Hudson, M. W. 8 Weaver, A. A. ::ift122; re2dd fcr p.:? d7,o - 1,:rt 1:

a, ,runt'. Phoenix. Frank E. Richards. 196).

rv.:1; dx? - p zrt !e. Phoenix.
Frank E. Richards. 1963.

Select an imaginary vacation spot. With a travel agent, figure the
approximate cost at two different times of the year. (in season
and out of season)

Get a menu from a local restaurant. Also get the blank order forms
used by waiters and waitresses. Do some role playing. Have

students take turns as customer and waiter.
See: The Money YCU Spend, by Richard H. Turner.
See: Usirj Collars and &nee, pp. 82-84; GetCng Fcxdy fcr Pay
Pay - Furt 3, FlanIN Ahead, pp. 16-21; Vecfut Ariaretia,
pp. 61-63.

These situations can be used to apply percents, especially figuring
the tip (mentally).

Actually planning a party or dance would make this more meaningful
than a hypothetical situation. Activities involved would include
estimating, comparative shopping, handling money, and balancing a
budget.

See: Tei -t Pcllure ,2,11 S,nc,, np. 85-86.

:va3y f,r ra? do - Fart ix 12 ,,ing ahra Phoenix.

Frank f. Richards. 1963.

Kahn. C. H. 6 harcad. B. Y, Palo Alto. Fearon.

1963.

a,d ec,er. Palo Alto. Fearon. 1963.

Mooney, Thomas. The ,-,Ftin? ecr;r:, cf Phoenix.

Frank E. Richards. 1963.

Turner, Richard. The Chicago. Follett. 10t2.
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SECTION II VOCATIONAL SKILLS

This will be a highly personalized phase and will depend largely
upon the aspirations of the student in relation to his ability to
accomplish his goals. The teacher will be responsible for bringing
reality into sharp focus so that the pupil will comprehend with some
degree of accuracy where he fits into the spectrum of society. Once
this is clarified, the teacher can then proceed to develop a program
in terms of specific skills for each pupil.

The materials should be drawn from the particular industry or
skill chosen. For example, if a technical handbook is used, formu-
late problems from that for the student to solve or set up actual
situations which the student right meet on the job rather than

hypothetical ones.

If the goal of the student requires further education in the
academic sense, then this phase of the curriculum should entail
some preparation for the student's return to a more advanced class-
room in mathematics (possibly in a local adult class).

This phase is probably one of the it important, since it
should assist the student fn a successful transfer from a school to
a work situation. In order to bridge this gap more easily, assis-
tance might be secured from employers or persons working in the
field chosen by the student.

SECTION III SUGGESTED SKILLS OUTLINE FOR REMEDIATION AND REINFORCEMENT

The following outline is an overview of the task skills and
COnCCptC 0,1'0 should become meaningful to the students and able to
be applied to life situations by them. In order to :ccomplish these
ai-s, the teacher ray have to employ probleh-solving situations *here
etch student has the cepttunity to recognize the reed far remediation

TOFIGS

A. i,lole !ix-hers

1. lnderstandihg ttt
rearing of place value

in his particular case.

It is most iroortant that the teacher he constantly aware cf
apparent needs Of individual students so that each ray receive
assistarte as needed and progress at his 0,T rate.

TEADIING TECII1m4.1ES

The irportance of the base in determiding place value must be understood by .he itudent. Flace value charts,
an abacus, Cr movable objects (such as hears) should be used to illustrgtr the idea of groupirg and re-
grouping by tons. Another activity might include the use of 'stage" morty In the dencritations SI, S10,
SIDO, and SI000. Give tht student 55412 in bills, such as 3 - siom, 21 - S100, 36 - S10, and 12 - $1.
Ask hi, to change these to laruer bills so that he has as few bills as ptss;ble, reEresentirg tte sa-e
total value. From stacks of bills in those 58-R denominations, he should choose 5 - !ION, 4 - FICO,
7 - sin. and 2 - S,. A relationship tetween ttt digits and tte plake the/ are in should help to establish
Pc idea of place value. repeat with other amounts to relegerie this idea.

a. r/a.m and period ruining cut the I, 10. 100 rattrrn in each period is telpful.
ra-es

t. role of dinits Each of those is really a rhace holder with zero holding



TOPiCS TEACHING TECHNIQUES

2. Reading and writing
numbers through
billions

3. Reading and writing
numerals and symbols

tr. Approximating

Give practice in reading large nymbers. Illustrate how only throe digits at the most have to he read at any
one time. Example: To read 468%9065

Moving from right to left, mark this number into periods. (46,829,065) Note: the last group to
the left may hive only one or boo digits.

Revd the number in toe left period (46), and say its period name ;million/.
Re.1 the next period (829), and say Its period name (thousand).
Continue in this madner until all periods have been read.
Note: the name of one's period is not read.
Nett.: The word "arid" is roe used when reading whole numbers.

Select newspaper and/or magazine articlrs which contain large numbers. Use these for practice in reading
large numbers.

Ask students for examples of voters which are not read in this conventional way. (telephone numbers,

addresses)

Have students make t list of ary symbols they have seen used with numerals. Translate these symbols into
words; e.p. ° (degree), AP, FM, $, t. , #. %, , -, x, a, etc.

Establish need. Have students give examples of situations in which it wouldn't be necessary to know the
exact amount.

a. Pounding Only the crx, place to the right of the place being rounded is used to determine how the number should be
rounded.

Round the same number to various degrees of accuracy. (nearest ten, hundred, thousand, etc.)

b. Averaging Apply to groups of numbers related to the student and his environment. (Follow the noontime temperature for
a week and find the average temperature. Find the average weight of a stuCent in the class.)

Emphasize need to know the basic combinations in addition and multiplication. Grill, if necessary, to

develop an automatic response to the basic number combinations.

Encourage the use of checking. Present examples in both horizontal and vertical arrangements.

Applications of whole number computation can be made in finding perimeter, area, volume, and in
scoring games played In free time. Apply activities from Section I.

5. Computation with
whole numbers

a. Understanding
terms: sum,
difference, prod.
uct, quotient,
factor, remainder

b. Adding Although it is not necessary for students to know them by name, they should know the principles behind the
Camrutative (order) principle and the associative (grouping) principle.

(1) Without
carrying

(2) With carrying

c. Subcractirg

Introduce grouping by tens.

Both the "take away' and 'additive methods' should be Shown. The student should try both and use the ore

ne unders'ands best.

68
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(1) Without
regrcuping

(2) Single
regtouping,

TEACHIfe, TECHNIQUES

Example: 537

-415

Reinforce the concept Cl rearouping before gong nu to more involved examples.

no zero in Example: 543

minuend. -217

(3) Couble Example: 523

regrouping,
no zeros

-276.

(4) Regrcuping Examples: 732 809 500
involving
zeros

-206 -267 -328

d. Multiplying Explain that multiplying is an efficient way of finding the value of a group of the same numbers.

Although it is not necessary for students to know the prin.Iples by name, ttey should Snow the principles
behind the commutative (order) principle, the associative (grouping) principle, and the distih,tive
principle.

(1) One, two, and
three place
multipliers

(2) By 10, 100,
anJ 1000

e. Dividing

(I) With one, tup,
and three

place divisors

Make sure students are properly placing their partial products.

Help students to understand techniques that simplify multiplication (annexing end zeros). This concept can
be expanded to apply to multiplying by other numbers ending in zeros.

Sub,raction method: groups of the divisor are subtracted
steps a stAent uses depends on his Insight.
Evarple: 4635 I 15

15/4.6"..3 300 15/4113 100
4500 -1500
-115 9 3145 ?oo
135 -3000

1351 "133 5
75

Note: There are many possible nays. 0 4

These are only two pnssibilities. 60

Irg

Examples: ./6413-- 37/417-2(1 245/9620

(2) Ey 10, 100, Have students develop the shortcut.
and 1000

GJ
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until no more can he removed. The number of



TOPICS

:3) TPsts for
divisibility

6. Understanding factors
and multiples

a. Understanding the
meaning of factors
arv; multiples

b. Finding t'le great-

est common factor
(GCF) and least
common multiple
(LCM)

7. Understanding special

types of whole
numbers

a. Understanding odd
and even numbers

b. Understanding
prime and compo-
site numbers

c. Understanding
o'cIlnal numbers

d. (Optional) Under-
standing Roman
Numerals

B. Fractions

TEACHING TECaNDUEs

Especially for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10. Reference: Spooner, George. "Divisibility and the Base-ten
Numeration System." The Arit,etio TecAcr, (Dec., 1964), pp. 563-568.

A division method can be used to find both the GCF and the LCM.

Example: Find the GCF and LCM of 48 and 36.

Continue dividing by a number48

3:

which is common to both numbers.

To find the GCF: multiply the common factors whfch were removed. GCF 2.2.3 12.

To find the LCM: multiply the common factors and the numbers which had no :)mmon factors.
LCM 2.2.3.4.3 144.

Pole of the factor 2.

Determine by using the Sie.e of Crathosthenes. These can also be classified by detcrmlning the number of

factors each !las. :f the number has two and only two factors (itself anJ ona), it Is prime. More than

two factors indicates a composite number.

In translating to a Roman numeral, translate place by place. Example: 49 would be ?pad forty (XL) mire

(IX). Therefor:, 49 XLIN. 79E would be read seven hundred (IOCC) ninety (IC) eight (VIII). Therefore,

198 woull be DCOCIIIII.

Use concrete objects to show that a fraction, such as ?, really means i of an object or group. (Divide the
object or grasp into four equal carts. Three of these carts represents / of the whole.)

Reference: 01-nruriore wffh Fr.7tic,7e.

Working with a ruler can be a means 0 introducing and comparing fractions. See the suggestions involved
with work on mcasurem.nt (F4a).
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TOPICS TEACHING TEOillrES

1 Understanding commor
fractions

a. Understanding terms: Role of denominator as P divisor.

numerator
denominator The word caweNation, in reference to reducing fractions, means removing a common factor from the
reduce numerator and denominator.
invert

ratio A fraction used to comparo two quantities by division.

b. Pecognizing
different types of
fractions

(1) Proper and Compare value to the number one. Proper fractions are less than one. Improper fractions are greater than
improper or equal to one.

(2) Unit Those fractions with a numerator of one. (i. 1, etc.)

(3) Like and unlike To be alike they must have the same denominator.

c. Approximating value Having students estimate values of fractions is usefil in estimating answers hhen computing.

2. Understanding decimals Decimals -re considered to be fractions with unwritten denominators.

a. Reviewing place Review whole number place value. Show the symmetrical arrangement of corresponding places if ones place is
value used as the center place.

If the number to be ,mad is just a decimal, read it as if it were a whole number and then say the nama of the

place it ends; e.g. .352 is three hundred fifty two thousandths.

If there is a whole number and a denim 1, read the number to the left of C.e decimal point as any whole
number would be read, say and at the decimal point, read the decimal part as stated above.

Toe following exercise can be used as an introductory lesson or as en application for rounding decimals:

Present the student with two or three Similar price lists. Ask him to estimate the cost to the nearest

dime, dollar, etc., depending on the prices being used. Compare the estimates; then have the actual
values found and compared.

3. Changing to m.tuivplent Using visual illustrations on overhead projectors, flannelboaras, etc., is very helpful for reinforcing

forms these concepts.

Establish one as the identity element of muptiplication.

How can one be written in fractional form? (t, etc.)

b. Reading and writing
decimals

c. Rounding decimals

a. Changing proper and
improper fractions
to equivalent
fractions in:

(1) Higher terms

(2) Lower terms

Multiply both numerator tnd denominator by te sane number. This is the sae 4s multiplying by one.

Divide both numerator and denominator by the sa-e number. (Dividing by ore)
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b. Charging improper
fraction:. to mixed
numbers

c. Changing mixed
numbers to improper
fractions

d. Pegrduoing a whole
number or a mixed
nUrIt'Er

e. Clanging decimals
to common fractions

f. Changing common
fractions to de-imal
fractions

(1) Common fractions
with exact
decimal forms

TEACHIhr TECHNIOUES

Pemind students of relationship of improper fraction's value to the number one

Explain the role of the fraction line - means divided by. (Nume.ratar divided by denominator)

Write the fraction as the sum of as many fractions equal to one pus any proper fractions which lay be left
over. Example: 5i t 4, t /

ri t+

The fractions equal to one can be changed to ones, counted, and replaced by the appropriate whole rurbers.
t t 1 1 / . 2(

41414 ! = 414-1+1. 4

Do the reverse of the above:
3) 1 1 4, 1 4, 1

-i+i +Iq
Students may have already learned the simplified nethod or may be able to develop it themselves after working
with this conversion. (Simplified method: denominator times whole number plus numerator . numerator of
improper fraction. The denominator is the same as that of the original fraction.)

Use money to illustrate. Ask student to change six and a half dollars into only half dollars. How many
halves would you need? (This can also be done using quarters.)

This conversion will be necessary when trying to do certain subtraction examples.

Examples: 16 . 15 1 = 15 1 . 151

251 24 4, 1 1 . 24 1 4, 1 25)

Translate the "unwritten" denominator of a decimal to the written denominator of a common fraction. Then

reduce if possible.
Example: .75 r1m1 !

.8

Encourage the students to memorize the most commonly used equivalent forms.

Change the fraction to an equivalent fraction with a denominator of JO, 100, 1000, etc. these fractions with

written denominators, the same es the unwritten denominators associated with decimal places, should easily
be changed to the decimal form.
Example: 1 .4 7 2

. 41-1 .875
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TOPICS TEACHING TECHNIQUES

(2) Common fractions
without exact
decimal forms

4. Computing with
fractions

a. Computing with
common fractions

(1) Addition and
subtraction

Division method:
This method would have to be preceded by s,,me work with dividing a decimal by a whole numb2r. Make sure
the student realizes that in a whole number the decimal point follows the number.

Divide numerator by denominator.
.4

Example: ! = 6/ 2716

A common fraction does not have an exact decimal equivalent if when expressed as an eouivalent fraction in
lowest terms its denominator contains a prime factor other than 2 or 5.

Use the division method described above. Carry out to the necessary number of decimal places, Either round

the quotient or write the remainder as a common fraction.

Use visual or manipulative devices whenever possible.

Finding perimeter, area, and volume mere included under computation of whole numbers. Extend this

application to include dimensions which are fractions and decimals.

Exercises in measurement with is ruler can !ielp students visualize addition and subtraction of common fractions

a. like fractions Illustrate why only numerators are added.

b. Unlike Stress the importance of having like thines. Review finding least common multiple. Review changing

fractions fractions to equivalent fractions.

c. Mixed numbers Remind students of reed for like fractions.

Review the regrouping process involved in some of these subtraction examples.

(2) Multiplication Use of diagrams to illustrate:

a. Whole number
by fraction

b. Whole number
by mixed
number

c. Fraction by
fraction

Example:

1 I

1

1

Be sure student understands how to change whole number to fraction. (Use 1 as its denominator.)

First, change both to improper fractions.

Simply: numerator x numerator

denominator x denominator
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d. Mixed number
by fraction

e. Mixed number
by mixed
number

(3) Division

a. Fraction by
whole numbers

b. Whole numbers
by fraction

c. Fraction by
fraction

d. Fraction by
mixed number

e. Mired number
by fraction

f. Mixed number
by mixed number

b. Computing with
decimal fractions

(1) Addition and
subtraction

(2) Multiplication

TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Reducing before multiplying, If possible, to simplify work. Have students use this only if they can under-
stand it.

look for 4 numerator and a denominator with a common factor. Divide each of these by the common factor.
This can '.1e repeated until all commun factors have been removed.

Change mixed number to improper fraction and multiply as above.

Change both to improper fractions and multiply as above.

Use diagrams to show need for inverting divisor to find correct quotient.
Example: 6 a (Mow many I's are contained in 6 whole things?)

Convert all whole numbers and mixed numbers to improper fractions as in multiplication of fractions.

Examples: 7 I; t i 1
-3-

2 3 5
-I-. 4:1- 25Examples:

Examples: I. 2; -1- 1;1.. t

7 I 7

. . 4. _L.
T T

T

Examples: It-,

t

. 3;

1.1-. 11 H

Examples:

NOTE: There are many opportunities to apply computation of decimals to situations in everyday life. Examples

are mileage, paychecks, income tax, and checking accounts. See Section 1.

lining up decimal points can assure addicl or subtracting like things.

Zeros may be used to facilitate column arrangments. These are especially helpful in subtraction.

Example: 7.i (Students sometimes forget to subtract the 9.)
-5..9 Review regrouping or carrying from one side of the decimal point to the other

To help students understand the placement of the decimal point, have them Lhink in terms of the unwritten
denominators.
Example:

Think of .2 x .04 as x TIT. The denominator would be 1000. To have an unwritten denominator of

1000, there must be three places to the right of the decimal point.
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TOPICS TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Multiply the numbers as if they were whole numbers. Then locate the decimal point.

(3) Division Divisor must be changed to a whole number. Whatever is done to change the divisor to a whole number (moving
the decimal point to the right) must also be done to the dividend. Compare this to changing a common
fraction to an equivalent fraction (multiplying both numerator and denominator by the sane number).a. Pecimal by

whole number

b. Whole number
by decimal

c. Decimal by
decimal

5. Ratios

Include practice in annexing zeros to the dividend.

a. Understanding the A ratio is a fraction used to compare two numbers by division.
meaning of ratio

b. Writing ratios

6. Computing proportions

a. Understanding the
meaning of propor-
tions

b. Solving problems

Three to four, !, 3:4

Changing to equivalent ratios is the some as changing the form of a common fraction.

Working with simple proportions will provide another technique to use in chungihg measurements and in work
with percents.

A proportion is an equality of two ratios.

Write a number of proportions on the hoard. Guide the student into discovering that the cross products are
equal.

Worw with proportions that have a missing term which should be obvious to the Student.
Example: !

Use these to establish the steps of finding the value of x.
Find cross products: 4x 3.8
Simplify 4x 24
Find lx: 4.! or I 4x 24.!

Simplify: x 6

C. Percents Be sure to include applications from Section I along with this section: e.g., figuring discounts, tares,
udgeting, interest, amount to tip, etc.

1. Understanding the The word "percent" and the symbol % both mean "hundredths." They are used instead of a decimal point or a
meaning of percents denominator.

Emphasize he percent means "hundredths." Percents can he thought of as another rind of fraction. They are
different from common and decimal fractions because percents are c%,71.e a certain number of hundredths.
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TOPICS TEACHING TECHNIOCES

Use paper marked off in 100 squares to help in developing an understanding of percents.

. Changing forms

a. Changing common
fractions to percents

If the denominator (f the fraction can be easily changed to 100 (if it is a factor or multiple of 100),
change the given traction to an equivalent fraction in hundredths. Example: 1 ri1 ill. Then,

since percent means hundredths, the number of hundredths should also give the number of percent.
Therefore, . 75%, ! = . 80%.

Division method: This method can be use to change any fraction to a percent. Make use of the idea that
in a fraction, we cur, divide the numerator by the denominator. Carry the divisions only two decimal
places (hundredths place). If there is a remainder, write it as a common fraction after the decimal.

.31 ='; 31Ii.% 311%
Example: A = 16/3765 "

48
211

16

?roportion method: Let the va.labla represent the number of hundredths. It can then indicate the number

of percent.
Example: 1 . X

tag I z110

4x 300 8x . 700

x = 75 x = 871 Therefore: / . 75%, 1 = 871%

b. Changing decimal If the decimal is a number of hundredths, it can be changed directly to a percent. Examples: .09 . 9%,
fractions to percents .25 = 25%.

If It is not a decimal expressed in hundredths, write it first as a common fraction. Since the denominators
can all be changed to 100 by multiplying or dividing by 10, 100, 1000, etc., change the fraction to an
equivalent one in hundredth by using the appropriate operation. Example: .4

to

x = t
. 40%

Some Students may be able to use ending anis: .4 .40 . 404. Put the decimal point after hundredths
place to find number of percent: .375 37.51.

c. Changing percent to Write the number of percent as the number of hundredth:. (fractional form). Then reduce.

common fraction
Example 3% rii 121% . 1-1 121 ir 100

25% . (

d. Changing percent to
decimal fraction

Think of percent In fraction form (In hundredths). Divide by 100. (Use simplified method, if possible.

Move decimal point two places to the left.)

31 M . .03 or 3 %= .03

1211 144 .121 or 171% . .121
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3. Working with the three
cases of percent

a. Finding a percent
of a number

b. Finding what percent
one number is of
another

c. Finding the whole
when a percent is
given

Terns to translate:
of multiply or times
"percent" can be translated as 'part of (If you're asked to find a percent of a number, you are looking
for a part of the number.)

Methods:
1. formula substitution p rb

p percentage
r rate
b . base

2. proportions part no. of ).

whole 100

D. Geometry

1. Identifying common Take a picture of a local scene,and have students identify the geometric figures they know.

figures

D. Recognizing plane Relate shapes to their use in traffic signs. See: Getting Alnng Scrire, Vol. 1, pp. 45-52.
figures

b. Recognizing solid For use as individual reading,see Taking Sharce, since and Irttcre.
figures

E. Measuremet As enrichment for able students, have available five-part series on the science of measurement from

Science 6'or7d (magazine), Vol. 17, Nos. 1-5.

The most commonly used relationships should be memorized. Students should be made aware of sou-ces to find
those they do not know.

1. Using common units
found in everyday
situations

a. Using linear Have instruments, containers, etc., available for students to experiment with and test relationships
measurements among units.

b. Using dry measurements Work with the abbreviations for these units. Matching exercises, identifying them in ads, newspaper

articles, etc.
c. Using liquid

measurements

d. Using time measure-
ments

e. Using weight measure-
men ts

f. Using temrerature
measurements 7
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2. Converting measures
given in one unit to
another unit

Use proportion idea: Example: 5 ft. One ratio in the proportion is set up from the definition
involving the two units being used. The other ratio must be set up in the same order, filling in the
given measure and a variable to represent the missing number. =

See: Gctting Along Scrics, Vol. 1 , pp. 14-19,

3. Computing with denominae Denominate numbers - those with a specific unit.
numbers

a. Adding and

subtracting

b. Multiplying and

dividing

4. Using measuring
instruments

Reminder - addition and subtraction require combining only likr things.

How is regrouping or carrying different from that used with just numbers?

How can the answer be simolified?

Point out that you are working with the number of the unit, so rules already learned still apply.

a. Using the ruler This could be introduced at the time an understanding of fractions is being established.

See: Cettingell:naScrire, Vol. S. pp. 14, 15,52, 53.

b. Using the Use of clear plastic protractors on an overhead projector is very helpful when demonstrating the use of a
protractor protractor to a group of students.

Along with measuring angles, develop an understanding of the basic types of angles: acute, right, obtuse,

straight, reflex, and 360'.

c. Using the compass Students should be encourage to develop a few basic constructions.

5. Computed measurement See Section 1 (C3) for exercises which could be used as an application of these computed measurements.

a. Finding perimeter Perimeter reans distance around a fijure. Find perimeter of three- and four-sided figures. (Have

students develop method.)

b. Finding circumference Develop meaning of "pi."

c. Finding area Why are square units needed?

Find area of triangle, parallelogram, rectangle, square, circle.

d. Finding volume What is the reining of volume?

What units are needed? Why?

7 i3
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F. Additional topics

1. Reading tables and

graphs

2. Reading scale
drawings

3. Different base
systems

4. Metric system

TEACHING TECHNIC/TS

These can be included at the discretion of the teacher, based on the student's ability, interest, and the
amount of time available.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Bendick, J. 3 Levin, N. Take eharce, lines, nnd lettere. New York. Stein, Edwin 1. Fundamentate of mathr,,atioe. Boston. Allyn.

McGraw. 1962. Nei York. 1959.

WDRKBOOKS

Brander, Louis Grant. A niAinctinn of cross-runt-Er ruzales. Portland,
Maine. J. Weston Watch. 7957.

Wallace, Mary C. Figure it out; books I and 2. Chicago. Follett.
1965.

PREPARED DITTOS

Coll'ns, E. A., Nanney, J. L. b Rickey, A. Y. ExTericne:na Hayes mastery arithmetic drills and test;. Wilkinsburg. Hayes
,2thc,atic.% A I B. New York. Singer. 1967. School Publishing Co. 1963.

Frankson, J. R. A Finkelstein, H. Mathe,utice - a Facie cc4ree. learning new skills in arithmetic. Elizabethtown. Continental
Bronxville. Cambridge. 1962. Press.

Herrick, Marian Cliffe kicdrrn ,othe,atice for achiecer-ent, books
1-8. Bm.ton. Houghton. 1966.

PAil4ILET

Bureau of Elementary Curriculum Deve/opment. New York State
Hunter, W. F. I LaFollette, P. The learning ek:Ile errire: arithetie. Education Department. Albany, N.Y. 12224.

New York. McGraw. 1969. Drxraticvx fractivne. (No. 1 of a series of informational
pamphlets about elementary school mathematics) 1965.

Mooney, Thomas J. Getting cacng erriee of skins; sorkt)eks
Phoenix. Frank E. Richards. 1963.
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CURRICULUM FOR HEALTH EDUCATION

PAGE

Section 1 - SMOKING AND HEALTH evaluates the compilations of 74
available physiological and psychological data and aids in
making intelligent decisions concerning the use of tobacco.

Section 11 - NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS disseminates 78
information concerning the use and misuse of stimulants and
depressants.

Section III - ALCOHOL creates understanding of the personal 62
and social problems related to the excessive vse of alcohol.

Section IV - VENEREAL DISEASE develops an awareness of the 85
physical. mental, social, and psychological problem
resulting from sexual promiscuity.

Section V - PERSONAL HEALTH sets up guidelines for promoting 93
high standards of fitness and personal hygiene.

Section Vi - VOTRITION develops an understanding of the 94
relationship between proper diet and pnysical growth and
deselopment.

Section VII - MENTAL FIALTH details tee causes, effects, and
treatment of a variety of psychological disorders.

Section VIII - SAFETY AGAINST ACCIDENTS fosters an under-
standing of the basic concepts involved In safety education
and accident prevention.

Section IX - COMMUNICABLE DISEASES investigates the causes
and effects of certain maladies and sets up guidelines for
prevention and control.

Section X - QUACKERY aids in an understanding of the impor-
tance of the selectivn of qualified medical assistance and
the avoidance of the unqualified.

Section XI - THE ENY/RONMENT encourages students to explore
local problems of environmental pollution and to work togethcr
in neighborhood improvement.
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SECTION I SMOKING AND HEALTH

GENERAL TOPIC
What conclusions can be reached through research and discussion

concerning smoking and health?

TEACHING OBJECT:YES
To explore physiological effects of smoking un the human
body

To weigh the psychological advani ges and disadvantages of
smoking

To Investigate and evaluate the results of research that has
been conducted about smoking hazards and rehabilitation

To assist students to make intelligent decisions regarding
their personal use of tobacco

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Smoking has a proven detrimental effect on the body.

The disadvantages of smoking outweigh the advantages.

The amount of money c, individual must spend to support his
smoking habit is steadily increasing.

People can be influenced to stop smoking by the results of
current research.

CONTENT
What are the reasons people offer for smoking?

What i, the relationship of smoking to physical health?

What are the harmful effects rf smoking?

Have physical and chemical changes in manufacture tobacco
products made smoking safer?

How much smoking is considered "safe'?

74
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What research has been conducted to help reduce the smoking
problem?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Direct the class to prepare questions on smoking and its effects

on health that they would like a physician to answer. For example:

How did smoking originate?

Why is a potentially dangerous substance. (nicotine in tobacco)
used for smoking?

Why doesn't the government outlaw cigarettes?

If smoking is so dangerous, why do people smoke?

What does the teen "smoking habit' mesa?

How long will I live if I smoke?

Is there a "safe" cigarette?

What is lung cancer, and how do you realize you have it?

How is heart diwase related to smoking?

Invite a local physician to speak to the class about the effects
of smoking on the body and the mind. (See inschool Speakers.
Appendix 0, p. 306.) Encourage each student to have questions
prepared to ask the speaker.

Roswell Park Memorial Center, one of the leaders in the study of
smoking-related diseases and in developing the "safe" cigarette, has
available many suggestions and materials that the teacher may use.

To emphasize the effects that smoking has on the human body and
to reinforce the physician's remarks, obtain the film Thio in Your
Lev from the Roswell Park Memorial Institute, 666 Elm Street,
Buffalo, hew York 14203. Free.

The above film could be used prior to the question - and - answer
period with the physician in order to present drastically to the

students the dangers of smoking,



Conduct a survey of smoking habits within the class. This
questionnaire should be student directed and made possible through
the cooperative efforts of the class. A suggested list of questions
that may be included in the questionnaire follows:

Do you smoke? Why?

When did you begin smoking?

What prompted you to begin?

Why do you smoke now?

How much do you smoke per day?

What does it cost you to smoke per day? wee year?

Are ycu concerned about the relationship between smoking and
related diseases (lung cancer, heart disease, emphysema)?

What would convince you to stop smoking?

Would you recommend smoking to a nonsmoker? Why?

Collect the reactions to the questionnaire,and appoint a
committee from the class to summarize the data by answering the
following questions.

What is the percentage of smokers in class?

What is the average age students began to smoke steadily/

What are the reasnns given for beginning to smoke?

What are the reasons the smokers give for continuing to smoke?

What are the reasons tne nonsmokers give fcr not smoking?

What is the average number of times each student smokes per
day?

What is the average cost for these smokes per day7 week?
year?

What percentage of the class is concerned abort its health
and smoking?

What factors are needed to convince one to stop smoking?

How many smokers would recommend smoking to a nonsmoker?

The value of summarizing the results of this informal poll comes
by having each student compare his answers with the conclusions found
by the committee. This carper:son shows each student how he rates
with his classmates, but more importantly, it explains to the
students the health-related reasons for not smoking.

Encourage the students who sincerely would like to stop snaking
by pointing out that:

To quit smoking is a tremendous challenge because It involves
exercising strong will power.

To stop abruptly and completely is the method recommended
most by physicians.

To contact the local antismoking clinic in the telephone
directory and attend its meetings has a beneficial
psychological effect.

To ask your family physician for helpful medicine may make
it easier to quit smoking.

To keep yourself busy with work or play, especially during
the time period you normally smoke, will help take your mind
from the problem.

Since the health problem of smoking is so serious, especially
among young People, suggest to the students that they organize an
antismoking club within the class. Following the unit on Smcki;
and Beaith, they may be permitted time for short, regular meetings
during class (IS minutes duration) each week to discuss their
personal progress in quitting the habit and to hold discussions on
related topics,such as:

Now much money has been saved since you !topped smoking?
(Have each student add his savings compare with one
another.)

What do statistics Indicate are your chances for a healthier
life now that you have stopped smoking? (tee Teaching
Materials for references containing pertinent statistics.)

What other habits (gum chewing, enjoying extra snacks,
drinking more) have you developed to repine the smoking
habit? (General discussion by each individual.)

What can yen do to discourage other young people from smoking?
(This may motivate your students to develop a form of responsi-
bility, especially if they have younger brothers and sisters.)82
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Obtain the film, Point of View, referred to In Teaching
Materials. (This Is designed to keep the motivation high
for not smoking.)

To increase motivation within the club, have the students make
a bar graph which can be posted on the bulletin board. (See Use of

Bulletin Boards, Appendix A, p. 304.) Each de; the student should
fill in the total number of smokes he had the previous day on his
bar of the graph. The personal progress that a student makes
compared to that of his classmates is shown graphically and may
encourage him to moderate his smoking or quit altogether. Remind

the students that the best score is the lowest score. The ultimate
goal is to quit smoking entirely within the specified tine limit
established by the club.

A representative from the County Unit Office of ;he American
Cancer Society will be glad to help arrange a program suited to
your group (film, speaker, and literature). All programs are
free of charge as a part of the organization's contribution to
education. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix P. p. 305.)

One of its suggested films, A Erect,. cf Air, strives to point
out the disadvantages of smoking and appeals to young people to use
common sense and logical judgment concerning smoking. Prior to
viewing the film, ask the students these questions:

From your knowledge of smoking and health, do you think
people should smoke? Why?

Does knowing that smoking may cause health-related di;eases
influence ore's decision to smoke? Why?

Does knowing that tobacco is becoming more expensive
influence your decision to smoke or not? Why?

If the decision to smoke is totally one's own, why then do
people still smoke?

Discuss these questions, view the film, and then repeat the
questions again to determine if attitudes were influenced and to
what extent the film was effective for the students.

A very personal method of affecting students would he to ask a
confirmed smoker- turned - nonsmoker to speak to the class. (See In-
school Speakers, Appendin B, p. 305.) this person may be a well-
qualified friend of a speaker from the local Cancer Society. He

should elaborate on many personal topics,such as

1,.at are the physical effects of quitting? 83
76

How long does it take to recover from withdrawal problems?

Did you gain weight after quitting?

How much help do you need from others while quitting?

Do you ever expect to smoke again? Why?

In addition, prior to the speaker's visit, solicit any questions
from the class that they feel are important for them to know from
a person who has successfully quit the smoking habit.

To summarize the speech and possibly the unit on 00king cmd
3ealth, the teacher might point out:

Conoidering all the advantagea and dioaavanta7ee of encking
taken frol all the rcrearch findings that have teen p7.4 1ished, it
seem to point toward only one cone:colondo not smoke.

T :ACHING MATERIALS
BONS

Fletcher, C. I others. Canon eenee atcat cncki,y. Baltimore.
Penguin. 1963.

Neuberger, U.S. Senator Maurine. Smcke screen: tcl-aceo and the
pwtlie health. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1963.

Shryock, Harold, M.D. Mind if I e7<ke? San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Pacific Press. 1963.

Superintendent of Documents. Tracking and health. Washington.
The Superintendent. Monthly.

PAMIUTS

American Association for Health. Physical Education and Recreation.
National Education Association. Publication Sales. 1201 16th St.,
N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.

iii.settee the schc: is.

P-ckin the rch:ol'e reer-neililit;.

American Dental Association. Order Section. 221 East Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. 60611.
t-cl-in, and oral

American Heart Association. 48 E. 23rd St., New York, N.Y. 10010.

11.1t ,c tell ft, kin;.



American Medical Association. 535 Dearborn St.. Chicago, Ill.
60610.
S,-ckin,j: facts you should

Yo...r teenager and encAing.

Cigarette Cancer Committee. Roswell Park Memorial Institute. 666
Elm St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14203.

cn snaking and health.
Educational materiale cn erckin3.
Eealth hazards of smoking.

National Congress of Farents and local or state chapter.
His first cigarette may to a matter of life and death. Free.

New York State Interagency Committee on Hazards of Smoking. Alfred
E. Smith Office Builoing, Albany, New York 12224.

Sncking ha2arde, ea,..catienal raterial available in New York
State.

Public Affairs Pamphlets. 381 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y.
10016.

Cilarcttcs and }Catch. Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 220 A.

wdpervisor of Health Education. Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion. State Office Building. Springfield, 111. 61106.
Encinj and he alts.

Tri-Agency Educational Council. c/o Stark County Tuberculosis and
Health Assoc. 1300 Ftrndale Rd., N.W., Canton, Ohio 44109.
Special Kit of Stark County TriAgency Educational Council.
Instructional materials for education about smoking and health.

U.S. Department of Health, Education and welfare. Public Health
Service. 1968. 4040 N. Fairfax Drive. Arlington, Va. 22203.
Cancer of the lung.
Fact4 about en:lc:mg and hearth.
SncAing and health E.:Ter:rents, demunntraticne, and Exhibits.
Sncking and illness.

U.S. Social and Rehabilitation Service. Children's Bureau. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Washington, D.C. 20201.
8, sncing. Kit of 5 pamphlets. Free.

FILMS

Freaking the hatit. ACB. 1965. 6 min. sd. color. F-NYSEI,m, RPM.

A satire In which two adults describe how they were able to stop
smoking - a)most.

cqvin? e7J-L,qh. MART. 1967. 22 min. sd. b I w. F-N1SDM.
'atures Burt Lancaster discussing attitudes and !he Surgeon

General's Report on Smoking and Health.
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Snoki,g and lung cancer. ANDSON. 1964. 28 min. sd. b & w.
F-NlSDH.
Show: a lung operation. It stimulates the viewers to consider
seriously hazards of smoking.

Smoking and yvu. Cfl. 1964. 15 min. sd. color. F-NYSDH, PPM.
This British-made film takes a no-holds-barred look at smoking
and its effects on the lungs, the bronchi, and life expectancy.

Tine pulls the trigger. BYU. 1960. 25 min. sd, color. b 6 w.
F-RPM.

Factual.with some emotional content, partly animated. Shows the
relationship between smoking, lung cancer, heart disease, and
other related causes of death.

ne tire to stop is now. ACS. 4 1/2 min. color. F-NYSDH, RPM.
This had hitting film presents evidence of the relationship of
smoking causes and notes the benefits that accrue to the
indivld .Y that stops srokirn.

Too tough to care. SEA. 1964. 18 min. sd. color. F-NYSOH, RPM.
A satire to deglamorize cigarette advertising. A fictitious
tobacco company is shown trying to find en advertising theme
which will drive young people to smoking.

up in sncke. IOU. 1960. 23 min. sd. color. F -RPM.

A satire on tobacco advertising. This film is designed to
deglamorize and debunk cigarette advertising.

Who net ACS. 14 min. sd. color. F-RPM.
Concerns the dangers of smoking, with particular emphasis on
the role parents play in influencing their children's habits.
Available also in Spanish.

DARTS

pest tip yet, don't start. ACS. 9"02". F-ALS.
Congress has acted. ALS. 9"x12". F-ACS.

if !'vg re late to quit. ACS. 12"x16". F-ACS.
7e cancer any reascn f, give v cigarettes? ALS. 9"x12". F-ACS.
We'll rise balk. ACS. 9 x12". F-ACS.
tr.:n't start, le snort, sure y:ur heart. AMHA. B 1/2"x11" or 11"x14".

F-AMmA.

five faacr, like ecn. AMHA. 11"x14". color. F-AMmA.
pomp q,it a-cling. AMHA. 11')(14 . color. F-AM8A.

Min chirp is no c4;:rnr. AMHA. 11"x14". color. F-AMhA,

who's afraid of a cigarct:e? AMHA. 11"x14". color. F-AMHA.

011 rink haunt disease? - don't F,JP: AMHA. 8 1/7"all. or
11"x14". APHA.

Cigareltee Cherie I liven. NIB.

U.S. Ccvernren. warns. NIB.



SECTION II NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

GENERAL TOPIC
What positive and/or negative uses do drugs provide today?

What guidelines have been established to control the misuse of drugs?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To help the students understand how drugs are useful in
treating a variety of physiological and psychological dis-
orders when used as directed by a physician

To help the students develop an understanding of how drug
misuse and abuse can lead to the physiological and/or

psychological deterioration of the individual

To help the students recognize the proper place of drugs in
their lives

Note---It is important to present the facts about arug
abuse and its related problems in such a way that the
participants will make their own decisions about the
place of drugs In their lives. the instructor should
be most careful not to attempt making the choice for
them.

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Excessive use of drugs may produce physiological or
psychological dependence.

Drugs for self-medication should be chosen with care and
used only for minor illnesses of short duration.

Drugs should be used only with medical approval.

Use of illegal drugs can be controlled best if people obey
the laws and support law enforcement agencies.

Facilities for treatment are available to help the drug-
oriented person.

Prescription drugs should be used as ''.ected by a physician
and only by the person for whom they are prescribed.
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CONTEhT
What are some helpful uses for drugs In the field of physical
health? Mental health?

What Is meant by drug use? Abuse?

What are the effects of narcotic drugs on a person's physical
and mental health?

What is being done to discourage people from abusing drugs?

What techniques are available for helping the person
influenced by drugs?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Call the local :ity or county police department, and request a

visit to its Narcrocs Burtau. (See Field trips, Appendix
p. 307.) Assign each student to cmilect newspaper clippings from
the local paper to ?ost 'n the classroom regarding drug violations.
This should help stipule', interest in the visit.

Ask the students to find tne answers to the following questions
during the visit:

What is the function of the Narcotics Bureau?

What techniques are used to apprehend drug addicts?

What techniques are used to prevent illegal drugs from being
available?

What drugs are commonly misused? At what cost to the
individual?

What are the laws governing narcotic drugs?

What Is done with people arrested for possession of illegal
drugs?

locally, what is the drug problem?



What types of people use narcotic drugs?

What are the physical ed mental reactions that one
experiences under the influence of narcotic drugs?

What types of treatment are available for "dope addicts,'
and where do they go for help?

Can a person be cured once he hes become a 'dope addict"?

Ask for copies of Narcotic Addiction, Row York State's Total
Approach from your local Narcotics Bureau. This pamphlet points
out the problem of narcotics in New York 5tat3 today.

The knowledge gained, using local and statewide information,
should be reviewed by the class after returning to the classroom
from the narcotics Bureau. To make "Mir information more effective,
ask the students to explain some terns learned from the combined
sources:

Drug Habit
Drug Addiction
"Hooked'
LSO
Heroin
Marijuana
Barbiturates
Amphetamines

Pusher
Withdrawal Sickness
Narcotic Addiction

Control Commission
Cost of Narcotic Drugs
Hallucinations
Treatment Centers
Types of Treatment

Divide the class into small interaction seminars of students
for the purpose of investigating a problem related to the abuse of
drugs. (See Appendix C, Small Seminar Groups, p. 309.) Each
situation presented to a group should involve the students in sore
research in order to report to the class some conclusions or
reactions they found when answering the question. Some may choose
to do library research and others ray visit a physician, hospital,
or related 'ealth agency. Some problems for semi.lar investigation
follow:

Most of the serious drug problems exist in the heart of the
major cities where there are too many people, too little
roney, and too few recreation facilities.

HOW does this statement compare with the local situation,
and what suggestions can you find for improving the
Problem here?

Young people are Particularly vulnerable to influence by
their peers. Usually teens are introduced to drugs by
friends,.not by 'pushers.' We know that pangs and often
otherwise harmless social groups are the setting for the
introduction of illegal drugs.
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How are illegal drugs circulated locally, and what age
group is affected the most?

What can the average citizen do to help reduce local drug
traffic?

Sore people think that only the stupid and uneducated bec e
dependent on drugs. The truth is that some drug abusers
have above average intelligence and may be well educated.

What are the characteristics of people who become
irterested in using drugs, and what are some of their
reasons for becoming involved?

From what social class does the average local drug user
originate?

Drug abusers seldom live successful lives by their own
standards or anyone else's. Their only purpose becomes the
search for enough drugs to keep "high" and to duck the agony
of being suddenly deprived of drug support.

What usually happens to the drug abuser when he is
deprived of his drug?

Where does he look for help,and what axes he do?
What happens when the drug abuser is arrested and booked?
What are the steps in his treatment?

To understand the attraction that drugs have, it Is necessary
to know something about their legitimate medical uses and
their effects on the human body.

What are some drugs used for improving health that may be
used to damage a human being?

How are these drugs used intelligently for good health
and carelessly to endanger life?

How can a person know whether the drug he is using is
safe?

Give each seminar group a limited time period (sooroximatey
I week) to find answers to their problem and organize their
presentation. Prior to presenting their oral report, each group
should read the problem to the class. Following each presentation,
the class should engage in a general discussion of the problem
presented and the presentation itself.

Invite a physician from the local neighborhood to visit the
class and discuss the many benefits and/or dangers of certain drugs
that ore accessible to every consumer. (See Inschool Speakers,
Appendix B. p. 305.)

Emphasize to the students that many drugs on the market are
vital to our existence, and yet some can be dangerous to life when
used improperly. Suggest that each student bring to class an empty
container of nonprescrlptive medicine (aspirin, buffers, cough
medicine, antihistamires) so the guest speaker might discus: its uses



and side effects. Also, ask the students to prepare questions
about the medicines they use at home and how they might be
dangerous. Some sample questions for the speaker might be:

What dregs are both harmful and helpful to the individual?

If a person follows the directions on the medicine container,
are there ever any side effects?

When tun ! person safely prescribe medicine for himself?

Costs of medicine are skyrocketing! Are econuny drugs as
beneficial as more expensive ones? Why?

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Agnew, Derek. Undercover agent - narcotics. New York.
MacFadden Books. 1964.

Chein, lsidor 6 others. The road to H. New York. Basic Books.
1964.

Cohen, Sidney. The dru2 di/eq7a. New York. McGraw-Hill. 1969.

Houser, Norman. Ougs: facts cn their rev or:d cluse. Chicago.
Scott. Foresman. 1969.

Lourla, Donald. Nightmare drugs. New York. McGraw-Hill. 1966.

The drug scene. New York. McGraw-Hill. 1968.

National Education Association t'ra abuse: esc4e to nowhere.
Washington. The Association. 196).

New York State Education Deortment. (rug abuse: misuse and
aluse of druge. Albany. The Department. 1967.

PAPPILETS

Department of Mental Health, American Medical Association, 535
N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. 60610.
The crutch that crirplee.

National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, 110
Anderson Hall, University of Rochester. Rochester, N.Y. 14627.

Tr..g c!,caticn prclect by Helen H. Hewlis. Ph.D.
tFP - q.,-stio.s and ans...vre.

4arning tc parents.
Ic.th end narcotics. 87
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Narcotic Addiction Control Commission. Executive Park South.
Albany, N.Y. 12203.

coot talk about hot drugs.
thy corTulecry closed -card treatr,ent of narcotics addicts?
Patterns and profiles of addiction and drug alure.
Problems of inpatient treatment of addiction.
The relapse rote in narcotic addiction: a critique of follooup
studies.

The marijuana decision.
Drug abuse: the empty life.
Questions and anwers.

National School Public Relations Association. 1201 16th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Should teens emcke? drink? take drugs? 25t.

Public Affairs Pamphlets. 381 Park Ave. South, New York. N.Y. 10016.
ilot al-cut marijuana? 1969. Public Affairs Pamphlet /436. 254.
Ant ve can do alert drug abuse. Public Affairs Pamphlet #390.

254.

Science Research Associates, 259 East Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Facts clout narcotics and other dangerous dingo. 604.

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office.
Washington. D.C. 20402.

Prug atuse protlen. IFS 13.111:37. 1967. 54.

Cr g side effects. IFS 13.122:4. 1965. 10t.

rmugs of abuse. IFS 13.128/1:0842. 1967. 20t.

ISO: the false illusion. IFS 12.128/aL959. 1967. 15t.

Habit forming druge. IFS 13.122:2. 1965. 10t.

"8.0arl" IFS 2,22:M76. 1967. 10t.

Drug abuse: gore without winners, a basic handlcok for comranders.
1968. 504.

tiling death: the trkth about narcotic addiction. 1965. 54.

see and misuse of druge. FDA Pub. M.
Sow 'ale are our druge? FDA Pub. 444.

rruge and your body. fDA Pub. 052.

PERIODICAL, GENERA/

The attack. New York State Narcotics Addiction Control Commission.
Executive Park South, Albany. N.Y. 12203. Monthly. Free.

FILMS

Fridge in,. NIMH. 1968. 30 min. sd. color. F -BCBS.

Jail cells are being replaced by hospital wards and friendly
rehabilitation centers.



Criminal man. IU. 27 min. sd. b 6 w. F- NYSNC.

Intended for adult and professional audiences presenting the
history of drug abuse and its relationship with crime. There

is an examination of the pharmacu.dgy of often abused drugs.

Eru:s and the nervoue eyete7. CF. 1967. 18 min. sd. color.

F-NYSNC.
How drugs affect many different parts of the body by working
indirectly on the nervous system. There is a comprehensive

examination of drug substances.

Flowery of darkneee. NIMH. 1968. 30 min. sd. color. F -BCBS.

The history and distribution of heroin is traced from the
small farms in Turkey to the slums of Fun :ity.

Rooked. CF. 1965. 15 min. sd. b 6 w. F-NYSNC.

Experience of drug addiction told in the words of a group of
young former addicts. As a shocking report from experience,
it should have a sobering effect.

TAPES

Dialog for our narcotic addiction. NYSNC. 16 reels. F-NYSNC.

Order no more than four tapes at one time. Of special interest:

Tape No. 2 - Interview with a teenager who began using drugs
for "kicks" and peer group acceptance.

Tape No. 9 - Interview with a teenager from a slum who began
using drugs because it was a way of life in his
community.

Tape Nn. 12 - Interview with a drug user who began because he
thought it was the thing to do.

Tape No. 13 - Interview with a user who wanted to be different
from the rest of his group.

SPEAKERS

The iceere. CAROUF. 1960. 30 min. sd. b 6 w. F-NYSDH, NYSNC. The following organizations are able to supply speakers who are

Candid dialog of ex-addicts, startling shots of roof tops prepared to talk on many of the problems of drug se, misuse, ass

littered with tubes of glue, the police station,and morgue. abuse.

Presents physical effects of addiction. Designed to dis-

courage experimentation. The New York State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission, Albany.
The New York State Police.

ts:-26. PA. 1967, 21 min. sd. color. F-NYSNC. Medical staff members at any local hospitals.

A discussion of the manufacture, use, hazards,and effects.
Scenes of hippie pads, medical labs,and hoEpitels. Dialog SOCRCES Of ADDITIONAL TEACHING MATERIALS
with young people who have experienced trips.

Bureau of Health Education

.V.I:ri2..,:cla. 1968. 30 min. sd. color. F-NYSNC. New York State Education Department

A film which attempts to counter the comments made by pro- Albany, N.Y. 12224

marijuana groups, and tells it like It really is.
DCA Educational Products, Inc.

A rc,,,atle scene. N1MH. 1968. 30 min. sd. color. F-BCBS. 4865 Stanton e e.

Filmed in the streets and hippie joints of San Francisco, Philadelphia, Pa. 19144

New Orleans, London, and Istanbul, the camera records the
addict's initial exposure to marijuana and the graduation Food and Drug Administration

to other more dangerous drugs. U.S. Department of Health, r.d.,cation and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20402

N.-awtice....hi act? CCA. 1965. 18 min. sd- color. b 6 w.

F-NYSNC. Narcotic Education Foundation of loerica

Presents interviews with narcotic addicts undergoing re- 5055 Sunset Blvd.

habilitation at a state hospital. Cos Angeles, Calif. 90027

The teekere. SOLIN. 1967. 31 min. sd. color. F-NYSNC. National Association for Prevention of Addiction to Narcotics

A documentary film about young people, about their search, and 250 West 57th St.

about drugs. The participants are young people, all tomer New fork, N.Y. 10019

drug users.. 8
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National Coordinating Council on Drug Abuse Education and
Information

2215 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

New York State Department of Health
84 Holland Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12203

New York State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission
Executive Park South
Albany, N.Y. 12203

Robert J. Brady 8 Co.
130 Q St., N.C.
Vashington, D.C. 20002

SECTION III ALCOHOL

GENERAL TOPIC
What information is necessary in order for a person to

approach realistically the problem of alcohol abuse in his life?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
ro help students develop realistic attitudes about the use
of alcohol in their lives

To make students aware of the physiological and psychological
factors resulting in alcohol abuse

To develop in students an adequate conception of alcoholism
and the problems At may cause an individual and those *bout
him

To help students become aware of various techniques in the
rehabilitation and treatment of the arcohol oriented person

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The attitudes if people concerning alcohol are as varied as
the nature of alcohol itself.

Although use of alcohol is readily accepted in our society
today, alcoholism ranks as the fourth largest health problem
In the United States.

The abuse of alcohol may result in many physical and
emotional health problems, since J1cohol in varying amounts
may range from a sedative to a narcotic.

Alcoholism is treated as a disease in specialized hospitals
where alcoholics ray seek help and advice.

B2
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CONTENT
What ore the different types of alcohol?

What are the various uses of alcohol? (Ethyl alcohol? Methyl
alcohol?)

What are some primary reasons for drinking alcohol?

Is there any benefit, physiologically, in the use of alcohol?
What are the dangers to one's mental health when alcohol
is abused?

What are the stages an individual follows when using alcohol
in increasing amounts?

What is alcoholism,Ind how does it affect the Individual in
%is community?

How is alcoholism treated?

What is Alcoholics Anmymous,and how does it function?

What are AlAnon (families of A.A. members) and Alateen
(children of A.A. rembers),end how do they function?

Are there some local rehabilitative centers that might be
used for advice and treatment for heavy drinkers?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Write or call your local A.A. organization and arrange to have

the class sit in at 012 or Pore of the organization's *open me:tings.'
(See field Trips, Appeldi 8, p. 3074 Precut your students for
the meeting by expla'nirq sove of the follt.ing guidelines a member

of this organization most follow:



Admit you have no control ownr your desire for alcohol and
that drinking is destroyirc your life.

Believe in God as you understand Him and turn your life over
to Him.

Make a firm commitment to change your life and to substitute
good actions for bad actions, especially toward those whom
you have harmed.

By freely discussing your problem with other alcoholics,
each of you can help the other.

Tell your students to be prepared to answer several questions
about their visit when they return. Give the students a list of
sample questions to discuss,such as these:

What was the male-female ratio of the members?

What seemed to be the ages of the members?

What were the occupations of the members?
How many did not have a Job?
How difficult is it for an alcoholic to find work?

What part of the community do the members come from?

Why did the members begin to drink?

Why did they decide to join Alcoholics Anonymous?

What message do they have for the moderate drinker?

At the next class session, discuss the answers to the questions.
Attempt to point out that alcohol abuse is a universal prmblem,
not restricted to any one race, sex, socioeconomic status, or age
group.

At many open meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous, related
organizations (Al-Anon and Aliteen} are also represented since
they serve to lend mutual support and encouragement to A.A. members.
Discuss the various adjustm.nt problems for the alcoholic, and
how alcohol affects the body.

Invite a member of Al-Anon and Alsteen to visit the class.
(See inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305,) Answer sore of the
following questions during the discussion:

What effect dots drinking have on the family?

Doe, the alcoholic influence others to drink?
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What habits does the alcoholic follow?

How does a spouse. son, daughter help the alcoholic?

What financial effect does drinking have on the family?

What hope is trere for the alcoholic within the family?

Obtain sufficient copies for your class of Thinking About
Drinking, a pamphlet published by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare - Puhlic Health Service Publication 01683.
The pamphlet discusses the alcohol abuse problem and its effect on
the individual and his environment.

After the pamphlet has been read. organize a question-and-
answer period using the "on-toe-spot" tec;;nIque. (See On-the-Spot
Techniques, Appendix C, p. 311.) Select one student at random and
ask him an open -ended question from the prepared material suggested
below or from his classmates. Obtain his immediate reaction, not
permitting him time to think over the question, and discuss this
reaction with the grout,. Prepared questions and answers are found
on pp. 6, 8, 9, 17, 19, 20 of the above pamphlet.

In the pamphlet is an excellent quiz with accompanying answers
which should be utilized as an individualized learning experience.
On pages 10-11 are general knowledge questions which ask the
participant to separate alcoholic facts from myths. The true-false
answers can be found on pp. 22-28 and erptoined, which gives the
student insight into some truths concerning alcohol.

Arrange a vist to your local hospital's "drying out ward to
observe modern methods of rehabilitation and treatment used for the
heavy drinker or alcoholic. Prepare students with a checklist of
items the students are to observe. for example:

What types of medicine are used in treating the patient?

How long is a patient usually hospitalized?
is there an outpatient clinic?
Are there referral agencies in the community where the

patient goes for other types of treatment?

What ire the characteristics (case histories) of the patients?

What is the step-by-step procedure for treating alcohol-
oriented people?

Why is an alcoholic never considered cured?



most of the answers to these questions can be made only by a
qualified medical person. Specify in your request to the institution
that a qualified person be available to answer students' questions.

To give the students insight into the many 'reasons people do
drink alcohol. suggest that the class conduct a private survey of
drinking habits in their local neighborhoods. Duplicate a form
similar to t?e following for student interviewers to use.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

SLENEY Of 1HE USE Of ALCOHOL IN THE COMMUNITY

Approach people you do mat Pnotal Say. "Hello. sir. my name is
,and I am conducting a survey for my health class inravsnT. May I ask you four questions concerning your use of alcono

lit overages? This w'll be private information,and I will not use
your name. I would appreciate your help."

APPROXIMATE AGE SEX

Do you use alcoholic beverages? (use means anything from one
drink to several drinks.

Yes (Why?)

No (Why?)

What type of alcoholic beverages do you use? Beer
_Wine liquor

Mow often each week do you use alcoholic beverages?
Once a week Twice a week Three to six tires A

Everyday _Not at all

Where do you consume most of your alcoholic beverages?
some Public Tavern Other

"Thank you for helping me with ry survey."

When the sLeveys are completed, have 64 class tabulate the
results to see what norms can be established. The survey and
results should be used to show the students the variety of reactions
that pcopie have toward the use of alcoholic beverages. Ultimately.
each suent should recognize that, even though other people choose
to use al.Jho1. his decisio, must be a personal one based upon all
he has learned.
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Invite a reformed alcoholic to present a true description of the
various problems caused by alcohol abuse and some reccmmendations he
would have for the students. (See Inschool Speakers. Appendix 8,
p. 305,) Ask the speaker to touch on the following points:

Family background

Educational experience

Knowledge of the dangers of using alcohol

Personal experiences

Effect on his life

Duration of alcoholism

Decision to stop

Methods of treatment

Help the students to prepare questions in advance. Encourage
them to ask impromptu questions. The irpact of this presentation
might be used best as a conclusion to the unit.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

Alcoholics Anonymous. 337 East 33rd St., New York, N.Y. 10016.

Alcohaliem and illneee: a guide to 12 eters cf A.A.
Tranquilizere, eedativee, and the alcoholic.
young people and A.A.

American Medical Association Committ:.: on Alcoholism and Drug
Dependency. 535 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago. 111. 60610.
The illness call,q alcoholiem. 1968. 20e.

American Medical Association Committee on Medicolegal Problems,
535 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, Ill. 60610.
Teet your A.Q. 1965. 5t.

Ameican Medical Association of Si'oco-economc Activities, 535
Dearborn St., Chicago. Ill. 60610.

Nov the teen, set the etage fcr a1cohclie7. 10e.

National Alcoholic Beverage Control Association. Inc., 5454
Wisconsin Ave.. Washington. D.C. 20015.

We tree to kyx-v.



New York State Department of Mental Hygiene, 44 Holland Ave.,
Albany, N.Y. 12208.

State's alcoholism program
The two faces of drinking,

Public Affair, Pamphlets, 381 Park Ave., South, New York, N.Y. 10016.
Alcoholics and atacholicm. by Harry Milt. Public Affairs

Pamphlet 1426. 25d.
The health of the poor. 1969. Public Affairs Pamphlet 1435.

Rutgers Center of Alcohol studies, Publications Division, New
Brunswick, N.a. 07108.
Alcohol, alcoholism, and crime. 251.
Alcohol and al tihoifsm. 504.

The ,.7efilition of alcoholism. 504.

1O-'scursion pide for question about alcohol. 504.
FrylorCng alcohol question,. 504.
Facts cl,out alcohol. 454.
How cacchol affects the body. 154.

Thasee of alcohol addiction. 204.

Thases of atooha ed,caticn. 204

School District of the City of Niagara Falls, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14302.

Alcohol: r,ulette in a bottle.

Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 Cast Erie St., Chicago, 171.
60611.
fc:e a:c,t clm.kci, by R. G. McCarthy. 1967. Guidance neries

bocLletc 05.842.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and welfare. Social and
Rehabilitation Service. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.
20014.

Alcohol and alcoholism, 504.

Thinking about drinking. Publication a1683.

FILMS

Alcohol and the hums body. EBE. 1949. 15 min. sd. b & w.
FNYSDH.
Photography and animated drawings show the problem drinker in
various stages of intoxication and the effect on the human body.

For those who drink. Cal. 27 min. sd. b & w. F-NYS014.

The physical, psychological, and social aspects of drinking are
discussed.

To your health. COLU. 1955. 10 min. sd. color. F-NYS0H.
This animated film explores answers to these questions: "What
is alcohol7," "What causes drurkenness?" "Why do people drink
anyway?"

Olat about ?rirki. YAF. 1954. 11 min. sd. b I w. F-NYSDH.
After an auto accident involving drinking, a group of teenagers
discuss the problem, and at the end the audience is given the
problem to discuss.

SECTION IV VENEREAL DISEASE

GENERAL TOPIC
What physical, rental, social, and psychologiral problems

result from promiscuous sexual behavior?

:EACHING OBJECTIVES
Ta develop an awareness of the nature and effects of the
principal forrs of venereal diseases

To provide direction for the prevention and control of
venerea) disease

To establish guidelines for proper sexual behavior
02

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Venereal diseases are curable.

Venereal diseases, if untreated. will result in severe
physical suffering.

The number of -icttms of venereal ciser..e, particularly
gonorrhea, Is increasing ar.long teenagers and young adults.

Anyone contracting a venereal dis.ase should seek 1/ie.:State
medical attention.

Sexual promiscuity an lead to the contraction of venereal
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CONTENT
Wnat are the various types of venereal diseases and the
symptoms of each?

What are the results of infection with each of the various
venereal diseases?

What guidelines should an individual follow to avoid
infection?

What public health efforts and controls are effective in
reducing the venereal di:ease problem?

TEACHING MET KO DO LOGY
Begin with an opening statement stressing the fact that every

parent and young adult should know the scientific facts about
venereal diseases in order to protect his own health, that of his
family, and that of the community. As with many other gene- caused

diseases, treatment and cure of syphilis and gonorrhea, the two
principal venereal diseases in this country, are relatively simple.
Only ignorance, feelings of shame and guilt, and a misplaced desire
to protect others have prevented their virtual elimination. This

is why informing the populace of the extreme hazards of experimen-
tation with promiscuous sex practices is essential.

Obtain the filmstrip, ?he Fight Agai at 0, produced by the New
York State Education Department, from your audiovisual director.
(See Use of Commercial Films, Appendix A, p. 301.) Although intended
for adult classes, the material presented is relevant and appropriate
to a youth group. Bead the teacher's minual carefully to make better
use of the filmstrip and give special consideration to "Suggested
Questiors for Discussion," p. 4, to st'mulate class discussion.

Caution your students that although the filmstrip se,rs female
oriented, the basic disease effects are the same for males and
still demand irne6late treatment.

Help tie students to gain same insight into the role of the
male in the passage of venereal disease. Encourage the development

of the type of positive hygienic sex practises which lead to mental,
moral, and physical health. As an opening, read the following
passages .tad ask for opinions and suggestions concerning guidelines
for sexual behavior which might be learned from such a situation.

IhIPOOOCTION

in the reservoir of t.encr. 21 disease, anti loth premn'e,n..ma

,-en and u' : -men provide t. e yreeli ng ground. The lest netho,i c f
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avoiding the disease is abstention from promiscui*y. This, it is
clearly understood, demands quality of character, oiedom in selection
of friends and acquaintancls, and the capacity for selj=d,scipline
under conditions of emotional. stress. In the final analysis,
everyone must develop a strong, sound sense of values, and an
ability to control himself. Granted, such control is often difficult
yet, meet people manage. If one has failed in control, he must then
lo.cw enough to seek medical help. Since venereal diaeaee is curable,
the path to recovery is clear. Novever, the emotional implications

of being "caught" often loom as a serious health hazard.

CASE STUDY

Frank, on being told he had contracted syphilis, eralaimed
bitterly: "It's always the girl who passes the dieeaee on to men."
He could not answer how he thought she had caught the disease in
the first place. Perhaps he cculdn't face the fact that ehe had
to pick it up from a syphilitic male eeruat part,er. he probably
vas wm.avare of the fact that infection isn't passel solely between
hetercecrual partnere and that possibly there right be some quetion
as to ether contacts he could have had. Male homoseam.ils acccunt
for a eulstantial amount of VD, and they have infected
who vacillate between male and female eerual partnere. There men
often infect their women partners and other honotcal,21e.

SAME DISCUSSION OUES'IONS

To whom should Frank go for help?

Why does frank react as he does?

Is his girl friend in danger? Why?

What will sore of the physical results be is they don't
get help?

Cou'd Frail( have contracted the disease through horoserual

relations? Now?

Is this a familiar story? Why?

What is the magnitude of the VD problem?

What do you think should be done to combat the VD problem?
Personally? By the government?

Reproduce the following basic information sheet so that each
student may have a reference.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

VENEREAL DISEASES

Types of Venereal Diseases
SYPHILIS

- Definition: An infection by a tiny spiral germ
which enters the body through a break in the skin
or mucous membrane

- Srptone: Nervousness, fever, weight loss, sores
or chancres, infection of the lymph glands

- Effects if untreated: Attacks the brain, spinal co
and heart valves; develops into general paralysis n
syphilitic meningitis (inflammation of the lining u
the brain and spinal cord); infects an unborn child

Treatrtnt: Penicillin injection. The duration of
treatmen: increases as the disease progresses.

- Teets for syphilis: Wassermann (Many states refuse
to issue marriage licenses to those whose test- show
the presence of VD.)

GONORRHEA
Definition: An infection caused by a bacterium whit
affects the mucous membranes, especially of the sex
organs and the eyes

- 5y-tpt....rs: Irritation begins externally and progresse
Internally - inflammation of the passage ways of the

genital organs
- Effects if untreated: Damage to the reprodu 'ire
system, blindness (also to the newly born infant on
contact with an infected rather), inflecration of the
joints, heart damage, and infIar,ation of the lir na
of the abdomen
ircJO-ent: Sulfa, penicillin

OTHER VENEREAL DISEASES: Other rarer types of VD are
chancroid and lymphogranuloma

d,

Methods of Infections
PROMISCUITY

- ;:etfri.efr,3: N:nticte: A female after contact with
cm infected rale passes the disease to an uninfected
sale or an uninfected partner.

- ocnrta, An infected rale passes the
Infection to an uninfected partner.

Invite a local physician active in the field o public health
(the U.S. Public Health Service, City Public Health Service, or
school physician) to visit the class to discuss the problems of
venereal disease in society. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B,
p. Prepare an outline of the materials he is epected to
cover similar to the following:

J ti

Types of venereal diseases
Prevalence
Symptoms
Effects

Methods of contracting venereal germs
Promiscuity
Others

Preventive measures
Methods of treatment
Treatment facilities

Scope of the local problem
Age groups affected
Public efforts to combat diseases

Utilize student aid for developing an outline,and ask that they
prepare questions similar to the following for the speaker to
discuss at the conclusion of his presentation:

Why concern ourselves about the health problems of others?

Why hasn't a permanent vaccine been found to prevent VD?

41hat are the social repercussions a VD patient must face?

What pidelines should a person follow to prevent venereal
infection?

Why is venereal disease increasing in the "young" crowd.

What steps ShCold a person taie uhnn first afflicted?

Use the "on -the- spot" technicJe to involve students in the
problc -s of VD. (See On-the-Spot Technique, Appendix C, p. 311.)

Ask for a student to come to the front of the room to be on the

spot." Present a situation that requires a judgment by the student
tased on his experiences ard/cr knowledge. The following sample
ray be used. (are should to taken by the teacher not to rake
personal judgments but rather to lead the class toward a desired
conclusion. Present the following situaticn to the class either
orally or in writing or both:

7c, hwe a Yr1 cm ;-r
r a he -ire! ttere

the gen cc re vas cavil; ra-...u.'"11:c 1; a r ck .r. 7re
disziTearei in a fm. rtes tut L7.../76:1L ' 7 c:er:0 ra.-k
that crowed ate At fist, it 1:74, ^ill a' little
disx'fort FOCC'.ers t)-.0 rash al
,c1.01,secretinp a cc:crTers (etc. of :Racer

87 oppeined tefcre the /7,1 I ore eaaaE9. 0-47t ; u dc7



The purpose of this strategy is to get the student and the
class to reason out a wise and appropriate course of action. The
teacher, using a Socratic approach, should ask the student why he
would follow his proposed course of action, why he would not follow
other obvious courses of action, etc. The teacher should encourage
the students in the class to ask similar questions. (Once students
get used to this strategy, they may ask nearly all pertinent
questions of this type without the teacher's participation.)

The teacher may select the eager students who appear to have
such to say or who represent divergent vieooints to take over the
"spot" in place of the student already there. Thus, three or four
students may occupy the position with the class examining each of
their positions in this situation.

Conduct other "on-the-spot" inquiries by slightly changing
the above situations. This can be accomplished by shbstituting a
"buddy,' brother," or "yourself" for the girl friend.

for an appropriate summary, obtain the film, Her Name oas
Attie, His Nane ole Lyle. (See Use of Commercial Films, Appendix A,
p. 301.) This film depicts the typical problems caused by venereal
infection. Prior to the viewing of the film, inform the students
that a general discussion will follow afterwards and that they
should be prepared to ask questions related to the effects of VD
and about th, purposes of the movie. (See Discussion Groups,
Appendix C, p. )0g.)

SAMPLE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What fears present themselves

Why isn't medical help sought

What social reasons are there

to a person infected with VD?

immediately?

for fear of treatment?

What impact does venereal disease have on society?

What are the repercussions of "free and easy" sex relation-
ships?

What are the dangers of promiscuity?

Can a pregnant woman who is infected pass the disease to her
child?

Analyze the extent of the VD problem in the community, State,
and Nation by having the students bring in newspaper and/or
periodical articles about the incidence of VD, the dangers of VD,
and the treatments for VD. Questions to research in these articles

eight include:
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How widespread is VD in our city, county, State, or Nation?

What age group is most likely to contract VD?

Why dox.s VD spread when effective medical cures are available?

What are some social fears that a person experiences when he
discovers a VD infection?

Why must treatment be sought immediately to effect a complete
cure?

What types of antibiotics are used in the treatment of VD?

What preventive means are needed to eliminate this health
hazard?

Have students make a survey of the extent of the AD problem in
the locality. To do this,assign topics similar to the following
either to individual students or to small teams of two or three.
Students should prepare in advance the questions to be used during
the interviews (see sample). A tape recorder can be used to record
the interviews. (See Use of Audio-Tape Recordings, /ppendix A,
p. 302.)

Students should report on each topic to the class playing short
excerpts of their tape-recorded interview to emprasize Important
points. Reports should be limited to 10 or 12 minutes each
followed by a question-and-answer period. The teacher should
Judiciously limit his own participation, always striving for
maximum student discussiun.

What is the extent of the VD problem locally? (Students shoulc
be directed to contact the local Board of Health and arrange
for an interview with the health officer; see Out-of-School

IntIrviews, Appendix ?, p. 305.)
What section of the city has the highest incidence of VD?
How many cases of VD have been reported this year? Last

year?
What agencies are working to control this problem? How?

How effective have methods of prevention been in reducing
thz incidence of VD?

What should a person do when he discovers an infected
contact?

treatment facilities are available for victims of VD?

Suggest that this student group call or visit the local Medical
Society office to obtain a reference for them to utilize in their
investigation. This may be a local physician or possibly a head

nurse in a hospital ward. Direct students to request from the source



an opportunity to survey the facilities involved for treating VD.
Have students record their reactions for later presentation in
class. (See Survey Assignments, Appendix C, p. 108.) Some prepared
questions the students might use in their survey include:

Why do many people remain untreated when facilities are
available?

To what extent are the treatment centers used?

Who administers treatment to the patients? (elector, nurse,

self-medication)

What different types of treatmetA and procedures are
utilized for the patients?

What preventative measures are effective In combating VU?

Suggest that the students contact the local Department of Public
Health and arrange to interview a venereal disease investigator who
specializes in the prevention of VD. Students should be directed
to ask prepared questiors of the interviewee and record the answers
on paper or through the use of the tape recorder. (See Use of
Audio-14e Recordings, Appendix A, p. 302.) Some suggested
questions that the students use in conducting their interview
follow:

What characteristics are typical of the vD victim?

What motivates most people to be promiscuous?

What is the venereal disease investigator's funotion?

how important is education in preventing VD?

What problems are the greatest In identifying YO contacts?

What are the rest important roadblocks to eliminating VD?

What tests are used to determine the presence of VD
organisms?

What social pressures surround the problem of VD?

Suggest that this student group contact the County Department
of Health and arrange for an interview with a social worker who
works within a locale that produce; a high incidence of VD.
Students should be directed to prepare questions for the interviewee
that will help to distinguish the social problems surrounding VD.
Student s,ould request that this interview he taped for future use
in the classroom. (See Use cf Audfo-Tape Recordings, Appendix A,

p. 302.) Sore suggested questions the students might ask durin

OG

the interview ar::

What motivates a woman to be sexually promiscuous? A man?

What fears are aroused with the initial awareness o VD?

Does venereal disease inhibit or stop the victims from
further sexual contacts?

Row does the "man in the street" view VD?

Where do most VD contacts go for help? Why?

What can be done to reduce promiscuous behavior?

What effect does social pressure have on the incidence of VD?

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Pike, J. A. Teen-agers and ser. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-
Hall. 1965.

Bishop Pike provides guidelines on this delicate and controversial
subject.

Schneider, R. 1. renrrea1 d?reares. Boston. Allyn. 1968.
Prepared for use in health classes. Material on history,
description, and treatment of k;e essential facts.

Shev lin, 3. 5. 6 Goldberg, I. H. A pvi,ra,c1 cn :.ercreal
direare. Boston. Allyn. 1968.

The "scrambled" or intrinsic auto-instructional method offers
concise treatment of the essential facts.

PA TS

American Social Hygiene Association, 1896 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10019.

Can I.:4 cr.r1..r tAis
;11, rr:s,c of dr1,2 ;;`,, 12,,,P, ilr(11.t,
c'- c.crtic.c 1: .

New York State Department of health, 64 holland Avenue, Albany, N.Y.
12208.

Striz,t7; f:r :re -.1jrre.
Alt p.crake:.

rk-,71 ;fr.
New York State Education Department, Publications Distributi.n Unit,

Albany, N.Y. 12224.
69 7ree:,: 1968.



Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.
10016. Brown, A. A. and Podair, S.
Venereal disease - a renewed challenge. Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 292A.

Venereal disease - old plague - new challenge. Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 292.

PERIODICALS

McBrown, P. "Human sexuality explored.- Science Newe. 89:323.

April 30, 1966.

Smart, M. S. "What you should know about homosexuality."

Parente Magasine. 41:31. Kay 1966.

Silberman, Arlene. "What should I tell my son ?' Reader's

Digest. 88:103-6. May 1966.

FILM

Dance little children. 1961. CPI. 25 min. sd. color.
F.NYSDH.
Thought-provoking film about a syphilis outbreak in a typical
American city.

Feeling all right. LOU. 30 min. sd. color. b A w. F-NYSDH.
An all-Negro cast depicts the serious consequences which may
result from home treatment of VD. Scenes in a rapid treatment
center are shown.

Her name came Ellie, hie name 1:18 lyle. LRO. 29 min. sd. b A w.
R-DEROCH. F- NYSDH.

A straightforward dramatic presentation of thn seriousness of
contracting a VD infection.

The innocent party. CDC. 1959. 17 min. sd. color. F-NYSDH.
A simple sincere document of the nature, recognition, care, and
control of syphilis.

A quarter million teenagers. CF. 1964. 16 min. sd. color.

F-NYSDH.
Deals with physiological aspects of gonorrhea and syphilis. Using
much animation, the film explains how the diseases are contracted,
their progress in the body, and the need for treatment. There
are both English and Spanish sound tracks.

A respectable neighborhood. USPHS. 1959. 25 min. sd. b 6 w.

F-4$00.
Emphasizes harm done to young people because of ignorance of VD.

VD: epidemic. MGH. 1565. 27 min. sd. b 5 w. f-NYSDH.
Stresses rapid increase in VD in the U.S., importance of early
detection, significance of public health official followup, the
high cost to our Nation. There are Ursthand interviews with
people who had VD and are now cured.

FILMSTRIPS

Critical areas of health: alcohol, tobacco, drugs, venereal discaee.
SVE. 1965. 4fs. 2-33 1/3 records. P-SVE.
Provides historical resumes and comprehensive studies of the
physical effects and social consequences of acute problem areas.

Alcohol 44 fr.
Drug misuse 53 fr.

Tobacco 46 fr.
Venereal disease 39 fr.

Fight against VP. NYSED. 1968. 8 min. sd. color. FNYSED.
Teacher's manual accompanies this filmstrip in which a girl
relates how she contracted VD and how she was cured.

SECTION V PERSONAL HEALTH

GENERAL TOPIC
What personal health practices are important in everyday

activities?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To prestnt guidelines for practicing optimal personal health
care
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To promote physical fitness activities by active participation

To encourage each student to practice good health care in
order to improve his vocational opportunities

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Personal health care is an Individual responsibility.



Basic health practices aid in proper growth and development.

Physical recreation contributes significantly to a person's
physical and mental well-being.

Practicing healthful living enhances a person's productivity.

A person's level of health affects his mental outlook and
his overall enjoyment of life.

CONTENT
What health practices contribute to good health?

What significance does physical activity render to a person's
physical and mental well-being?

What effect does health have on an individual's working
Productivity?

What Is necessary to achieve good physical fitness?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Opening statement by the teacher:

Host young people have good health. fe:cr..se good health coos
er natural, especially in youth, it is easy to take it for granted.
Tnere is nothing wrong with taking it for granted, except that it
rte, lead to carelessness in health halite, which in turn can Leal
to illreee.

So it is vise to re--;:,d oneself ,:44.,t hcv rn.,h cne'e health
rein. Only in one's lest health can he lock hie feet, enjoj
recreation, took krteard to uvrP, take alantai,I. of all the free
c1.7,icce this country prvvidee, and enjoy far-ily living, MI:mtaining
the h'gheet poesible level cf good health is truly the fcandatitn
cf h."-Ty and e...cceseAl living.

No one should oillingly risk hie good health, 124 knfortunate:y
ere people do risk it mow and then lecause they don't know ho.,
to care for thc,eelleo, or they tate good health for grkr.ted and
lox a rare le! I.

In order to check the class on personal health practices.

have the following questionnaire duplicated and ash each student
to complete it. This activity may be the beginning of improved
health for years to come if they practice the recommended habits,
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STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

PERSONAL HEALTH CARE CHECK SHEET

Do you try to follow a balanced diet every day?

Do you drink an adequate amount of water every day?
(6-8 glasses)

Do you get enough sleep and awaken refreshed and
ready for the day's activities? (8 hours minimum)

Do you brush your teeth following each meal?

Do you read in a well-lighted place?

Do you bathe daily?

Do you wash your hands before meals?

Oo you brush or comb your hair daily?

Do you maintain good posture in walking and standing?

Do you exercise in the open air every day'

Do you warn up before beginning to play strenuous
games?

Do you ventilate your room when you Study or read?

Do you have periodic health checkups by your family
physician? (yearly)

Do you follow your doctor's instructions?

Do you have regular dental checkups? (twice a year)

Do you have regular eye checkups? (yearly)

Do you follow the rule that you should never take
medicirts which have been prescribed for someone
else?

Do you choose clothing wits. health, as well as
appearance, in mind?

when you are ill, do you take care to protect
others?

Do you practice traffic safety rules?

Do you practice home safety?

#
gvo

0 >1.

i
.1m
'25 3:2



Followup statement by the teacher: Aseptic living conditions - air, bedding, utensils, corridors

If you had a perfect score, all your answers would be in
column one; however, none of 1.113 is perfect. Fortunately, nature
doesn't sternly demand that we meet such health btardarde to survive.

You know how valuable your health is to you. It's up to you to
decide what degree of risk you will take.

Select a student to tabulate the answers on the chalkboard,
(Names can be omitted.) From the tabulations, the teacher may
stimulate group discussion centering on some of the following
topics: (See Discussion Groups, Appendix C, p. 309.)

Which questions were most frequently answered "sometimos"
or "rarely"? Why?

What questions interested the class most? Why?

Did lack of information cause a low score on any questions?

What effect did careless health practices have on answers?

What grade would the class give themselves regarding the
hygiene they have practiced?

Which health practices contribute most to appearance? To

physical vitality?

The hospital is perhaps the epitomy of cleanliness in our
society since its function demands that all rules of hygiene be
followed. The procedures used in thi, hospital to maintain good
health should probably be followed by every human being in order to
enhance his chances for a longer and healthier life, However, human

relationships understandably involve less than ideal conditions
compared to the localized hospital health problems. Interpersonal

activities, air and water pollution, transportation, and sanitation
are but a few of the threats to one's personal health.

To encourage the students to practice better personal health
habits, arrange a field trip to a local hospital where students can
make a comparison between optimum personal hygiene and their own
health practices, (See Field Trips, Appendix 8, p, 307.) Each
student should observe the following health precautions taken in
the hospital and decide how he might incorporate them into his
everyday life:

Regular meal intervals a balanced diet

Cleanliness surroundirg meal preparation

Regular sleep intervals
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Daily baths

Regulated temperatures

Exercise whenever possible

Daily check of appearance

Medicinal use of drugs - under the direction of doctor

Caution involved in administering medicines

Sterile environment of operating area

Organize a group discussion following the hospital visit, and
have a student record on the chalkboard the related personal health
habits a person could follow for each health precaution viewed at
the hospital. This experience may help everyone make better
decisions regarding personal hygiene. (See Discussion Groups,
Appendix C, p. 309.)

Physical fitness is one aspect of personal development. Efforts

to i'prove physical fitness should be carried on with full regard
for all fitness qualities - moral, mental, emotional, and social.
The stress placed on personal fitness is steadily increasing and
new innovations for recreation are being made available. Community
involvement in recreation and fitness programs certainly ten4s to
give direction for the Improvement of health and is a prime factor
of motivation in encouraging active physical participation.

An example of a community organization that offers physical and
recreational facilities is the local Y.M.C.A. Open to all males
over 8 years old in the community, the "Y" provide, an ideal
location for maintaining one's physical fitness.

The teacher should contact the physical director of the local
"V" and arrange to visit the facility with the class. (See Field
Trips, Appendix B, p. 307.) The visit could be a routine obserwatior
of facilities with encouragement to join, or the visit could involve
active participation by the students in various physical activities
of V,e day. Ask the physical director to be prepared to suggest
physical fitness activities for students at home and to answer
related questions by the students concerning fitness programs.
Some ty,;ical student questions might be:

what are the advantages of joining the V.M.C.A.? Costs?

What programs at the hr promote physical fitness?



What activities can be practiced at home that result in
better fitness?

What is the value Of improved fitness?

how can a 'working man" better promote his physical fitness?

What other recreational facilities are available in the
community?

Hoc does a person know when he is "fit'?

To encourage the students to actively participate in physical
activity, rake an inventory of all the recreational facilities
available in the community. Students should make a record of this
list and refer to it for recreation. Some typical recreational
categories might include:

City playgrounds

Neighborhood centers

County parks

State parks

Private recreational areas 'general)

Specific recreational areas (golfing, fishing, picnicking,
etc.)

High school and college arcts

The better we feel, the more productive we can be. This

conclusion seems to imply that our abilities to do a better Job are
closely aligned with our total personal hygiene. Appearance and
personality traits also tend to be valuable factors for securing
employment and developing a vocation. Each student should realise
the importance of personal hygiene existing in various occupations.

Suggest that each student interview en employer of his
choice for the purpose of investigating the importance of
health practices on an employee's lffectiveness. (See Out-
of-School Interviews, Appendix B, p. 305.) Each student
should select a different employer to avoid duplication.
SC.4 suggested fields of work to investipate might be:

Textile mills
Retail stores
Transportation services
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Salesmen

Service stations
Government Jobs
Restaurants
Public utilities
Schools
Food producers

Once the interviewee has been selected, each student should
approach the employer with the following questions:

What effect does physical appearance play in your
selection of employees?

How does personal health affect your employee's
productivity?

What health safeguards do you provide for your employees?
What basic health requirements are necessary by your

employees?

Fro. an employer's viewpoint, how important do you
consider personal health practices of your employees?

To effectively impress the students with the importance of
personal health practices in securing and maintaining desirable
employment, engage the class in summarizing the results of this
questionnaire. Answers to the questions should be tabulated on the
chalkboard and evaluated by the class. An outgrowth of this
experience should be a direction for students regarding the
importance of personal hygiene in their lives.

TEACHING MATERIALS
EOM

American Association far health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
Vaturs in errrfe. Washington, D.C. The Association. 1963.

American Medical Association. Exeroite and fitnzes. Chicago. The
Association. 1964.

National Education Association. Ocatly pr. S ^rrican
Washington, D.C. The Association. 1968.

Wyden, Peter. The o,crvriikt tociety. New York. Cardinal. 1966.

FILM

pc.4 care anj pr.cri y. MO. 1947. ?0 min. sd. b i w. f-hYSDH.
Emphasizes that good grooz,ng is based on good health habits and
personal care of the body's senses.



SECTION VI NUTRITION

GENERAL TOPIC What inherent problems does improper weight control present?

What is the relationship between diet and good health? What are some physiolonical disorders which may result from
dietary deficiencies?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
What part does roughage play in good body functionino

To develop an understanding of the Watfonship between
proper nutrition and good health In planning a daily diet, which meal is the most important?

Why?
To provide food purchasing guidelines for the modern
consumer What is meant by the basic four food plan? Now Is it

related to good nutrition?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Introduce the unit by teaching the lesson outlined on pages 56

and 57 of Ecalth 4 Nutrition 14eecn Plane available through your
administrator from the Publications Distribution Unit, State
Education Building, Albany, N.Y. 12224. Following this lesson have
the students do Worksheet A and B from pages 59 and 60 of the above
Publication.

To rccognIze the importance of weight control in maintaining
good health

To Investigate the physiological effects resulting from
improper nutrition

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Proper nutrition is important to physical growth and
development.

Learning to purchase foods with high nutritional value is a
necessary skill.

. Nutritious food is available at economy prices.

Proper weight control contributes significantly to physical
and mental well-being.

Dietary deficiencies often cause abnormal growth and
development.

Ou..kery in regard to weight control is widespread in the
United States.

CONTENT
What food nutrients are essential to good health?

. What are major considerations when buying food on a limited
budget?
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Use the lesson plan "Food in the Morning" from pages 71 and 73

of Eca202 4 Nutriticn Flans, Following this lesson have the students
do Worksheet A and B from pages 73 through 76 of the above publication

Prepare a duplicated sheet similar to the sample on th* next
page which summarizes the requirements for an adequate diet. This

will serve as a guide for later student assignments.

After allowing students to analyze the information on this
sheet, discuss the concepts of economy buying and stress the fact
that the more limited the budget, the more can must be taken in
planning,

SAME DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What are the cheapest sources of protein?

Compare the price of cabbage per pound with that of brussels
sprouts,

Is there any difference in food value?



Compare the price of preparing lamb stew and lamb chops for
a family of five. Is there any difference in Food value?

What are five economy vegetables? five luxury vegetables?

What are five economy meats? Five luxury meats?

If meat is a valuable source of iron, may it be deleted
from the diet?

What is one item which is a must in any food diet?

What are several items which are budget stretchers? (Example:
spaghetti, potatoes, cereals, rice, macaroni.)

Is there any reason for a cook to collect recipes for eggs,
fish, and poultry?

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

AN ADE011aTE DIET

Protein
A. Major sources: meat, fowl, fish
B. Minor sources:

Minerals
A. Calcium: milk

1. For the adult: 8-12 ounces per day
2, for the child: 16-32 ounces per day
Iron: fruits, vegetables, meats, whole grain cereals
'hosphorus: milk, eggs, cheese, meats, fruits,
vegetables

B.

C.

milk, cheese, nuts

Vitamins
A. Vitamin A: butter, milk, leafy vegetables, cod-liver

oil

B. Vitamin B: fruits, vegetables, whole grain cereals,
yeast, milk
Vitamin C: fruits and vegetables, particularly
citrus fruits and tomatoes
Vitamin D: egg yolk, butter, cod-liver oil
Vitamin G: eggs, liver, milk, meat, yeast

C.

D.

E.

Bulk
A.

B.

TWO fruits and three vegetables
Whole grain cereal (may be substituted for one fruit
or vegetable serving.)

Water: 6.8 glasses per day
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Invite a public health nurse and the dietician from a local
high school to discuss the best ways to spend the food
dollar. Ask them for relevant pamphlet material for class distri-
bution, Have students set up a group of questions for class
discussion before the visit and ask that they deal with the same
questions. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)

What is the average food allotment for a low-income family in
this area?

Does this provide for an adequate diet? Why?

What mistakes do many low-income families make?

How can these mistakes be avoided?

Discuss the moss common disorders occurring because of
inadequate diet.

What kinds of food are lacking on the average table In the
community?

What foods are especially important for proper growth and
development?

What are the rec,mmendations for buying food products on a
limited budget?

What suggestions can be made for attractive food preparation?

What does balanced diet mean?

Ask students to prepare additional questions relative to their
personal nutrition. Summarize the lesson by directing the students
to create a week's diet incorporating the suggestions made and
adapting them to their private living conditions. Suggest that each
student attempt to follow his own suggested diet at home in order to
improve the family's nutritional need.

Prepare sample menus with the students using various cost
levels to illustrate how prices may be pared avithoct diminishing
nutritional value.

vino in several copies of the weekend ad sections of area
newspaper: Set up two or three Sections for use on the overhead
projector, and illustrate the values of comparison sleeping.



TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET

BREAKFAST

Medium Priced Low Cost

rapefruit Stewed prunes
Bacon and eggs Poached egg

Prepared cereal Oatmeal

Cream Whole milk

Toast Toast
Butter Margarine

Jelly Apple butter

Coffee Coffee

LltiChECti

Medlin Priced Low Cost

Cream of tomato soup Baked beans

Large pineapple slice Cole slew
Cottage cheese Whole wheat bread
Whole wheat bread Margarine

tter Baked apple

unocolate cake Milk

DIttiER

Medium Priced

Orange juice
Roast beef
Baked potatoes
Buttered cauliflower
Lettuce, tomato, cucumber salad
Cherry pie
Rolls, butter
Tea or coffee

Low Cost

Tomato juice
Meat pie
Potatoes
Onions
Cabbage and raw carrot
fruit tapioca
Bread, margarine
Tea or coffee

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Is it worthwhile to shop for 'specials' in grocery stores?

Check out several Items in two or three stores,and cite the
price variations.

Why does a store sell en item on which they are obviously
losing money?
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Ask specific students to develop a family shopping list
from the newspaper.

Do two stores in the same chain necessarily have the same
prices?

Does the neighborhood often determine the type and price of
merchandise carried?

Discuss the protection given by the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act which provides standards of identity and quality.
Bring several types of canned and packaged foods to class and check
the labeling.

SAMPLE EXERCISES

Two cans same size, one weighing 15 oz., one weighing 16 oz.

Check such labels as coloring added, preservative
water added.

Contrast libels of pineapple drink and pineapple juice;
check differences.

Check differences in price in white meat tuna; whole white
meat tuna, chunk; light meat tuna; whole and tight meat
tuna,chunk.

Assign a group ,1 students to write for several copies of the
pamphlets listed below so that they may be plene4 in file folders,
for bulletin board displays, for individual study, etc.

Fel.chcIniv cf Dannon Milk Pro,ucts, 22-11 39th Ave.,
long island City, N.Y 11101.

Fc.e'd ?c.d. vcip.;:t (G-74). KL,triticn, u7 tc, tc

1,cy (G-5-1). U.S. DepartmeA of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C. 20250.

guar cat cr,:d 21 are. dfct. 't:4

Y,(4' e02,711-c,.1% reicic4e d141ce frr die:err.
Knox Gelatin, Inc., Johnstown, N.Y. 12195.

cvcrocight cr wAFrvcipkt. Equitable Life Insurance Society.

350 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. I0C19.

rIZ:r-ff Sugar Information Ass'n.
52 Well St., New York, N.Y. 10005.



Eat your way to beauty. Florida Citrus Commission.
Lakeland, Fla. 161801.

A road tc ccntrol. R-T-W-C Booklet, Evansville,

Ind. 14412.

Fo'd can to An. Deronsheir Co. West New York, N.Y. 17093.

Discuss the factors involved In weight control and the effects
of being overweight or underweight on physical and mental well-
being. Suggest that students do a pictorial essay (see Use of
Still Prints and Slides, Appendix A, p. 303) which depicts the
problems of both the overweight and the underweight. Invite an
area physician into class to discuss the interrelated factors of
weight control; i.e., age, body type, metabtlism, exercise, rest,
calorie intake, etc. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)
Ask also that he discuss a prepared list of relevant questions,
such as;

What is the relationship between weight and length of life?

What are the disadvantages and dangers of being overweight?
Of being underweight?

What foods are considered essential even while dieting?

What guidelines can an overweight person follow for weight
contro'? An underweight person?

Considering area factors, how can a family improve daily
dietary requirements to better health?

Cite some of the medical problems related to obesity.

Raw does one determine proper weight?

Can failure to gain weight denote a medical problem?

What common digestive disorders affect young people? Are
there sore which can be prevented by proper nutrition?

p. 99)which depicts
the use of proper food nutrients in t,e body and illustrates the
results of diet deficiencies. (See Use of Forrercial Films,
Appendix A, p. 301.) Use as a culminating experience to classwcrk
on nutrition.

Prior to viewing the film, direct tLe students to observe the
following points for later discussion:
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What various food nutrients are essential to maintaining
good health?

What deficiencies occur when proper food nutrii
lacking in the diet?

How can a person be certain his diet is balance,.

What effect does a dietary deficiency have on the physical
and mental well-being of an individual?

Divide the class into three interest groups, each assigred to
prepare one particular meal. (See Small Group Projects, F;h7erdix C,
p. 309.) Specify that all meals will be judged for taste, balance,
nutritional value, and attractiveness. The teacher ray serve as
judge. Suggest that each group use the Facts pahphlet
(see Teaching Materials) for guidance in determining atlt,des
about nutrition and food requirements. Assign different days for
each meal, and discuss the relationship of the prepa,cd t.id to
good health.

SA'PEE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Is this meal balanced?

What food nutrients are present in the ,Aal? lo-at are ttein

benefits?

Why is proper nutrition important for good healt:i

What effect does method of preparation have on the nutritive
value of foods?

Encourage the students to rote that male participation in iced
preparation is commonplace and that most successful ch.:Fs are rem.
Also, knowing the respective value of foods and being v1 c t,

properly prepare meals certainly helps in family livirg. t-is

in mind, invite several area chefs representing different
areas (i.e., restarrants, hotels, airlines, hospitals, rte.) to
visit the class and discuss the various aspects of ent. , s, h a

occupation. (See Irschool Speakers, Appendix B, p, 3 )

that they follow a prepared outline similar to that c, r ',,t page.

In addition ask the students to prepare lists oF reT .art

questions to be presented to the speakers, such as th 12

What is a short order cook? A salad chef?

What kind of salary can a beginning cook execa'

Where can a student begin training to beco -e a



What ar the chances for edvancement for a person entering
the occupation of cook?

SAMPLE OUTLINE

WCATION: CHEF

A. Opportunities
1. In professional employment
2. In public service
3. In self-employment

B. Preparation
1. Schools
2. On-the-job training

C. Requiroments
1. Personality
2. Skill

3. Talent

Utilize he services of professional weight watching organi-
zations. Asc rtain whether an irdchool unit might be established
as an extracu ricular activity. Reproduce articles published in
the weight watohere magazine for Inc/ass discussion.

Assign a committee to write for copies of free materials for
bulletin board displays and for inclusion in file folders.

SAMPLE SOLF10ES

Apples: For a series of beautiful posters and colorful
booklets, write to: National Apple Institute, Suite 410,
2000 P St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Avocados: Another great series of posters and booklets are
offered here. Write to: Calavo Growers of America, Box
3486, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90054.

Cheese: The AFC's cf Checec and -ke, Vcr7d cf Ckccre are two
excellent booklets by a leader in this field. Write to:
Kraft Foods, Educational Departnent, 500 Pershing Ct.,
Chicago, Ill. 60690.

Chocolate: The Story of Chcccl,:te is a colorful 32-page
free booklet on cocoa growing and the making of chocolate.
Write to: The Chocolate Manufacturers Association of the
U.S.A., 1812 K St., `site 401, Washington, D.C. 20006. For
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The Story of Chocolate and Cocoa, write to: Hershey Chocolate
Corporation, Educational Division, 14 East Chocolate Ave.,
Hershey, Pa. 17033. For The History of Cocoa and chocolate,
write to: The Nestle Co., 100 Bloomingdale Road, White Plains,
N.Y. 10605.

Citrus Fruits: GoZden Mite is an informative booklet
explaining all about various types of citrus fruits. Write
to.Sunkist Growers, Box 2706, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90054.

Coffee: The Story of Juan Valdes is a colorful, informative
presentation which explaias coffee growing. Write to:
National Coffee Federation of Columbia, 140 East St., New York,
N.Y. 10022. There's a Story in Your Cup of Coffee, The Story
of Coffee From Seed to Cup, and other booklets are available
by writing to: Pan-American Coffee Bureau, 120 Wall St.,
New York, N.Y. 10005.

Honey: Story of Honey Production gives you
on how bees make honey and live. Write to:
Inc.. Hamilton, III. 62341.

Peanuts: Peter Pan Tells oil )(lout reanuta
from growth to making peanut butter. Write
Public Relations Division, Derby Foods, Inc.
48th Place, Chicago, III. 60632.

Raisins: Aek for Poiein/ond U.S.A. Write to: California
Raisin Advisory Board, 2240 North Angus, Fresno, Calif. 93703.

Salt: For a colorful 28-page booklet, write to
Morton International, Inc.. 110 North Wacker Drive, Chicago,
ill. 60606.

the inside story
Dadant and Sons,

covers the peanut
to: Peter Pan,

3327 West

Spices: The Uiet,:ry of 4icee takes you all the way back to
50,000 B.C. Write to: American Spice Trade Association,
Information Bureau, Empire State Building, New York, N.Y.
10001.

Sugar: For a copy of F-at Sugar le and other interesting
materials, write to: Sugar Information Association, 52 Wall
St., New York, N.Y. 10005; for a complete .r-tt:n

kit, write to: Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association, alexaner
and Baldwin Building, Box 2450, Honolulu, Ma rail 9f604;

Ct7;e- is available from:
American Sugar Company, 120 Will St., New York, N.Y. 10005.

Tea: The Sary cf ire gives you the historical background
of tea growing and drinking. Write to: Tea Council of the
U.S.A., Inc., 717 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.



TEACHING MATERIALS
BOONS

Burton, Benjamin T. The Beim* handbook of nutrition. New York.
McGraw-Will. 1964.

Carson, Cerald. One for a man, two for a haree. New York.
Doubleday. 1961.

Carson, Rachel. Silent spring. Greenwich, Conn. Fawcett. 1964.

Sinacore, John S. Eealth - a quality of life. New York.
Macmillan. 1968.

Stare, Frederick J. Eating for good health. New York. DocCieday.
1964.

PAMPHLETS

Cereal Institute, Inc., 935 South La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 60603.
Fetter breakfast activities.
This 15-page booklet contains a number of projects useful in
developing the concept of the importance of a good breakfast.

Director, Department of Foods and Nutrition. American Medical
Association, :iroulation and Records. Department 515. N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, Ill. 60610.
Let's talk about food.
This book present; information about nutrition and discusses
the importance of the various nutrients. There is additional
information about food fads anJ fallacies.

H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, Penn,
fncte about food.
This 23-page pamphlet contains tables of tie valves of many
foods and describes the role of the various nutrients In
developing sound dietary habits.

National Dairy Council, Chicago, Ill. 60606. By Albert Pitt:,
Ph. D.

pcr 1,04 oars food.
This 26-page booklet eyplalrs t'.e process of digestion, P.e
planning ideas as welt as other information for people concerned
with the nutrition needs of a family.

National Dairy Council, Chicago, Ill.
Nutrition handbook for family counseling.
This 30-page booklet contains charts, graphs, and meal planning
ideas as well as other information for people concerned with
the nutrition needs of a family.

Publications Distribution Unit, State Education Building, Albany.
N.Y. 12224.

Eealth and nutrition iessons plane.

FILMS

Facts about figures. hYSDN. 13 1/2 min. sd. color. F-NYSDR.
Depicts one segment of the obesity problem, that of the person
who gains weight unnoticeably over a period of years. Its primary
message is that without resorting to severe diets or food fads a
person can remove added weight.

Foods and nutrition. EBE. 1940. 11 min. sd. b 8 w. F-SYSDh.
Discusses the utilization of the various food nutrients In the
body,and illustrates the results of dietary deficiencies.

Nome management: buying fond. IV. 11 min. sd. b 6 w. F- NYSDH.
Emphasizes the importance of preparing a grocery list and the
dangers of 'impulse buying.'

Pc-nup/aroling. CORF. 1952. 10 min. sd. bay. F-NYSDH.
Shows the Importance of planning menu! which meet the requirements
of good health. satisfy individual tastes, maintain household
budgets, and keep preparation time within practical Ymits.

Nutrition: sense and nonsense. CU. 22 min. sd. color. F-NYoDN.

Urges the consumer to be intelligently skeptical about nutrition
information circulated through popular channels.

14-Oht re Action through di'et. SSF. 1: min. sd. color. F-NYSDN.
Shows that intelligent dieting under medical guidance will bring
effective results, and illustrates that weight can be lost
steadily with satisfying meals.
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SECTION VII MENTAL HEALTH

GENERAL TOPIC
What factors in today's world affect our mental health?

T ' ACHING OBJECTIVES
To provide guidelines for developing positive mental health

To explore social and environmental influences on mental
health

To foster understanding cf the concept of mental illness

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Positive mental health depends upon proper adjustment to
everyday problems.

A person's self-concept reflects his ability to satisfy his
psychological needs.

Everyone may experience a low level of mental health
occasionally when a problem cannot be resolved immediately.

Good mental health is necessary for responsible behavior
while irresponsibility is associated with mental illness.

A person should be concerned about the mental well -being of
others.

The community which provides care and services for toe
mentally ill benefits by helping the disturbed individual to
return to the corrunity quickly as a productive citizen.

A person who has found a sui'ible balance tetwEen himself,
his reeds, and his Envirorrort 15 considered to have good
mental health.

CONTENT
What factors are important to positive rental health?
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What mental devices do we use to cope with the pressures of
modern Oy living?

How do we recognize various states of mental health?

Where can one go to receive help in matters of mental health?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Discuss the footers which influence people today and which

contribute to positive mental health. Help the students to recognize
the built-in pressures of modern urban living and their resulting
influences on cur lersonalities. Suggest that a group develop a
sound movie of the activities taking place at a busy street corner
during a rush hour. (See Use of Student-Developed Films, Appendix A,
p. 302.) Set up time for this group to make a class presentation
for group discussion.

SAPPLE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What do the facial expressions tell us?

How does the traffic pattern contribute to anxiety?

Do reactions of different age groups differ? levy?

Do reactions of different people differ? (Example: the
shopper, the worker, the businessman.)

Does the attitude of the policeman on duty elicit different
responses?

Describe the mannerisms of various pedestrians and drivers.

List the noises that surround people.

What pressures does time piece upon people?

Distribute the following information sheet to the students either
to initiate the unit on Mental Health or to prepare for a field
trip to a mental hospital or institution.



STUDENT ...40ahaTI0N SHEET

DID YOU KNOW?

About 10 percent of public school students are afflicted
with emotional distrubances.

At least a quarter of a million public school students are
treated at mental health clinics each year.

27,000 Americans between 15 and 24 are admitted to mental
hospitals each year.

The nunber of Americans between 15 and 24 in mental
hospitals is increasing by about 70 percent each decade.

A quarter to a half of patients who consult doctors have
complaints in part due to emotional disturbances.

Ask several students to tape the commercials heard on TV
during a prime time hour. List the number which appear.and
categorize the emotions to which they are designed to appeal
(examples: vanity, lust, desire, and fear). Discuss the effects
of such emotional play upon the mental health of many viewers.

Analyze each taped commercial by answering the following
questions about it

Does this commercial tend to make you feel content with
your life as it is now? Why?

Does this commercial tend to make you feel that you need
something you don't already have? Why?

Is this commercial pleasant to listen to? Why?

What overall feeling dras this commercial give to you? Why?

Do you think this commercial contributes positively to your
rental health? Why?

Arrange for a breakdown of the class into discussion groups
(see Discussion Groups, Appendix C. P. 3391, and assign questions to
each group for research and analysis. Stress that students are to
categorize the factors which contribute to maladjustment. Suggested
topics for discussion are:

1.401e do housing conditions contribute to mental health?
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How do transportation problems contribute to maladjustments?

How do recreational facilities contribute to mental health?

Is there a relationship between a rise in living costs and
one's mental health? Howl

Do rises in the cost of living contribute to mental health
problems? Explain.

How do behavior problems lead an individual to break the lay?

Why do we have approximately 70 percent repeaters in our penal
institutions?

How does living in a community with a high crime rate affect
a person's mental health?

How does job security contribute to positive mental health?

To effect a comparison for your students of the types of stress
under which people live, arrange a field trip to a small nearby
village or farm community. (Se: Field Trips, Appendix B, p. 307.)
Have students make a sound movie of the activities taking place in
this community. Ask students to identify the stresses of rural life
and compare them with the stresses of city life. List the different
stresses on the chalkboard,ard point out that it is the responsibility
of the individual to solve these problem irrespective of locale.
Suggest that the best way to solve a problem is to face up to it.
This helps develop emotional maturity.

New ';ark State has several State mental hospitals that provide
mental health care for its citizens. Since the care and treatment
afforded the mentally ill at these centers is considered a vital
factor when rehabilitating patients with problems ranging from
"mildly disturbed" to 'no contact with reality," most institutions
welcome the opportunity to explain their programs to health classes.
Discuss the statistics provided in the Student Information Sheet at the
beginning of this Methodology section.

Before arranging a visit to a State or county hospital, it would
to wise to set aside class tire for a general study of mental
institutions and an overview of services provided. Make specific
arrangements for a held trip to a nearby hospital (see Field Trips,
Appendix B, p. 300, and appoint student connittees to record
information by any means permissible. Set up questions for all of
the students to try to answer from their own observations.

What types of rental illness are present in the hospital?



How do hospital authorities decide who is to be admitted as
a patient?

What treatments are used in rehabilitating the mentally ill?

What is the duration of the various types of mental illness?

During mental illness, do some patients appear normal at any
time?

When a patient leaves the hospital, vs he considered "cured"?

What are the primary causes of mental illness?

What is the function of the outpatient psycliatric clinic?

Spend some class time developing basic guidelines one should
follow when promoting positive mental health. Discuss:

How does one recognize the signs of good mental health?

What are some samples from your own experience of each of
the following emotional needs: recognition, love,
independence, and responsibility?

Is there any value in talking out problems?

Does an active life help one to enhance his mental well-
being?

How can one develop a positive mental outlook?

to an effort to promote positive thinking concerning mental
health and to encourage the students to practice ways to lead a more
enjoyable life, organize discussion groups (4-6 students) to
discuss informally a variety of suggestions for equanimity. (See

Discussion Groups, Appendix C. P. 309.) Suggest that they try to
relate the statements to their own personal lives. Request that
they ask themselves how they can practice this rule and influence
others to understand its relationship to a happier life.

SLWSTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Is it important to strike a balance of work, play, love, and
worship in the daily cycle of one's activities? (W IV is it

important for each person to balance his activities to avoid
boredom and cultivate interests?)
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Should one have faith in something beyond one's self? (Call
it faith io God, in humanity, in decency,or anything else.
From faith often springs courage.)

How can one avoid taking his troubles and his negative feelini
out on other people? (This type of reaction often increases
bad feelings and unhappiness. Look for rewarding outlets for
your frustrations. Read the scene from I Remember Mana where
Mama scrubs a floor to relieve tension.)

Does being able to lead one's own life lead to better mental
health? Why? (Even though every individual depends on other
people for certain aspects of his su-vival, the ultimate
decision for his actions is his own.)

Be available to supervise the discussion groups and to ado
personal anecdotes to help the students with ideas. The outcome of
these ciscussions should provide some guidelines for happier living.

Since each person is inherently unique, his adjustments to
various problems most certainly will be a result of his individual
personality influenced by environment. Assuming this statement to
be accurate, each person must find his own positive means of dealing
with everyday pressures of living.

Suggest that the students role play situations, s,:h as the
following,involving decision or adjustment. Since there are many
acceptable reactions to various problems, the class should observe
the actors and decide whether the adjustments made are related to
posit.ve mental health. Emphasize that even simple decisionmaking
can present problems and that sound rational thought is necessary
for good judgment. The way a man solves problems often contributes
to his mental well-being and the well-being of others.

SAMPLE SITUATIONS

You have rirchased two dollars worth of gasoline at a service
station and given the attendant a ten dollar bill. Ho returns
with three dollars change and argues that all you gave him was
a five dollar bill. Angrily, he orders you to leave.

You are approached by a door-to-door sales-an attervting to
sell you an obviously worthless item. Y.0 tell him politely

that you are disinterested, but he refuses to take "no" for
an answer.

You are informed by your parent or spouse that you may not
attend these classes any longer because you should b' search-
ing for a job. The wet or spouse refuses to und.rstand
your arguments for attending this school.



You are driving in a 40 m.p.h. traffic lone and are stopped
by the police who inform you that you were doing 50-55
m.p.h. This could result in arrest. fire. and possible loss
of your driver's license.

One of the newest types of mental health care and treatment
facilities is the comprehensive community mental health center.
Its basic function is to provide consultive and preventive services,
early diagnosis and treatment on both an inpatient and outpatient
basis, and programs for the emotionally disturbed. Most cities have
some of these facilities,and it is hoped additional services will be
added in the future.

Check on the futilities now available in the area and appoint
a small committee of students to write or call these centers
to arrange for a class visit. (See Field Trips, Appendix B. p. 307.)
Encourage students to observe the facilities and treatments avail-
able and to be prepared to ask questions so that they can better
understand how the average citizen might gain some help. Questions
the Students may want to ask are:

Who is eligible to seek aid?

At what point might any individual seek help?

What kinds of treatment are used?

What function can general conversation and encouragement
play in helping people?

How does the outpatient clinic operate?

What ', the cost of such treatment?

What guidelines does the center offer for determining which
people need help?

Are community volunteers encouraged to implement the program?

What other facilities are available in this community?

In the followup discussion, aid the Students in outlining the
ty7.1S of services available in a given area.

invite a rarel of professional personnel from local rental
health clinics to discuss the problems which confront different age
groups. Ask that they cover a basic outline developed through
student discussion groups. Duplicate the student made outline
so that students may take notes during the discussion for later
evaluation.
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SAMPLE STUDENT OUTLINE

PROBLEMS FACING DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS

I. Problems of the pun;

A. Illness
1. Self
2. Parent
3. Friend

B. Economic Distress
1. Bad housing
2. Lack of education

C. Miscellaneous
1. Drugs (includes alcohol)
2. Insanity
3. Boy-girl relationships

II. Problems of the middle aged

A. Increasing responsibilities
1. Growing children
2. Growing expenses

B. Fears
1. Age
2. Death
3, Illness

III. Problems of the aged

A. Mental deterioration
1. Physical problems
2. lack of feeling of being needed

B. Physical deterioration

C. Effects on family group

As a concluding activity to the study of rental health, have
students select a panel of about a dozen persons they consider to
have excellent mental health. the panel can include teachers,
counselors, conrunity leaders, students. parerts,a-d others. have

the students select a committee to contact each of the persons on
the panel chosen to ask then to tale the Mental Health Inventory so
that the students can find cut how the average person with excellent
rental health scores on the Inventory. Caution the class to select a
committee of students who have diplomacy and charm to contact the



panel members. This will help insure the full cooperation of all
panel members chosen.

Duplicate copies of the Mental Health Inventory for the
committee. Preface the inventory with the following introduction
attached to It.

SAMPLE INTRODUCTION FOR SURVEY

Albany Learning Laboratory Center
612 Clinton Avenue
Albany, New York 12224
September 24, 19__

Mr. William Barton
228 Third Street
Albany, New York 12206

Dear 14r. Barton:

You have been selected by the students of the Albany Learning
Laboratory Center as a person with excellent mental health. We
are attempting to gain some insight concerning the mental outlook
of a group of a dozen persons in our community selected on the
basis of their excellent personality. Please help by giving as
3 minutes of your time, right now, by checking "yes" or "no"
to the 1B questions on the following inventory sheet. Please give
us. your honest answers. Don't put your name or any other marks,
except the checkmarks, on the inventory sheet, When you have
finished, fold it up and put it in the sealed ballot box held Ly
the student with you now. The box will not be opened until all of
the 12 people dhosen by us have deposited their coroleted
inventories. Thus, your responses to the questions will remain
anonymous,

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Green
George Bennet
Arne Quigley
Members of the Survey Corn ttee
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STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

MENTAL HEALTH INVENTORY

Yes No

Part I - Mental Health

1. Ad I free from fear of failure in the things
I do?

2. Do I gain enjoyment from my daily routine of
study, work, and recreation?

3. Am I free from continuous worry and anxiety?
4. Do I have a cheerful outlook?
5. Do I have confidence in myself?

--
6. Am I easily dismayed or depressed?
7. Am I free from worrying about what others

think of me?
8. Do I 'blow my cool' over unimportant matters?

Fart II - Social Relations

1. Do I get angry when people criticize me?
2. Do I take part in sports?
3. Do I try to be tactful in the dealing with

others?
4. Do I have some close friends of my own sex?
5. Do I have good friends of the opposite sex?
6. Do I listen when others are speaking?
7. Do I attend dances and other social affairs

in the community?
8. Am I in toe groove" appearance-wise/
9. In general, do I get along with others?

10. Do I get along well with my parents?

Have the committee construct a sealed box or can in which to
deposit the citizen surveys. Instruct the committeemen to provide
pencils for their panel members, and to allow the panel ranters to
complete their inventories in privacy. However, the comitteeman
should wait while the inventory is completed and de,?csited in the
sealed box so that he does not have to rake a second trip back to
contact the panel member.

'king the responses of the panel of 12, have the sluderts
tabulate norms for each item (the number "yes,' meter "no.), the
number of "yes' answers and the number of "ro" answers on Fart I -

Mental Health and on Part Ii - Social Relations, separately, and the
number of "yes' answers and the number of "no" answers on both
parts together,



Ditto copies of the inventory. and have the students fill them
out. Admonish them to give honest answers in order to get valid
results. Allow them to fill the inventory out in privacy and deposit
it folded into the sealed box. When all students have deposited
their completed inventories into the box, tabulate the results for
the class in the same manner described above for the panel tabulation.

Put a copy of the inventory, the norms of the panel of citizens,
and the norms of the class on the chalkboard or on a transparency for
the overhead projector. Discuss each item with the class and try to
account for diff.rences between the norms of the class and the norms
of the panel. Students will probably note that even the panel of
well-adjusted individuals had a number of no answers. Point out

to students that everyone feels inadequate in some respects and
that this is natural.

Teachers who have excellent rapport with their students may ask
their students to fill out an inventory and discuss the results
privately with them. Much insight into a student's mental health
can be gained by an analysis of his answers to these questions, but
not all teachers will be able to persuade their students to bare
their innermost feelings to them.

Students may wish to establish norms for otoer groups on the
Mental Health Inventory by conducting a survey in the same manner as
described above for the panel of citizens. Students may enjoy
comparing norms derived from random samples of such groups as
teachers, mothers, fathers, girls, boys, etc. die possible groups
which can be compared are numeluus.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Beers, Clifford. A mind that found itself. Garden City. Double-
day. 1948.
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Scole, Leo, Langer, Thomas, Michael, Stanley, Oherr. Marvin.
Rennie, Thomas. mental health in the metropolis: the midtown
Manhattan study. New York. McGraw-Hill. 1962.

Streeker, E. A. 6 Appel, K. A. Discovering ourselves. New York.

Macmillan. 1962.

PAMPHLETS

National Association for Mental Health. 10 Columbus Circle. New York,
N.Y. 10019.

Mental health is: 1 - 2 - Z.

Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Ave., S, New York, N.Y. 10016.

Mental health is a forrfly affair. 1949. Public Affairs Pamphlet
No. 155.

Tensions - and had to master the,. 1959. Public Affairs Pamphlet
No. 305.

Toward rental health. 1960. Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 120.
When rental illness strikes your frmily. 1951. Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 172.

Your comrunity and mental health. 1964. Public Affairs Pamphlet
No. 263.

FILMS

Bitter welcome. MHFB. 1960. 36 mfn. sd. b 6 w. F-NYSDH.
Points out the need for better understanding and acceptance of
the mentally rehabilitated.

Mr. Finley's feelings. MLI. 10 min. sd. color. F-NYSOH.

Stimulates ideas about ways of meeting stress and handling daily
relationships with people.

Who carve shut SFF. 1964. 10 min. sd. b A w. F.HYSDH.

Demonstrates the importance of adult behavior in helping a
youngster grow to maturity.



SECTION VIII SAFETY AGAINST ACCIDENTS

GENERAL TOPIC
What aspects of accident prevention and safety education should

a person understand?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To Investigate the Nation's most important environmental
health problemaccidents

To promote safety against accidents

To explain basic first aid procedures

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Accidents are the leading cause of death in the first half
of one's life span.

The home contains many more hazards than we gemerally realize.

Promoting safety is related to the cultivation of mental
health and to adjustment to the environment.

Knowledge of first aid procedures may help save a life.

CONTENT
Why are accidents our most important environmental health
problem?

What environmental conditions encourage accidents?

What characteristics are necessary for promoting safety?

What first aid knowledge should everyone possess?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Note: The dra-atic decline in the death rate due to infectious

disease has left accidents the number one cause cf death in this
country. The death rate due to accidents has actually gone down for
some age groJps; however, compared to other problems, we have not
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made significant progress in this field. It can be said that
accidents are the leading cause of death in the age group 1 to 37,
and that in the age group 1 to 14, accidents claim more lives than
the next five leading causes of death combined. In the 15 to 24 age
group, accidents are responsible for more lives lost than oli other
causes combined, with the automobile accident as the predominant
cause of death.

Write or call the local Chamber of Commerce regarding resource
material and speakers on accidents and accident prevention. If your
referral is to an agency cr private enterprise, request that they
send a speaker to your class to discuss the role of accidents in our
lives. Many governmental agencies and insurance companies employ
safety specialists primarily for promoting better safety in the
community. The speaker should be briefed in advance concerning the
nature of the class and provided with an outline of the material
he Is expected to cover. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)
The following can be included in an outline of such a talk.

Scope of the accident problem

Causes of accidentsvarying types

Methods of preventing--mental and physical

Safety directions in the future

Student participation in developing the outline is desirable.
It is also advisable V. help the students prepare some questions to
ask of the speaker at the conclusion of his presentation. Questions
similar to the following might be used:

how does the human fa,cr make its contribution to the
accident problem?

What ere the characteristics of the "accident - prone"
individual?

Where do most accidents occur? To what age group? Why?

What are some individual and group rules to follow for the
prevention of accidents?



What plans are being developed to promote better safety in
the near future?

Ask the speaker to describe as canoe or noneeree the
following state. ents and give his reason% why.

Safety should come first.
Accidents are necessary.
The safest place is home.
Accidents are en insignificant cause of death and injury
among the young adult population.

The attempts to develop accident prevention programs by
modifying behavior, though helpful, are not as rapid as effecting
environmental changes. Conditions in the environment can be
changed with relative ease; changing human behavior, however, does
not occur as easily. Examine with the students the type of person
involved in most accidents and investigate some environmental
conditions which may surround his accidents. The teacher should

suggest some characteristics and habits of the "acoident-prone
individual for class discussion. (See Discussion Group, Appendix C.

p. 309.) Some follow:

CHARACTERISTICS

Under 25 or
over 65

Accident prone

INFORMATION

Age 15-24, traffic
deaths equal 6 1/2
times the next lead-
ing cause of death.
The elderly and
young are more prone
to home accidents
than other age
groups.

In industry the
greatest number of
accidents cluster
around a compara-
tively few people.
A person who has had
many little accidents
will probably have a
big one.

STUDENT RESPONSE

Variables of immatur-
ity, temperament,
inexperience, and
poor judgment in
young adults; slow
reaction time and
reduced sensory
perception for the
elderly; Inquisitive-
ness, lack of
knowledge, careless-
ness for young
children.

It appears that a
person who has
already had an
accident is most
likely to have
another.
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CHARACTERISTICS

Poor personal or
social adjustment

Fatigued

Under emotional
stress

Under Influence
of drugs

Physically
handicapped

INFORMATION

People with poor
personal and social
adjustment records
usually have lessened
restraint and there-
fore have more
accidents. Errors in
meeting responsibili-
ties usually result
in errors in other
areas of living.

The accident rate
among children is

highest at tie end of
the day; with young
adults,it's late in
the evening; and in
industry, it's at the
end of a work period.

Research indicates
more accidents occur
when people are under
stress.

Sedative or stimulant
drugs change the
normal operation of
the nervous system,and
the body's senses may
react adversely.

Handicapped persons
have built-In

restrictions.
Physical impairment
reduces sensory per-
ception. Many
industries employ
health consultants to
help prevent accidents.

STIDENT RESPONSE

Healthy lines of
communication with
people tend to give
one insight into
the effects of
their actions.

Accidents occur
when alertness and
efficiency are
slowed by fatigue.

Emotions may cause
a person to be
careless and lose
perspective or
control.

May bring in symptoms
of fatigue, distur-
bance of vision and
balance, and over-
confidence.

Illness ray increase
tke chance of

accidents. Physical

defects may increase
the likelihood of
accidents.



To investigate some actual environmental conditions which may
prevail in hone accidents, suggest that each student survey his own
some for possible dangers. (See Survey Assignments, Appendix C.
p. 308.) The following inventory may be reproduced and used by the
students to evaluate their home environment; some of the more than
four million annual home accidents could be prevented by taking
Precautions.

STUDENT INFCRMAT1ON SHEET

HONE SAFETY INVENTORY

Yes No

1. Are adequate lighting and handrails provided for
stairways?

2, Are objects stored on stairs or rear common pathways?
3. Does snow or ice accumulate on steps and porches

in winter?
4. Are scatter rugs skidproof?
5. Are floors slippery or loose anywhere in the home?
6. Are old electric cords to appliances in safe

conditions
7. Is electric power amperage considered safe for the

amount of its use? (minimum 100 amps, service)
8. Are fireplaces screened?
9. Are cleaning fluids used indoors?

10. Are knives, tools, matches, chemicals out of reach
of children?

11. Are preschool children ever left to play alone?
12. Are all drugs, medicines, and poisons locked in a

cabinet?
13. Do all doors close with no blind entrances?
14. Are handholds provided in bathtub area?
15. Does anyone smoke in bed?
16. Are automobiles ever allowed to run with the

garage doors closed/

Suggest that the students record their answers and discuss them
with their parents for elimination of hazards. Each question in the
survey should again be considered by the class it discussion for
insight into the reasons for such safeguards.

The teacher should act as a resource person VA rot involve
himself in the discussion unless necessary. Ins following questions
ray to 'liked of the class after trey Pave received their survey form:

shy should we concern ourselves with bore safety?

sole possible injuries might occur around the household?
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from your investigation, what home repairs will you make?

Read the following paragraphs to students for discussion:

Every year many 6houzande of oorkere are kale/ in arridente,
ect-era/ hundred t;:ca,sand are pep7anently iNi'ured, and over ivo
mirticr, workers receie disabling in,!7rics. The figures indicate
that many workere are not receiving enough trai,;.ng for ;rob safety.

Every young worker should develop an attitude of safety
consciousness at the very ?-eginning of hie e,Floy7ent. Thee attitude
ie developed by knowledge and understanding of eafety factory and
the ca-..sea of accidents, the hazard rointe on machines and tools, the
types and the see of protective devices, and the costs of accidents.

As a followup to the discussion, arrange to visit a local
factory and tour the facilities during working hours, (See Field
Trips, Appendix B, p. 307.) The purpose of the field trip would be
to investigate the safety precautions observed by the employee: in a
working environment. Caution the students to observe as many safe or
unsaie practices as they can. Suggest they attempt to answer the
following questions concerning job safety during the visit by
observation and by asking appropriate questions at the plant.

What types of accidents have occurred?

Why did the accidents happen?

How could these accidents have been prevented?

What are the New York State regulations for guarding
machinery?

Does the plant layout encourage accidents?

Do poor housekeeping practices in the factory lend themselves
to accidents?

That persoral protective devices are used for safety?

Now Important is knowledge of and proper use of tools for
safety?

what fire crewtic'', saleguards are it effect?

sum is generally corsderad responsible for accidents in this
factory?

what program of work,tn's cor.pensation liability is in efleet
for the workers?



Read to the students the following paragraph for discussion:

The accident picture in this county is so grim that we tend
to blot it out cf our minds, refusing to acknowledge it. We often
react by Baying that the topic of accident.; is boringuntil we are
somehou invo/ved in one. Then, often too late, we want to know
what caused the accident and how it costs have tern prevented.

To supplement the discussion, obtain the filmc,Acm:dente
Don't Just Happen and Emergency 77, from the New York State Depart-
ment of Health,and show them in thii same sequence. (See Use of
Commercial Films, Appendix A, p. 301.)

Accidents Don't Just Happen emphasizes the need for learning
more about the causes of accidents. EMergency 77 reinforces the
lesson by showing actual case studies of emergencies. The
concomitant responsibilities of individuals, families, and
communities are also stressed for prevention and care during
emergencies. Prior to viewing the films, suggest that the students
develop some questions which they have concerning accidents and
emergencies. Ask them to find answers to them during the films.
Some sample questions to discuss following the films might be:

From Accidents Don't lust hA-pcn
Wf,at are the primary causes of accidents?
How and where should efforts to promote safety begin?
What are some simple rules for safety?
Does lack of understanding contribute to accidents?

From DI( Nene? 77

Does seeing a serious accident have any effect on
improving personal safety habits?

What agencies react to an emergency situation?
:km can one be better prepared for a possible emergency?

To motivate the students toward an understanding of what they
might do in a critical accident situation, present to them the
following experience:

Ycu're throvirt.7 the t:se?..:i 1 forth wits yc,.r y:::noer
tn.:her on the sideval h. P thrv, the

into the street. g .:,7? ri2;:r after it into the Toth
of an c c,-,..in; The eiced:n; Fossil-2y eb-p and
collides L.-ith he is t.nc...nec:c,e, Heeding fr.., the
-0, th, and czipeare 1.7,e brol.en hie Ezyre:ne
b,t one sec-s vhat to Shot vsuZd .cu do?

The teacher should ask the class their reactions and record all
answers on the chalkboard. To help decide what procedure is
correct, show the film First 4id Nov which depicts in a realistic
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manner the steps to follow regarding an accident victim. (See Use
of Commercial Films, Appendix A, p. 301.)

Following the film, the class should attempt to evaluate their
original ideas in view of the method portrayed in the film.

First aid is defined as the immediate and temporary care given
the victim of an accident or sudden illness until the services of a
physician can be obtained. To expose the students to basic first
aid knowledge and procedures, contsct the local unit of the American
Red Cross and request that a field representative visit your class.
(See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) Ask that the
experimental model, Resusiannie, accompany the speaker in order for
students to experiment with mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. The

speaker should be briefed in advance concerning the nature of the
class and provided with an outline of the material which he is
expected to cover. The following is a sample of such an outline:

Sequence of action when treating a first aid victim; what to
do and what not to do

Basic first aid demonstration

Artificial respiration procedures demonstration with class
participation

General directions for first aid

Student participation in developing the outline is desirable.
It is also advisable to help the students prepare some questions to
ask of the speaker at the conclusion of his presentation. The

following are some sample questions:

What specific rules should be followed for treating shock?

How does a person handle the social conditions surrounding
an accident?

First-aider to victim
Black person to white person
Kale to female
First-aider to crowd

How right a person react to mouth-to-mouth resuscitation under
actual conditions?

What legal implications are associated with administering
first aid?

What harmful actions might be taken in an attempt to administer
first aid?



Where can I receive more training in first aid?

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

American Red Cross. Textbook in first aid; 4th ed., rev. Garden
City. Doubleday. 1937.

Bauer, W. W Today's health g..ide. Chicago. American Medical
Association. 1965.

Conference Report. Annual safety ed,caticn retie'. Nashington.
American Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation. 1964.

floria, A. E. and Stafford, C. T. Safety c,Lcaticn; 2d ed. New
York. McGraw-Hill. 1962.

Halsey, Maxwell N. (ed.) Ao,rident Fre.'enticn. New York.

McGraw-Hill. 1961.

U.S. Public Health Service. Farily e -etvency healt,; care.

Washington. The Service. 1463.

PAMPHLETS

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 1 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10,010.
leading ca-..sce cf fatal accidents. Statistical bulletin. June,
1964.

National Safety Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ili. 60605.

Accidents facts. Published annually.

U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, D. C. 20014
Medical self-help training prygrar. Public Health Reports,
80:283-286.

PERIODICALS

"A hazard-free home." Today's heala.. 42:54-57. September, 1964.

FILM

Accidents den'. ,:.at hauen. rAS. 1956. 14 min. sd. nolor.
F-NYSDH.
Stresses the need for more research and more ulAerstanding about
accidents.

Frercency 77. MLI. 12 min. sd. b & w. F-NYSDH.
Points out the need to prevent medical emergencies and the need
for better medical care during them.

First aid r4.1.% JJ. 1963. 26 min. sd. color. F-NYSDH.
Presents in a realistic manner procedures in the four major
areas of first aid.

First aid cn the erct. ESE. 1954. 10 min. sd. b & w. F-NYSDH.
Demonstrates approved first aid treatment for six common types
of injuries or disabilities.

No detente. CAS. 1962. 15 min. sd. b 6 w. f-AISDH.
Pedestrian safety, home safety, and safety for children are
covered most adequately.
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SECTION IX COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

GENERAL TOPIC What are some of the problems illness can cause in family
routine?

What information should a person understand regarding
communicable disease in his environment?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To Investigate the causes and effects of communicable
diseases

to set up guidelines for prevention and control of health
hazards and disuse

To provide information regarding available medical services

STULENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Tie study of disease involves the interaction among the host,
the agent, and the environment.

Preventive medicine cal aid in safeguarding good health.

A number of communicable diseases still remain a serious
problem.

Coirelicable diseases cause excessive suffering and
inconvenience in daily living.

Alno:t. all communicable diseases are preventable.

Public and private medical services are available to all
citizens.

Smal pox is a good example of a communicable disease that
has teen controlled in our country.

CONTENT
Wet communicable diseases exist in our Society?

What measures should a person follow in safeguarding his
health against communicable diseases?
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Secure class quantities of the pamphlet Cc,mrn SEKFO Coron

:iecceca for use as an introduction to the topic of prevention and
control of ccemuniczble diseases. Read the opening statement aloud,
and use this material as a basis for discussion.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

How can we, as a class, practice preventive medicine at
school?

How can I, as an individual, practice health precautior.s at
hone?

Use the glossary of Co-mcn for-no and ask

each student to investigate one term that is mentioned and explain
its meaning to the class. Students should follow in their own hooks
to check out the correctness of the presentations.

Recommend that all students read the opening statement ("All
Adults...") found in the pamhlet's center fold. Follow with
discussion and a question and- answer period.

SAFTLE QUESTIONS

What childhood diseases are also adult diseases?

What is bar's test protection against disesse?

Why be concerned about communicable diseases'

Assign, to small discussion proLT1 to-e pretie-s of Iruestigatirg
ea:h of the diseases discussed in the panohlct. Each group should
attenot to answer thr following queSV:,IS regarJirg each disease.

What are the general characteristics of each disease?

How do we recognize each disease?



How is each disease spread?

How can each disease be prevented or controlled?

Have the class develop an inventory of methods of preventing
the spread of communicable diseases. Write information on the
chalkboard,and allow. pupils to make additions or corrections.

Cooperate with the local health agencies in bringing a mobile
X-ray unit to the community center. Students may aid in handling
the publicity and the clerical work in processing patients.

Arrange field trips for small groups to visit children's
clinics,and suggest that they do photographic essays about the
methods used for preventing communicable diseases. Using the tape
recorder, one or two students may interview the members of the
clinic's staff. Reports can be made to Cie class using recorded
excerpts of interviews and photographs in addition to the
students' narration.

See the following in the Appendix:

Appendix A
Use of Audio-Tape Recordings, p. 302
Use of Still Prints and Slides, p. 303

Appendix 8
Out-of-School Interviews, p. 305
Field Trips, p. 307

Appendix C
Group or Individual Reports, p. 308

Make a collection of health slogans, rules, and mottoes for

use as bulletin board displays. (See Uses of Bulletin Boards,
Appendix A. p. 304.)

Zontact the city and county medical authorities to provide a
free health checkup at the center or at a nearby hospital or
clinic.

Arrange for a seminar on community health resources. Make a
study of all medical services in the area,and ask students to
suggest any others which night be needed. To gather necessary
information, form Interview teams of students to investigate
community health resources firsthand. Have the teams use tape
recorders. (See Out-of-School Interviews, Appendix B, p. 305.)
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A questionnaire, such as the following,may be designed by
students as the basis for the survey of their neighborhood.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Yes No

1. Does your family go to the same doctor whenever
anyone is Ill?

2. Has there been any illness in your family during
the past year?

3. Did the sick person see a doctor?
4. Was the person treated at home by a doctor?
5. Did this person go to the doctor's office for

treatment?
6. Did this person go to a hospital emergency room to

see a doctor?
7. Was there any trouble getting a doctor when this

person was sick? if yes, explain.

8. Has anyone in your family gone to the hospital during
the past year? If yes, what hospital?

9. Was there any difficulty getting Into the
hospital? if yes, explain.

10. Would you mind telling me how your medical bills
were paid during this past year?

11. if no, please indicate the method:

Paid by the family

Paid through Medicare

:aid through Med:cald

Paid through Welfare Department

Remain unpaid

Have another team of students interview a member of the local
medical profession, a local hospital administrator, a local public
health official, a local medicare official, and a local medical
association official concerning the quality and type of health
services available to people in the area. Have student interviewers

develop the questions to be asked before going out. Encourage



students to tape record the interviews. (See Ise of Audio -Tape
Recordings, Appendix A, p. 302; and Out-of-School Interviews,
Appendix B, p. 305.)

Questions similar to the following can to developed by the
team cf students for their interviews:

Is adequate medical care available to all the people of our
community? Qualify your answer.

What is the doctor-to-population ratio in our community?

How does this ratio compare to the State and national
average?

Are there sufficient hospital beds in area hospitals to meet
the need?

Do some people have to wait to get into the hospital to have
operations? How lorg?

Are there plans for the expansion of existing medical
facilities?

Are there enough available doctors who rake house calls?
Explain.

Do a large proportion of people seeking medical treatment
have to go to hospita. emergency rooms?

Are there local clinics avallahle?

What types of patients do they serve?

What needs to be done to bring the standards of medical care
up to the level desired by the medical profession?

After tabulating the results of the surveys of the neighborhood
people and the results of the interviews of the local medical
profession, show them to the class on the chalkboard or by reans of
the overhead projector. let the class compare the results; then
Pose questions to the class similar to the following:

Do the local people and the doctors interviewed generally
agree on the quality of medical care available in the area?
If not, why?

If facilities are inadequate, how can the needed facilities
to obtained?

Are additional medical facilities needed? If so, explain
why.
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If a shortage of doctors exists, how can more doctors be
secured?

What can community leaders and organizations do to improve
the situation?

Can members of the class do anything to help improve the
situation?

Obtain the State Education Department filmstrip, Skc.U. for Yc.a,
Beaith, from the Director of Adult Education in your district. If
not available from him, it may be available from the Bureau of
Continuing Education Curriculum Development, State Education Depart-
ment, Albany 12224. (See I.:se of Commercial Films and Filmstrips,
Appendix A, p. 301.) In addition to providing basic concepts of
good health, the filmstrip lends itself well to class discussion.
Consult page 3 of the accompanying filmstrip manual for suggested
questions for discussion. (See Use of Conrercial Films and Film-
strips, Appendix A, p. 301.)

Invite a public health nurse from a local health agency that
investigates and treats persons with communicable disease to speak
to the class in regard to the local problems of disemse control.
(See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B. p. 305.) Brief the speaker in
advance concerning the nature of the class and provide an outline
of the material that should be covered. Ask the students to aid in
preparing the outline and in setting up questions for discussion
after the presentation.

SMPIE OUIllhE

A. Prevalence of Communicable Diseases in the Community
1. Types of diseases found in the community
2. Controls for diseases

a. Quarantine laws
b. Immunization programs
c. Public facilities

B. General causes of sporadic outbreaks of disease
1. Poor living conditions
2. Improper health practices

C. Effects of disease outbreaks upon families
1. Effect on wage earner
2. Effects on the family and on home life



SAMPLE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Why does (name of specific disease) occur frequently in our
community?

Where can a family receive immunization treatment?

What household precautions should a family follow to avoid
disease organisms?

What medical care is available for poor people?

Invite members of the county or State welfare agencies to
discuss the benefits offered by Medicaid. (See Inschool Speakers,

Appendix B, p. 30S.) Before these people arrive, explain the
program to the class and set up questions which the students should
have answered in the discussion. Provide both speakers and
students with a mimeographed list of questions. Open the meeting
to all members of the family of students who are interested. Begin

the discussion with a statement similar to the following:

Since the coot of redical care is a serious problem for run;
inditio&als and foriliee, more people go t.'thclet necessary redical
attention and risk serious and sometimes chronic illness cr

Lack of needed health care often lea's to disatility
cr death.

As the population and the coot cf health care centin,:e to rise,
this eituaticn gets wo,ree, More and more indilci6als and families,
eepccially people in the tau-incvme and modrat.c_inco,..e gre,44,,
can't pay for the medical care they need.

To help the people avoid needlese sufferiry and ditalitity and
to prevent frrcing then onto the welfare rolls feca...se of elicit

Nev York State has eetat,liehed a Frevrd.7 to p:m for the
redicat ecrciace these reridente and their deTenAnte need Out
cznnot afford.

Zhc paid frr w:th Feder:1, State, lcoa tax lime, is
Medical AssietL:ncc for Needy Ferec,s, cencrvllu callrd mrEcafl.
Medicaid pr.-recta and pr,-ctee the health cf gvat rf
c;1iLlrfn and aduite oho unic,;t71, nerd its help.

Outline the information regarding Medicaid on the chalkboard,
and explore in depth the following questions:

What is the purpose of Medicaid?

Who is eligible for Medicaid?

What services, care, and supplies are paid for by Medicaid?
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Does the fact that a family has savings or medical insurance
make them ineligible for Medicaid benefits?

Does a person who receives Medicaid have to pay back money if
and when he is able to?

Does Medicaid cover catastrophic or chronic illness for the
duration of the illness?

Now could a student from the center apply for Medicaid?

What information must an applicant provide?

What other programs (, health care are available for the
people of New York State?

Discuss the possibilities of contagion between adults and chil-
dren and the necessity for avoiding contacts even with so-called
trivial illnesses. Use a case study like the following as an
example. Use it as a basis for class discussion.

CASE STUDY

Not long ago, doctors in upstate New York and lower Canada were
swamped by calls from patients complaining of chills. iow-grade
fevers, sore throats, and aching muscle'. In England school

attendance dropped by one-third as students came down with fits of
sneezing and headaches. A similar ailment swept through other
European countries and large cities throughout the world.

In Baltimore, Mrs. Jones care down with typical "24-hour virus'
symptoms. She had what seemed to be a head cold, a mild sore throat,
and a general 'Washed-out feeling." She recovered in a day and
didn't bother to see her doctor. The following afternoon her

3- month -old baby becare seriously ill. Frs. Jones phoned her
physician, but before he arrived, the baby began gasping for breath.
and then turned blue. In 8 matter of moments, the infant was dead.

Autopsy and labora'ory analyses revealed that the baby had
suffered a complete obstruction of the lungs because of an organism
known as the IS virus.' It was the sane thing which had barely

disconcerted the mother end which she undoubtedly haJ passed en to
her child.

FOLLOWUP DISCUSSION

Questions

What are sore corron causes of

epidemics?

Possible Pesponses

Common carriers, such as h6rar

beings, food, or air



Questions

What may initiate a specific
disease in a community?

What situations encourage spread
of disease?

What factors may cause the spread
of such diseases as 'RS virus"?

How can the passage of 'grippe"
from one person to another
be prevented?

What should Mrs. Jones have done
at the onset of illness?

Why did the virus affect the

baby differently from the
mother?

What guidelines should people
follow when "grippe" symptoms
appear?

Possible Responses

Common living conditions, break-
down of health precautions,
contagious organisms, etc.

Direct contact, carriers, lack
of immunization, etc.

Infectious insects or contaminat-
ed substances

Immunization, quarantirt (or
block modes of transmission of
organism)

Isolated herself; contacted her
doctor

Children have Tess resistance to
certain types of virus; no
established immunity.

Call the doctor; isolate the
patient from the rest of the
family; go to bed; obtain
vaccine.

For additional information contact the American Public Health
Association, 1790 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001, for information
on public health problems and for surveys on State and community
health work.

TEACHING MATERIALS
WOKS

Anderson, Gaylord, Arnstein, Margaret, & Lester. Mary. Con-Anicutte
:licence coltrotl 4th ed. Macmillan. 1962.

Gordon, J. E. Ccnfrc2 of co,7-Lnicat,te diseases in man; 10th ed.
New York. A.Nritan Public Health Association. 1965.

National Commission on Community Health Services. Felifh in a
co,7nnity affair. Bethesda. The Commission. 1966.

New York State Education Deportment. Fealth and meriticn tore
Flan*, adult topic education. Albany. The Department. 1967.
Paso available in a Spanish edition.)

Peacock, D. B. 'L Gold, E. R. Tntrv.41ction to immneloFy.
Baltimore. Williams $ Wilkins. 1965.
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Too, F. H. Communicable diseases and infections; 4th ed. St. Louis.
Mosby, C. V. 1960.

U.S. Department of Health, Education,and Welfare. Prognans and
cervices. Washington. The Department. 1966.

PERIODICALS

Gelton, Lawrence. When wonder drug meets wonder boy." New York
Time Yagaaine. 111:78-90. April 8, 1962.

"Pow your body fights infection." Reader's Digest. 80:77.
February 1962.

Marley, Faye. "Vaccines - past to future." ecience Newa. 89:512.
June 1966.

Wilbur, C. L. "Trends in federal approach to health matters and how
they affect state and local public health practice." Arerimn
Jcurnat of runic Health. 66:1136. July 1966.

PAMPHLETS

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, 1285
Avenue of the Americas. New York, N.Y. 10001.
Caron sense ateut cocoon diseases. Health Education Leaflet OB.

Public Affairs Pamphlets, 22 East 38th St., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Weting the most of kelicare car*.

FILMS

The etemal fight. UNF. 1951. 18 Mir. sd. b i w. F-NYSDH.
A dramatic story of a man's age-long battle against communicable
disease.

Now to catch a cold. ICPC. 1951. 10 min. sd. color. F-WYSCH.
This Walt Disney production shows bow colds are spread and how
they ray be the first symptom of sore serious illness.

The infccfi dian.F.cdo. CDC. 1$ Min. sd. color. F-SYSDH.
Provides a general understanding of the overall problems
involved in the control of some enteric diseases.

Riper at CFI. 1962. 28 Min. sd. b 6 w. F-hYSION.
A true story of a smallpox carrier tracked down after an
intercontinental soarch.

S' -tease and eniffice. MGH. 1955. 10 tin. sd. bit/. F-PlYSOH.
this film e(fectively portrays the rost common ways in which
viruses are spread and also shows how the body defends itself
against gorm,.



FILMSTRIPS

Shots for you health. NYSED. 1967. 6 min. sd. color. i:-NYSED.

Joe Martin cuts his hand on a rusty nail and learns about

the need for tetanus immunization after a near bout with death.

TRANSPARENCIES

Keep le/i vith vaccine. NYSED. 1967. 10 masters. b 6 w. F4VSED.

SECTION X QUACKERY

GENERAL TOPIC
What are the dangers of the health quackery problem?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop an awareness of the scope of the health quackery

Problem

To aid in the selection of qualified medical help and
reputable health products

To become mare knowledgeable in evaluating the hazards of
self-medication

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
ignorance and gullibility ale the major reasons why quackery
in its many forms is fie...wishing in our country.

Following the advice of a quack may lead to fatal postponement
of needed medical diagnosis and treatment.

A person should seek qualified medical advice before
purchasing health devices or medication.

One should evaluate all consumer products designed to promote
or cure disease before using them.

ns a consumer of health products, many Americans have poor
judgment.

CONTENT
How serious a problem is health-related quackery?

Whet are the guidelines for purchasing drugs?
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What kinds of medical specialists treat various maladies?

What considerations are important concerning the practice of
self-medication?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Begin by briefly discussing the dangers of quackery, the so-

called art of selling fake medicines, food products, and curative
devices. Explain how much is spent by the ignorant and gullible.
for example, arthritis victims spend over $250 million a year on
such items as copper bracelets, vibrators (which may prove injurious)
cure-all books, etc. Cancer sufferers pay exhorbitant prices for
electric blankets,while diabetic patients buy a concoction made from
boiling broomstraws. Despite the fact that there is no cure for
baldness, firms making such fake preparations gross millions.

invite a speaker from the local Better Business Bureau or local
Department of Public Health to present an overview of the local
quackery problem and the defense mechanisms used to combat the
situation. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) Brief the
speaker in advance concerning the nature of the class, and provide
him with an outline of material to cover. Use student aid to
develop an outline similar to the one below.

SAMPLE OUTLINE

A. The Methods of Quacks
1. Kinds of Products
2. Kinds of Sales pitches

B. Regulations Concerning Quackery
1. Federal
2. State
3. Local

C. Protective Agencies

I. Better Business Bureau

2, Health offices



Allow time for questions similar to those below after the
presentation.

What are some ways that a person might detect quackery?

What have the Federal. State, and local governments done to
protect the consumer?

What are some guidelines the consumer can use for self-
protection?

To what organization should a victim report a quack or
quack device?

Discuss briefly the Federal Food, Drug,and Cosmetic Act of
1938 which protects the consumer by setting up standards of quality
and quantity for specific health products. Caution that it does
not guard the consumer :rom the use of misleading phrase- in
advertising or commercial innuendo. Illustrate how the sales of
so-called health items have been increasing. One example is
yogurt, which has the same nutritional value as milk but which sells
at a much higher price because of the health claims. Producers of
so-called health foods imply the' the normal American food supply
is nutritionally deficient which is obviously not true.

Ask each student to bring to class an advertisement of a
health product clipped from a newspaper, magazine, or taped from a
radio or television commercial. Eli-.it class evaluation of each
item relative to its implied characteristics. Does the product
provide all that the ad implies it does? The following are
examples of some "catch-phrases" to look for:

0 Toothpaste ("when used regularly")

Cereals ("moru go power')

Baldness cures ("improvement in 2 weeks")

Mouthwash ("prevents the common cold')

In the final analysis, use the following guidelines stated by
John S. Sinacore in health, a Q...ality cf life to evaluate health
products:

Do the directions lead to self-diagnosis and self-medication?

Are services sold on the basis of personal testimonials?

if research findings are quoted, who did the research? Were

they qualified and unbiased people?
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If authorities are quoted, who are they?

If literature is presented, is it acceptable to medical,
dental, and public health professionals?

Does the sales appeal play on fear, superstition, or belief?

Is the sponsor of the product or service a recognized, bona
fide organization?

Is the product offered as a cure-all or as a sure cure for
cancer, arthritis, or heart disease?

Obtain additional guides from the Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C.

Examples:

Fight tack, The Vrigcnt:i Art of Self-defense

6%.ides Against Bait Advertising

In:vatigate - Stop - Look

Let'e lain Rands to Prcl,olt Censurer Deception

Stress that preparation for the profession of medicine requires
4 years of college work, an additional 4 years of medical
school, plus a 1 or 2 year internship. Explain that physicians
are licensed by the State Board of Regents beCore they can practice.
The physicians thus trained are usually referred to as general
practitioners or family doctors.

To be a medical specialist requires advanced specialized train-
ing, practice in the speciality for two or more years, plus the
passing of an examination by an American Examining Board. One may
check the qualifications of a physician by referring to the American
Medical Association Directory. Ask the County Medical Society to
recommend a reputable physician who might visit the class end explain
the varieties of medical specialists and the services provided by
each. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) In addition,
the person should be well versed in the various proprietary drugs
(nonpatented) and known nostrurs on the market.

Brief the speaker in advance concerning the nature of the class
and provide an outline of the materials which he is to cover, such
as the following:

Names and services of local medical specialistslocation
and availability



Referral agencies in communitytype of help provided

Quack devices on the marketbirth control, cancer,
mechanical devices for self-treatment, pills, and tonics

Encourage student participation in the developing of the out-
line and in the preparation of the questions to ask the speaker at
the conclusion of his presentation.

SANPLE CAESTSOUS

How can a layoan distinguish a legitimate doctor from a
quack?

What costs accompany a specialist's service?

Where can a person obtain comparable, yet less expensive,
specialized treatment,

How can a person evaluate the safety and/or effectiveness of
a nonprescription drug or medical device?

Illustrate the fraudulent practices in the area of " cancer
cures' and "arthritis cures.' Stress the fact that the delays
caused before a victim reaches legitimate treatment can make the
difference between life and death. When the person with a terminal

case of cancer seeks out a quack, the only visible result is usually
the exchange of money that takes place. Consider the following
iesson as a guide to the intelligent practice of utilizing drugs or
health devices in time of distress. Conduct this lesson as a
discussion, not a question-and-answer exercise. Begin by reading
the following story to the students:

The etory ty tono.tri. Fomard tegine in the imagination of a
lonely, frightened man who has just teen told ty hie phafeician that
he has terminal cancer. Fe it teyoni help and will probably die
uithin a few years.

An anncumement like this is heart-rending for the phi.sician.
Re knows the fear and desperation in th, mind of the patientfear
of death, fear of pain, and fear of the ..nknovn. telle

himself that he it too young to die 7,4 than he wants to lire life
to the Allest. Still, he Draws he will el.( if the phyrici.m's
diajnesis ie corre.nt.

Fut could it to that the doctor lode wrvng7 It it Toceitge that
someone already has discovered a cure for canaer7

This hope ,stim:Aates hie determinaticn to C8C4e, coon if it is
into the realm of unreality. Re is now eurocptitle to the r,-pt
villarincno trand of deceit, cancer quackery.
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Soon he starts thumbing through the cheap health magazines and
quack trochuroe and trice dozens of supposedly guaranteed 2,6,4-diee.

Be will patronize every form of unecrupulou. seudo-redic and try all

thr electric-wave gadgete and phyeical therapy irs,:rame. Be

betieve himself cured and destined to live happily ever after that
ie, until he dies of cancer.

Thie is a tragic etory, tut i' would be coon more tragic if this
man should influence another career victim, a friend or relative
possibly, to defer competent medical treatment in favor of a quack

"cure." It has teen eetimated that nearly half of all the cancer-

caused deaths in this country could to prevented ty early detection

and trey rent. The same conclusion is true for many related health
Trager..

After students have read or been told the above story, ask the

following questions:

OLESTIONS

What motivates a person to rely on
self-medication?

What choices can a person make to
avoid self-medication?

To what extent should a person rely
on his own judgment regarding
medical treatment?

How would you react if you were
the man in the story?

Can you understand how this man
could fall prey to quackery?

What choices did he have?

What influence might a person
practicing self-medication
have on others?

POSSIBLE RESPONSES

Fear, ignorance, gullibility,
influence of friends

Contact a physician, the local
Medical Society, or Welfare
Clinic

From his own accumulation of
knowledge, intelligence, and

common sense

Opinion reaction

Opinion reaction

Further diagnosis, hope for a
scientific miracle, acceptance

of fate

Reduction of fears; encourage-
ment of misuse of drugs;
creation of false hopes

Obtain the film, rm.,/ Fiahters, from the health Film library.
New York State Department of Health, Albany. N.Y. 12208. This film

depicts the gc. 'rnmental safeguards that apply to all health
products and points ovt that vigilance is essential to protect the
health and economy of consumers since new products appear on the

market daily. (See Use of Commercial Films, Appendix A. O. 301.)
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Use the following questions after the film to aid in the
promotion of greater understanding. Avoid asking questions which
require a "yes" or "no" answer,and do not allow any particular
student to engage in a private dialog. Direct each student question
back to the class.

What is the government's role in combating quackery?

How does the government supervise quack selling?

What products now on the market do you consider quack
products?

What tests must a product pass to be considered legal?

What governmental agency polices false advertising?

How does government supervision hell, the consumer?

Why should the consumer concern himself with government
restrictions on products?

What other scfeguards does a consumer have?

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Caplovita, David. The r,,nor FTv more. New York. Free Press of
Glencoe. 1963.

Carson, Gerald. One a n.'n and O,'o for a horse. New York.
Doubleday. 1961.

Consumer Reports, Editors of. The ned1'..:ne chit,. New York.
Simon and Schuster. 1961.

Consumers Union. Editors of. Cc-i-.-ifm rcperte
New York. Doubleday. 1966.

Holbrook, Stewart. The cf c7.177.--r?. New York.
MacMillan. 1959.

Margolies, Sidney. e litter 1:._.i-.;. New
York. Pocket Books. 1966.

Schoenfield, David and patella, A. A. dc17ar.
Dobb's Ferry. Oceana. 1967.

Trump, Frederick. Fi,cr New York, Abingdon Fress. 1965.
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PAMPHLETS

American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,
National Education Association. 1201 16th St., N.W., Washingtor,
D.C. 20036.

Health etho,rtion ve. -7dica! gaaaY,eiy. Trawick, J. L.

American Medical Association, Dept. of Health Education, 935 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, Ill. 60610.
Beare of health quacks.
Atechaninal quackery.
Merchante, of nenace.
Noetrune and qua.,;:end.

Better Business Bureau, Education Division, Chrysler Bldg., New York,
N.Y. 10017. (or available from your local office)

New York State Congress on Health Quackery Proceedings, Medical Society
of the State of New York, 750 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
4",,:707<erp.

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wa:cing-
ton, D.C. 20432. Hearings of Congress, Congressional Record.
Mail order qL,2:74r-li.

/cur mcncy and pc.r life. F.D.A. POlication #19.

PERIODICALS

"Mail order quacks' harvest: dollars and death." Kursh, Harry.
Tadao 'n Frolth. 39:3D-35. March 1961.

SPECIAL TEACHER RESOURCE KIT

Dept, of Health Education, American Medical Association, 535 N.
Deirborn St., Chicago. 111. 60610.

Fmr.1 fiL:kfcre. KH. 19' 17 min. sd. b I w. F-hYS04.
Government agents sup( . se the sale of health products throughout
the country to eliminate fraudulent practices.

i'91 (FL. 28 min. sd. color. f-iSiSEH.

This film eyposes the trappings of the fraud, the quack, and the
charlatan.

,on MGHT, 1359. 19 min. sd. b 6 w. P -UILI.

Medical quacks use many methods to dupe the censurer despite
local and Federal regulations.

07141# SOLRCES OF INPOFMTION

114 Consumers Union, 17 Union Square. New York, N.Y. 10031.



SECTION XI THE ENVIRONMENT

GENERAL TOPIC
Why should individuals be concerned about their environment?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To create an awareness of the problems of environmental
pollution

To arouse interest in reducing environmental pollution

To involve the student in activities to improve his environ-
ment

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Everyone's health, safety, and happiness is jeopardized ty
environmental pollution.

There are many forms of environmental pollution.

The careless actions of many Individuals are responsible for
many of 04:r pollution problems.

Conscientious action by individkal citizens could substantially
reduce the pollution problem.

Appropriate group action by concerned citizens can substantially
improve the environment.

CONTENT
What evidence do we hao that environmental pollution is a
problem in the corrunity?

What kinds of environmental pollution ere there?

What is now being done to alleviate pollution?

What can individuals do to improve their environment?

Whet can groups do to Improve the surround:ng environment?
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Give copies of the predictions listed below, or display a copy

for the students by means of the overhead projector or the chalk-
board.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Others disagree, but scientists have solid experimental and
theoretical evidence to support each of the following prediction;:

In a decade, urban dwellers will have to wear gas masks to
survive air pollution.

In the early 1980's, air pollution combined with a temperature
inversion will kill thousands in some U.S. city.

By 1985, air pollution will have reduced the amount of sun-
light reaching earth by one-half.

Increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will affect the
earth's temperature, leading to mass flooding or a new ice
ale.

Rising noise levels will cause more heart disease and hearing
loss. Sonic booms from SST's will damage children before
birth.

Courtesy of rift, January 3T, 1970.

Discuss the credibility of each of the predictions separately.
Ask the students questions similar to the following about each of
the predictions.

Do you believe this event is likely to bTopen as predicted?
Why?

Whet is likely to be the effect on us if it does?

What can van do to prevent the prediction from becoming true?

What can we, as individuals, do to prevent the prediction from
happening?



To you thirk The necessary steps will be taken to prevent
this catastrophe? Why?

Organize student committees to invite a panel of experts
interested in improving the environment to speak at the school at
an assembly program or to the class about the extent of the
pollution problem in the local area. (See Appendix B, Inschool
Speakers, p. 305.) Invite local experts,such as sanitation officials,
health officers, park superintendents, conservation officials, high
school science teachers, leaders of conservation groups, repre-
sentatives of fish and gale clubs, water department officials,
leaders of outdoor groups, and officials of noise-abatement
societies.

Have students prepare in advance, in writing, appropriate
questions to be answered by each of the various participants during
the discussion. A master copy of these questions should be given
to each panel participant in advance the presentation. Students
should be encouraged to ask followup questions during the question-
and-answer period of any of the participants who do not rleariy
indicate answers to the advance questions in their formal presenta-
tions.

Questions similar to the following can be submitted by the
g-oup to panel members.

What is the extent of this problem in our area?

How serious is it to the health and livelihood of the
population?

What evidence is available to show that health is being
adversely affected in this area?

.hat are the causes of this problem?

Has anything been don: in the past tc correct this problem?
if so, what?

Is anything being done now to correct the problem?

In your opinion what is the solution to this nroblem?

hat would th e cost of this solution be?

Would your solution cause any Kann to local businesses? how?

zcould your solution cause any people in tFe locality to lose

their jobs? If so, hnw many?
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Would your solution cause any other adverse effects on the
community or its population? Explain.

Is the solution you propose worth the price in your opinion?
Explain why.

The above procedure should provide the students with a good
overview of the total problem in their community. As a result of
the inforration and perspective gained as a result of the above,
have students organize a second panel or panels. These succeeding
panels should be made up of representatives of those industries,
government departments, and other groups accused of contributing to
environmental problems. Fanels should be limited to four or five
members.

A letter could be sent to each group named in the first panel,
indicating that students have become aware of an environmental
problem resulting from their activities. The group can then be
invited to send a representative to speak to the students to present
its viewpoint on the subject. This letter should be phrased most
diplomatically so as to insure participation it the panel.

Encourage students to plan questions trey would like tFe panel
to answer. The class or a committee should select a group of
questions tc be submitted to the panel Herbers in advance. Encourage
students to ask followup questions during the question-and-answer
period. Questions similar to the following can be oriented
specifically to the problem and group under consideration.

Does your group or industry consider that en ecological
problem exists from ___(describe action)? Why?

What do you consider to be the cause of the undesirable
situation mentioned above?

What can be done to correct it?

Is anything being done now to alleviate the problem? Explain.

Can the group you represent do anything to correct the
situation in the future? Explain. khat would it cost?

Would your solution cause any harm to local business? Flow?

Would your solution cause any loss of enploynumt in the area?

WcJ'd your solution cause any other adverse effect on the
conrwIty or its population? Explain.

Instead of a series of panels such as those described above,
the instructor ray wish to have small croups of students go into

the conunity and interview first a group of exports interested in



improving the environment, and later, the representatives of groups
suspected or accused of causing ecological problems. (See Appendix

B, Out-of-School Interviews, p. 305.) If reluctance is encountered
in getting representatives to come to the center to participate in
panels, the interview procedure may have to be used. A combination
of panels and interviews may also be used. Thus: groups which are
not disposed to send representatives to the center may be selected
for probing by means of student interviews. In this way a well-
rounded representation of conservationists and alleged ecological
disturbers can be heard.

Have students form committees to survey the extent of environ-
mental problems in their own neighborhood cr community. A committee
could be formed to investigate the effects of each problem which may
exist in the community. (See Appendix B, Out-of-School Interviews,

p. 305.) Some examples of possible committee investigations are
given below.

Air pollution:
Through the county or city health department find out the

incidence of death from respiratory ailments each year
for the past 10 years.

Ask for a comparison of the county or city figures with
those for the dation as a stole.

Ask for a comparison of these rates for 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, and 50 years ago.

Ask the appropriate officials to account for any
significant changes in these figures over the years.

Ask officials to account for any significant differences
between the figures in the local area and the Nation
as a whole.

Report to the class about the extent of the air pollution
problem in their community.

Investigate the major causes of the local air pollution.
Interview knowledgeable people from:
- Interested ritizen groups
- Local newspapers
- local chambers of commerce

Report to the class about wnat can be done to improve or
remedy the situation.

Water pollution:
investigate the extent of this problem by appropriate
interviews with members cf the:
- County ur city health departments
- City sewerage department
- City water department
- Editorial staff of local newspapers and radio (TV)

station;
local fish and game clubs
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- Local boating clubs
Find answers to guestions,such as:
- Does the community have an adequate supply of uvre

water for the present and future? (If not, find
out why.)

- Are local rivers and lakes safe for swimming? (If

not, what are the sources of pollution?)
- What is being done to abate pollution?
- What State and Federal laws are there on water

pollution?
- Are there local ordinances to prevent pollution?
- Are these being enforced now? Row?

- Are more local ordinances needed on this subject?
- What can be done in the future to abate pollution?
- Are these efforts enough?

Report to the class about what can be done to improve or
remedy the situation.

Land pollution: Survey the extent of land pollution in the
neighborhood or community. Investigate the condition, status,
and use of vacant land in the community. Subcommittees can be
formed to investigate each of the following topics. Each
should present a report to the class after a survey.

What public parks are available for recreational use by
people in the community?
- What kinds of recreation are they used for?
- What kinds of people use them?
- Are they crowded? If so, when?
- Are they clean and w_11 kept up? If not, why?

- Is there a need for more park facilities? Why?
- Is there more publicly owned land which could be

developed for recreation? Where?
- Is there privately owned land which could be used for

recreational purposes? Where?
What is the condition of the vacant land in the community?

- What is this land used for?
- Who uses it?
- Who owns it?
- Could the community use some of it if it were cleared

and cleaned up? What for?
Do kids in the neighborhood have a place to play

games off the street?
Is there any vacant land which could be cleared up

for playgrounds? Where?
- Who might clean up some of the vacant land?

Are the streets and sidewalks to the neighborhood clean
and well kept?
Wnat does the government do to clean tee streets?

- What do property owners do to keep their portion of
tha street and sidewalk clean?

- What do tenants do to keep the sidewalk and street in

front of their building picked up?



- What do the people of the neighborhood do to litter
up the streets?

- What could everyone do to keep the streets cleaner?
- Is trash and garbage collection adequate? How could

it be improved?
Could the looks of the buildings in the neighborhood

be improved? How?

- What local tarns and ordinances are there to help
keep the streets clean?

- Are the existing ordinances being enforced? If not,

why not?
- Are new city ordinances needed to make people keep the

streets clean? If so, what ordinances are needed?

Have students organize a committee to investigate the local

sewage disposal plant. Help them arrange a tour of the facilities
for themselves with local municipal officials. Have members of the
committee interview local officials as to the adequacy of local
disposal facilities. (See Appendix B, Out-of-School Interviews and
Field Trips, pp. 305-307.) Have students check whether all sewage
from the municipality is presently goiny through the disposal plant
or whether some is going untreated into the river.

Arrange a committee report to the class.

Have students organize a cpmittee to invostigate garbage and
trash disposal areas run by the municipality by visiting disposal
areas and interviewing officials in charge. (See Appendix B, Out-of-
School Interviews, p. 305.) Have this committee analyze the adequacy
of the garbage and trash collection and disposal system used by the
community. Encourage them to check State and local ordinances
governing this procedure to see if they are adequate. Pictures of
adequate and inadequate disposal methods in use can be taken and
displayed on the bulletin board. (See Appendix A, Use of Still
Prints and Slides, and Use of Bulletin Boards, pp. 303-304.)

Have the committee report the findings to the class.

---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_-____

Have students organize a committee to locate and investigate
informal or unauthorized disposal areas in the community,such as:

Abandoned cur lots (unauthorized junkyards)

Roadside dump sites

Areas where vegetation is affected by one form or another of
Pollution
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Encourage the students to take pictures of these sites and
incorporate them in their reports to the class. (See Appendix A,
Use of Still Prints and Slides, P. 303.) The teacher might encourage
the committee to present its findings to the press for future
investigation and publicity.

Encourage a committee to take a survey of the effects of rat
infestation on a small segment of the population. Choose a relative-
ly small area of a few square blocks near the center. Have students
survey each family in the area selected, using a questionnaire
similar to that which follows. (Instruct students that they need
not always ask all the questions, if they begin to get "no" answers.)

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

RAT-1NFESTATIGN SURVEY

1. Do rats ever come into this building?
2. Is your family ever bothered by rats in this

apartment (or house)?
3. Have you seen any rats in your apartment?
4. Have rats ever destroyed any of your furnishings

or clothing since you have lived here?
5. Have rats eve.- gotten into food here?
6. Have rats ever bitten any member of your family?
7. Has anyone ever done anything to get rid of the rats

in this building? If "yes," explain.

B. Have you done anything to get rid of the rats in your
apartment? If "yes," explain.

Yes No 11

Have the committee compile the results of the survey in absolute
numbers and in percentages of the total number of families in the area
surveyed. If the results indicate a serious problem, help, students
identify appropriate municipal officials (mayor, councilmen, health
officers, building inspector, etc.) and present the findings to
these officials. Request that appropriate action he taken in the
area. (State aid Is usually available to municipalities for rodent
control.)

Organize a committee to survey the playground areas available
for children in the neighborhood or community. Attention should
also be given to th cleanliness of the grounds and the condition
of the recreational facilities available, such as swings, merry-go-
rounds, etc. The committee should contact appropriate city or
school officials to dete' nine the number of children inhabiting the
area surveyed. The amount of recreational space and the facilities

available for each hundred children can then be computed.



If playgrounds seem inadequate for the area, a committee can
be organized to investigate the possibility of creating new play-
grounds from v_cant land.

Encourage a committee of students tc organize a neighborhood
project to clean up and maintain a vacant lot to be used Js a
playground by chilcrer. delp the committee to take such necessary
steps as:

Getting permission from the owner (governmental or private)
of the land

Enlisting the help of the municipal sanitation department to
haul away the trash collected from the site
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Collecting empty oil drums for repainting as trash receptacles
on the site

Organizing a group to supervise continued maintenance and
upkeep of the area

A more ambitious project might be undertaken by selecting an
unused parcel of publicly owned land to be converted into a "people's
park." After the initial cleanup, landscaping operations are needed.
If students can recruit the necessary labor, neighborhood merchants
and local government officials can often be persuaded to provide such
necessities as trucking service, topsoil, fertilizer, grass seed,
paving slabs, shrubbery, flowers, benches, and strent lights. Local

service clubs may also be willing to cooperate by organizing a
committee for community beautification.

Encourage students to write letters to industries, governmental
Agencies, and individuals who are identified as major environmental
polluters. Letters should state:

What evidence the sender has of the alleged pollution

The harmful effects of this pollution on the environment and!
or the population

What night be done to eliminate or reduce the pollution

The writer should also inquire about steps chich way already
to underway to reduce polLtinn,as well as future plans for remedying
the situation.

Students can also be encouraged to write letters to public
officials such as councilmen, mayors, State senators and assembly-
men, and U.S. Congressmen. These letters should outline local
ecological problems, propose desired action cm the part of the public
official to reduce the problem, and request information ce action
being taten.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAal-ILETS

Arerican Association of anivccsity ',Joie,. 2401 Virginia
hi.w., 10shingtc. D.C. 2007.

Clean Water, Washington, D.C. 20242.

Free.



saac Walton League of America, 1326 Waukegan Road, Glenview,
Illinois 60025.

Clean water - it's up tc

National Wildlife Federation, 1412 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Conservation: director? - a guide to all state and national
coorces of scnecraation and envircn-lentai information. $1.50.

Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Avenue South, Sew York, N.Y.
10016.
An enirf,nn:nt fit for people, Pamphlet 0421. 251.
The tattle fez clean air, Pamphlet #403. 251.

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402.

laughing ratter (cartoon form). 701.

TIn:er on waste water treatment. 554.

Sh,mwdot..n. 651.

Fron sea to shining sea. (bibliography). $2.50.

FILMS

Air poZinticc, esergsre's prcIter,. KSC. 1965. 20 min. sd. color.

F-NY5DH. R-SLNYA.

The story of air pollution in California, its causes and effects,
with emphasis on industry's cooperative approach to a solution.

dws,,,t lrrial. CT. 1954. 12 1/2 Min. sd. color. F- NYSDH.

L0olains the sanitary-landfill method of refuse disposal in
nontechnical tc.ms with animation.

7P.e first rile NFBC. 1963. 28 min. sd. b & w, F-NYSOH.

A study of the current air pollution problem.

H-12,its and 1:7,3.,::::E'riSti,3 of tho rat. UWF. 28 min. sd.
b & w. F-NYSDH.

Shows how the rats live and obtain food and shelter.

Keep 'en opt. USP, 5. 10 min. sd. b & w. F-NYS5H.
HOW' rats spoil food, des'roy buildings, and spread disease.

F!'nisipal sswage treat.rert processes. UWF. 1951. 13 min. sd.
b & w. F-NYSDH.

Depicts the basic sethods of sewage treatment used to prevent
sewage from polluting streams.

Cur changing envircnncnt. EBE. 1965. 17 min. sd. color.
R-SUNYA.

Reveals the waste of resources in cities, woodlands, and the
pollution of river waters and of the air.

Sanitai? landfills. USPHS. 18 min. sd. color. F-NYSDH.
Shows soproveu method of waste disposal by the landfill
operation method.

Sanitat? stork-7e an:," ocllectisn of reface, USPHS. 1952. 19 min.
sd. b F-NYSCH.

Depicts the operations essential in the sanitary handling and
storage of refuse by individual citizens, and the municipal
collection of such refuse.

Voe of antioca2u2ants in .vo2ent control. USPHS. 1961. 11 min.
sd. color. F-NYSDH.

Describes advantages of various ferns of anticoagulants available
and the most efficient means of using them.

T-T:e watepo are:,r3 WNYC. 1952. 25 min. sd, b S w. F-NYSCH.
Deals with the problem of water pollution as it affects New
York City.
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TrlF.tien c, the 1962. 2B min. sd. b d w. R-SUNYA.
Reports the pollution of the Mohawk River over its entire length.

9, cash Zreath. NY$DH. 28 1/2 min. sd. color. F-NYSOH.
Dramatizes and documents the story of the NEW York State Air
Pollution Control Program.



CURRICULUM FOR OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION

Section I - ORIENTATION TO THE CENTER supplies the detailed
operational procedure necessary for a successful program.

Section II - INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERACTION SEMINAR sets up
orientation for necessary attitudes and behaviors.

Section III - SELF-ASSESSMENT aids students in appraising
their capabilities, aptitudes, and irterests.

Section IV - SELECTING A VOCATION suggests methods for
appraising possible employment opportunities.

Secticn V - FIND:NG A JOB encourages the use of advertise-
ments in the development of job application techniques.

Section VI - OPPORTUNITIES IN LRBAN ENVIRCNMENT focuses on
problems, c-allenges, ard available solutions.

Section VII - PESPES AND JOB APPLICATIONS outlines'
procedures for presentation of personal data to employers.

Section VIII - EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES deals with the operation
of state services and private agencies.

Section IX - PREPARING FOR AN INTERVIEW aids job applicants
in making favorable impressions on potential emplcyers.

Secticn X - TESTING FOR J03 ENTRANTS provides data concern-
ing a variety of tests used by prospective employers.

Section XI - GETTING ALONG ON THE JOB offers suggestions for
the development of good employer-employee relations.

Section XII - PROBLEM SOLVING develops acceptable attitudes
and behavior patterns in a variety of situations.

Section XIII - FORMS And PAPER WORK ON THE JOB provides
practice with business, industrial, and governmental forms,

Section XIV - PREJUDICE lh EMPLOYMENT discusses discrimina-
tory practices and legal prohibitions.

Section XV - SOCIAL SECURITY provides infcrration concerning
the operation and the benefits of this government service.
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Section XVI - UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE discusses the many
services offered by the New York State Employment Office.

Section XVII - LABOR UNIONS provides a background in the
operation of organized labor.

Section XVIII - OFF-THE-JOB VOCATIONAL TRAINING encourages
occupational training in preparation for Initial employment.

Section XIX - PROBLEMS OF THE UNSKILLED WORKER shows the
value of education in securing employment.

Section XX - STARTING A SMALL BJSilsESS presents irformaticm
concerning the problems ard possibilities of self-employrent.

Section XX! - JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN SELLING alerts jobsee'ers
to opportunities in a variety of sales positions.

Section XXII - JCB OPPORTUNITIES IN CLERICAL WORK discusses
the vast number of available positions in office work.

Section XXIII - JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN SERVICES outlines
opportunities with private and government employers.

Section XXIV - PROFESSIONAL AND MANAGERIAL JOB OPPORTUNIIIES
encourages advanced training for responsible careers.

Section XXV - JOB OPPORTUNITIES FCR THE SKILLED develops con-
sciousness of the needs for trained pensonrel.

Section XXVI - j1011 OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE SEMISrILLED gives
data concerning jots requiring short training periods.

Section xXVII - JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR TuC UNSKILLED shows the
availability of employment opportunities for the untrained.

Section XXVIII - JCB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ARMED 'POKES dis-
cusses the requirements for military and naval careers.

Suction XXIX - JOB.OPPORTUNITIES IN LOCAL INOUSTR1ES aids in
evaluating local employment marlts.

Section XXX - JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE EIJILDING TRAPES pro-
vides information concernirg various training programs.
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SECTION I ORIENTATION TO THE CENTER

OVERALL TEACHING OBJECTIVES
The teaching objectives of this Portion of the daily program

are:

To explore vocational fields

To broaden the participant's understanding of conditions and
his role in the world of work

INTERACTION SEMINARS

Because of the learning abilities of the participants, the
teacher's presentation of the topic should be kept as brief as
possible. leachers should make extensive use of audiovisual tech-
nicues a-d material that will provide interestirg discussion topics
for the irteraution serdnars. When introdociog topics with which
sore participants have had personal experience, interested students
can be given the char:e to Present the general topic. Following
the introduction of the general topic, the participants will divide
into three small groups to discuss topics related to the ideas pre-

sented, The youths should he encouraged to react to them in
accordorce with their personal experiences and thoughts.

DAILY ORGANIZATION SESSION

Tee daily organization session will precede each day's

activities. The Planning and responsibility for this port of the
program will belo in to the administrator. During this 'fire, general

announcements nay be made and irformation concerning topics to be
discussed in the various interaction groups may be presented.

This tire wit' also to used for guest sneakers and films that
relate to areas tei.ng discussed and explored in the interaction

all tire alto Vents tor the program are flexible,
the length of these sessions will vary according to need. For
instance, if a guest speaker cr Iiir is scheduled and additional
ti-e is required, the general topics for the interaction groups can
be posrpored and the veil group meetings can be devoted to the
topic in the film or that of the guest speaker.

INTERACTION SEMINARS

The first phase of the program will be devoted to orientation of
the students.

The general alms of this phase of the program will be:

To permit student participation in the organization and
planning of the progral,

To present introductory material related to the certer and the
world of work

To evaluate each student's general aptitudes, attitudes,
interests, and conmunication skills without a formal testing
program

To realistically appraise the students' reeds for worthwhile
particioatior in the world of work

To interest students in the program by showing how the center
can assist them in finding a satisfying place in the world of
work

During the interaction seminars, the students will be divided
into four groups. Each of these foe" groups will be in session at
the sere tire, and each will cover a different phase of a broad
general topic, if the topic lends itself to this approach. The topics
should be rotated among the groups so every student will have an
opportunity to discuss all of the topics by the end of the week.

Each of the four groups will be led by a team of three nun bers

of the staff. Three tears will have a courxelor and two teachers,
while the fourth team will consist of the staff psychologist and two
teachers. lhe tram-teaching approach will be used to plan the pro-
gram. One member of the team will present the bread aspects or the
general topic to the entire group. The large group will then be
broken Jowl into smaller discussion groups, each led by a re-ner of
tee team who will explore further more specific avenues of inft--
ration.
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SUGGESTED INTERACTION SEMINAR TCPIC: Orientation to the Center

GENERAL TOPIC
What is the purpose of [ha renter?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To acquaint the student with the various activities of the
center which are aimed at helping him find a place in the
world of work

To invite the student to participate in the planning of the
program at the center

To irforr the student concerning what is to be expected of
him in the way of attendance, deportment, and outside
assignments

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Students can gain long-range benefits by participating in
this program.

The center offers students an opportunity to become gain-
fully employed.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Follow an initial day schedule plan such as the ore suggested

below:

FLEXIBLE TIME SCHEDULE

8:45 - 0:25 Large group meetings. Makin; extensive use of
transparercies on the overhead projector, explain
the functions of the center.

Explain the goals of the program in such a way
that the relationship of the program to the
world of work and the value for each individual
are emphasized.

Outline the program and purposes of each time
period.

Flexibility of time schedule
Daily opening organizational meeting
Interaction seminars
Basic skills development
Afterroon sessfon

Introduce the staff and explain the services
provided by them.

The cooperation of the student is essential if he is to Tour the center facilities.
realize the maximum berefit of tre program.

9:25 - 10:40 Interaction Group Seminars. Divide the partici-
The center will evaluate each students attitudes, interests, parts into groups of 25 for an explanation of the
and skills without a formal written testing program. purposes of these daily sessions and to meet the

staff members who will be in charge o' them.
Eaci student will have to determine realistically the
necessary changes that will enable him to succeed. Explair the Purposes of the c,nter and the

program.
The center will assist the students to find a satisfying
occupation. Have the students visit with each staff tea, to

meet the team merbers.
CONTENT

What are the proposed activities of the carter?

To what extent are the students expected to become involved
in the planning of the program?

What are the regulations of the center?

Hew does the center assist in jeb placement?
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10:40 - 11:00 Freak. Trrchers and students.

11:00 - 11:45 targe prose reetirg. Discuss the items directly
affecting students in the program:

Financial ne,uneratfon oregram

Vocational experience

Participants advisory ceurgil



11:45

Student involvement in planning during the
next 4 days

Materials center

Field trips

Dismiss the students.

CONTENT
What should be the standards of punctuality required by the
center?

Whet should be the requirements of attendance required by the
center?

How should the participants advisory council be organized?

SUGGESTED INTERACTION fr-MINAR TOPIC FOR FIRST FULL WEEK How should students' progress be reported

GENERAL TOP! C What should be the length of the reporting period?

Pow will students be involved in planning the operation of TEACHING METHODOLOGY
the center?

Have all students assemble together for their first daily
TEACHING OBJECTIVES organization meeting. Using prepared overhead transparencies showing

important points to be covered, explain to students that:
To establish channels for the free exchange of ideas between
the students and the staff Deily organization meetings will he held from 8:45 - 9'00.

To set up an institutionalized structure for responsible pertinent announcements will be made at these meetings.
student participation in planning the daily program

Each student is assigned to a different interaction seminar
To involve participants in the raking of needed regulatiors group each day for discussion of topics.

To give students a sense of resporsibility for the orderly Each interaction seminar will maet regularly in an assigned
operation of the center room following the daily organizational meeting.

To mike the students aware of the reasoning behind societal The interaction seminars will discuss the same topics each day
codes throughout the first 4 days of the week; the topics pcd-

tvning to the operation of to center will be determined in nary
STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS instances by the participants advisory council.

The staff of the center is interested in student opinion and
is sensitive to the ideas of the students concerning the
operation of the center.

The staff of the center is willing to give the student body
a large measure of responsibility for eetermining olbsirable
school regulations.

lne structure of the center is set up to allow for student
participation in the determination of the daily oceratirg
procedure.

Students will have a degree of responsibility for the
successful operation of the center.

The good of the majority and the protection of the rights
of everyone are the bases of the regulatory code.
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Two student auditors will be chosen at the first meeting of
each group. The auditors will remain with one group for the
entire 4 days and serve as interpreters of student views
expressed by previous groups discussing the giver tonic.

Crcanime the interaction seminars to meet from 9:05 - 9:45. Each

seminar will have three staff members assigned to it. The content

questions above should be the bases of Inc discussions. The various
groups for this first interaction seminar should be as follows!

Group I: What should be the punctuality standards and
the attendance requirements?

::,roup II:, How should the colter deal with violations of
the punctuality standards and attendance
requirements?

Group III: hat should be the structure of the cartici-
pants advisory council?

129



Group IV: What should be the progress reporting
system, the length of reporting periods,
and the form of reporting?

Each member of the team-teaching groups, except the
psychologist, will lead one of the groups, with the students
selecting the topics they wish to discuss further. The topics
and group locations should be announced at the 8:45 - 8:50
meeting.

The last day of each week will be allotted to the functioning of
the participants advisory council. The 8:4b-8:50 period will be used
for general announcements. Following this, the students will divide
into 10 groups which will make up the council. They will meet with
their group representatives to discuss problems, suggestions, and
ideas. Following the representatives' meeting with their constitoecLs,
the representatives will then meet with the administration while the
rest of the participants attend small group discussion meetings that
will allow further discussion on topics presented during the past
4 days.

SECTION II INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERACTION SEMINAR

GENERAL TOPIC
Now can students explore a wide variety of vocational

fields, use and improve their communications skills, and develop
an understanding of conditions surrounding the individual in
the world of work?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To motivate behavior charges

To cultivate in students an awareness of the need to change
their present situation

To develop the attitudes, behaviors, and understandings
necessary for occupational success

To reinforce desirable attitudes and behaviors

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Students gain long-range benefits by participating in
this program.

The staff evaluates each student's attitudes, interests,
and skills without a fontal testing program.

Each student will realistically appraise the changes
necessary to enable him to succeed.

Tie staff assists students in finding satisfying
occupaticrl.

13 (.

CONTENT
how do the center and interaction seminars ctnrate?

How is a student involved in planning these seminars?

Is there a place in the world of work that can be satisfying
to each individual?

How will attending this center help the student to get a good
job?

Why should the student choose a vocation',

What are some of the things the student should he concerned
with in choosing a career?

What should the student know about himself that will help the
center to help him select a satisfying career?

What kinds of work would the st:dent like to do?
Is the student capable of doing this work?
Can the student net the phycical ieFands of the
occupations which ht is interested in entering?

Can the student Feet the ',toll and educaticmal de .ands
the occupation which he ' interested in entering?

Haw do the students attain the technical krowledse or skill
needed for participation in the world of work?

What academic skills are related to holdirg jobs?

What or habits are rccessary in order fcr a ran to rairtain
and ir:-mcke his positron in the world of work?

of



Is persona'. hygiene important to success in the world of
ac-k?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
f - purposes of orient,tion. divide the students into four

or more Tours. If there a u 100 students, have at least four
groups o '5 meeting at the sane time, each covering a different
phase of u general topic. Organize topics for a 4-day period
to give eac student an opportunity to attend each discussion
group and to adequately cover the major area(s) under considera-
tion.

Arange for each of the groups to be led by a team of
three members of the staff, a ccunselor,und two teachers.
When a,oropriate,break the class into three snaller dis-
cussion groups Sc that there will be individual partici-
pation. Each discussion group can be supervised by one
of Che three faculty members of the team.
tutor - counsel-re also during this phase for even smaller
grouping.

Wherever possible, utilize the services of community
resource people wno ere experts on the topics to be dis-
cvssed. have teal umbers di,f.ct small group discussions
exploring core specific avenues of irformation after toe
resource person has give- his presentation.

Fund flexibility into the se rna.; by including more than
che topic for discussion per period. Then,if students
"talk cut" a topic in less tire than allotted, they may turn
to something else. Give the students the opportunity to
add or delete material from soo;ested topics.

Assign topics to students to investigate. Have them
report tack to the group. They may work evenings and
weekends to set so reports for the interaction seminars.

Groups should consider meeting in plants, business
establishrents, educatioral institutions, and neighborhood
certers rarber than in class on ertail days or evenings
in nrder to talk with perso-nel .1rectors accl adult
education leaders, to observe wcmlers on the job or in
training :lasses, end to complete descriptions of those

Work-study students are thce who receive income from t.e
Federal Government for their wore cmmunity programs.
Since they need funds to carry ul their own education, they
should havo excellent rapport with the type of stmuent who
enrolls in this program. Their services can be ptdlited at
any tine during the day cr evening or on weekends to tutor
and counsel.

1)1
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jobs that have appeal. Discuss the results c f the meetings
in the clas, oom setting at a later time.

' Excuse studelts from interaction seminars if they arc working
or special project assignments or observations. The purpose
of these assignments is to encourage and strengthen the
students' initiative and ability.

Visits to observe work opportunities in various local industries
wi)1 help to give the students a realistic idea of industrial work
as they become acquainted with a variety of employment opportunities.

Develop units of study for interaction seminars. Preliminary
teacher-student planning should include:

Anticipated outcomes

Necessary equipment

Preliminary work iAth students on the methods by which
objectives may be accomplished

Group dectsionrI, ing

Cecause of the learnirg abilities of the participants, the
teachers' presentation of the topic should be as brief as possible.
Teachers should rake extensive use of audiovisual techniques (see



Apperdix A) aril set up interesting discussion topics for the inter-
action seminars. When introducing topics with which some partici-
pants have had personal experience, give interested sLuents the
chance to present the general topic. Following the introduction of
the general topic, divide the participants into'three small groups
to discuss related topics. Encourage the students to present their
reactions to ideas in accordance with their own personal experi-
ences and thoughts.

The planning and responsiullity for the daily organization
session which prerades each day's activities belong to the

administrator. de may use this time to make general announcements
and distribute information concerning the topics to be discussed in
the various interaction group--

'he administrator may also utilize this time for the presenta-
tion of guest speakers and the showing of films that relate to the
areas being discussed and explored in the interaction groups.
Since all time allotments are flexible, the length of these sessions
can vary according to need. For instance, if the scheduling of a
guest speaker or a film rnquires additional time, the general
topics fir the interaction groups can be postponed. The small

group meetings can then be devoted to discussion of the topic in
the film, or that of the guest speaker. At times there may be no
neei to hold an organizational session, and everyone can proceed
immediately with his seminar.

Following the first weeks of Student orientation, the inter-
action seminars should be used to pr..ide op±oetunities to rvplore
realistic career areas within the world of wcrk. The aim is to

give the participants a broad background for deciding on specific
areas to be explored during the next phase of the interaction
seminars.

Before embarking on this part of the Interaction pn gram, all
members of the staff should read pages 74-112 and 176-201 of
Robert Hoppock's book, Occ4,aticnai Infcmation. This material

deals with various theories related to occupational choice back-
ground reading.

The presentation contains a broad overview of various career
areas within the world of work. At the conclusion of this phase,
the participants should be able to narrow their interests in career
areas and to select specific fields for more exact exploration.

The entire student body meets briefly in a large group session
to learn about the various areas to to considered in the inter-
action groups. Each student Can then choose the group he wishes to
attend.
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Four or more inielaction groups would then be formed, each with,
a team of staff members in attendance. The gnoup would discuss
protlemc and arrive et recommendations. Student auditors would rake
note of these.

The following day students attend a different seminar and add
their contributions to those made on the previous day. Student
auditors would remain the same throughout the series rf seminars to
provi re continuity in summarizing the ideas of the keek's meetings.

After all participants have an opportunity to voice their
opinion on all topics, the student auditors meet with the staff at
an afternoon planning session to design and shape four topics to bh
presented to the whole student body the next morning. During the
following week, discussion o; the topics begins.

When examining the topics for the interaction seminars, the
students should discuss possible topics in the light of questions,
such as:

Why is this topic rf interest to students?

Are all students equally interested in the topic?

How will investigation of this topic help to prepare students
for a good job?

How will investigation of this topic help students to better
understand their weaknesses?

Haw will investigation of this topic help students to dis-
cover their talents?

Now will investigation of this topic help students to dis-
ccvnr their job interests?

How will investigation of this topic help to inform students
about aeilable job opportunities?

What sources should students investigate before discussing
this topic? (Discuss reading books or pamphlets, interview-
ing people, etc.)

If investigation of this topic requires any special eciiipment,
such as overhead projectors, filmstrip projectors, rovie
machines, and film, is it available?

If investigation of this topic requires the use of outside
speakers or experts, such .15 er9loyers or workers, how should
contacts be made hefore planning the seminar?

Now can the objectives of this seminar be achieved?



Will the planned sequence outlined really accomplish the
objectives of the seminar?

Sow can we be sure the objectives are reached?

Excuse some students from interaction seminars so that they
iay work on special projects and assignments or make observations.
he purpose of these assignments would be to encourage initiative
and strengthen the ability of students to make and give reports to
heir peer group.

Make general presentations to the individual groups of 25 by
(sing some form of audiovisual device (films, filmstrips, tapes,
Iverhead projector, and slides). Staff members on the team
fssigned to individual interaction groups should lead discussions
n their own groups.

During the last phase of interaction seminars, allow students
explore many career fields in accordance with their expressed

nterests. An excellent basic source material for the staff is
he series entitled ,-\21-re Fccearch M:,,:ograi,4-..e, published by the

nstitute of Research in Chicago, Illinois.

Provide career insights by having several "stations" where
tudents, placed in selective situations, determine whether cer-
tain types of work are suitable for them. A student could stay

it a station for 2 weeks, 2 months. or as long as he and the
upervisor or employer are interested. The stations listed are
n a fairly logical order so that if a student wished, he could
fork at all of them. The time spent would depend upon his
nterest and availability of supervisors.

Car cleaner, floc, :wcy,,e

Assistant to auto repair mechanic

Collision and paint room .ervicemam

Specialty mechanics; i.e., front end alignment and brake
service

Assistant to parts manager

Assistant to service manager (change tires, oil, and
lubrication)
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The value of career insights can be gained from personal
contact with experienced people and knowledge gained from the job.
Getting along with customers on the job is also important to
learn.

Provide different times of day for interaction seminar students
to work mornings, afternoo6, or evenings with rotating schedules
provided.

Set up evening meetings at which people from the community who
can "tell it like it is can meet with the students and enswer
questions that have been generated from interaction seminars but
need further discussion in the very practical sense. (See Appendix

8, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.)

When groups of Students are ready, offer orientation in inter-
viewing expectations, techniques, and job opportunities. This can
be provided by personnel specialists discussing these phases in
small groups with role-playing interviewing techniques. In this

latter stage of the program, teachers should correlate on-the-job
knowledge with the training and course work offered at the center
and in the interaction seminar,.



SECTION III SELF-ASSESSMENT

GENERAL TOPI C How can ycu qualify for a job in which you are interested?

What do you know about yourself that will help you in select-
ing a career?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To aid the student to make an overall appraisal of his
temperamene,his interests, his aptitudes, and his physical
capabilities

lo motivate the student to gain the knowledge and skills
necessary to find and keep a job

To aid the student to adopt a realistic attitude toward
his qualifications for specific jobs

To aid the students to make the behavioral changes necessary
for job adjustment

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The jobseeker should be conscious of his capabilities, his
interests, and his potential.

The jobseeker should Investigate those careers most suited
to his talents, skills, and personality.

A variety of job opportunities are available.

Various agencies aid in career planning.

CONTENT
What kind cf person are you?

Whit capabilities do you have?

What kind of job would you like?

For what kind of Job are you suited?

What are the requirements for the job in which you are

interested?
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Plan a 4-day interaction seminar.

Divide students into four groups. Each group will meet
at the same time, and each may cover a different phase of a
broad general topic. By rotating topics, staff leaders,
working in t =ams of three, will eventually discuss all the
material with all of the groups. The following are some
topics to investigate:

What information will aid you in making a job decision?
What information will aid the staff in helping the

student to make a job decision?
Are some jobs more satisfying than others?
Are some jobs more physically demanding?
How can one obtain the skills and knowledge necessary for

a job in which he is interested?
What academic skills are needed in getting employment?
What technical skills are needed?

Use a pamphlet such as Yr,r, '0:!t by Edward G.
Haldeman and others (Moravia, New York. Chronicle Guidance
Publications, loc., 1963) as a basis for group discussion.
See the Bibliography for other materials.

Use one or more of the films or tapes listed under "Teaching
Materials' as a means of reinforcing discussion. (see
Appendix A, Use of Cormercial Films, p. 301, and Use of Audio
Tape Recordings, p. 302.)

Use the film or tape as a basis for added discussions. keep

students in small groups to allow for maximum participa-
tion and interaction of ideas. (See Appendix C, Discussion
Groups, p. 309.)

Summary Activiles:
Pith star" member: acting as leaders, groups should ccm-

sider we relationship of ideas presented in the
pamphlets, films, etc., with the questions which have
arisen in various discussion groups.



Staff members should corstruct a ditto sheet or which
eaCn student may record his reaction (see sample
question sheet:.. This car provide useful data for
both the job developers and the guidance counselors,
as well as for staff merbers who might find it valuable
to discuss results city individual students.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Sample Question Sheet

Temperament:

1. Do you like a job that requires
repetition of the sane activity?

2. Do you like variety?
3. Do you like to plan a job?
4. Co you like being in charge of

other people?
5. Do you mind taking orders?
6. Do you work better dlone?
7. Do you mind taking physical risks?
8. Do you jump to corclusinnsl
9. Do you have patience with other

people?
10. Are you shy with people?

Interests

7. Dc you prefer working with
people?

2. Do you prefer working with things?
3. Do you prefer working pith ideas?
4. Do you like technical jobs?
5. Do you like working on machines/
6. Do you like office work?

Aptitudes

1. Do you understand words?
2. Can ;ou add, subtract,

multiply, and divide?
CoJ. you read easily and quickly?

4. Do you understand what you read?
5. Can you estimate distances and areas?
6. Can you memorize facts?
7. Is your penmanship readable?
8. Can you tell your left from your

right quickly?
9. Are you good with tools?
10. Are you clumsy with tools?

Net Sure Yes No

11,5
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STUDENT INFORI0ATION SHEET (CONT'D)

Physical C_proity Not Sure Yes No

1. Could you take a job which
requires lifting, carrying, or
pushing?

2. Could you take a job which
requires climbing or balancing
in high places?

3, Coul': you take a job which
requires stooping, crouching,
kreeling, etc.?

4. Could you take a job which
requires handling. fig,ring,
or feelirg?

5. Could you take a job which demands
that you distinguish between
colors?

6. Could you take a job that demands
much listening?

7. Could you take a job that demands
much calking?

8. Can you work in extreme heat?
9. Can you work in extreme cold?
10. Can you work with noise and vibration?
11. Dv you prefer inside ,cork/
12. Do you prefer outside work?
13. Does dampness bother you?

This sequence is designed to be carried on during three class
periods. The purpose is to develop the realization that personality
is related to job success, end to identify self-doubts (lack of
self-esteem, fear of failure, and poor personal-social relations)
which may result in unfortunate outcomes on the job; for example,
dismissal or failure to gain advanceme,t. In order to conduct
Session ll, the teacher will need to tape- record the script.

SESSION

Present dittoed copies of the chart Ihey Cc:47dn't E:11
to the group. inform the students:

;;lie c;40 tc2!c f22fs Ce.-4t r1:4 cffic' vcr..cre
eiLF,r fail it cm t;:cfr ai:cr".t-ther.

Continue to clarify the information provided by the chart by
adapting the explanation to the sophistication of the group.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

THEY COULDN'T HOLD THE'; JOBS

Recently, the personnel managers of a large number of the best
krcwn business concerns in the United States were interviewed in
regard to their employment 7olicies for office anH clerical
employees. The results ef this inquiry are as follow;:

tack of Specific Skills Percent dismissed Percent not
for cause promoted for cause

In shorthand 2.2 3.2

In typing 1.6 2.4

In English 1.6 5.2

In dictaphone 1.3 1.6

In arithmetic 1.3 3.0

In office machines .9 2.2

In bookkeeping .6 1.4

In spelling .6 2.7

In penmanship .0 1.8

TUT% ITS-%

Personality Defects

Carelessness 14.1 7.9

Noncooperation 10.7 6.7

Laziness 10.3 6.4

Absence for causes other than
illness 8.5 3.7

Dishonesty 8.1 1.2

Attention to outside things 7.9 5.6

Lack of initiative 7.6 10.9

Lack of ambition 7.2 9.7

Lateness 6.7 4.6
Lack of loyalty 3.5 4.6

Lack of courtesy 2.2 3.3

Insufficient care of and
improper clothing 1.6 3.0

Self-satisfaction .9 4.4
Irresponsibility .3 .8

Inadaptability .3 1.4

Absence due to illness .0 2.4

13179- 77:5%

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Wet are some facts this chart tells you about succeeding or
failing on a job? 143
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Does the office worker starting out on a job intend or desire
to gain the reputation for bring uncooperative or irrespon-
sible? Give specific reasons for your response.

Have the group discuss the ideas presented on he chart which
s. as that most workers lost jobs because of difficulty in getting
alon; with other workers and/or supervisors rather than because of
lack of specific skills. The group should consider what it means to
be judged by hot, they work as much as by .ghat they can do. Discuss
what plans they must make to evaluate how they operate.

As a followup have:

The group rate each member on his operational ability.

The group decide bar to handle problem-job situations.

SESSION tl

Introduce the topic with a comment such as the following:

I would like you to listen to a tare of a role play of an on-thc
job situation. A young girl who is secretary to the sales manager of
a large public relations fim has been cn the job about f vher
her boss asics:f 'e might see her in hie office. (Play tape of scrip)

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES:

Some group members may express extreme reluctance at being
identified with menial tasks; others may feel that they would go
through the motions to keep the job. The counselor should foots,
discus.ion on feelings of self; for example, self-doubt and self-
esteem as they relate to job duties and title.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Since some people seem to Judge a person by the kind of job he
does, do you feel that you are less important if you have a Jo
which calls for you to do things like getting coffee and
running errands?

If you are sure you are a valuable person with improved skills
and education, should you be willing to do things which are
out of your specialty on occasion? Explain.

If you ask someone to net your coffee, does this mean you
think little of him? Explain.



SCRIPT FOR TAPE

THE RELUCTANT SECRETARY

Narrator: The boss,after commenting or how pleased he has been
with Gull's work, speaks of her apparent reluctance to help him in
emergencies, for example, arranging pepros cn his desk cr going out
for coffee when guests are expected. His secretary admits that she
does not wish to displease her boss, and she resents the implication
that s1-0 does not like her job.

BE6S: I wonder if 1 mignt talk to you for a minute; that's why I
called you in hare. You've been here row about a week. :

must say first that I am very happy with you. You're one of
the test secretaries I've ever h.4. You fill just about
every qualification. But it seems Co me that during the last
several days your attitude has changed somewhat from Wet it
was. You seem a little reluctant to do your work and a little
unhappy. Is there any particular reason for this?

GAIL: Me? I I have been

BOSS: (es, it seems that you haven't been as bright and as happy as
I would like my secretary to be.

GAIL: Well, I I do like my job very much. I didn't know I

really don't think...I wasn't aware that I was acting any
different than wter. I first came here.

BOSS: Ah, it seems to me every time I've asked you to run a small
erra'd, you've seemed rather reluctant to do it. For instance
when we had a meeting, as we did the other day, and I asked
you to co down for coffee, you seemed almost a little angry
at my having asked you to do this.

GAIL: Welt, I'm sorry I gave you that impression. I wasn't
angry...maybe a little putout...because I guess I didn't think
that a secretary should have to do this.

SESSION Ill

Read the questions in the following section entitled kliot
you 1o? Say to the students:

I or Going to rcal about eituaticne chat could don:clop cn a job,
and I like you to 0,11.nk alert them and deaf* tAat v.ouTd
do. klut are pour chcio,s anS tow 1.,ati each cone vcrk for ycu?

Encourage the group to discuss the various courses of action
before reading the next question.
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STUDENT INFOWTION SHEET

KIAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. It is your first week on a job with a large firm. Ycu would like
to make friends with the other office workers. You would also
like to make a good impression on your supervisor. What world
you do?

3otice and correct the errors that others make.
Speak well of the others to the boss.
Show interest in your work and a cooperative attitude

toward fellow workers.
Ask to do those jobs which you can do better than some of

toe others.

2. An office worker who has no authority over you tells you to do
something quite differently from the way you had intended. What
would you do?

Do it her way.
Ignore her, and do it your owr way.
Tell her it is nore of her business and that you intend

to do your can work your own way.
Tell her to do the job herself,_
Ask tactfully for an explanation.

3. You have been working on the job as a clerk-typist with a large
firm for about 2 weeks. The supervisor of ycur section enters
the office while you are reading a newspaper wren you should be
working. What would be the best way out of this situation?

Continue reading the newspaper, and show no embarrassment.
Fold it up,and eturn to your work.
Preterd that you are making news clippings having to do
with your work.

Try to interest the supervisor by reading an important
headline to her.

4. Ancthe worker is not doing her job so that you have more than
your soare of work to do. What would you dc about it?

Explain the situation to your supervisor.
Inform her that unless she does her share of work you will
tell the boss.

Do as much work as you can and say nothing about your
coworker.

5. A close friend calls and tells you she is afraid she will be
late. She asks you to punch her time card for her. What would
you do?

Say "no."
Say 'yes."

Make some excuse as to why you would not be able to help
her.



Focus the work of the group on:

How the situation being discussed shows negative feelings
about self

How these feelings result in behavior-provoking, unfortunate
results

Students need help in recognizing their strengths and their
handicaps. The following procedure will help them to recognize
which kind of behavior causes others to accept or reject them and

to identify their strengths in relating to their peers.

Help the class develop a sociogram during the session in order
to realize why some people are accepted and others are rejected.
Use the soclograr later to identify individuals who are not select-
ed and who may need individual counseling.

Begin the class with statements similar to the following:

Often people say, "You can choose your friends but you can't
choose your fanily." We can say the same thing about people we
work with. If we could choose coworkers the Way we do friends,
t.:hot would ye took for?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSESt

A buddy, someone to eat lunch with.

I don't know.

Somebody who's experienced on the job.

Certain people are always popular, but we nerd to know what
kind of people we choose to to with. All of us want to be chosen
Ly others. I've brought a question sheet to help us find what we
lock for in people whose company we enjoy. We're going to wee our
OLM answers to ledrn more about ourvelves.

Distribute copies of the following question sheet,and read
all the instructions with the students. Answer pertinent questions,
and allow the group sufficient time to complete the sheets. Then,

collect each sheet from each student so that confidentiality is
maintained.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Here is a list of the names of all the members of your group..
Use the list and your own ideas to answer the questions below. f..4

1:ot put year na,.e cn this pare The group will discuss only the
reasons and rot the names in your answers. Do not show your answers
to anyone.

I would most like to wo -k with:
1. because:
2. because:
3. --because:

If I could not work with those I have listed, I would then want to

work with:
4. because:

S. because:
6. because:

On any job the people I avoid are those whc

List the reasons why people are chosen (reasons for first
choices) on the chalkboard or on the overhead projector. List the
reasons why people are avoided on a second list.

Examples:
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Chosen

Knows the job

Helps you

Really listens to you

Levelheaded

Smart

Calm

You can rely on him

Avoided

Doesn't know what he's doing

Thinks he's better than every-
one else

Can't keep anything to himelf

Doesn't care about anyone else

Has no time for anybody

Peal goof-off



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

What kinds of behavior does everyone seem to appreciate?
Give some specific examples.

What kind of behavior does everyone seem to avoid? Give

some specific examples.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES;

Most of us want someone who'll help or show us he cares.

Many of us don't seem to like people who stay to themselves
all the time or are too busy or not interested in us.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Where do you find yourself in this picture?

Do you have any of the strengths listed in the chosen
column? Which ones? Why do you have them?

Do you lAve any of these weaknesses listed In the avoided

column? Which ones? Why do you have them?

Encourage individuals to estimate their strengths and weak-

nesses. Also encourage group members to help each other by
comparing their self-evaluation in a certain area to the evalua-

tion of others. Summarize the lesson somewhat as follows:

Frobably no one of ,s has all the qualities other people
would like us to have, 1.t it i8 important for ea,h of us to
have cane qualities ot6,:a adf7ire if we are to get along. The

first ;;ob of each person is to take a long Zook at hi -:elf and to
rake a personal list of his 001 virtues and faults. tided by the
group, he should than cone to decisions about how he may get along

letter with people.

ADDITIONAL. ACTIVITIES FOR NECESSARY FOLLOWUP:

Have each individual list his strengths and his needs for
improvement. Discuss individually.

Individual conferences: Review the student's self-
evaluationond ask him to select the area in which he will
start to work.

Group conferences: Have members of the group suggest
ways of helping individuals with specific problems they
all share.

TEACHING MAIERIlLS
BOONS

Ganley, A. L. 3 Elias, G. S. Eno., yourself. New York. McGraw. 1966.

U.S Superintendent of Documents. Occupational outZooP hanl000P;
employment information on ma:ior occupations for use in guidance.
Washington, D.C. U.S. Government Printing Office. N.D.

PAPPrILETS

Chronicle Guidance Publications, Moravia, N.Y. 13118.

Finding your orbit. By Handleman, E. G.

FILPS

Aptitudes and occupations; 2nd ed. CORF. 16 min, sd. color.

R-SUNYA.
The basic groups of aptitudes and interests are illustrated in
scenes detailing various occupational categories. A counselor

and a group of students discuss scholastic achievement, aptitude,
and interest tests.

Automation: yhaL it f8 and what it doer. CORF. 1965. 14 min.

color. R-UILL, SYRCU.
Explores the meaning and levels of automation from an electric
can opener to transfer machines on an assembly line. Students

are encouraged to consider the implications for their future and
to get the best possible education.

Choosing your occupatiom. CORF. 1949. 11 min. color. b & w.

R-UILL, SYRCU.
It is necessary to appraise one's self, study occupational
possibilities. and find out requirements before picking out a
job

Personal qualities for job succees. CORF. 1952. 11 min. R.BEF,
SYRCU, INDU, UILL.
Shows how to apply for a job, the importance and necessity of
initiative, good personal appearance, businesslike habits,
willingness to take criticism, and ability to get along with

others.
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Self-conscious guy. CORF. 1951. 11 min. b I w. R- SYRCU, HILL.

A typical high school boy is talking before a group. After dis-
cussing being self-conscious, he finds some of his friends have

overcome this problem.



You can a Long wald. E6F. 1962. 22 min. b & w. R-DILL.
Points out increased competition for jobs and the technological
advances which demand more education for jobs.

Your earning pwer. ORE. 1952. 11 min. sd. b & R-BEF,
SYTCU,

'Indicates how economic conditions, kind of job, amount of
education, personal qualities.and ability to produce affect
one's earning power.

TAPES

Con you hind the jio.t? IV. 14 min. P-NCAT.
Neat appearance, good speaking habits, presence of mind all
help when applyirg for a job.

Choosing :,our occz,pction. HF. 14.5 min. P-NCAT.
Main factors involved in choosing an occupation.

?ow xcu oz: etudd occupations. IV. 14.6 min. P-SCAT.
What you should know about occupations and where to find this
information.

Mak-e..3g Food II. 111. 1961. P-NCAT.
Series intended to provide some help to young people on challeng-
ing problems of their lives.

Frev21:7:g for your coo,pation. IU. 14.5 min. P-NEAT.
A good school background helps in preparing one for a futtre job.

Prcppirg tro:Agh
It. 14.5 min.

P-NCAT.

Work experience can help the youth find the field he is best
suited for at the sane tine he is learning.

W'nat, do y:u knew. 1NDU. 14 min. P-NCAT.
We all have equal opportunity to make the best of our abilities.
Our success depends on the development of these abilities.

the world of work. INDll. 1961. PNCAT.
Series of 12 tapes designed to help explain the various factors
involved In choosing an occupation.

job. INN. 14 min. P-NCAT.
Responsibility, ambition, and promptness are all vitally important
to anyore holding a job.

SECTION IV SELECTING A VOCATION

GENERAL TOPIC
Is there an interesting and satisfying job for you?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To help the student set up job expectations within the
limits of his values, abilities, interests, and training

To help the student become aware of the opportunities of
the local labor market

To help the student learn how to make inquiries regarding
available ,,ploymert

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The center has the facilities to help select a worthwhile
career.

Planning and knowledge of working conditions are important
when making a wise and realistic vocational choice.

CONTENT
Now will attending this center help participants enter the
world of work?

Why is it important to choose a vocation?

To Inform the student about the dements, working conditions,
What innormation is necessary when choosing a career?and benefits of the job of his choice
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Divide students into four discussion groups to cover

serious ascects of job selection.

Group I

Stress the role of the center in providing aid for the
student to meet various job demands. Stimulate dis-
cussion with questions similar to the following:

What are some of the basic skills necessary in
almost any job?

-tow can the center help you acquire skills or
improve those already possessed?

Is your reading ability adequate for following
printed instructions regarding the operation of
machines and/or equipment?

Is your ability to do arithmetic adequate for making
change or keeping records?

Do you get along with your boss?
Can the center help you find job opportunities?
Haw?

Can the center find you a job in which you're
interested? how? What can you do to help?

What chances does the center offer you to become an
active, contributing member of the community? How
can you help?

What financial assistance is available dur'ng
training? Do you know how to apply for such
assistance?

Group II

focus the students' attention on the mental and social
benefits of employment. Provoke discussion with
questions like the following:

How does a good job give a person satisfaction?
idly do men in prison need work to maintain their
emotional stability?

Why do men of wealth seek chtllenge it work?
Why do married women seek jobs after their children
are groan?

Why should any person seek to be a contributing,as
well as a recelyingonember of society? Cite ways
in which a persn can do tnis.

Why is it no longer possible for a person to take
care of his own personal needs as his pioneer
ancestors did?

Why should each person share in providing for the
needs of his community?

What are some of the basic needs of society?
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low can each of us help provide for society or
community reeds?

khat kind of contribution can each individual make to
society?

Group III

Focus students' attention on a given occupation. Try to
aid then by doing a critical appraisal of a specific job
situation.

What are the specific work demands of this job?
Are the demands mental, manual, or both?
Is it classified as skillrd, unskilled, or both?
Is it repetitive? Varied?
What are the risks involved?
Is it indoor or outdoor work?
What are tre hours?
Is it seasonal?

What are the minimum and maximum salaries?
What is the future of this type of work? Can the job

be done by a machine?
How will new changes in machinery affect the work?
Is Coifs field overcrowded?
Is there a chance for advancement?
Are there job opportunities in this area?
What are the fringe benefits of such employment?

Group If

Focus students' attentioi on their personal ability to
meet job requirements. Lead the discussion with questions
Similar to those below:

What are your qualifications for eaployment7
Do you have any physical impairment which might prevent
you from getting or keeping a certain job?
Consider:

- Sense of sight
- Sense of hearing
- Sense of smell

- Bone structure (physical disabilities in hands,
feet, legs, arms, or back)

- Overall strength

Examples of situations which right arise in certain jobs.

Mary Jones wishes to be a nurse. Does she know about the any
tasks she rust perform? These may include lifting heavy peo?le in
beds, changing bed clothing, dealing with severely sick people, and
cleaning up all sorts of foul-smelling messes.

John Brawn wants to be an auto mechanic. Is he willing to have
greasy hands and dirty clothing practically all the time he is



working? Is he willing to crawl under cars in all sorts of bad
weather to inspect for mechanical failure? Is he willing to

"learn on the job"? Does he realize, that with equipment and
parts being used on cars changing each year, he will be required
to learn continuously? Does he understand that math, science, and
English are important to a competent mechanic?

A studnnt must often be willing to "learn on the job." He
often has to be able to work under various pressures, such as
piecework, excessive noise, and constant attention to close detail.

Would you feel uncomfortable working under the
following working conditions?
- Excessive noise
- Frequent interruptions
- Pressure when working on piecework
- Pressure from dealing with unreasonable

customers
Constant attention to close detail
Crowded conditions

- Solitary conditions
Do itu have certain social expectations which might
prevent yeu from getting or keeping certain jobs?

- Is the importance of a job more important than
the money?

- Would you mind being a servant?
Do you mind getting your hands or clotnns
dirty?

Do you mind going to work in work clothes?
- Do you worry about what your friends have to say

about your job?
- Would you mind associating with certain types of

people?

- Will you get along with people who feel superior
or inferior to you socially?

Do you mind taking orders?
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Ask the students to list in order of importance the I.enefits of
the jobs they are interested in. Have them read this list to the
class for their reactions and comments.

Clip classified ads from the newspaper and discuss with the
class the qualifications which might be necessary for each. Choose
jobs to which students might aspire.

Procure civil service advertisements and test announcements
from the local employment office or Civil Service headquarters.
Present representative samples either in the original or by means
of transparencies for an overhead projector. Discuss with the class
the jobs in which students display interests. (See Use of she
Overhead Projector, 4pendix A, p. 303.1

Encourage students to list their personal qualifications and
then to compare notes with other members of the class. Each should
study the other's list for omissions or exaggerations.

Give the students a checklist similar to the following on
which they may number job qualifications in the order of importanc,,.
to them.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

JOB QUALIFICATIONS STWENT CFUIQIST

SKILLS

Training in a technical school or college
High degree of skill attained through on-the-job training or
apprenticeship

Semiskilled (on-the-job training for 6 months or less)
Ur skilled

SEMITY

Pension pro-gram

Hospitalization insurance provided
Seniority protected by union contract
Civil Service job protection

MONEY

High starting salary; little chance for later Increases
Low starting salary; great chance for advancement into
higher paying jobs

Medium starting salary; moderate chance for advancement
into higher paying jobs

Piecework; pay depending on physical output of work
Commission; pay depending on number of sales

INDEPENDEACC

Chance to become your own boss
York f-r a buss, without direct supervision (example,
outside salesman canvasser)

Work alone, away from supervision and other Prployees
Work under general supervision
Work under close supervision

PRESTIGE

White collar job; low pay
Blue collar job; good pay

Sales job with pay depending on commissions on each sale
UnIformed service (policeman, guard, fireman, etc.)
Prestige of job of no consequence

USING THE JOB AS A STEPPING STONE

Good chance fen advancement; low beginning pay
Moderate chances for advancement; average starting pay
Moderately high beginning pay; slow advancement
Highrst starting pay; no chances for advancement

JOB CONDITIONS

Less than 40 hours a week
40 ?curs a week
Over 40 hours a week plus available overtime

%iaximum vacation time
talcum paid sick leave

;,.:+b requires little physical effort

Jot requires moderate physical activity

requires maximum mental activity and minimum physical
activity (example, bookkeeper)

_Air-conditioned work area
Insioa work

Outdoor work, year round
Fee physical hazards

Some moderate danger r,xen moving machinery and equipment
Moderate danger frum falling objects
Job extremely hazardous

Give students vocational interest and vocational aptitude

examinatlumand arrange conferences with counselors and students
to discuss results.

Call the local office of the New York State Emoloynent
Service. Ask them about eininistering the United States Labor
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Department's Aptitude Tess Zattfry NAT81 and the United
States Labor Department's rntvrest Cheectfax. 'These are both
excellent tests. The result: will enable teachers and counselors
to draw students' attention to occupations in which they have both
interests and ntitude. If desired, the New 'fork State ENloyirent
Service will often scnd vocational counselors into the schools to
talk to individual studebts.



Arrange for lecturers from the professions and industry to
discuss new occupations which have been developed as a result of
the following: (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)

Ever increasing technological changes

Scientific disccoeries

Initiation of new methods of processing

Improvement of production techniques

Creation of new inventions and machines,as well as improve-
ments upon the old

Production of new products

Creation of nee services and the improvements of old

Creation of new means of communication and transportation

Arrange a panel of staff counselors and job developers who
will discuss the effect of education upon individual learning
power. Ideas similar to those below may be discussed. (See

Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 3C5.)

Education is one of the several factors which determine a
person's earnings. There is a high positive correlation between
one's level of education and one's earnings. A high school
graduate will average $100 per month to $15U per month more in
earnings during his lifetime than a nongraduate. Due to modern
technology, a great number of new occupations have been created
and many of the old ones have become more sophisticated, requiring
more training, highly specialized skill, and higher levels of
education. There are great shortages of persons in man; technical,
professional,and managerial fields. The higher the level of
education, training, and skill development a person has, the
greater the opportunities for employment and higher earnings in
many new specialized fields. Conversely, the lower the level of
education, the fewer jobs or career opportunities open to a
person. Those opportunities which exist for the unskilled tend
to be low paying.

Students should prepare oral reports on the reasons why the
selection of a job should most nearly rrflect one's Own strengths
or limitations. (See Group or Individual Floorts, Appendix C. n.

308.) They should include:

Awareness of one's strengths and limitations and their
consideration In looking for a job
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Awareness of tie job's requirements and their consideration
in filling those requirements

Personal development through doing the best possible job

Opportunities for advancement

Ask each student to gather information on a particular
occupation and to prepare a job folder which includes collected
data. Suggest the names of various journals or magazines, as well
as occupational requirements, methods of entering the field,
advancement earnings, and other conditions. Social and psychological
factors and other pertinent information should be included. In

this folder, he may also keep a list of his own interests and
limitations, as well as the items listed below:

Social security number

Sample of personal resum:!

Sample of applications for employment

Location of State employment agency and two or
employment agencies

A completed vocational interest and vocational
examination

three other

aptitude

Arrange for small groups to study individual services and
industries and to make reports to the class on their findings.
Suggest areas for study: gas stations, beauty parlors, retail
stores, diaper services, laundries, hotels, restaurants, air
transportation, bus companies. (See Group or Individual Reports,
Appendix C, p. 308,)

Arrange for a group of panelists (spe Inschool Speakers,
Appendix 8, p. 303 ) from the local recruiting offices to discuss
the opportunities in the armed services and to point out specific
information regarding:

Enlistment procedures

Selective service registration procedures

Selective service induction procedures

Deferments

Arguments for and against enlistment



Offi,er training programs

Relationship of trairing in the armed services to civilian
life

Jobs in the Navy and the Army

Provide books for class use when studying about jobs in the
various arced services and their relationship to civilian
jobs

Aid individual students who have made job choices to assess
current demands for workers in that occupation by consulting
members of the New York State Employment Service. Suggest that he
contact other local employment agencies, unions, and businesses
which might employ this type of labor. (See Out-of-School
interviews, Appendix B, p. 305.)

Display such items as the ricticnary of Coovpationct Titlee,
Vol. 1, U.S. Government Printing Office and the occupational
Outtook Nancr:,;,and explain their use to the class.

bse audiovisual materials as a motivational device and as a
means of conveying information to the semiliterate student. Make
certain to make adequate preparation and to complete followup work
so that students may derive maximum benefits from materials used.
(See Audiovisual Aids, Appendix C, p. 308.) The following is a
sample lesson plan for use with the film Aptitudes and occupations,
2d ed. Coronet Films. 1965. 16 min. sd. b h w.

Preparation: Before administering any of the following
tests, check the reading level of the test to be given and
compare it with the reading level of the students who are to
take it. Show this film only if one of the following tests
is going to to administered:

t.ifferential ATtitale Tcete, Thx Psychological Corpora-
tion

Xle,"e-r L.cersZ intervei In,,en:ori2, Science Research

min,:caota int(rvet Inveni.ory, by Kenreth
Clark

Objective: To guide students to make a wise choice of
occupations

Before viewing tFe film:
Encourage students to exchange stories of their early
memories of what they "wanted to be when they grew
up." An whether these ambitions have been altered,
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Solic t estimates from the class as to the r Aber of
difl.r!rent occupations from which they Mort choose.
Record the estimates on the chalkboard; are the
students to look for the correct answer in the film.

Discuss with the students the factors that they think
might affect job success. Suggest that they note
the factors presented in the film.

After viewing the film:
Ask for a definition of an aptitude.
Ask the students to decide which of the following

aptitudes they possess in the greatest amount:
- Verbal reasonino
- Numerical reasoning
- Abstract reasoning
- Mechanical ability
- Spatial reasoning
- Clerical speed and accuracy
- Language usage

Encourage the students to tell why the, think they
possess certain aptitudes. Perhaps , 2y will be
able to relate specific instances in which they
were able to display such aptitudes.

Have students analyze which aptitudes they have thn
least of.

Ask the students to decide which of the following
areas interest them:

- Scientific
- Social service
- Verbal
- Mechanical
- Business detail
- Artistic
- Musical
- Outdoor
- Business

Administer an aptitude test. Stress the importance
of the student putting forth an honest effort, and

explain that only under those conditions can the
test indicate occupations in which they may or may
not be successful.

Arrange individual meetings with each student to
discuss test results. Tactfully approach the
inconsistencies that may exist between students'
true aptitudes and the aptitudes they feel they
possess. Strive to aid the student to gain a
realistic assessment of himself.

Followup:
Remind the students that the film stressed the idea

that any occupation, menial or executive, may give
the jobholder some degree of satisfactior, Discuss



this concept at length. Ask students to consider
the satisfaction:: inherent in the manufacture of
medicine, its packaging, storing, distributing,
handling, selling, etc.

Review the three questions which the film asked.
- Have you reachad or can you reach the proper

level of scholastic achievement the job
requires?

- Do you have the aptitudes the job requires?
- Do you have the same general occupational

interests as those who are successful at this
Job?

Stimulate st..onts to do individual planning for job seeking.
Help them to develop ability to determine reasonable job expecta-
tions within the limits of their values, abilities, interests,
scope of training, and job requirements.

Using a group of students unknown to your class, tape-record
the following script or one similar to it. (Students should be
selected for the: dramatic ability.) As your students to
listen to the tape-recorded discussion. Ask then to discuss and
list, in order of importance, the job requirements of each
student.

SCRIPT

Al:

Bill:

Al:

Len:

Al:

Bill:

Man, when you see all the jobs on the board, it's hard to
figure out which is the right one.

I wish I could figure out which would be the one that's
really right for me, but there's too many.

I know this one here ain't the one, Department of Sanita-
tion. You know what that is, gar`ageman. You have to
take a test from what it says here, but who wants to,
But $104 a week to start!

Here's the one for me. 'Assistant to Manager, Maintenance
Company, Real Opportunity fc. Avancement." There's where
the action Is.

Give me the money. You can have the "opportunity."

I know one garbagemar. He's retired now and gets half-
pay, and he s 41 years old.

Len:

Bill:

Len:

Al:

Len:

Al:

Len:

Maybe I wouldn't mind being called garbageman if I could
retire early and start my own company. But man, I might
be old and tired by then, too.

Yeah, man. But maybe you'd want to keep taking tests to
advance yourself, and you woulc i't want to retire.

With my family (I got kids.) maybe this housing authority
maintenanceman is just Mr. Right.

But look at that salary.

But look at that apartment, man.

I wish they'd give us more chances to figure out what's th
best deal around here.

Yeah, oh, here's the placement man, man.

SUGGESTED ClSctSSICti QtESTIONS:

How do you feel now that you have heard a group of students
Oo are about 6 to 8 weeks ahead of you?

Do you feel that they are ready for an important choice?
Why? Why not?

Is there anything we can do at this time to make our
choices clearer and easier later?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES:

Row come those guys haven't had a chance to figure out the
right job?
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Even if they had the chance, how can you be sure which is
right?

What is the one thing I should look for in a Job?

Who can heir me pick out the right one and then do some-
thing about It?

As a followup to this discussion, distribute job information
to the class; for example, test announcements ano hiring require-
ments. With the aid of a counselor, students shcu, compare
their own estimate with e.aluations given by their leachers.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

CHECKLIST OF MOST IMPORTANT THINGS IN A JCS FOR YE

Place (I) next to the nest important, (2) next to the next most
important, and so forth.

skills required
security ("layoff proof," good ,etirement plan, others)
money (starting salary, top salary, chance fur advancement)
prestige
Independence (being your cs.n boss after a time)
owning the business
using the job as a steppingstone (using it to maintain

self while preparing for something else)
_job conditions (hours, vacations, sick leave, fringe

benefits, physical demands, temperature. humidity, nolse-
vibration, hazards)

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Adams, C. C. 6 Von Braun, Willy. Cnreere in astronautica in the
edace and miaeiLe fietde. New York. McGraw-Hill. 1962.

Baer, M. F. 8 Roeber, E. C. Ocapationa', information: the
dynamics of ite nature and urea 3d ed. Chicago, Science
Research Associates. 1964.

Berg, Thomas. Air for a job in welding. New toil,. Rosen, R.
1968.

Roland, C. M. Careere and opportunities in welding. New York.
Dutton. 1964.

Carse, Robert. Y, r place in the Merchant Marine. New York.
Macmillan. 1964.

Chamberlin, J. H. Careers in the protective eervimee. New York.
Walck, 1964.

Curtis, R. E. Your future in music. New York. Rosen, R. 1962,

Daley, D. F. Aim for a job in air conditioning and refrigeration.
'ork. Rosen, R. 1968.

Gelb, R. L. Your future in beauty 00;km. New York, Rosen, R.
1964.
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Greenleaf, W. J. Occupationa a;d careers. New York, McGraw-
Hill. 1955.

Harrison, C. W. Finding a career in auto mechanics,. New York.
Putnams. 1964.

Hutchinson, C. S. Your future in agriculture. New York. Rosen,
R. 1965

Isaacs, Stan. Careers and opportunities in sporte. New York.
Dutton. 1964.

Joseph, James. Careere outdoors. Appleton, Wisc. Nelson. 1962.

Kaplan, A. A. 6 CeMille, Margaret, Careers in department store
merchandis;:ng. New York. Walck. 19E2.

Kirk, W. R. A!,c, for a job in a hospital. New York. Rosen, R.
1968.

Lent, H. B. Yo.. place in America's apace Frogs, careers in
aatronautica. Slaw York. Macmillan. 1964.

McDonnell, V. B. Your future in nursing. New York. Rosen, R.
1963.

Mann, Roland. Careere in business management. New York. Walck,
1963.

Murphy, J. M. Handh,00k of job pate. Science Research Associates.
1963.

Nathan, Raymond. Careers in airline operations. Ne.e York.
Walck. 1964.

Neal, H. E. Bature'e guardians: your c.reer in onneervation.
. New York. Messner. 1963.

O'Connell, D. H. Aim for a job in the bakery in6atni. New
York. Rosen, R. 1967.

Ruth, C. J. 5 Weiss, Adelle. Art CarJerV, New York. Walck.
1963.

Shoff, F. L. Your future in occupational therapy. New York.
Rosen, R. 1964.

Sommer, Armand, Your future in ineuramee. New York. Rosen, R.
1964.

Splaven, Sarah. Your career if you're not going to ocitege.
New York. Messner, 1963.



Sullivan. A. B. Camera in government. New York. Walck, 1964.

Taylor, Dawson d Bradley, ,tames. Aim for a job in automotive
service. New York. Rosen, R. 196:.

United State- m'xreau of labor :tatistics. ,:,ccupationat out/oakhanook,: rployment information on major occupations for nor
in guidance. Washington, D.C. Superintendent of Documents.
N.D.

Westbrook, J. H. Aim for a job in reataurante and fond service.
New York. Rosen, R. 1969.

Whitcomb, Jahn IS Whitcomb, Helen. Strictly for recreta.^iee.
New York. McGrai..-Hill. 1955.

Zarem, Lewis. Careers and opportunitier in abtrnautica; rev.
ed. New York. Dutton. 1969.

6ORGOOKS

Randall, Florete. Getting a job. Palo Alto, Calif. Fearon.
1956.

PERIODICALS

"Good jobs for high-school graduates." Peojer's Digest. 85;130-
133. July 1964.

FAMPHLETS

Anti-Defamation League of Bina! B'rith, 315 Lexington Ave., New
York 10015.

Pnai Vrith vocational service informatio. kit.

Public Affairs Pamphlets, 361 Pail( Ave. S., New York 10016.
hew oareere: real sole and opportunitice for the disadvantaged.
Fred Prwledge,

Scholastic Book Services, 900 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
07632.

in your At-urv. Miriam Lee.

Science Research Associates, 20 E. Erie. St., Chicago, 111. 50611.
SPA carver information kit.

U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.
Choosing your occupation
Job c,iola for poung vorkers.

Ccpat,..onat price tint.
VoAino for the V.S.A.
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FILMS

Aptitudes and oc2upati.v4e; 2d ed. CORP. 1965. 16 min. sd.
color. R-SUNYA.

The basic types of aptitudes and irterests are illustrated in
scenes detailing various occupational categories, and a
counselor and a group discussing scholastic achievement,
aptitude:and interest tests.

Choosing your occupation. CCRF. 1949. 71 min. color. R-UIU,
S'iriC I.

It is necessary to appraise one's self, study occupational
possibilities, and find out requirements before picking a job.

Getting a job. EBF. 1954. 16 min. sd. b 6 w. R-SYRCU, 1NOU,
UILL.

Describes six common rods to a job: how to secure lists of
prospects and how for use the personal history, the application,
and the letter of recd mexiation.

How to inJestiaate cocatio-Q. CORE. 1952. 11 min. sd, b S w.
SUOB, BEE, SYRCU, INDJ, JILL.

Considers how to interpret vocational guidance tests, how to
apply this information to different vocations, and how to gain
actual job experiences.

improv dour pc:Tonality. CORF. 1951. 10 min, sd. h S w.
R-BEr, SOYA, INDU, UILL.
Shows how personalities can be develcped, adapted, and
controlled.

Job intemiew: three voune mem. CF. 196). 16 min. sd. b S a.
R-BEF, SYRCU.

Shows actual job interviews photographed with a hidden camera.

Personal q..aiifications for eucceer. CORF. 1952. 11 min.
R-BEF, SYRCU, INDU, URI .

Shows how to aPPIY for a cob, the importance and nec,ssity of
initiative, good personal appearance, businesslike hbbits,
willingness to take criticism, and ability to get along with
others.

Planning pour coiner. EBF. 1954. 15 min. sd. b 6 w. S.BEF,
SUNYA, SYRCU, UILL.

Tells toree steps for planning a career: learning about your
self,ard different vocations, and comparing your own interests
and abilities with selected vocations.

Pct.?, earning eowcr. CORF. 1952. 11 min. sd. b I w. R-BEF,
SYRCU, DILL.

Indicates how economic conditions, kind of job, amount of

education, personal qualities.and aLility to produce affect
one's earning power.



FILMSTRIPS

018C'e of getting and keeping EGH. 1969. 8 fr. P-EGH.

A series of filmstrips containing truth titles as: 'Preparing

for tto Job You Want," "On the Job," "budgeting Your Money,"
"Labor Unions," "Health Rules to Follow."

Foundati:na for occupational planning eeries. SVE. 1961. P-SVE.
The series titles (from which the most useful may be selected)

are: "What are Job Families?" (36 fr.), 'What do You Like to
Do?" (35 fr.), "What Gov' is School?" (41 fr.), "What is a
Job?" (41 fr.), "Who are a?" (37 fr.).

Preparing for woA. MINN. N.D. P-LIMINN.

Provides an orientation to the world of employment. Each

filmstrip illustrates a particular employment concept. Titles
include: "Why to People Worki,' "Your Job Appli-ation," 'Does
It Matter Hew I Look?," "Now I Want a Job," "Job Interview
Tips," "The Maintenance Worker," The Restaurant Worker,"
"Service to People," "The Sales Clerk and the Office Worker,"
"Jobs in Transportation,' The Factory Worker," "A Look at
Other. Jobs," 'What Do You Do If?" (Series A), 'What Do You
Do If?" (Series 8).

Vocational decisions. LA. N.D. 2-331/3 rpm. 3 fr. P-LA.
Sets consist of the following titles: 'An Introduction to
Vocation," "The World of Work," "Counseling in Vocational
De:Isior."

World of work, Set I. MGHT. 3-33 1/3 rpm. 6 fr. sd. color.
P -L A.

Covers different occupations that those with little or no
training can enter. Included are: TV repairman, gas station
attendant, hospital workers, vending machine routeman, hair-
dresser, office worker.
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RECORDS

A mcn'e world. MGHT. N.D. 50-12' LP.

One hundred interviews with men talking atout
their jnbs as they work. Each man tells his personal impres-
sions of his work. He describes what he does, how he does it,
and the skills involved. In addition, pay scales and
opportunities for advancement are discussed. Included is an
instructor's guidebook and an introjuctory record.

TAPES

Planning beyond high eohoo7. HWC. 1969. 12 tapes or 5 cassettes.
15-20 min. P-1411C.

Investigations of apprerticeships, un-the-Job training programs,
military careers with stress on tie value of continuing
education for grades 7-12.

TRANSPARENCIES

Finding and holding a joh. Cf. 1968. 12 transparencies with 22
overlays. P-CV.

Covers Job sources, personal data, application, interviews,
social security, payroll, incale tax.

G,,ide to finding a job. TECH. 7 tr. P-TECN.

A series of transparencies that show where to look for a job,
recessary personal information, and the usual employment forms.

I want a job. EGH. 15 tr. P-EGH.
Sections of social security, application bltrks, interviews,
keeping a job. Includes teacher's manual and student workbook.

StuAi akiiie. CV. 1967. 13 tr. with 3 overlays. P -CY.

Developing good attitudes, keeping physically fit, taking
notes, learning to listen and read, taking exams.



SECTION V FINDING A JOB

GENERAL TOPIC
How does the student secure a place in thy world of work?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop the information-finding skills which aid in
securing employment

To supply knowledge of local employment services

To help in the development of job-locating techniques

To encourage the use of available facilities

To develop actual job application techniques

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Newspaper advertising is an aid to a jobseeker.

Skills for selecting and answering newspaper ads are
necessary.

There is the possibil. y of getting a job or not getting a
job whenever an application is made.

Appearance, speech, and courtesy are all factors in
successfully applying for a job.

Tne applicant should be prepared to give the interviewer
facts concerning his education, skills, experience,
previous employment, etc.

in applicant rust be prepared to take difficulties and
disappointments in job seeking.

CONTENT
What types of job experience aid in securing employment?

How does the student obtain job information?

How does an applicant prepare for a job intervi I
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What information should an applicant be prepared to give?

What kind of job information is found in the classified
section of the newspaper?

What information should a good letter of application
contain?

What kind of impression should a letter of application
rake?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Make arrangements for r:presentatives from the N.Y.S.E.S. and

from various area companies to talk to students. Before speakers
arrive, ask students to consider questions they would like answered
and to write these questions on 3" x Si cards that can be handed
to the guests for consideration.

Use pamphlet materials provided by the N.Y.S.E.S. and by
other agencies.

Discuss the varied number of sources from which students may
obtain job leads.

Help wanted ads in newspapers

Fr 'eral and State employment services

Scnool placement service

Commercial (fee charging) employment service; agencies

Employment ', :mites of welfare agencies, churches,
fraternal, and veterans' organizations

Civil service newspaper and civil service annoulcoments
in post offices

Letters of applications

Cold canvassing (going to places which hare not advertised

for help)



Trade journals, papers, and magazines

Personal contacts

Labor organizations

Classified telephone directory for leads

Insert "situation wanted" ads in newspapers

Stress the importance of the classified section of the news-
paper as a notice of employment opportunities and a representation
of the labor demand in given geographical area

Select certain types of classified columns from the news-
paper and reproduce (3M process) in class quantities.
Analyze certain facts about newspaper format so that the
student can be more efficient in his search for employment.

Ads are divided into cateoories, such as "Male," "fe-
male,' "Male-Female," 'Salesman," etc.

Ads are usually arranged alphabetically by job title.
Note exceptions in the columns selected.

Ads often request such items as a handwritten response
or a resum0. Explain.

Ask each student to select five "want ads" from a local
newspaper.

Divide students Into work groups of four or five.
Ask students to rewrite their ad selections in complete

sentences.

Ask students to organize the ads into occuotional
categories: farming, processing, selling, servicing,
repairing, etc. They may use alternate categories,
svh es skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled.

Heise students set up a complete listing which can be
mimeographed for class distribution.

Discuss any omissions in the listings. Encourage
students to determine why certain occupation; may not
be available in certain arcis.

Use the list to determine the supply and demand factors
in a given area. Some of the factors are:

- If a service or product is needed, more people will
be hired to fill the demand.

If a service or product is not needed, people will
lose .mployment.

It is important that the cost of products which :re
made to be sold In a particular area does not
exceed what that area can afford. Should this
occur, the demand diminishes and the supply must
be cut accordingly. This causes a cut in
employment.
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Reproduce on a ditto master or on a transparency for the
overhead projector an appropriate section of the daily
paper's want-ad section. Have the students analyze each
job in terms of:

Preparation required
Experience -equired
Probable st,,rting salary
Probable salary in 2 years and fi 5 years
Hours per week
Fringe benefits
Chances for advancement
Working conditions

Spend some time in instructing students in writing letters
of application in response to various selected ads. Give them a
sample ad, and ask that they write for an interview. In teaching
letterwritin g. stress the need for neatness, legibility, correct
spelling, adherence to margins, block form, etc.

Sample:

29 Second Street
Albany, New York 12224
August 6, 19_

Box 59

Times Union
Sheridan Avenue
Albany, New York 12224

Dear Sir:

In reply to your advertisement in yesterday's Tines Union, I

should like to apply for the position of sales clerE7---

I am 19 years old and have had some experience selling
men's salts.

I have references boo my former employer and from my
instructors at the Center and shall be glad to furnish them
on request.

I would be happy to come for an interview at any time you
suggest. You may call me at 1Y 9-1235.

Yery truly yours,

George Bruno



Explain the necessity of obtaining permission from certain
people who may act as references. Discuss the suitability of
staff members, teachers, clergymen, former employers, community
leaders, etc.

Ask students who have obtained jobs through the newspaper to
relate their experiences.

A..1( students to take turns in role playing the answering of a
classified ad which requests the applicant to "Call for interview."

Arrange counseling seminars for groups of 10 students. Stress
the fact that the averace kerson works for about 45 years of his
life and that it is important to choose a satisfying occupation.
Discuss the methods used to prepare for a worthwhile occupation and
then to find the job for which one is prepared.

SAMPLE PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

If you are a eanY, you have to to able to fins the tall
quickiy if it £8 hit into the rough. You have to be quiet when the
players are puttin;. You have to be polite and attentive to the
player. What does this eimpte illustration have to do with any
job in which you might be intereated?

SAMPLE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

How do you know about a job in which you are interested?

Whom would you have to see to obtain such a job?

What experience would be expected?

What are the responsibilities of the Job?

What skills are impor:.:nt in this Job?

Arrange a counseling discussion to develop the idea of the
possibilities of MA), disappointments in job seeking. Stress
Winston Churchill's statement, "Never give up, 'over, never."

SAMPLE DISCUSSION OJESTICtiS

Are the chances of getting a Job through a frtr better

than answering a newspaper ad? Why?

Where do you find information about civil seriicu Juts
Posted?
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Why do better jobs require a high school education?

Will a job come looking for you?

Show films and slides which illustrate the duties involved in
jobs of interest to the Students. Discuss the skills that are
necessary. Invite workers who have these types of jobs to speak
on their experiences.

Invite personnel directors from business and industry to speak
to various groups. Prepare the speakers for the visit by suggest-
ing a possible outline they might follow:

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

THE KIND OF APPLICANT WE HIRE

I. The importance of that first impression
A. The letter of application
B. The oerional interview

II. The need for adequate data
A. Education
B. Experience

Ill. The provisions for on-the-Job training
A. Personality factors

1. Willingness to learn
2. Willingness to work

B. Skill factors
1. Manual dexterity
2, Literacy

Prepare the students by discussing the factors in the outline.
Ask students to prepare questions on 3" e 5" cards which may be
given to the speakers so that they car. prepare themselves in
advance, During the next class period, allow time for further
discussion of materials presented. Ask the class to evaluate the
impressions made 1, the speakers.

Ask former students to talk to the group about their job -
findinc Prepare the class in advance for the speaker,
and make certain that they know the kinds of ouestions they wish
to ask.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA USUALLY REQUIRED BETTERSALARIED JOBS bHICH REQUIRE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING,
APPRENTICE TRAINING,OR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

Adding machine operator Maintenance worker
Assembler Message clerk Accountirg machine operator Gardener
Bellboy Painter Assistant programer LaborAory assistant
Cashier Parking lot attendant Baker Licensed practical nurse
Checker Sales clerk Barber Machine operator
Construction worker Seamstress Bartender Machinist assistant
Counterman Security guard Beautician Meat cutter
File clerk Shipping clerk Buyer Model
Ground keeper Stock clerk Bus driver Nurses' assistant
Guard Taxi driver Cashier Painter
Hod carrier Tractor-truck driver Child care center aid Repairman, typewriter
Housekeeper Truck driver Computer programer trainee Rooter
Mail clerk Cook Secretary

Data processor Sheet metal mechanic

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GOOD SCORES IN ABILITY TEST REQUIRED Dental assistant Switchboard operator
Dispatcher Telephone installer

Accounting clerk Mathematical clerk Draftsman Telephone lineman
Airline stewardess Machinist trainee Dressmaker TV repairman
Auxiliary computer clerk Meter reader Duplicating machire operator Welder
Bank teller Office machine operator Electric coil taper
Bookkeeper Policeman or policewoman
Box office cashier
Car salesman

Railroad clerk
Route salesman

JOBS WHICH REQUIRE EXPERIENCE, SKILL,AND/OR A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

Detaller (drafting) Sales clerk Automobile mechanic Market research worker
File clerk Secretary Autobody repairman Nurse, registered
Fireman Social worker Broadcast technician Plumber
Glass fabricator trairee Telephone operator Business manager Printer, pressman
Keypunch operator Teacher aid Business machine repairman Recreation worker
Library page Typist Carpenter Secretary, legal or medical

Cement mason Surveyor
Chef Teletypist
Electrician Tool and die maker

(Note: This sheet may be reproduced directly for student use.) Gas station manager p-ray technician
Machine tool operator

Tape-record several pairs of students acting as applicant and
interviewer. Play the recording back to the class for analysis and
constructive criticism. Tape a second series 0 players and replay
For comparison and evaluation.

Rephod,ce the materials on tie next page or similar articles from
your local newspaper no that students may study individual copies for
class discussion. Point out the fact that new items and ads such as
these often p ovide job leads. Ask students to specify the types of
workers who right be needed on the projects mentioned. Stress the
fact that news coverage concentrates on future development and so 1$
most valuable as an occupational aid.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
PANFHLETS

Randall, Florerce. Pearson Publishers, 2165 Park Blvd. Palo

Alto, California 94306. 1966. 52.50.

Getting a ;Co:.

Scholastic Book Services. 900 Sylvan Avenue. Englewood Cliffs,

New Zersey 07632.

eats in



New Corporations

Chartered by State
New corporations in Capita-

land which have la,c, au-
thorized by the secretary of
state's office to do bus,ness in
New York State include:

Mohawk Valuations Inc., Al-
bany, filed by Lifshutz and
Kahn, New York City; Frank-
lyn Growth and Development
Co., Inc., Plattsburgh, filed by
Quinn and Keable, Plattsburgh;
D. L. Geebert Welding Co., Inc.,
Clifton Park, filed by No-
lan and Rayner, Mechanic-
yille; Romer Electronics Inc.,
Albany, filed by Douglas P. Rut-
nik; Eversafe Systems Inc.,
Schenectady, filed by Max H.
Hershkcwitz, Schenectady; Val-
dale Motel Corp., Warrensburg,
filed by Adler, Gross and Thal-
er, New York City; Handyman
Gardens Centers Inc., Pot'gh-
keepsie, filed by Marshall L.
Brenner, Poughkeepsie; The
Carriage Shop Inc., Lake
George, filed by J. Richard
Fitzgerald, Glens Falls,

Comput-A-Date Inc., Glenville,
filed by Gibbons and Burke,
Scotia; Knolls Property Affili-
ates Inc., Schenectady, filed by
Lombardi and Reinhard, Sche-
nectady: Latham Discount Bev-
erages Inc., Mechanlcville, filed
by Keniry and Keniry, Meehan-
leville,

Demolition Job
To Globe Firm
Globe Construction Co. of Am-

sterdam has been awarded the
V23.900 contract for demolition
of 13 buildings in the Amster-
dam urban Renewal's central
renewal area. The firm submit-
ted the low bid b 'he Amster-
dam Urban Rene:yal Agency.
Buildings slated for demolition
include 17, 19, 21 and 23 East
Main Street, 4 and 8.10 Market
Street, 10 Guy Park Avenue, 59-
61, 63 and 83 83 Division street
and 42 Wall Street, including
two buildings at the rear of 42
Wall Street.
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Executive Park East

was fully rented before completion.

Executive Park Tower

is now under construction.

Better plan your move now.

Modern. total electric office vac* with a prestige
address and convenient location Is bard to come by.
And the 10-story Executive pmt Tower, ecbsduled
for occupancy in early 1970.th already maw than

bolt rentodl Far iftiOTITM11012. cortect
Carl At ermonn, Tracts 489 -5041 or 4821440, Soon!

Executive Park at Stuyvesant Plaza

Clippings courtesy of Alto:ii



SECTION VI OPPORTUNITIES IN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

GENERAL TOPIC
What are the problems, challenges, and opportunities of urban

life?

i,
,,,,,

The teacher should
remember a person cannot
be made more knowledgeable
and employable without
first helping him to cope
better with his present
environmert. The student
must also believe that his
instructors and counselors
understand his way of life
and the problems and
challenges he has to race
daily. Discussion or
these and other anticipated
problems should be brought
out in group counseling
sessions so that students
can realize that their
problems are not different
from those of their
colleagues.

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To inculcate pride in one's identity and one's home
ment

To gain insight into the problems of urban living

To develop awareness of community and personal factors
affecting the job, the home, and society in general

erviron-
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STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
There are people, groups, and agencies to help those in need.

There are advantages as well as disadvantages to urban living.

There are many ways of ameliorating the disadvantages of urban
living.

CONTENT
How does employment in the city depend a great deal upon how
the following issues are resolved: decaying cities versus
urban renewal, segregation versus integration, automation
versus unemployment, incentives to keep industry in the city
versus moving to better tax incentive areas?

Now do urban problems affect job opportunities?

What agencies offer help to individuals in securing and keeping
jots?

What sources supply information about establishing and managing
a business?

euw can community employment opportunities be expanded?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Invite a variety of resource people to discuss community problems.

Include a teacher, a social worker, a detective, a housing inspector,
and a public health nurse to describe the types of work which they
perform.: Ask that they present constructive ideas for improving the
overall situation. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)

Break the class into small groups sc that they can meet for individual
questior.-and- answer sessions. Tape all of the discussions for later

evaluation.

Assign several groups of students to do photographic essays on
community conditions. (See Appendix A, Picture Taking Techniques,
p. 301.) Suggest that Orly contact loAl rtwspapers and TY stations
for possible sale of materials collectec.



Collect materials (newspaper clippings, magazine articles,
books, etc.) which discuss the contribution of minority groups
throughout history. Ask students to establish a bulletin board dis-
play -old to report on their reading in this area.

Request that the center subscrit_ to such periodicals as
Negro Digest, Negro History Bulletin, Tueedo,, and Others. Make a
point of reading pertinent articles to the class from these publi-
cations.

Collect a listing of resource persons who are members of the
minority groups under discussion but have risen to positions of
community leadership. Invite these people to speak about their per-
sonal experiences and their personal problem-solving techniques.
Include such personalities as clergymen, doctors, lawyers, artists,
and businessmen. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)

Invite a representative of the F.B.I. to discuss the problems of
city living today from the point of view of the law-abiding student.
(See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) Prepare a group of
questions similar to the following for the sneaker to discuss. Tape
all discussions for later evaluation.

SNPLE QUESTIONS

What problems does the law-abiding citizen face today that he
never met before?

Woat increase in expenses will have to be net by those who are
law abiding?

Hog does the crim.nal use racial disorders as a cover for his
activities?

How does the political opportunist utilize racial disorders to
promote his political career?

how do riots and crimes affect business enterprises?

What effect does the destruction of businesses have on job
opportunities?

Use an "on-the-spot" technique (see Appendix C, p. 311 ) to

evoke discussion on a hypothetical situation. Present the problem,and
ask one student, utilizing a microphone, to state his view of a
particular problem. Stimulate the discussion by inviting the class to
ask all types of questfAs. After the student's views have been suffi-
ciently aired, ask another student with different viewpoints to be

"on the spot."
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Examples

A group of young men living in a rather rundown urban
neighborhood pool their resources and buy two old pieces of
rental property. Trey obtain a loan from the bank to
rehabilitate these buildings a:c1 to buy others.

Are they making a contribution to the area? Why?
What job opportunities are they creating?
Why are banks cooperating with such ventures?
Can a city die of urban blight?

A neighborhood group of 50 people set up a dollar-a-week
contribution plan to set up their own loan agency. lhey

e.:timate that it will take a year to put them in a position to
make loans of 61004300 to any contributor who is in need.

What rules for borrowing should they establish?
What rules should be set up for repayment?

A businessman visits two areas of a city where incomes and
rents are comparable. One area is neat and clean; the other is
dirty and disorganized. The people in one area are friendly;
in the other they are surly and hateful.

If you were this man, which area would you choose?
What does your bringing new business to an area mean in

terms of creating jobs?

Encourage students to explore the pcsitive actions going on in
the area and to list the available opportunities. Choose several
newspaper clippings qtlich discuss urban innovations and reproduce on a
transparency for the overhead projector. Discus the effects that
positive actions can have on revitalizing an area and creating new
vocational opportunities. After reading the clippings, ask the class
questions similar to the following:

In what ways do projects like these make a community more
liveable?

Do more attractive communities attract more residents and more
businesses? Why?

How do more businesses and more residents create job
opportunities?

With what groups can center members become involved?

Meet with urban resource people in their own areas to make first-
hand observations of some of the problems discussed. (See Out-of-Sco(
Interviews, Appendix B, p. 305.) students should note the things the)
see and report possible solutions. This is one way of getting them
involved and taking "stands" or things that should be important to the,
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SECTION VII RESUMES AND JOB APPLICATIONS

GENERAL TOPIC
What is the correct procedure for preparing job resumes and

filing applications?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To aid the stoduwc to understand what is being asked of him
in a job application

To help the student furnish desired job application data

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Applications should be neat, complete, and legible.

Applications give tne prospective employer en i^sight into
the applicant's capabilities and operlerce.

properly filled out jab applicatiors are necessary for securing
worthwhile jobs.

Focus attention on penmanship, neatness, correct spell n,
ward usage, and correct interpretation of questions when
filling out job application forms.

have the students select ads from the classified section for
which they may prepare a resume.

Call the students' attention to previous class experiences.
This helps the student In two ways: to experience a more
realistic situation and to test the effectiveness of the
course as it is related to them personally.

Ask the studerts to exchange completed resumes at the top of
which job descriptions have been written. Each student is to assume
that he is an employer and to decide whether the resume he his
received fulfills the requirements and is effective in providing him
with adequate information about the job applicant. The student
employer is to correct '.he mechanics (spelling, grammar, neatness,
and organization) of t . resume.

CONTENT Prepare an acceptable resume form on the chalkboard. (See sample
cn rext page.) Include such items as

Personal data

Occupational data

Educaticnal data (required dates)

Extracurricular activities (hobbies, community affairs, etc.

Work experiences (rames, addresses, dates)

Ask students to prepare a sample resume (typed if possible).
Correct for neatness, completeress, and accuracy; display good
examples on the bulletin board. (See Uses of Bulletin Boards,
Appendix A. P. 304.)

What data does a job applicant reed for filling out applications
and resumes?

Sow does one obtain this necessary data?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
tall or write to various local firms and request class quantities

of application forms. Save students make out these sample applications,
exchange them, and check them as the class discusses the appropriate
answers to each question.

Fake transparencies of job application forms. Duplicate these
on the duplicating machine or 0' a screen with the overhead
projector. Ask students to compete a form under your
direction. Evaluate the responses as described above. (See
lice of the Overhead Projector, Appendix A, p. 303.)
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STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

SAMPLE RESUME

Personal data:
Thomas Smith
25 Lancaster Street
Albany, New York, 12210

IV 2-3845

Height: 6'2"
Weight: 205

3orn: March 17, 1954 - Albany, New York (American Citizen)

Occupational data:
Automobile mechanic

Educational data:
Attended Albany High School: September 1969 - January 1971
Completed Occupational Training Program: June 1971

Extracurricular activities:

Little league baseball
A.H.S. basketball team
Hobbies: bowling, hunting, fishing

Work experience:
00d job man - Sandy's Garage, 52 Second St., Albany. SJnrers,

after school - 1970, 1971 (Included on-the-job learning
situation)

Full tine jab - January--May 1971 - Esso Station, Marlon Road,
Albany. (On-the-job learning)

References: Mr. Sandy McIntyre, Garage Owner
53 Second Street
Albany, New York 122(2

Mr. Park Bryant, Manager
Esso Station
18 Marlon Rcad
Albany, New York 12206

Pee. Robert Price
Mt. lion Baptist Church
No. Pearl Street
Albany, New York 12207

Mrs. Carla Winter, English teacher
Albany High School
Albany, New York 12210
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Pass cut job application forms, and ask students to compare the
questions in the application to the data in their resumes. There
should be a correlation of arrangements and categories. Ask students
to complete job arplications and correct for neatness, completeness,
a-d accuracy.

Students may exchange applications for purposes of correction.
The "student employer' who corrects may offer the applicant a job or
reject the apoicatior. Students may file several (different)
applications for a variety of jobs or occunations.

Discuss the reasons why it Is necessary to get an individual's
permission when asking him to act as a reference. Suggest that
referenc be obtained from teachers, principals, staff personnel,
clergymen, club leaders, etc. Encourage students to role play the
following situations:

A jobseeker phones a former teacher to ask permission to use
his name as a reference.

An individual is given as a reference but doesn't know about
it until the employer contacts him for his opinion. the
referee should pretend to know very little about the applicant,
not like the applicant, or not know who he is.

An individual has given his permission to use his name as a
reference. The referee should somak positively of the applicant
and he enthusiastic about his character and ability.

Invite several area personnel managers or other representatives
from industry and business to conduct mock interviews with students.
A cumber of interviews can be conducted at once, and all members of
the class should be interviewed at least orce.

Following the interviews, questions and corrects from the
business representatives ono students can be eschanged. This can be
made a significant experience for the student and an opportunity for
potential employees to become acquainted with the center's candidates.

Stress the necessity for honesty when making out applications
and resumes. Discuss the following statements:

Most employers feel that a person who lies cannot be trusted,
therefore, they du not dare hire him.

Honesty indicates a Positive seise of values which is an
asset to any emplayet.



Falsifying an application might place you in a position
requiring you to do work for which you are not qualified.
This could create dissatisfaction and hazardous situations.

An honest application gives the cnployee a realistic plct4re
of the applicant.

Ask the students to complete a short paragraph dealing with
the points under discussion. The paragraph might include:

Honesty leads to trust ani dependability.
Only an honestly completed application presents a clear

picture of a person's mental and physical abilities.
Lying in one situation might indicate a bad character.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
PNfH_ETS

New York State Department of La'or, State Campus, Albany, New %.ork.
12226.
Guide to preparing a reau..

Scholastic Book Services, 900 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
01632.
Jobe in your future.

MUNI* INFOW/ION SHEET

1.

2,

3.

4,

Name

SMPLE APPLICATION

11. Years Year
Schools Attended Attended Graduated

Grade
School(s)

Last

Address

First Middle -Tnitial

Telephone
Street, City, State, Zip

Birthdate / / Place of Birth

Parent's Name

luritor

High
renfor

5. Parent's Address high

6. Mother's full name at birth 12. Job Experience

7. Mother's bir,hplace
Name of last ernpTiTieFTinipT6y,:r s aoffress, Date hired, Date left

R. Father's birthplace

9. Citizen of U.S.A. Kate of pay Kind of work Reason fo- leaving SuperV-MT

10. Social Security No. 13. Present physical condition

Excellent Good Fair Poor

L---
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SECTION VIII EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

GENERAL TOPIC
What services do employment agencies offer?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To provide information concerning the assistant. offered by
the New York State Employl nt Service and by private employ-
ment agencies

To provide information concerning the location of local
employment agencies

To foster an understanding of the importance cf accentuating
the trainee's best qualifications during 4 job interview

To develop an awareness of jobs that are offered by community
businesses and industry

To aid in the development of such personal attributes as
self-confidence, promptness, good manners, poise, and ability
to comrunicate

To learn that in some cases it might be necessary to go to a
private agency

To provide practice in the procedures of applying to an
agency

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
All employment agencies have contacts with employers in '.he

local area, throughout the State, and throughout the Nation.

Private employment agencies require a fee for their services,
but State agencies do not.

There are certain preparations that an applicant must make
prior to visiting any employment office. (Example:

appropriate dress, data concerning experience, education,
social security number, etc.)

The business of an employment bureau is to find jobs for

people and people for jobs.
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CONTENT
What are the sources of employment information which may be
consulted before ore turns to an employment agency?

What is the easiest way to locate various local employment
agencies?

What specific occupational assistance is offered f., private
emplovreat agencies compared to the New York State Employment

Service?

Are there any advantages of using a State agency instead of a
private agency or vice verse?

Exactly where in the community are the employment services

located?

Whet information does an applicant need to bring to any

employment agency?

Should the applicart give attention to dress and conduct when
visiting an employment agency?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Make a transparency cf the se:tion of the yellow pages of the

telephone directory which lists employment agencies. Using the

overhead projector, cite the variety of listings.

Employees - Permanent and Temporary
Employment Agencies
Employment Contractors - Tempor:iry Help

Office Clerical Service
Stenographers - Public

Make an overhead projector transparency showing the listings of
the N.Y.S E.S. which appears under New York State in the white pages.
Point out and explain the four separate services offered under tht
headings; labor, Department; Employment, Division of; Employment

5er/ire.
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Industrial and Service Office

Professional arc Commercial Placement Center

Youth Opportunity Center

If any members of the class have used the services of employment
agencies, ask them to tell the class of their experiences and if they
gained successful employment through these services.

Set up a committee to make maps of the ildmediate area and mark
locations of local employment agencies. Place one map on the
bulletin boardand prepare duplicate copies for students to place in
their data files.

Conduct an open class discussion based on the hypothetical
situation of an unemoloyed youth seeking a job. Duplicate a sheet
which car be passed out to the class as a basis for discussion, or
present the following case study orally to the students.

Jeff Co.e1ine dropped out of public szhooi. because he was
dissatisfied. There woe no oral at bore since both hie father and
his older brother worked J1411 time anJ his mother worked part tine.
Veer hanging around for about a seek, Jeff began to feel pressured
by hie family to get a job. Nis father and br..ther tried to get
so,ething for hi,, but they were unsuccessful. Next, Jeff tried the
vant ad section of the kcal, ITosTa;sr; then he tried canvassing the
area in search of e,ploi,,ent; still with no success. At this point,
Jeff beca,e frcstrated and discouraged an his Zack of success.
bin2t1?, a friend suggested that he try an enptcy,ent alter

SANFIE DISCUSSION CLESTIONS

Wiy did ,,elf's family appear to pressure him into getting a
job?

Why were the methods of securing employment that Jeff used
unsuccessful?

What facts must a person realize about himself before he
should seek employment? (His qualifications and limitations,
his ambitions and desires, his financial reeds, and his
military status.)

After his friend suggested an employment agency, how do you
suppose Jeff could locate one?

What materials should Jeff bring with him to the employment
interview?

How should Jeff dress and act 'or en interview?
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Invite a representative from the Sew York State Employment
Service to speak to the class about the services offered ty this
agency. (See inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) If possible,
have him administer aptitude tests and go over the results with each
student.

Invite a representative from a local private employment agency
to speak to the class on the services offered by his organization.
(See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) Be sure the students
have prepared in advance questions'such as the following for a post-
presentation discussion:

What services does your organization offer that the New York
State Employment Service does not?

What fees does your organization charge for its services?

What testing or interviewing procedures do you use?

On the Oalkboard, prepare a list of the advantages and dis-
advantages of using the services of the N.Y.S.E.S. compared to using
a private agency.

For example, the advantages of going to the N.Y.S.E.S. compared to
a private agency are:

Many more jobs are available at N.Y.S.E.S.

No fee is charged for services

Free aptitude testing is provided

Record is kept on file for future jobs

Free couns,'nr service is available

Set up a series of lectures using community resource people
from professional placement agencies. Ask that they discuss the
variety or jobs available In the community in occupations of interest
to the students in areas such as the following. Request the speaker
to discuss the training recessary for entry into the various occupa
tions.

Accounting
Administrative
Managemert
Laboratory
Technical
Sales

Clerical
Typists
Secretarial
Data Processing
Industrial



To help students develop a plan for finding employment, read
the following dialog to the group:

Soon you will all be looking for a job. I'd like to read to
you a short dismission two students were having not too long ago.

Bob: You kno4 dim, we only have another 2 weeks left in the
progran; we'd better start thinking about a job.

Jim: The Job Developers are auppceed to find us a job.

Bob: Are they? I thought they were going to Lek u..; find a job.

Jim: Cone to think of it, maybe you're right. What are your
plane?

Bob: I was thinking about going around in my neighborhood to
see what was available.

Jim: That's a lot of leg work; there must be an easier way.

Bob: I've always gotten my jobs that way.

Jim: Maybe so, but .;hat kind of job did you find? I'll bet they
weren't such great jibe. I have more education row, and I
want a good jo:).

SUGOESTED DISCUSSION OLESTIONS

What's happening to Bob and Jim?

What do you think about depending on others to find you jots:
center, employment service, neighbor, free agencies?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

I was promised a job.

The center hoe to get me a job.

I'm going to a private agency and get a gond job.

DISCUSSION! QUESTIONS

Have you decided what a good job is in your field? Give a
specific example.

What are sore ways other people have found jobs?

now do you begin to plan?

What information or assistance do you think you may reed?

Have students role play going to an agency seeking employment.
Allow them to point out how necessary it is to have tire to gather
data far answering questions.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAtVNLETS

National Employment Association, 2000 K St., NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.

Directory of private employment agencies.

National Park Service, Washington, D.C. 20240.

Employment opptrtunities in national pork conleseicnairee.

Scholastic Book Services, 900 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
07632.

Jots in your future.

Snelling and Snelling, Radnor, Pa. 19067.
To help Zama you a job.

SECTION IX PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW

GENERAL TOPIC
In what woes may a jobseeker prepare himself to increase his

chance of success in an interview?
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TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop the poise and appearance necessary for an interview
situation

To understand the relationship between applicant and inter-
viewer



To realize tne importance of an interview in securing the job

To understand the key points to stress with the interviewers

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
An interview is for the purpose of ascertaining an applicant's
suitability for a particular position.

First impressions are often decisive.

The applicant must be prepared to furnish pertinent information.

Appearance, diction,.and poise are Important.

The interview may be the determining factor in securing a job.

Even unsuccessful Interviews can be positive experiences
which help one develop self-confidence.

CONTENT
how should an applicant dress for an interview?

What information should an applicant be ready to furnish?

What impression should an applicant try to make upon the
interviewer?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Set up basic rules that students may follow. Discuss the

validity of each rule mentioned.

Go alone.

Arrive a few minutes before an appointment,

Do not chew gum.

Do not smoke.

Remove hat when entering an office.

Wait for an invitation to be seated.

Be cheerful and pleasant, but not silly.

Be confident, but don't brag.

Don't forget to say "thank you,' "good morning," or goodhy."
If the interviewer is a man, address him as "Sir" or "Mr. 2"

Be impersonal. Avola personal, domestic, or financial
confidence.

Don't beg or plead for a job. Just state your case.

Don't fidget with pens, keys, or money.

Be accurate in answering questions.

Do not talk too much.

Do not complain about former employers.

Do not be afraid to admit that you have faults.

Do not ask too many questions abort salary, increLses, over-
time pay, free lunches, vacations, or other fringe benefits.

Don't stay when the interview is obviously over.

Thank the inte iewer for the appointment whether you get
the job cr not.

Make transparencies of the following pages for use with the
overhead projector, or make a ditto master of each page and give each
student a copy. Discuss the importance of 'ash, of the IS points
covered. Ask the students to refer to these points when planning
their participation in the rock job interviews which will follow.
Ask them to refer to these points when ±udging the performance of
others in the mock job interviews. Teachers may also want to use the
IS points as takeoffs fcr discussion of mock job interview perfor-
mances during the rest of this lesson.
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I Itilt
. I 1

Hr about the firm;
IL ask questions

interview, learn

2. Before the job

1

1 about the firm
,I and the job that
L _L

I

you're seeking.

II I 01

1. Study your
interests and

qualifications; be
prepared to give
them briefly and

clearly during the
interview.

3. Arrive five or
ten minutes ahead
of your appointment.
Tell receptionist
who you are, whom
you wish to see.

Imo to "Sell *astute/10" to as £M 1414

fir/
\ /

4. Be neat, clean -
' combed, fingernails

clean; wear wel-
pressed clothes,
shined shoes; avoid
gaudy jewels, make-
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up.

5. The employer
wants to talk to
you. Don't take
anyone with you
(not even your

mother; to your
job interview.

6. Sit up
straight in the
chair, feet firmly
on floor; look
alert. Advance
planning will help
you to be calm:
poised, and at
ease.

7. Think before
answering a
question. Be

polite, accurate,
honest, and frank.
Give full

information, don't
brag.

8. Have guide
sheet with you of
all your jobs,
dates of work,
your wages, kinds
of work you did,
reasons you left.

S. Be ready to
show how your
training and work
experience will
help you to get
ahead on the job
you're asking for.



ID. For
references, give
the names (and
complete addresses)
of three reliable
people who know
you and your work.

11. Be confident,
enthusiastic, but
don't bluff. Use
good English, and
speak distinctly,
but don't talk
too much.

12. Listen
carefully; be
polite and tactful.
Above all, don't
get into any
arguments with
your prospective
employer.

13. The employer
is interested
only in how well
you'll fit the
job. Don't
mention personal,
home, or morey
nroblems.

14. Pe grownup.
businesslike.
Show employer
proper respect.
Call him "Mr." -
not "Jack,"
"Buddy," or

"Pal."

15. If it seers
you won't get this
job, seek the
employer's advice
about other jobs
with the firm
which may come up.

Discuss the completion of application forms which are often
the first step towards In interview. Give the student a list of
words found on standard forms and furnish bin with their meanings.

Drill on tnese meanings before allowing him to fill out sample form;.
Add to the list as new words arise in discussion. Review from time
to tire by means of the overhead projector.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

5,61'111_E VOCABULARY LIST

- family nard or last name (example: Smith)
liret re - given or baptismal name (example: &bent)

- given or confirmation name (example: Robert :area
Smith)

- the street and house number, city, zip code
ailrcce - the street and numbers of the house o.

azwrtment last lived in
- marriage situation (example: Are you single,

merited, or disorcedl)
- to send a message

rcroncknie - people whom the applicant supports
Ci ti sin FtQf-:.8 citizenship situation (example: Are you an
American-born citizen, a naturalized citizen, an alien?)

- things physically wrong
fcfccte - things physically wrong
fEcncntary - grades 1-6
Fcc.,iary - grades 7-12
Extra,rricl,inr 'Nice - activities outside of school

courses (example: baseball, carpentry, raising pets, etc.)
F1:07 - something the applicant does well (example: typing,

zriving, filing, etc.)
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STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

RULES FOR COMPLETING APPLICATIONS

Check to see whether information is to be written or printed.

If your writing is po)r, print information.

Be neat.

Do not use nicknames, such as Bob, Jim, Ed, etc.

Learn to spell any item needed on the average application
form (example: the name of your street, the lame of the job
for which you are applying.)

Bring a pen that writes.

Take these items with you to an interview. You need not show
them unless requested to do sc:

Social Security card.
Birth or baptismal certificate.
Draft card (if age requires it).
Discharge papers (for thve out of service).
One or two letters of recommmdation (photostats will do)
School transcript.

Obtain sample application toms in class quantities from
various local businesses,and use the overhead projector to aid the
students in filling in the data on their copies.

Prepare a list of "do's and don't's" In appearance. Discuss
points such as the following with,the class:

Hair: clean, trimmed; no greasy hair preparations,

Face: soap-a,,d-water clean, clean shaven, or well-trimmed
beard.

Teeth: properly brushed. Avoid unpleasant breath.

Clothes: appropriate for the job; clean, well pressed.

Hands: clean; nails cleaned and trfmied.

Posturer stand and sit tall, head erect, back straight,
abdomen flat, toes parallel when wwiking.
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Socks: fresh daily, no holes, pulled up.

Shoes: well shined, clean.

Avoid styles that are extreme: odd colors, odd fads.

Use common sense: a man applying for a job as a mechanic
might wear different clothes from one applying as a sales
person.

Use this discussion as preliminary motivatio., for setting up a
panel of experts who will visit the class to discuss the factors
which make for good appearance. Include such people as domestic
science teachers, nurses, perso-nel men, and clothing ale..men.

Aid students in setting up a fashion show which will demonstrate
the kind of clothing suitable for business or the office. Arrange
for the loen of such items from a local department store, and ask for
the asistvce of the management in carrying out such a project.

Stress the importa ce of the interview as a visit in which the
interviewee learns abou the company and the company learns about
him. Using certain sample questions, allow the student% to practice
so that their answers can be frank and poised.



SUGGESTED QUESTIONS STUDENT INFORMATICki SHEET

Why do you want to work for our company'

HOW much money do you feel you should earn?

Will it be passible for you to improve yourself on the job?

Have you ever been in trouble with the law?

After a preliminary discussion centered around the questions
above, invite a guest speaker from a local industry or business to
speak on The Job Interview," Ask him to present an analysis of the
relationship between the applicant and the interviewer.(See Inschool
Speakers, Appendix B, p. :05.) The presentation should be
followed by a question- and - answer period. Prior to the speech the
following two questions may be presented to the students as
preparation and/or motivation for the talk.

Why does anyone go to a job interview?

What are the major purposes of an employment interviewer?

Ask the speaker in advance of his presentation to analyze the
relationship between the interviewer and the applicant, including
the following points:

The relationship between the interviewer and the applicant
is a give-and-take relationship.

The interviewer attempts to obtain the facts about the
applicant's experiences, abilities, and qualifications on
Which selection and placement will be based.

The interviewer informs the applicant concerning the
positions .-vailable.

He also discusses working conditions, wages, benefits, and
(lapel), policies.

ue responds only to questions which the applicant may ask.

Tie applicant, in turn,atterpts to gain e-rleyment and tries
to sell himself to the interviewer.

Dramatize or role play interviews between an employer and
several applicants for a position. Ask the members of the class to
fill in a checklist on each rerson applying, then select those they
feel might sucteed in getting a job.
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CHECKLIST

1. Unsuitable appearance
2. Unrealistic wage demands
3. Insufficient training
4. tack of poise
5. Unbusinesslike attitude or behavior
6. Asks many irrelevant questions
7. Extremely nervous
8. Overconfident
9. Tardy
10. Unfriendly
11. Uncooperative
12. Poor appearance
13. Poor command of language
li. Needlessly inquisitive

Include discussions of interviews with salll businessmen (for

example, applying for a job at an independently owned auto service
station). Set up a group of questions such rs the following that
the ran doing the hiring would be likely to ask:

Where did you work last?

Have you ever worked on cars?

Wrier( '

Would they give you references?

have you ever done other repair work?

Did you take the auto mechanics course in hi-h school?

What was your last salary?

Are you willing to work nights cr Sundays or holida.s?

Since an interview with a 1-rse firm _Iten invo7res a pre
liminary call to make an appointment with the personnel of`ico,
spend some tire preparing the student to conduct hire If in a

businesslike fashion. Outline the steps he take.

Try to find the name of the man who is in charge (was it
mentioned in the newspaper ad?),



If you do not know the name of the man hiring, call the
company and ask for the personnel office.

When the girl on the switchboard gives you a man's name,
learn to pronounce it correctly for further use. (Ask her
to repeat it, so you can get the pronunciation correct.)

Make sure to confirm the day, date, exact time, and the
number of the office to which you are to report.

learn the man's secretary's name in case you have reason to
call back.

Be courteous. Thank each person you speak to for his
help.

Ask two students to have a mock telephone conversation in
which one of the students plays the role of the applicant who is
requesting en interview, and the other student plays the interviewer
or his secretary. While the class observes the skit, have them
evaluate the conversation and make comments on an evaluation sheet.
Ask students to evaluate their peers on particulars,such as the
following:

Clear voice

Proper pronunciation of name

Proper English (applicant)

Attention to appointment details (exact time and place)

Proper sequence of questions

lise the following questions in role-playing situations:

Education
Oil you graduate from high school? What were your reasons

fur not finishing?
What type of training did you get frcm your courses?
Did you attend an Occupational Center or Vocational

School?

Emoloyment
Did you work while you were in school? Did you learn
while you carrel?

What was your first full -tine job? Why did you take
this job? Why did you leave?
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Training
Why do you feel capable in applying for this particular

type of work?
Do you have any special training in mind that we can
offer?

Hours

What hours do you prefer? Why?

Would you be willing to switch shifts from time to time?

Pay
What wage do you expect to receive?

Marital Status
Are you married?
Does your wife work?
How many dependents do you have other than your wife?

Health Status
Have you had any physical problems in the past?
When was the last time you had a physical? What were

the results?

ADDITIONAL. POLE-PLAYING SITUATIONS

Ask two students to write and portray a mock interview in
which the interviewee does not speak diplomatically of his
former employer. Ask the class to cite their reactions.
For example, does the interviewee appear complaining,
difficult to get along with, disrespectful or resentful of
authority?

Ask students (five or six) to role play what may happen if
an applicant brings a parent with him when going for a job
interview. The skit should show how a parent might dominate
the conversation and lead the interviewer to think that the
applicant is immature and unsure of himself.

Pole play a situation in which the interviewer mumbles and
uses poor grammar. The student doing the interviewing should
respond as he thinks a real employer would.

Have the class write a brief parwarh noting the errors
presented in the rock interview. rave volunteers read
these aloud to initiate f011o%up discussion. list the
errors on the chalkl,oard. Have students check their
lists for completeness.

Ssk two students to plan and role play a skit showing a Job
interview in which the applicant is sloppily dressed and
poorly groomed.

The class observing the interview may then evaluate the
behavior of the two participants.



Have the class discuss the behavior of the role players.
Include such points as:
- What could the applicant do '.o improve his

appearance?
that conclusions might the interviewer draw from

the applicant's appearance and attitude?
- How does the applicant reflect a negative attitude

to the interviewer?

After observing one or two role-playing sessions, change the
interviewing questions and techniques. Those in the audience

should take notes to help the participants identify strong
and weak points expressed in the interview session.

Video tape cr audio tape individual sessions for replay with
student and teacher. Ask students to assess their own role-

playing techniques. Set up another role-playing session for
those who have not done wall in interviewing about a weeks
after the initial session.

Tape or replay mock job interviews for evaluation.

Suggest that the student learn as much as possible beforehand
about the firm to which he is going to apply for a job. Have

the applicant:
Know the product or service it offers.
Learn something about the kird of jobs availab1e in the

organization.
Che-.k on the employer himself.

Select a group of students to create a bulletin board de-
picting proper speech, behavior, and dress during an interview
as opposed to improper speech, behavior, and dress.

In order to learn appropriate behavior during a job interview,
students should be aware of the feelings which may develop during
a job interview. Role playing will demonstrate how loth the inter-
viewer and the applicant behave and will prepare the student to face
the test of his first real job interview.

Suggest that the students role play a job interview. Select a

job title,and list briefly the °Ales to be performed. Ask for

volunteers to play the roles of the employer and the three applicants.
To make the situation realistic, supply each applicant with individual
Instructions (see below) as to how he should behave. See the seven

suggested instructions below. Note that some indicate a poiitive
approach and others a negative one.

Seven roles for job applicants:

Act as if you don't care and are argr:.
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You have been looking for 2 months and you feel you have
to get tnis job. Act anxious and worried.

Be yourself, act natural; behave as yuu think you will in a
real interview.

You really don't want this jou, but you're tired of looking.
Act beaten down, defeated; willing to take anything.

You would like the job, but you're afraid you won't get it.
Act nervous with no self-confidence.

You just finished training for this work, but you've never
worked before. Act inexperienced as though you don't know
what you have to do in an interview.

You just want a part-time job so thvt you can stay in the
program. Try to get a job fcr only a few hours a day.

Distribute three of the above sets of instructions in separate
:elopes to each of three students who volunteer to act as

applicants. While the other students are reading instructions,
inform the student who will be the employer to spend 3 minutes
On the three interviews and to act the way he thinks an employer
would act. Be sure to provide him with the list of duties to be
performed by the applicant to be hired. After the interviews, he

names his choice for the job. He should be prepared to give his
reasons at a later question-and-answer period.

An office rtrutruer ar foreman has three applicanta fer one ;'C2-,
_'it's find out which alpi:m:rnt he chocee BoLd. the
inetructic.9 :Atoll `oil you ho: to act d-a-n.g a': fr,teivdet., dot
don't tell aNi,,cne ohaot are. i.a po:+1..atch the

think &out vidch one of the ;-licants y,ya bias:
if uo, :'Cr: the :77.0;:er and

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What do you think about this employer? Would you like to

work for him? Why?

What interests him?

Did he rake a wise choice? kty?

Why do you think he decided not to tale the other two? Give

specific reasons.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Applicant one locked bored. Fe was sittirg all crumpled up.



Applicant two looked nervous. He kept lighting up
cigarettes.

Applicant three didn't seem to want the job. He was just

wasting time.

Ask the °employer" how he made his decision to hire the
employee which he picked. Possible responses of the employer
follow;

I selected applicant because he acted as if he
really wanted to work.

I didn't pick him; he didn't have enough energy to do the
job.

I got the feeling that he would quit the job after he got
his first week's pay.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Hriat do you think of the employer's reasons?

What does the employer look for?

Hbw can we show interest in a job during an interview? Give

some specific techniques

How can we show confidence in a job during an interview?
Give some specific approaches.

Ask students to summarize what they have learned after the
discussion about ways to communicate interest, confidence, and
experience in job interviews.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

The way e feel about the job or the interview is often
comruni led to the interviewer.

Even though a person may have all the qualifications for the
job, he may not get it because of the way he acts during the
interview.

Enact other interview situations in which the students present
correct procedures. Have the members of the class discuss any
flaws they see in the conduct of the person being interviewed.

Practice job interviews may ba made more realistic by inviting
a hiring official of a large local employer to demonstrate to
students the way he conducts job interviews.

To help the students develop skill in handling a job interview,
Sometimes when a person tries to cover his feelings of worry give them many opportunities to participate in mock job interviews.
by acting disinterested or angry, the employer can interpret Tell the story of a recently graduated vocational school trainee.
this worried behavior as disinterest. the mar, was skilled and had the recorrendation of an employer, but

after being interviewed, did not get the job.
The attitude of the applicant affects the attitude of the
employer.

An employer may not want to hire a person whom he feels
doesn't want the job.

I'm goiny to tell you about the esTem'cnce of cnc cf
etudets who graduated from the carrItry 6hor in the M:T
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Tell the story of a fictitious student who applied for a Sob

related to his vocational skills. The applicant had mastered all

of the shop and academic skills inCluded in his MDT training area.
He got along well in school and had a letter of recommendation from
the school for the prospective employer.

Mr. Evans was interviewed but he did not get the job. he was

very disappointed.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION

What could have happened?

All his teachers agreed he had reached industry standards,
and yet he didn't get the jab. Why is this possible?

POSSIBLE RESPONSES

Maybe he had no experience in this area.

7hey are not hiring blacks.

By the time he got to the head of the line, all the jobs
were filled.

He ur did something that the interviewer didn't like.

Let'a deal with one passibility at a time

Encourage tne students to discuss the anticipated responses
such as the first three above and help them to correct any
'else impressions they have. Then present the following
information.

Graduates of the program usually apply for entry level
jobs for which work experience in the field is not
required.

It is against the law to discriminate against minorities.
women, and older workers in New York State; and neither
the Employment Service nor the school will knowingly
refer anyone to a firm which openly practices
discrimination.

What other items are Important in an interview?

Wriat things do you think interviewers like? Don't like?

Who has been interviewed and will tell what its like?

How does a person get ready to be successful in an interview?
Give specific preparations.

The group restates its ideas about how interviews work, how
good people could fail to be hired, and hoe applicants should
prepare for an interview.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Practice interviews stressing actual techniques that have
proved successful.

Visit a placement office with group members who can than
report to the others.

Practice making a good impression during interviews by role
playing.

Analyze classified advertisements.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

New York State Department of Labor, State Campus, Albany, New York.
12226.
Raw tc get and hold the right job.
Bow to cell yourself to an employer.
Why young people fail to get and hold jobs.
You're already old enough.

U.S. Government Printing Office. Superintendent of Documents,

Washington, D.C. 20402.
3ow to prepare yourself for job interviews.

FiLMSTR1PS

lock is ritural. LA. 1-33 1/3 rpm. sd. color. P-LA.

A sensible up-to-date guide to good grooming and dress for the
office working boy or girl.
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SECTION X TESTING FOR JOB ENTRANTS

GENERAL TOPIC
With what kinds of tests should a student be familiar before

seeking employment?

Do some people become tense before taking tests?

How can anxiety be overcome?

Is some tension good prior to and during any type of testing

TEACHING OBJECTIVES situation?

To learn about different types of tests used by schools, the
Civil Service System. and the Armed Forces

To learn how the Civil Service System operates; i.e.,
applications, testing, selection

To learn about one's abilities and potentials

To gain an understanding that we live in a competitive
world and must prepare for a job with a future

To become more aware of weak areas of learning,and to
endeavor to overcome these difficulties

To realize the importance of school and its relationship to
our lives in the 'world of work'

To become oriented to test situations

To become familiar with a variety of testing patterns

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Pony jobs require testing.

The center provides information regardirg the format of a
variety of tests.

The center provides practical eperlence In test-taking.

CONTENT
Are there ways of becoming "test-wise?"

Co some people enjoy taking written tests?

Do others prefer oral tests?
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Why does industry test its people at various tires?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Set up a preliminary discussion concerning the necessity for

testing. During the discussion bring out these points:

In today's complex society an increasing amount of testing
of individuals is considered necessary.

An ever-increasing amount of testing of individuals is beim,
done in today's complex, industrialized society. Tests
related to intelligence, achievement, aptitude, interest,
and personality are cormcmly given in schools and colleges.

During both World Wars, all service personnel took
intelligence and aptitude tests; in World War II many men
and women were assigned jobs and duties based on the results
of these tests.

Today, business and industry give tests when employing
people, as well as when promoting persons wfthir the company.

Civil Service laces people in jobs on the basis of test
results.

In this unit we will learn but sore phases of "taking
tests."

You were perhaps most familiar with taking daily cr veekly
tests in your classes in high school. Why did the teacher
give you these tests? (Allow the students to 1.,9gest and
discuss reasons.) The following are points which may be
brought out in the discussion:

The teacher is able to determine how well students have
understood the subject ratter taught, if more review
is needed, or if he nay proceed with additional work.



The student is able to feel that he has achieved and
learned the required information or will to made
aware of the fact that he must do additioral work.

. The student becomes familiar with various types of
tests:

- True and false questions usually test factual
information.

- Completion and multiple choice cuestions usually
test factual information.

- Essay questions give the student an opportunity to
express himself and to do creative thinking.

Six types of test questions used in Civil Service and Armed
Forces Exams are:

General infornatior
Word ability
Following directions

. Numerical ability

. Observation

. Manual and mechanical skill and aptitudes

Bring in job sypervisors to talk about the various "informal"
testing techniques that are used by business and industry to
evaluate personnel. This might include employer or plant foreman's
observations about an employee's willingness to cooperate or his
loyalty to his coworkers. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B,
p. 305.)

Invite an executive secretary to describe an outer office
screening process. ksk her to describe those individuals who
rarely get to see the man in charge and the qualities of those who
do pass the screening process. (See Inschool Speakers. Appendix
B, p. 305.)

File a request pith the New York State employment Service for
a representative to clue the GATE tests to all students and assess
the results, Plan a later session for free discussion of reactions
to the test and the results. (See Inschool Speakers, Apperdix. B,
p. 305.)

Arrangp fur a pa .el of personnel men who will discuss the types
of tests given in their particular husiresses. Ask them to make
practical suggestions of ways In which students should prepare for
industrial interviewers. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix 8,
p. 305.) lave a committee of students take notes on these
suggestions and prepare a summary list fcr distribution to the
class. Use this list for a followup discussion.
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Invite a group of armed services recruiting officers to act
as a panel and discuss the variety of tests necessary for entry
into the different branches of the service. (See Inschool
Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)

Bring in a Civil Service representative to explain how the
system operates. Ask that he include material on applications,
testing, and selection. Reproduce the data on the next page for
prediscussion orientation. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B,
p. 305.)

Student, need to become accustomed to testing situations.
This sequence is designed to help each student plan ways in which
he can perform adequately in an anxiety- provoking situation.

Use a taped recording of the session so that the group can
hear and then discuss their own reactions.

Place a sheet of paper and pencil on each desk before the
students arrive. At the start of the session, announce that there
will be a test which covers all the previous discussions. Tell

each trainee to write how he has been helped and what he has
contributed to the group. The time for the test is 10 minutes.
Remind each trainee to be careful with spelling.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Complete silence and withdrawal; fear of a test situation

rumblinj to each other about the test by individuals in the
group

Openly expressed anger about the unfairness of the test.
Examples:

We were not informed of a test.
This is not fair; we are not supposed to have tests in
occupational orientation.

After listening to the students reactions for an appropriate
length of tire, tell the students: .7te is 'act a r,-al tc.rt. I

p P'e '0: 17

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What did you do during this test? Why?

Do you remember yourself behaving like this any other tire?
What was that like?

(Continued on page 175)



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

WAT IS CIVIL SERVICE?

The Federal government employs several million workers in about 80
different agencies.

Nearly half work for the Department of Defense.

One-quarter work for the Post Office Department.

The government hires and assigns workers to all parts of the
country, the territories, and the possessions.

The government hires employees for such other jobs as:

Artists and engravers for maps, books, currency. stamps

Plant and animal experts

Engineers, administrators, and technicians for research in
road materials, missiles, ceramics, and aeronautical safety
devices

(NOTE: Refer to Pamphlet Oil, U.S. Civ41 Service Commission,
Washington, D.C.)

Examinations

Applicants must take competitive examinations. Examination
information is found displayed in post offices and in news-
papers and announced over the radio and television.

Exams may be written, oral, cr performance.

Appointments

The names of those who pass (i.e., score 70 or better) are
placed on a list of eligibles in order of their grades, plus
any points given for veterans' preference. Extra points are
given to disabled veterans or their wives, widows of veterans,
and dependent mothers of deceased or disabled veterans.

When a vacancy occurs, the hiring officer of an agency has
the choice of appointing any ore of the three available
persons with the highest grades on the appropriate eligibility
list.

The government inquires into the applicant's record, his
achievements, reputation, and conduct to 4etermine his
honesty, integrity, loyalty, and dependao,1ity.

Civil Service Jobs

Federal employees belong to a modern, progressive career
system which guarantees:

Promotion and transfer privileges
Career development and training programs
Generous vacations
Sick-leave allowance that can accumulate
Liberal retirement plan
Low-cost life insurance
Retirement at 55

Compensation

There are several pay plans.

Mechanics and laborers are paid the prevailing wage of the
area.

Congress sets the wages of postal employees, as well as
office and administrative workers.

Most statutory pay scales have a number of grades with a
series of pay steps or a range for each grade.

State and Local Civil Service

Many states, cities, and counties have Civil Service Systems
similar to that of the Federal government.

History

In 1881, a disappointec office seeker shot and killed Presi-
dent James A. Garfield. This brought public demand for civil
service reforms.

In 1883, Congress passed the Civil Service Act.

In 1920, the Retirement Act established a pension plan,

In 1923, The Classification Act provided that all nonpolicy-
making government jobs in Washington be classified.

In 1940, the Act was extended to include all rorpolicymakir9
Federal jobs. Now the merit system covers about 90 out of
every 100 Federal workers.
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How does fear affect your ability in a test?

Do all tests cause you to have fearful feelings?

Where can we expect to be faced with stressful situations

like tests?

What kind of plans do we need to make since we know tests
are a part of training and getting jobs?

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
PAJTHLETS

U.S. Civil Service Commission, 1900 E. St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20415.

Thinking about your first job? Remember Uncle San when it cones
to choosing an employer. Pamphlet f5. 1966.

k-rking for the U.S., applying for a Civil Service job - what the
government exrecte of Federal wcrkera. Pamphlet fa. 1967.

SECTION XI GETTING ALONG ON THE JOB

GENERAL TOPIC
What factors aid 'n developing a good relationship between a

worker and his coworkers and between an employee and his employer?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop the attitudes necessary for good on-the-job
relationships

To understand the many factors which contribute to job
success

To appreciate the im-ortance of good work habits and of
continuing education

To be aware of a variety of acceptable ways of offering
assistance to fellow workers

To develop the ability to listen and learn from those who
have more experience or. the job

To learn to speak with clarity and courtesy

To rake objective evaluations and to offer constructive,
unemotional criticism

STUDENT UNDERSTANLIN3 S
Education and training are keys to success.

A worker's success often depends upon Ms desire to cooper-
ate and his ability to communicate with others.
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Conscientious attendan, e Is important for job success.

To grow with a company, the worker must grow educationally.

There is an appropriate time and place to express opinions.

In order to communicate effectively, each member of a group
must agree to respect the right of every other member to
express an opinion.

Communication is not a means but an end.

In order to defend a position, one must have adequate data.

CONTENT
Why should a worker develop a sense of loyalty or responsi-
bility to his employer or coworkers/

What effect can work habits have on an employee's maintaining
and improving his job position?

What effects do a man's personal habits have on his ability
to get and hold a job? To be promoted to a better job?

How does a man's ability to communicate affect a ran's
ability to get and hold a job? To be promoted?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Invite a person who has risen above the ghetto situation to

address the students about getting along on the job. (See In-
school Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305 ) Ask him to discuss q...estions

such as:



How were you able to break away from the ghetto?

What problemS did you encounter, and how did you overcome
them?

How did you acquire your first job or jobs?

What must a young person from a ghetto do in order to
acquire and hold a good job?

After you acquired employment, were you able to move from
the ghetto or do you still live there? Why?

Write the following sentence on the chalkboard: A baEcall
tea7 hae to hold up an important game tecaNze one player is late.

Discuss the reactions of the manager and the rest of the
team.

Compare this situation with that of a man's being late for
work.

What happens to the jobs of people dependent upon the
tardy worker?

If the employer misses getting his product out on time,
what are some possible results? (Give specific
instances.)

Invite a plant foreman to discuss the importance of work
habits. (See Inschool Speakers. Appendix B, p. 305.) Ask him to
discuss questions similar to the ones below:

How does one find out about safety regulations on the job?

Why should one try to take good care of his tools?

How can one find out about proper tool naintenuice?

Why should one try to keep his work station clean and neat:

Invite a local industrial representative who can discuss the
importance of a good school attendance record and show its rela-
tionship to futu employment. (See Inschool Spankers, Appendlt. B,
p. 30S.) Ask that he cover the following points:

The record as evidence of personal responsibility

The record as evidence of 'iced healto
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Ciscuos the importann:e of good work habits,and show how
the may aid him in maintaining and improving his position
in the world of work. Using the chalkboard, work out an
outline (see sample Student Information Sheet) developed
from student responses.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

GOOD WORK HABITS

A. Appreciation of safety regulations
1. Respect for tools
2. Maintenance of equipment
3. Neatness and accuracy

B. Sense of responsibility to employ_r and coworkers
1. A oreciation of good working relationships
2. Respect for rules and regulations
3. Courtesy
4. Punctuality in completion of work at a rate expected from

all employees of a company

C. Personal habits
1. 'ndividual initiative
2. Ability to provide necessary leadership
3. Willingness to work

Discuss the importance of personal hygiene. Ftom the student '

responses, develop an outline on the chalkboard similar to the
following:

STTE`IT INFORMATION SHEET

FACTORS IN GOOD HYGIENE

A. Grooming
1. Neat and appropriate clothing
2. Care of teeth
3. Acceptable haircut
4. Personal cleanliness

B. Eating habits
1. Importance of a balanced diet
2. Work activities and calorie intake

Living habits
1. Hours of rest
Y. Excessive smoking
J. Abuse of alcohol

4. leisure-time activities



Ask students to do camera studies of people in various
occupations which interest them. Class reports might also include
data on the subject's work habits and general grooming. (See Use
of Still Prints and Slides, Appendix A, p. 303.)

Invite a plant nurse, doctor,or supervisor to discuss the need
for good grooming from the safety factor. The speaker might also
add data concerning the various effects of poor health habits on
job performance. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)
Some questions to be discussed might include:

What are some specific jobs that could be severely hampered
by poor grooming or health habits?

What are some regulations involving grooming and health
habits in industry?

from students who have part-time jobs, ask for reports on
these topics:

Safety precautions on my job

The importance of grooming on my job

Responsibilities cf employees

Attendance records and success on my job

Provide time for the class to react, question, and discuss
each student's report.

Invite a member of the Hunan Relations Commission to report
on his program and to cite incidents which have arisen because of
poor communication between people or groups. (See Inschocl
Speakers, Appendix B, p. 335.) gave the commission member discuss
such questions as:

What are some of the nost cogron areas of cohrJnication
breakdcwn?

Wi at steps are taken to remedy or e'lninate these breakdowns?

Riat exactly does the tem "her an relations' reap?

Went are the functions of the Huar Relation> Commission?

Tape an editorial from a local papier,and allow students to
discuss whether there is effective presentation of a particular
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point of view. (See Use of Audio-Tape Recordings, Appendix A,
P. 302.)

Using a prepa-ed tape, stress the "who, what, why, when,
where, how" o, listening and ask students to pick out these
items.

Emphasize that communicating is like selling something. If
a good job is done, people are "sole; if a poor job is
done, people will resist.

Emphasize that the effectiveness of communication can be
evaluated by analyzing the benefits derived through a
conversation or discussion. Discuss the leadership role
that comes from the communication.

Have students role-play situations in which the solution to a
problem depends upon communicating or 'Selling." Allow students
to evaluate approaches used. (See Role Playing, Appendix C.
p. 304.) Some sample situations might be:

Student wants to use car; father needs to be convinced.

Student wishes (or does not wish) to go to college, to go
to work, to go into the service, to get married; parents
need to be convinced.

Student as employee can see ways of improving his job
situation; employer needs to be convinced.

Student disagrees with peer-group decision or action; group
needs to be convinced.

Pose the following questions for discussion:

What is the speaker trying to communicate? What is his
purpose?

Does he present all the necessary facts, figures, etc.?

What did he say? What is he trying to say?

What questions were left unarswtrod? Are there questions?

What effect would he have on any decision we might rate?

Ask area employers to serve as a parel to discuss questions
similar to those on the next page. Give this list to students
prier to the panel so they can plan their questions.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

DISCUSSION GUIDE

1. Why should one strive for accuracy on the job?

2, Why is there a real need for a good working relationship with
one's boss and fellow workers? Of what practical value is

this relationship?
3. What might result from a poor relationship between a worker

and his boss? Between a worker and his fellow employees?

4. What might be the result of an employee not adhering closely
to company rules and regulations?

5. Why should an employee try to be courteous to his boss? His

fellow workers? To business customers?
6. Does an employer have the right to expect his employees to

complete an agreed-upon amount of work punctually? Why?

7. Why does an employer have the right to expect his employees
to complete a certain amount of work per hour, per shift
or per day?

8. Would you prefer to hire a man who tries hard to find new and
better ways of doing his work, or would you want a man who
just follows directions and doesn't attampt anything beyond
that? Why?

9, Do you think more highly of an employee who occasionally
suggests ways of making the work more efficient or the
product better, or do you appreciate an employee who does
his work as he is told without ever saying anything about it?

O. How do you regard viployees who try to help their fellow
employees who are having difficulty on the job and who also
encourage others to do better and more efficient jobs?

1. How would you regard an employee who encourages his fellow
employees to get a difficult Job done on time even though
many problems and obstacles kept interfering?

2. As an employer, which worker would you promote to a higher
paying job - one who works hard on the job and always gives
a full day's work, or one who takes it easy and doesn't want
to tire himself out on the Job? Why?

3. Does personal appearance and grooming help or hinder one's

Job success? Why?
a. Put yourself in the role of an employer while answering

these questions. Do you want employees in your
office or store to wear neat, clean clothes or

dirty, sloppy, old clothes? Why?

b. If you were to select a man from your shop to talk to
customers during busy times, would you choose someone
who wears extreme styles (i.e., flaming colors and
fancy tailorirg), or would you pick a person who
customarily wore neat, clean, work clothes?

c. Does the type of care a person gives to teeth affect
his relationship with the customers, his employer,
and fellow employees?

d. In what occupations would personal cleanliness be
important for job success? Why? (Students may
contribute their ideas concerning as many occupations
as they can and give the reason for the importance
of personal cleanliness in each.)

14. Do a worker's eating habits have anything to do with his success
on the Job?

a. Should a worker eat a good breakfast each morning, or
may he skip breakfast and eat a good lunch? Why?

b. Can eating too much hurt a person's chances for job
success?

c. What kinds of Jobs require a high calorie intake?
(Contrast the calorie intake needed for workers in a
variety of occupations such as clerk vs. truck

driver.)

15, Dv a worker's living habits affect his Job success?
a. Do you prefer to hire workers who come to work after

a good night's sleep or workers who are tired after
having fun late the night before? Why?

b. What effect does lack of sleep have on worker safety?
c. Would a hangover have any effect on the way a worker

acts on the Job? Explain.
d. Does tt make any difference to an employer if a worker

has a few (alcoholic) drinks while on the job? Why?

e. Is it all right for a worker to take a few mornings
off occasionally if he has a bad hangover?

f. What do you think of employees not showing up some

mornings because of hangovers? Why?

g. Should a worker be able to smoke on the job? Some-

times? Always? Explain.

16. What do you Clink of employees who get many personal phone
calls at work?

17. Would you discourage a great deal of chatting and horseplay

on the job?
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Organize several student panels which will lead class
discussions in a variety of areas that may profitably be discussed.
Include such topics as:

Judging an employer's attitude

The importance of talking things over

Is life always fair?

Unintentional abuse

Racial prejudice

How to explain yourself unemotionally

How to quit a job

Set up a self-analysis chart similar to the following so that
each student may rate himself and become aware of areas which need
improvement.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

SELF-ANALYSIS: RATE YOURSELF CO THE FOLLOWING

High Medium Low

1. Promptness
2. Cooperation
3. Mental alertness
4. Reliability
5. Cleanliness
6. Accuracy
7. Patience
8. Physical energy
9. Orderliness
10. Thoroughness
11. Ability to get along with others

Set up bulletin board displays of helpful rules and suggestions
for better employer-employee relationships (see Uses of Bulletin
Beards, Appendix A, p. 304 ) similar to those on the following
Student Information Sheet.
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STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

ATTITUDES EMPLOYERS WANT IN YOUNG PEOPLE

A place of business is not for social contacts; not for
outside interests.

Workers are members of a business organization and must work
and not play.

The world does not owe one a living; and an employer is
entitled to a day's work for a day's pay.

When working with many other persons, one must learn to
cooperate.

One should study the job and discover how to improve one's
position.

HOW YOU CAN HELP YOURSELF

Train yourself - learn a skill.
Show and develop an interest in the work.
Develop a goal for the future.
Learn to take criticism that is meant to be helpful.
Don't waste time - learn good habits.

If you finish one job, ask for something else to do.

WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU GET THE JOB

Have the employer sign the 'Pledge of Employment" form.
Get your working papers promptly. This is your responsi-
bility.

Notify agency that referred you to the job.
Learn rutee, regulations, resporzailitiee,
prililegea.

Be sure to fill out all forms - social security, income tax,
etc.

Be loyal to the company or person for whom you work.
Be cn tine the first day and every day.

HOW TO GET A PROMOTION

Be willing to do more than you are getting paid for doing.
Do as little griping and complaining as possible.
Learn about other jobs in the plant or office.
Never be late or absent except for legitimate reasons.
Xeep yourself, your desk, your workbench, or table as neat
as possible.

Continue to study and learn.



Students need to develop the necessary understanding and Have you ever insulted anyone else this way without any
attitudes for better interpersonal relations on the job. Begin the intention of hurting his feelings?
class by presenting the following case history:

Is there a difference between healthy and unhealthy pride?
A fellow in one of ry other groups told as thnt recently he Explain what it is

Walked 04' on a good job. Conditions were pteaeunt, the work easy,
and the pay good, but one day his employer said, "Boy, take thin Why is it important to talk things over?
package over to the shipping departnent," and he saw red. He
shouted, "No one taZka to re like that. I quit!" He eta -mood the Do you think it's hard to talk things over when you feel
door es he walked out. hurt? Why?

After presenting the case, ask for reactions to this situation. Is life always fair? One hundred percent of the tire?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES Do you understand a situation better if you are sensitive to
the other person's needs as well as your own? Why?

I once quit a job when a boss insulted me. I take no guff
from anyone. Why is compromise sometimes necessary?

I would say, "My name is Andres, not 'Boy'." ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Maybe it's the way he dressed and acted. Everyone has a right to pride.

Talk it Over with the boss. Let him know how you feel. No one has a right to talk down to you.

Ask the boss why he treated him like that. If someo e insults you, that's it.

There's an ad in the subway that says, "'Boy' is what you'll If you know your own self-worth, no one can down you.
be called the rest of your life if you don't get an education."

If you're educated, you won't need to have a menial job.
My boss told me my work wasn't good enough, so I quit too.

If you ant with dignity, no one will treat you with disre-
No one is ever going to talk down to re and get away with it. spect.
I'd fight and show him.

To summarize this learning sequence, review the following
You're already in a one-down position with an employer, so themes which were developed during the sessions:
you might as well compromise.

Racial prejudice - stereotyped inages of people, the Effects

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS of education, the varied aspects of respect

How do you feel when you are called "Boy?" Shy? How to explain yourself without getting angry

What does being called 'Boy" mean to you? How to leave a job in order to pet a better one

What do you think it meant to the employer? How to keep a job when an employer is hard to get along with

How do you judge an employer's attitude toward you? For additional followup to this section, discuss some of these
topics:

How would you explain to the employer how you felt and what
his remark meant to you? How to get a good reference if you have to leave a job

Why is it not wise ts jeopardize a good job just because of one How to develop self - confidence through understanding other
Incident? What things s'ould be taken into consideration?
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How to disagree amicably
WHY CALT?

Ho.: to press your point and still remain friends Cc my lost worked in the office. It was an li t. ,lob....o great akakes... I woe only there 2 seeks when en,r bak,sitterNow to maintain self-confidence through responsibility and left us to go taok ho,eteoes.,ee her :dr.ole to died. I had to staycompetence
home with the kids. I didn't bother to call the office to ea? thatI loos going tore out. When / got hack, the fob wasHOW to influence others

The purpose of this sequence is to develop a more positive
attitude toward attendance through the exploration of reasons why
people tend to be late and/or absent and the resulting impact on
job relationships.

Distribute duplicated copies or read any of the follcwing
vignettes to the group.

1.2

C;CCriFE2 Ca7:e etcnsed to to visit k'isz Calera, the dod.-xeZer.
"Evo...120;:n3. is ,!:..rt fire, "- he edid C.,:e7i7rfia??. In the cc...roe
of t%.ie -2fiendl; oot,ersalie , Ic ,onticned that he hal been abc,nterr dcc, the i.resioss vesk. Mies C.:ice asked shy.

"1 as too iaaj," he edid."I ad:.'t o.:roe," time tale said, ekt:Z.ing her head. "A ran who
weekends E.:eh:I.-vs efq-vort 4.42fa- and tsE,ArL,-1 isn't tor."/t the.' :kat kfr. tans tk.e hisc1s,-or, is teao,..er, FI':.:17C, hod t..1.ned Lie taut le rooldcent one nor: Pe CC Z:7 the a.ha

c..^:a2,..,.ze reaatd,:.
1 goers it's ,lost ;:e eai 1. "Xa cne oan tell -rIt to do."

n Jean a ; l'to loot ,ioieit. 2cmr 2i- 3-o, lot), l'oet on,ldn't c,.0 re-,: tea...her tivo;,s -2i-0 ter? rI ....re to co'kool 1atc. ,Iffer .1 rt,.-ire:

i:!2.5

': f C. I 0.V. t rt., 1 trorle ;It I I /,-.7.12? 2f:cf. Ite: I, J, I I all co 4,f nc-:cr, tot ncOer ..e c'I CA, :7..I IT f r 7?, a7-da;..s:etc J in' I c.r.Z. t t;, 11.,(7

1
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The preceding vignettes may be utilized to initiate:

Open-end discussions

A buzz-group session

A role-play session

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

what's going on in this situation?

why do people behave this way?

How should he have handled it?

How world you have handled it?

sometimes you hear the expression, "self-defeating behavior."
Was this person (these persons) defeating himself? (them-
selves?) k'hy?

Why do you think he acted as he did?

Are there any other alternatives?

If you were the boss or teacher, what would you have done?
Why%

ANT1CIPATrD PESPUiSES

Sore students -ray r,,ct rugatively and reject the concept of
"self-defeating behavicr" by labeling the prchlem as being
outside of themselves.

Sore students may idertify with these situations and realize
that this has happened to them.

Ste students may react neg,tively and refuse to view their
rs onsibility in a job or a learning situation objectively.

Sane students may gain insight as to their responsibilities to
themselves, to their jobs, or to their learning situations.



Help students to examine their reactions and behavior which
may develop as a result of changing situations so that they may
develop attitudes needed for adjusting and coping with changes.

Begin the session by giving each student in the group a letter
announcing a change in centers and instructions for traveling to the
new center (see circulars below). Explore the students' reactions to
the change.

STUCENT INFORMATION SHEET

July 18, 19_

TO: ALL STAFF MEMBERS
FROM: MARTIN MANN, TEACHER-1N-CHARGE
RE: CLOSING OF BUILDING

The entire building will be closed for repairs beginning
tomorrow.

Report To:

Williamsburg Training Center
35 Anion Place
Brooklyn, New York 11206

See attached circular for traveling instruotions.

NM: ash

Williamsburg Training Center
36 Arlon Place

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11206

TRAVELING INSTRUCTIONS:

BHT Broadway-Brooklyn Line, Myrtle Avenue Station
or

BMT Myrtle Avenue El, Broadway Station

Eastern Parkway/Broadway Junction Station on :ND Line is a
changeover paint to the BMT.

New York City Training Center
45 Riving:on Street

New York, N.Y. 10026

IND - "D" Train, Second Avenue Station
BMT Broadway - Brooklyn Line. Get off at Bowery Station
IRT - Lexington Avenue Local, Spring Street Station

Mid-Manhattan Training Center
212 West 120th Street
New York, N.Y. 10029

TRAVELINS INSTRUCTIONS:

IND - 'D' Train, 125th Street Station (This stop is closer
to the school.)

IRT - Broadway-7th Avenue Line, 125th Street (6 Lenox
Avenue) Station

Harlem Training Center
132 West 125th Street
New York, N.Y. 10027

TRAVELING INSTRUCTIONS:

IND - "D" Train, 125th Street Station (This stop is closer
to the school.)
IRT - Broadway-7th Avenue line, 125th Street (B Leroy
Avenue Station).

Jamaica Training Center
150-14 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica, New York

TRAVELING INSTRUCTIONS:

IND - "0" or "F" Train, Parsons Blvd. Station or SutphinAm bus to Brooklyn Bridge; transfer to bus over bridge; Blvd. Station.
get off at last stop.
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Hand out a circular to each student. Say to the students, "I

have some instructions for you." (Allow students to reac to notice

of change (approximately 3 minutes). "Any questions?"

AhTICIPATED RESPONSES

Anxious: This is awful. I don't know how to get there.

Why do we have to move? I like it here. W4
do they have to fix the building while I'm here?

Negative: Forget itl They can just forget about me - I'm
not going!

Explore with the students their various anxieties.

SUCCESTED DISCUSSION illtlESTIONS

What's wrong, you seem to be annoyed?

Possible Responses

I don't like to move. I'm comfortable here. How do you

know who they've got over there? I didn't plan on

going to another place.

If things change rather suddenly, we tend to be upset about
it. I wonder why?

Possible Responses

You know where you are now. You don't know what things

are like where you are going. You get accustomed to a

place and know everybody. You worry about starting all

over again.

When we have to change a place of work or start a new job, we
begin to think about all the problems we may have to encounter;
all the unknowns.

Haw will it be meeting new people?
How will they like us?
How will we like them?
Where will we find comfortable places to work and eat?

This is perfectly natural. Human beings do not like to
change, particularly when they have adapted to the present
place. Can you think of a work situation where you might
suddenly have to change?

Possible Responses

A nurse who has to move to another ward after she had
adapted to her present one.
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An office worker who has to move to another unit.
A machine operator who has to transfer to another plant.
An elevator operator who is laid off because of auto-

mation.

In other words, there are some situations where we may have
to change, not out of choice. How do we dea. with it?

Possible Responses

I'd be miseraile, but I'd go.
I want the Jo'. I have no choice. I'd go.

its more imputtant that I work at this job. I'll stay
with it.

To summarize the lesson:

Encourage the group to define the problems involved in any
specific change.

Ask the students to suggest ways of controlling feelings
(panic, fear, anger) so that they do not act on these
feelings.

Ask group members to summarize what they have learned about
change.

Most of us get upset when we have to face charge, partic-
ularly when we haven't made the choice.

One reason we get upset is that we fear failure. We
have to reassess our own abilities to see if we can be
effective cn the new job.

We fear the unknown or the action it takes to adjust to
a new situation once we are comfortable in the preo.it
one.

Once we know why we're upset, we can better accept the
new situation.

The fact that we wart a job cr training helps us to
accept tne charge.

As a followup to the lesscn,discuss the followig.

The role of choice in a change situation

The consideration of needs in a change situation

The role of self-confidence in a change situation

This sequence is designed to assist the individual in adapting
to new situations involving superiors and peers and in dealing with
change successfully. This material ray be used with groups which
have developed some cohesiveness and some skill in problem solving.



Begin the class by citing a case study to evoke the irner feelings
of self-worth of group members. Tell the students about the
following situation:

John has been :corhing for the saw conpe7:y for years. He re-
ceives a reascnobte saZany, enjoys his workorld liko the people c,
the job, John has icon employed in the capacity of an office worker
rerfcyling such duties as flling, ant,:ering ieLqrkone ca7?.p, an:
teeing correspondence. One norning he VC:: called into the office 1-.;
his supemiser and given ene following dirveticno,

"Eo;,, I L'a,t c.cu to finick tt,? fill.:? I gore yr testepja:" _

h -ye sore new wor7t I oant to 2:.ve

lead a discussion to stimulate student reactions.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What's happening in this situation? Can you explain the
supervisor's behavior? Explain possible reasons.

Why is a can called "Boy?"

How will John react/

How would you react? Glue specific masons for your personal
reaction.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

I would be angry at the supervisor!

What could I do about it?

That's the way things are.

FOULE6UP DISCUSSION CLEST IONS

What is your attitude toward your supervisors? Your adjust-
ment to coworkers? Why?

Why do people form groups or clir,ues? Give sore exanples.

Do you see any alternative ways of coning with John's situation?

If recessary, plan to direct group activities toward additional

considerations of situations involving chicrge. For example,
John might have trouble introducing himself to a new employee.
John has to meet a new boss after adjusting to the cld ne.
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ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

I would leave.

I would be angry at all of thee.

Maybe John is imagining they don't like him.

John has to show some initiative himself.

If John wants the job, he has to adjust.

SCRIPT

I'm going to tell you about an apprentice who was quite upset
by what happened to his on the job. As you're listening to what
happened in this situation, see if you can figure out what went
wrong.

trainee

Trainee

Trainee

1: There was excitement at the printing plant this week.

2: What happened?

1: Well, there I was mixing the pigments fur the ink I was
suoposed to be preparing when this new foreman cones up
to me out of nowhere and sk's, "What are you using that
color for?" He actually tried to pull the stuff right
out of my hand! said, "I'm the foreman here."

Who is he anyway? He wasn't even on that section before.
I knew what I was doing. I read the work order on the
chart! But he wouldn't stop. I told him I wasn't going
to talk to him - he could go see ny boss. I tried tc
walk away from him,and he grabbed me by the arm. I

don't allow anyone to touch me that way!

Well, he went and complained about re to the printer I

work for. If I hadn't had ny hands full. I wou'd have
hit him.

Students reed help in learning how to cope with people in
authcrity at work. They will reed to explore alternatives in deal-
ing with those who seem threatening. The session can be developed
by the following methods:

Read or play a tape recording of the above anecdote, then have
the students role play the anecdote.



Read or play the tape recording to identify attitudes toward
people in authority.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What are your reactions to this scene?

Responses

Angry: I would have done the same thing. I don't
like people pushing me around either.

Aggressive: I wouldn't have answered at zit. I would
have punched him right in the nose.

What do you think the foreman was trying to do? Why?

Why did he grab the apprentice's arm?

Why do you think this happened? Give specific reasons.

Ask the students to role play to understand the reasons for
the behavior of each one. Ask for volunteers to play the roles of
foreman and apprentice. At the conclusion of the first drama, the
players reverse roles.

How did you feel when you were the foreman?

Now did the apprentice make you feel when he tried to walk
away?

When you were the apprentice, how did you feel toward ihe
foreman?

What did you think he was trying to do?

How would you handle this situation differently?

Ask students who suggest other apnrnaches to illustrate their
ideas by role playing, then ask the group to evaluate the second
role-playing session.

Will this way work Letter?

Did the foremen become angry in this session? Why? or Why
not?

What did the apprentice do in this situation which stopped
the conflict?

Help students summarize the situation somewhat as follows:
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Sometimes we have to understand how people feel about their
jobs. Sometimes a foreman does things to prove to himself that he
is performing well. The worker may have to go along with the game
so that conflict does not result. So, if the foreman is saying in
effect, "Let me show you that I am in charge here," we have to learn
to acknowledge this. Even a foreman can feel unsure of his position.

Students need to become aware of positive relationships between
people and to recognize the need of relating positively to someone
on the job. To begin this lesson use a word game to help students
recognize trustworthy relationships already existing in their lives.
Also,use a buzz session to give each student an opportunity to
consider how and why he has developed a feeling of trust towards
certain people in his life. Say to the students:

We're g.:ieg to start with an octiti* tcda:t. 1'n? going to
give each one of go, a list with scre na,7Es en it. Circle tke mare
of a person pc:, mold go to if gou had a problem and needed to
it over. Think of the real Test to in ;.c...tr

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

nether boyfriend counselor fellow worker religious advisor
teacher husband neighbor cousin brother
boss wife aurt father grandmother
girl friend landlord uncle sister grandfather

Give the group sufficient time to think about the relation-
ships suggested before asking them to indicate (by show of hands)
their choices. Then list those persons most frequently selected
by counting each choice. Say to the students:

icst recrlo et-looted thuit hothers f2thErs (or vhatever
;Trott:- Frovel the highost fre.r.onc,:.). I oonior

ANTICIPATED PESPCGSES

Well, those are the only i,e4le anyone can trust.

You must be kidding. I'm not going to tell anything to my
landlord.

I've always been able to talk to my aunt. She's OK.

I couldn't pick anybody on that list,



Say to the students: Passive: I'd never go to anyone I'd keep everything
to myself.

I wonder what there is about these people you've chosen that
makes it possible for you to trust them? Let's break up into
small buss groups and try to find some answers.

Organize the groups in any of several ways. It is important
that students who chose no one or only one person be placed in
groups in which there are students who chose many persons. Buzz
groups will probably have four to five members. Direct each group
to arrange chairs in small circles at d4fferent corners of the room,
then walk around, observe the groups, and restate the task for any
group not working.

After 10 minutes, suggest that all groups return to the large
circle,and ask that one person from each group tell some of his
group's ideas about how and why people decide to trust someone.
After a volunteer concludes his comments, ask if anyone in that
group wants to add something.

Note the similarities in trusting relationships and comments
about them.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

People you can talk to about anything are people you can
trust.

I never realized how often I visited my cousin just to talk
things over.

likst of us felt we had one person ve could go to when we
needed help.

Comment to the students:

So there are people yo'. can trust. Do you think you could find
Jmeone you could trust on the job as well? Someone you could go

to if you had a problem on the job?

ANTICIPATED RESMNSES

Angry: I doubt it. Everyone's out for himself.
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Realistic: I'd look around and see if there wasn't at
least one person.

Encourage students to summarize and add any important ideas
omitted. The summary might include the following ideas.

We all seem to need someone we can talk to or rely on. They
are the people we trust. Trusting someone makes the whole scene a
little more friendly; you don't have to feel alone. Sometimes when
we do trust people, we're able to work on some of the problems that
get in our way. Even on the job, we can look for someone to trust.
Job situations have problems too. Sometimes we have to work them
out with people on the job. You don't want to talk about every job
problem with your family.

Construct role-playing sessions similar to the following:
A student has a problem with his job. He has to ask someone for help.

What does he do? What happens?

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

New York State Department of Labor. State Office Campus. Albany,
N.Y. 12223.
Why young people fall to get and hold jobs.

Science Research Associates, 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, 111. 60611.

What employers want.

United States Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210.

We're reser too young to Clam safety.

FILMS

Personal qualities for job St4,70f$S. CORE. 1952. 11 min. sd.

color. b S w. R-SYRCO.
Outlines the elements for job success - initlatisl, good
personal appearance, businesslike work habits, Illingness to
take criticism, and the ability to get along with others.



SECTION XII PROBLEM SOLVING

GENERAL TOPIC
What are socially acceptable behavior patterns which can be

used in meeting and solving personal problems?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To help students solve realistic problems

To develop rational, rather than impulsive,ways in which
students can respond to ,. turbing written communications

from organizations

To learn to deal with personal anger and frustration caused
by policies over which the individual has little or no
control

To learn to cope with feelings of rejection

Tc teach the use of the group process

To help students deal with personal evaluatics with which
they do rot agree

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Analyzing personal problems as rationally and unemotionally
as possible helps one find a workable solution.

Emotional responses to problems often result in irrational
and poor solutions.

When dealing with problems, one should supress initial anger,
resentment, panic, or grief before deciding on a solution.

When confronted with a problem, one should try to imagine
how other individuals affected by the problem tend to feel.

Discussion of a problem with others often helps an individual

arrive at a rational solution.
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CONTENT
How can one control his emotions when confronted by disturb-
ing situations?

How can one adjust to unexpected personal inju.ltices caused
by impersonal bureaucratic organizations?

How can one benefit by discussing personal problems with
others in a group?

How should one react when he feels he has been unjustly
treated by someone In an authoritative position?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Give each student in the group a sea'ed letter (see sample on

the next page) with his nare and home address on it. The letter is
from the City Board of Education and asks the student to provide
Mr. Volin, of the training allowance unit, with certain information.

Prior to p...sing out envelopes, say to the group:

Make teliewe that 1,cu wake up tomorrow morning, cat 1,rcakfast,
wash up, pet dressed, and leave the house. Cn the valj to ea;:ocZ,

you stop off at your Praill,rt and find one of these letter: waiting.

DiSCUSSION QUESTIONS

How do you feel about receiving mall?

Why do you have this reaction?

What are your first feelings before opening the letter? Why?

The group is then asked to open and read their letters.

What will you do? Why?

What will you not do? Why?

What is you feeling tostrd the City Board of Education? Why?

How will your feeling toward the City Board of Education

Influence your behavior?



What is your general feeling about receiving mail from
agencies? Why?

How have your feelings influenced your behavior?

What alternatives do you have?

What are the consequences of each?

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

City Board of Education
Training Allowance Unit

1841 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10023

August 28, 19_

SS0 60-085-095
Starting Date: July 1, 19

Mr, Richard Jones
445 W. 49th Street
New York, New York 10016

Dear Sir:
(will be )

Your Training Allowance payments (are being) delayed pending
receipt of the item(s) checked below.

Please return this letter and the requested documents ir, the

enclosed postage-free envelope.

)

(

(
( )

Your birth certificate or other proof of age
Birth certificate of your
Your social security card or your uneRTOTrent insurance bock
Copy of your last income tax return
Verification of employment
Other

Very truly yours,

Saul Volin
Manager

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Students may react passively, impulsively, or hostilely. Sore

will put the letter away and say they will respond when they have

time. Others will go directly to the employment office instead of
going on to school and later mail in the requested information. A

few may even destroy the letter and raise a fuss about having checks

delayed. Some will follow the letter's instructions.
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Teachers may wish to arrange individual or group sessions with
those students who have evidenced forms or self-defeating behavior
in other contexts:

In reacting to failure to learn

In reacting to directions from a school aide

In reacting to a change in training plan or schedule

In reacting to criticism by a teacher

In reacting to criticism by a fellow student

9istribute letters from the Department of Social Services.
Some letters will indicate approval of requests for supplementary
assistance, and others will deny assistance. Give the following

introduction:

Fr,tc,3 0:at ie P: t;:at ici;

1,Cd to arriu for aP:r
.cr:Icce in crkr tc : C..77

t." 1.-k of a a 'litter C Tly f,mm 1";:tt

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Letter 01

Unit 182
Brooklyn Center

(Madam)

Dear (Sir ):

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
330 Jay Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.

April 9, 19_

Case 0154026
NAME: Joseph Ramsey

This is to inform you that your application for supplementary
assistance has been accepted. You will receive a semimonthly
check of S10.00.

RS/hf

Very truly yours,

Robert Sullivan
Caseworker



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET Comment to the students:

Letter #2

Unit 082
Brooklyn Center

(Sir )

Dear (Madam):

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
330 Jay Strcaet

Brooklyn Center

January 11, 19_

Case #7540
NAME: Kenneth VanDenburg

This is to inform you that your application for supplementary
assistance has been denied.

Very truly yours.

Robert Sullivan
Caseworker

RS/hf

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What is your reacti-m to the letter of reply?

Why do you react this way? Give specific reasons for your
reaction.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Now I know I am getting some money at last.

Only 520.00 a month? Cheapskate.

What do you mean only $20.00? I am rot getting anything.

How come you and not re?

Vhy do they give to some and not to others?

It isn't fair!

19G
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It eecre that nct eecr?one received the sa,e 'Lett er. 6c7e
reople are going to get ai'sistance and others are not.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What do you think is going on?

What happens now?

Where does this letter leave you? Explain from a personal
point of view.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

You can't fight city hall!

Well, I would want to know why I wasn't accepted. I would
like to find out and know the reason.

I would go down to see the caseworker and ask him what it is
all about. Maybe it can be changed.

Sometimes caseworkers are prejudiced. You never know.

Maybe there are some papers you can bring to prove that you
need the money.

Make the following statement:

are tr:o ti
ikdt drde rere F ncedei cr ca:d.c tne
r PC: : :1" i; t tkf t

c. 7%; 1,7 ..1t- I.,: ti; ,,,; -2.

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Because they are mad. When you get very angry,you can't
think.

You just at to do something to someone - get back at so,7eone.

Assist the grc,p in developing the following ideas to summarize
the lesson.

Dealing with large agencies can often he frustrating.

Sometimes when we are very angry, we can't think of a proper
course of action.



We may have a right to be angry, but we also have a need to
be able to solve problems rationally.

Hating doesn't help us to solve anything.

We have to decide what to do and where to get help.

If necessary after the conclusion of the lesson:

Refer students who need additional help in working with the
Department of Social Services to the social worker.

Present additional information about supplementary assistance.
qualifications, and other related matters to a group of
students who are having difficulty living on their allowances.

Distribute the following letter describing allowance procedures
to all newly enrolled students in the group.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION
TRAINING ALLOWANCE UNIT

1841 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10022

March 20, 19

Dear New Student:

Your request for allowance has been granted. However, there will
be a 2 or 3 week waiting period before you will begin to re-

ceive your checks rei,ularly. You will be in probationary training for
11 to 16 weeks. At the end of this period, you will be admitted to
permanent training status. During this transfer period, there will
be another delay of 2 to 3 weeks before you will receive your
allowance checks again on a regular weekly schedule.

Because of the increased rumber of students requesting allowances
we have been unable to process papers as rapidly as we would like to.
Therefore, there will be occasional delays in processing your No. 952
Forms.

We would appreciate your cooperation and patience.

Very truly yours,

Walter Wadach, Supervisor
Training Allowance Unit

WW/hf
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SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Is this something you knew about?

What questions do you have about this?

Now does this affect you?

What do you think about the situation? Why do you have this
reaction?

What plans do you need to make?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

I can hardly manag. on this allowance even if it weren't late.

Why can't they hire more clerical workers?

I guess I'll try to put away a little bit every week.

1'11 try to look for a part-time job to go along with this
one.

I'd better let my wife know about this and talk it over with
her.

Encourage group members to explain their frustration and all the
problems they anticipate as a result of these procedures. Schedule
individual conferences for those who are unable to talk freely in a
group. After the group presentation. lead the students into a
discussion of available choices and encourage experienced members to
report on the methods they have used in handling money problems.
Also mention delays occasioned by absences, incomplete addresses,

missing names on mailboxes, and the use of wrong social security
numbers.

As a followup to this lesson,discuss the following:

Necessity for regular attendance

Necessity for recording all checks received and keeping
related information

Necessity for planning family spending procedures

Necessity for dealing directly with frustrations and anger



Tape-record the dramatization below entitled The Nosy Counselor."

Advise the group that the tape describes a conversation between two
students who just attended their first group counseling session.
Play the tape.

SCRIPT

THE NOSY COUNSELOR

Bert: Gee! What do you think of that counselor today? What a

session! He's so nosy. He always wants to know our business.

Joe: You think he's like that all the time or just when he's with
the group?

Bert: Geel 1 don't care what he's like all the time, but, boy, he
sure is nosy with the group; and has always asking us
questions.

Joe: Yeah, sometimes he gets to me, too.

Bert: What do ycu mean he gets to you?

Joe: Oh, I dunno, sometimes you're right; sometimes he gets a little
nosy, and he wants to get into my business, and I don't like it

Bert: But he has no right; he's got no right to ask about our
business; that's private.

Joe: Yeah, but I've been here a little longer than you, and I

noticed that sometimes he tends to be... He means well: he

can't always help me, but he means well.

Bert: Well, 1 don't think he means well. I don't sce it that way.

Joe: vsu don't see any point in having these groups, eh?

Bert: Yeah, I think Its great. I think it's nice for a change,

You know, to chat. But we can just talk about things that we
do, what we did last weekend, or maybe things about the jobs.
But why should he ask us tiuestions about our private lives

d how we feel about things?

SlYSOESTED DISCUSSIQN QUESTIONS

What do you think happened?

Why do you have this opinion? 19
191

how do you react to chatting in the group session as one
student suggests?

Why do you think the sessions are scheduled?

What kind of work do you think this group will be doing?

Upon what basis do you make this conclusion?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

We have to talk about our problems.

The counselor may be able to suggest to us what to do,

I don't care about other people's problems; I have enough of
my own.

Assist students in iJentifying the tasks of the group. Help

them list functions such as the following:

To work on persona) reactions that may interfere with success
in the program a d on the job

To share ideas for mutual benefit

To learn to mate better choices and decisions

To learn to be a problem-solving unit so that every member
of the group can get help when he reeds it

To pinpoint personal strengths and i,aknesses and to wor,,
to improve weaknesses

The counselor should arrange for the group to get as much
practice es is necessary to develop a task-oriented atmosphere.

Explore student records to identify the strengths of each
student in the group. Then prepare individual ;utters indicating
that each cf four students has been rejected for some inadequacy in
an area in which the student is actually adequate or even outstand-
ing. The counselor di,tributes four letters. (See samples on next
page.)

Letter 01 - Academic: The letter states that achievement is poor
and the trainee cannot be continued in the program. This letter is
to be given to a student with a good achievement record.



STUDENT INFORMATION SRLET

Mr. Donald Farmer
22 Lafayette Place
Brooklyn, New York 11201

January 29, 19__
Mr. Frank Buckley
54 St. John's Place
Brooklyn, New York

Dear Mr. Farmer: Dear Mr. Beckley:

Our records indicate that your academic achievement in this Cen-
ter does not meet the minimum standard for continuing in the program.

We regret that your termination with the Certer must be effective
as of March 11, 19.

Sincerely,

Austin Nelson
Administrator

Letter X2 - Interpersonal Skills: This letter is to be given to a
student who has good interpersonal relationships with others.

January 28, 19
Mr. William Worthington

St. John's Place
pronklyn, New York 11201

Dear Mr. Worthirgtont

January 3G, 19,,_

11201

Please note that your record to date indicates a total of 34
days absent.

The Brand Production Company understands the necessity for ab-
sences due to extenuating circumstances. However, your record far
exceeds the maximum number of days allowed for illness and personal
business. Under the circumstances, we must ask you to terminate
your services as of the 30th of this month.

We regret the necessity of this action because your work record
appears satisfactory. Nevertheless, the management can no longer
maintain your position on the payroll.

Sincerely,

Gaylord Van Guilder
Assistant Manager

Letter x4 - Appropridte Dress: This letter is to to given to a
student who is well -oroorod at 311 tires.

We regret to inform you that your services will be terminated as January 30, 19._
of March 15, 19_ . Mr. Francis Fish

2i Lafayette Place
It has come to our attention that you have been involved in Brooklyn, New York 11201

several disputes with your fellow workers and that this critically
interferes with the operation of our plant. Dear Mr. Fish:

Cooperative relationships a ong workers is essential in our line
of work, We believe it is in the test interests of our employees
and managerent that your services be terminated at this time.

Kindly report to the personnel office for your final check.

Sincerely,

Courtney Dolan
Production Manager

This is to inform you t.,At your services as waiter will to
terminated as of March 13, 19__.

The Windsor Restaurant requires a minimum standard of groonlng
for its stiff, a standard s.hich, according to our observations and
records, you have failed to roe'. Mr. Shallow infom:s re that this
ratter has been discussed with you on repeated occasicrs and that
you have made no effort to irproso.

Kindly report to tte persorrel office on the ?rd doer for ycg.r
firal check.

Letter 03 - Attendance: This letter is to be given to a student Oo
has an oc,lleot attendance record. Sincerely,

19j
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Jars lmiliss
bersemmol Director



Each student in turn reads his letter to the group and has an
opportunity to talk about his reaction.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Mr. X, now would you react to this letter?

Possible Responses

Angry; PAS is a lie!. They're picking on me.
Passive: I guess it's so if they say so. They know bet-

ter than I do how I'm doing-
Confused: I thought I was doing well. Something is

wrong here,

How can we confect ar erioreous impression others have of us?

Possible Responses

Angry: They're a bunch of liars, and I'd go down there
and tell then off.

Passive: I'd forget about it.
Realistic: I really feel this is an unfair evaluation.

I knew I am good at this. I guess I'd go
down to the employment office and ask to see
the results of my test and then perhaps ask
for another test.

-ielp the students arrive at conclusions similar to the following:

How did you feel when you read the letter? Why? If we're not sure of our own abilities, we have difficulty
explaining ourselves to others. If were the least bit

Do you thick that the statements are true? Why? L.-sure of our best Writs, we become angry or upset when
someone tells us we don't have ability.

Does this information differ in any way with your evaluation
of yourself in this area? How? Some people are easily defeated. They become very angry and

want to strike out at anyone.

A realistic approach involves collecting acc.rate information
about yourself and getting people to consider it.

What are you really like?

How can we know what our strergtns and weaknesses really are?

Suppose you think this letter is unfair to you What would
you do about this situation?

What would you do if this happened on the job?

As a folicwup to this class session:

Hold sessions with different letters for eat- student.

Set up role-playing sitJations in which tne student dis-
c,sses the letter with his employer.

SECTION XIII FORMS AND PAPER WORK ON THE JOB

GENERAL TOPIC To- foster un understanding of the importance of being pre-

pared to answer questions cn various fc,ms
With what kinds of (ems should a student seeking enployn'ent be

familiar? To urovidc experience In tilling nut saple ferns accurately

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
a-d reatly

To de,elep understanding of the significance of all fonts used
by business, industry, cr government agencies

Tc provide pfeplratien for SO'R of the questions the employfent
seeker will probably face

19.3
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TO provide practice in folk dirctiens for filling cut
fomis



STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Most business, industrial, and governmental agencies keep
detailed personnel records.

Employment records provide employers and personnel directors
with data concerning the erployee's,and the potential

employee's,background, education, experience, etc.

An application blank often reveals much about the applicant I
i.e., his neatness, accuracy, degree of preparedness, etc.

CONTENT
Why is it important to fill out forms accurately?

Is past information concerning previous jobs, school records,
and military service important?

Are records of things such as hospitalization, pension plans,
and vacations important?

What are the major differences in such health plans as Blue
Cross, Blue Shield, Major Medical, H.I.P., and Gii1 ?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Mimeograph a che:klist cf information that each student is to

fill out and bring to class. Ask that they practice raking legible
lists.

Sample List:

Name (last name first)
Address
Social Security Number
Date of Birth
ig e

Evidence of Citizenship
Service Records

Employment Experience (bates)
Names and addresses of former employers

Collect a variety of forms (preferably in class quantities) from
local firms and government agencies. Using an overhead projector,
fill out one form with the class. Ask that the forms be handed in,
and check them for legibility and accuracy. Utilize the aid of the
counseling staff for constructive criticism.
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Spend some time in teaching students how to apply for a social
security number. If possible, obtain blanks from the local office
for practice. If not, use the sample explanation and form below.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

When you apply for a social security number, you have to fill
out a white card. Below is the information you will be asked to put
on the card. Even if you already have your social security number,
put the information that is asked in the empty spaces. Print all
the information except the signature. If you don't know the infor-
mation that is being asked for in any item, write "Unknown."

1. Fill in the name you gave your present employer, or, if unemploy-
ed, the name you will use when you are employed. If you use no
middle name or initial, draw a line.

First name Last name

2. Mailing address
No. and St., P.O. Code

3. Print full name given you at birth

4. Age on last birthday 5. Date of birth
Month Day Year

6. Place of birth
City State County

7. Father's full name, regardless of whether living or dead

8. Mother's maiden name (before marriage)

9. Sex Male Female

10. Have you ever applied for or had a Social Security or Railroad
Retirement number? Yes No Don't Know If the answer
is yes, print the state Ts whiTh you first apOlied and when.
Also print your account number if you know it.

State Date Account Number

11. Business name of employer. If unemployed, write "Unemployed."

Employer's address

12. Today's date

gb. andSlreef TiTy State Zip Code

Invite a representative from the income tax division to explain
the variety of forms used. Explain the nature of the c/ass.and ask

194
him to bring forms in sufficient number for practice work. Ask him

to cite the common errors which cost the taxpayer money.



PERFORMANCE RATING

Employee's Name Department

Division Position

FIRST SECONu FINAL CHECK ONLY ONE ST4TEMENT IN THE FOLLOWING GROUP

Output is unusually high
Output is consistently above average
Average work output
Requires more time than average to complete work
Output is extremely low

CHECK ANY STATEMENT THAT APPLIES:

Leans new tasks ,-apidly
Slow in understanding instructions
Pays insufficient attention to his work
Displays enthusiasm in his work
Demonstrates a r'sire to improve his knowledge

CHECK ONLY ONE STATEMENT IN ONE FC100W/N,.7 CROUP

Keeps accuracy of work exceptioaally high
Accuracy of work is consistently above avervgL
Makes more than the average number of errors
Habitually makes careless errors

CHECK ANY STATEMENT THAT APPLIES:

Talks a great deal on the job
Makes a good appearance
Work is neat
Does not take his job seriously
Has potential to do more challenging work
Takes unpleasant jobs in stride
Can be relied upon to complete a job properly
Sits around without informing supervisor when
he has no work to do

Cooperates to the fullest when asked to perform
unusual assignments

FIRST SECOND FINAL CHECK ONLY ONE STATEMENT IN THE FOLLOWING GROUP

Requires little or no supervision
Requires less than the average amount of super-

vision
Requires the average amount of supervision
Requires more than the avorage amount of

supervision
Almost always has to be told exactly what to do

CHECK ANY STATEMENT THAT APPLIES:

Gets alono well with fellow employees
Voluntarily helps fellow employees when oppor-

tunities arise
Feels abused when fairly criticized
Seeks and does additional tasks beyond those

required

Date

OVERALL RATING

Above average
Average
Below average
Supervisor

f.

..... ...........
Above average
Average

0

Below average .
Supervisor

Above average
Average
Below average .
Supervisor
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Duplicate several preceding application forms,and fill them out
for fictional personalities. Give one a good work record and a good
attendance report; give another a spotty record, poor attendance.
Still another might have a criminal record.

Ask students to role play the part of a prospective employer
and make a decision as to which one he might hire.

Arrange for several faculty members to set up individual con-
ferences offering constructive criticism of student practice
forms.

Write for application forms and pamphlet material from Blue
Cross, Blue Shield, N.I.P.; CHI, and others.

Discuss the information necessary to fill out these applica-
tions.

Invite an insurance representative to discuss the difference
in coverage.

Distribute copies of the performance rating form on the preceding
page to the students. .xplain to them that supervisors and foremen
have forms such as those to fill out for each employee in their section
or unit.

Ask the students who are presently employed part -time to rate
their own performance on the job as they think a supervisor would
rate them. Pick several student volunteers to explain to the class
how they rated themselves. Have them explain the justification for
each rating. Conduct the class according to the procedure explained
in Appendix C, On-the-Spot Technique, p. 311.

Encourage the students to ask questions similar to the following:

Why did you rate yourself above (or below) average in this
characteristic?

How did you determine what the average was?

What could you do to pull up your rating in this characteristic?

If you were a supervisor, would you want to hire a person with
your rating? Why?

In ardor to help trainees become familiar with the contents of
employment applications and the procedure of interviews between the
employer and employee, secure employment applications (examples,
MJCy'S, kervette's, U.S. Post Office), and give advance rotibc that
they will be filling out these forms. Instruct them to brir/ any

naterlals they feel will be helpful in prcviding information needed.
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SUGGESTED DISCUSSION OtESTIONS

What kind of information does one need in order to fill out
an application and/or have a job interview?

Possible Responses

Social Security card
Draft card
Discharge papers from service
Complete list of past employers and dates employed, dates
employment terminated, wages earned, reasons for leaving,
names of supervisors

Dates attended grade school and high school, date left
school

Names, addresses, aryl phone numbers of personal references
Pocket dictionary

How important is the employment application to your being
hired for a job? Why?

What does an employment application tell an employer about a
possible employee?

Whut criteria do you think an employer uses in selecting an
employee? Give specific examples.

Anticipated Responses

From the application
- Neatness of application
- Correct spelling of woris and correct word usage
- Penmanship
Work history: Is it scable,cr are there unexplained

gaps between jobs?
- Education: Has he completed high school, or does he

have trade training? Is training applicable to the
job for which he is applying?

From the interview
- Manners
- Presentation of qualifications: Does the person have

confidence in his ability?
Poise: How h carries himself
Ability to explain his situation cl.narly

The following day remind tre students vet was expected of them,
in the way of prepa-aticm for 'his meeting. Then distribute the
employ ent applications and allow sufficient time for their corpiction
Collect the applications, and select four volunteer applicants who
leave the room while you assist the group in setting up the criteria
for selecting a job applicant. Select one student to play the role

of the interviever. After setting up Ire application for, of each



volunteer so that it .an be easily seen on the overhead projector or
viewer, call each applicant in turn and proceed with an interview.
Have the student interviewer ask the same questions of each one.

TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Education
Why did you leave school?
From what school did you graduute?
What kind of training course did you tate?

Employment
Why did you take your first job?
Why did you leave it?
What have you cone between jobs?

Training
Why did you select this particular training?
What is involved in this particular training?
What have you learned?

Travel

Would you consider traveling as much as 1 1/2 hours to a

job? Why do you feel this way?

Police Record
Have you ever been arrested for a crime?
Have you ever been convicted of a crime?

Pay

How much do you expect to earn?
How much would you like to be able to earn within the next

year?

Pours

Which nours of the day do you prefer to work?

Marital Status
Are you married?
Do you have any children?
Do you have someone to care for them?
Would their care necessarily keep you from working?

Health Status
Mave you had a physical examination lately? When?

Goals
What is your wain gen) in life?
Would you like to own your own home?

Associations
Do you get along with voworlers?
Nave arguments with coworkers over forced you to quit a

job?
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Give the group the opportunity to ask questions and to make
convents after completing the interviews. Encourage student; to
take notes and to help each applicant by assisting him to identify
his strong and weak areas according to agreed criteria.

After interviewing all four students, take a vote and encourage
the students to discuss how they should decide who to vote for.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Homework: Ask each student to list his strong and weak areas
in applying for a job.

Schedule individual conferences for students who have obvious
problems which they must plan to overcome.

Set up mock interviews between students (later in the school
year) so that they can all practice the skills necessary for
applying for jobs.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAN PT

Peterson Handwriting, Greensburg, Pa. 15601.

(For adults a wd young adults). 49C.

TRANSPARENCIES

,m,' f VPD3A. 1958. No. 2 catalog, no. 120620. P-4FDdM.

Outlines the U.S. taxing system.

P-MGHT.
Includes completing tax forms, clewing a checking account.

1,r,hm d,, IRS. 32'x44" charts. F-IRS.

Interesting general forms and problems.



SECTION XIV PREJUDICE IN EMPLOYMENT

GENERAL TOPIC
How does prejudice affect members of minority groups in getting

and keeping jobs?

TEACHING OBJECTI /ES
To foster understanding about the relationship of prejudice
and ignorance

To develop methods for constructively combating the effects
of prejudice

To inculcate attitudes of tolerance, even toward the
intolerant

To provide information regarding legislation dealing with
antidiscrimination

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Prejudice results from a certain type of ignorance.

The educated and wealthy may be as intolerant as the
unschooled and the poor.

Intolerance often has led to discrimination in employment
and housing.

Patterns of prejudice are passed from parents to children.

Intolerance and prejudice can breed a divisiveness dangerous
to our national security.

CONTENT
what is prejudice?

Po all people have some form of orejudice?

Are all prejudices concerned with certain groups?

What are minority groups? What makes minority groups?
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Do people have preconceived ideas about individuals who make
up minority groups? How can prejudice affect obtaining or
keeping a job?

What are some occupational areas that have been "out-of-reach
of minority groups? Why?

Now do prejudices start,and how might they be changed?

Are there prejudices about the majority?

CPn prejudice affect one's chances of getting a job or job
promotions?

Dees public opinion play a role in corbating intolerance?

How dc stereotypes {lam intergroup relationships?

Why is it necessary to be conscious of the dangers of
prejudice to all groups as well as your own?

if the right, of one minority are in egnger, why are the
rights of all minorities jeopardized?

Can a renter of a minority jeopardize the position of his
group by being vocal and poorly informed?

What groups take pleasure and profit from disunfq within
the United States?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Being to class a bundle of sticks of varying sizes and colors

and a piece of cord with which to bind them. Ask a small student
to select one stick and to break it. Then bind the sticks together
tightly and ask one of the physically larger and stronger students
to break the bundle in two. This is relatively impossible and
should serve as a means of kicking off a discussion of the value of
unity.

Plan to spend a little time setting up the vocabulary necessary
fo- understanding the materials to be presented. Write each of the



following words on the chalkboard. Ask several students for defini-
tions. Wren the group agrees on a definition,write it next to the
word.

immigrant
emigrant
discrimination
intolerance
prejudice
displaced person
racist

preferential
quota
native-bor
naturalised
foreigner
alien

It is preferable to begin tPe study cf this unit early in
February so .hat by the last week of the month the class can take
part in Brotherhood Week. Obtain program materials from the
National Conference of Christians and Jews, 43 West 57th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10019. Students may also take part in Race Relations Day
sponsored by the !rational Council of the Churches of Christ of the
Urited States of America, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027.

After preliminary discussion,show the film Everylcdt'o irc,I«diccd
(see the bibliography in this section), which illustrates the vary-
ing degrees of intolerarce and the reactions of the bigot, Discussion
questions should he set up to elicite personal experiences encoun-
tered by members of tee class. Ask the studeots to share personal
experiences and give examples of people who overcame such attitudes.

Bead or tell the students the following story:

fire? 1:irc3 it, a ",,tics

0;2, 1c L',;( t'1,:"1 0122 sit ?tour: a4

lc a-:1 ,ight dotc:1-ine 07.7

r for- hie rccrie. kr 0,0 al6C., 0,71tiCICL: that

an! redo: ,0 Pe once ,--7c
but fa,s' ont7,s1:.c.o7 for Felinxcn tin al Their
rct,1 cat fsr 1:7'e dl'Eviity zoi iclonznc.c far ftvi g,;( ;Air c^cLi cy;..

SAYIPEE QUESTIONS

Have you ever beer angered by nave callers? 1"u4 did you
react? Why?

Would retaliating 4n the same, fashion make you any better than
the person insulting you? Wry?

Have you known anyone denied a job because of race, color, or
religion?

rave you known anyone denied noising because of race, color,

or religion? 6+0
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What kind of organizations have discriminated groups set up
to help themselves?

Does a person in a minority group have to strive to develop
his talents to an even greater extent than other people?
Why?

Can a person's study of the facts about bigotry and
intolerance cushion him against some of the shock of meeting
unpleasant situations? Why?

Why should every person know as much as possible about his
own background and that of his neighbor?

Illustrate the fact that mary minority groups have faced
problems and that the total result is often more far reaching than
simple group destruction. Read or tell the students the followirg
story:

In 14:2 the FT,0iish ,,cnarnAc cvierod the extinction of elf ,Jel:s
and all 1.,';,cry. p.rese s.ao. to create a rop1.a!rir, that hal a
qua lity of c,r7onor, Since the ol:1 cre
they fit i;to the :raNiEb rat tem. The . .:rkmi Src:..At
Slain t):(1.1' N: it c, their d:o f r.

Ci a,:4 0 a*. T;-.E.: ;ad ice of
ratj:c^-at'. a7-.cor: , tcot t
VC /I? 0-

tccifn it

SP1PLE OUESTICNS

Can a country afford the loss of its potential talent because
of prejudice? Why?

What is meant by the tern 'brain drain"?

Is "sameress' a desirable quality?

Why did a rovie like ;:.e.n.- kl.,n'e tort':_:: fr r create ro
stir in an area like Hawaii?

Using such references as and -7 , 1

1-:,;,1,7;.? make a listing of the here addresses of '00 notables who
are renters of riccrity groups. Give several addresses to each
rerter of the tic's, and ask that they write letters to these Teeple
asking for advice for a young person grc,lrg up in today's cities.
Collect these letters in ore b'rcler. and raquest funds of the cente:
for ha ving them reproduced by offset printing, If 'urds are un-
available, appoint a student ctn.!' ttce to solicit funds f,Un
community leaders kho desire to act as patrons. Tre fintshcd wen,



may be sold,ard the funds used for field trips, references,
photographic supplies, etc. Make certain that the project gets local
newspaper coverage.

SAMPLE LETTER

Learning Laboratory
State Street
Albany, New York 12224
September 15, 19__

The Honorable Richard Brook
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

Our class is compiling materials obtained from outstanding ren
in order to compile a booklet entitled"Thel fade It - You Can, Lo."
Since you are a member of c minority group, we loped that you mi4Ft
give us some advice ie, overcoming the problems of prejudice that we
still face today.

Since your own life is an inspiration to many, we would
appreciate any suggestions you can offer.

Sincerely,

William Martin
Cormittee Renter

Have the class do a photographic es.ay of inner-city youngsters
in their homes and at play. Ask them to caption each picture with
an anecdotal account which indicates each child's particular problem.
Request permission from a large department store to set up a display
in one of its windows and to provide pertinent newspaper publicity.

Use i by Lerone Bermett, Jr. (Johnson Publishing
Company, 1914) to study the cultural environment of the American
black ran. Set up a series of biographical reference topics, and
ask members of the class to collect as many materials as possible on
the people assigned. From these, students ray create bulletin board
displays and fill file folders.
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Dancers Television

Bill Robinson
Katherine Durham
Pearl Premus

Singers

James Brown
Pearl Bailey
Mahalia Jackson
Leontyne Price
Nat "King" Cole
Diana Ross
Eartha Kitt
Dorothy May nor

Writers, Poets, etc.

Frank Yarby
Richard Wright
Countee Cullen
Arra Bontemps
Gwendol,n Brooks
Ralph Ellison
James Baldwin
Langston Hughes
Paul Lawrence Dunbar
Alexandre Dumas
Phyllis Wheatley

Clarence Williams III
Dianne Carroll
Richard Hooks

Artists

Jacob Lawrence
Mitchell Bannister
Hughie Smith
Norman Lewis
cry Tanner

Movies and Stage_

Sidney Portier
Jimmy Brown
James Earl Jones
Dianne Carroll
Paul Robeson
Lena Horne

Composer

iouis An strong
Duke Ellington
W. C. Handy

Fats Waller
Jirmy Launceford
Dizzy Gillcspie
Count Basle

Arrange for a field trip to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York or a suitable local museum. Request a guide who can discuss
the merits of Afro-American art and who will make a point of showing
the work of such men as henry 0. Tanner. Also contact the Detroit
Institute of Art for copies of the work of Newberry winner, Lester
Johnson, Jr.

Purchase :::;! a series of 10 sound filmstrips
in color (Bowan Records E4001), and request the of a local

music instructor in interpreting and teaching the 'elections to the
class for a possible school "sing-out" program.

Set up bulletin board displays for Negro History Week, Check

in:1 5.. i Tr, by Ada-s, Afro -Arn Publishing Company.
1963.



Discuss the problems of other American minority groups,and show
how each has much in which it can tale pride. Use filmstrips
vt ch show the art of Nionelangeo and Da Vinci (Italy), El Green:,

Velezquhz, Picasso, {Spain), etc. to illustrate the artistry of
various peoples.

Since the students in the class are ghetto residents, it is
necessary for them to understand the concept of the ghetto, the
factors which segregate or isolate a single group. and the factors
which con allow members of that group to escape. Surprisingly,
within the ghetto itself, there are opportunities which do not lie
outside, just as there are debilitating influences. This should be

pointed out.

Read or tell the students the following story:

The vend qhcrtJ dates tack to the loth centl4T hcn b,th chrch
and eivi2 ?al' in Italy forade Jew:, cnd Cb-ieti,:c:R to hive together.

far tack as the 13th cent,ry, eov.e in Spain care segregated
areas. The inztitutien common theetghot

Yurvre but .ms partially abolished during the French Fel'ol,ticn arid
Lir for etpalitp. 11 the 130'a, the Nazis aga1771 paPecd
Ll2C to 21-:,g 0,0 Jew-:sh poplail:cn fnto ccncnr.vatcd areaa as part
e: their efficient annihiFaticn.

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

Since laws usually represent the will of the majority, how
could laws setting up or perpetuating ghettos exist?

Does a law which damages the human rights of any part of the
nopobation damage the total population? Why? For example,
do laws interfering with the education of 10,000,000 nonwhites
in America in any way affect the standards of the total
population")

Why should rinoritic. be as well informed and as vocal as
possible in stating their cases?

New tort City has one of the largest Jewish populations in
the world and has never had a Jewish mayor. Does this
indicate anything about the fec tugs that rust exist within
the controlling political parties?

Adam Clayton Powell's wife contends that he is actually not a.
Negro. Why has his color been a political asset?

Roth Dub.;n, Ireland and London, Ergland have had Jewish
mayors. Does this i.dicate anything about the feeling of the
population?
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Pnople from nonwhite foreign countries find easy acceptance
in college communities and yet ronwhite Americans often have
difficuliy. What possible reasons might exist?

Why does our State Department worry whet some :onwhite
ambassadoci from a foreign nation is mistreated in an American
motel or restaurant?

Why do Americans in general lack information about blacks,
Indians. Mexican-Americans, Oriertals, and Jews?

Why do ,'any minority groups lack information about themselves?

Tape the chapter from J. Edgar Hoover's Pastern of Peccit
showing how minority groups have been used by anti-American groups
to undermine our governm...tal structure. Request a speaker from the
F.B.I to discuss this problem with the clad :. (See Appendix B,
Inschoci Speakers, p. 305.)

__

After the problems of piej.,dine have been thr.. nughly cis cussed,
analyze the relationship between prejudice and job and vocational
discrimination. Have the class li.t occupations from which certain
groups are excluded or are hired only in token n...mbers. Ask students
the following questions;

Although many nonwhites work in stores, what types of jobs do
they usually have?

What percentage of trade union members are nonwhite?

Are many nonwhites employed by banks, insurance companies,
etc.?

Using the city directory, list the names of the bank presidents
in your city and make a guess as to their color and religion.

What percentage of the population of your city is nonwhite?
Is this percentage reflected on the schral bpora" In

legislative representation?

Plan a field trip to one of the large companies in the area,and
have a committee of students do a photo essay on their tour. P:.ive

them do an Informal survey of the number of representatives of
minority groups they see employed in executive lositions.

Set up a panel discussion to be covered by the local .ENS media,
and ask that the speakers representing local industries bring certaim
types of personnel data with them. Ask that they discuh the



percentages of nonwhites, Jews, Italians, Puerto Ricans, or other
minorities whom they employ. For example, as that a local insgrance
office specifically cite the number of black agents as corpared
with the numter of black executives. If no figures arc callable,
ask that they hazard a guess.

contact the New York State Commission on human Rights, 270
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10(.07 for information concerning the methods
by which an aggrieved individual or organization may file a verified
complaint since this program, through the use of enforcement and
education procedures, is aimed at preventing and elimin-taig discrim-
ination in employment, housing, places of public accommodation,
and in education based on race, creed, color, national origin, sex,
or age. Enforcement is obtained by socking court orders affirming
the Commission's decisions. The educational procedure; are conducted
through such activities as mass media publicity, speeches, conferences,
workshops, consultations, public meetings.and training programs.
Under this program, the Commission processes complaints filed by
individuals as well as initiating its own complaints.

Request a speaker who will discuss the variety of cue laints
received and the methods used in alleviating unsatisfactory
conditions. Send for their pamphlet materials in class quantities
for prelimioary study before the arrival of the speaker so that the
students may prepare relevant questions.

Pamphlets available art:

L2.) Agtinet Oiserinir tics

LOA Rightz in New York (English and Spanish)

The Older worker

tiousinit Fights intim, York State

Pre-towiLsvment Inquiries

Contact the New York State Office of the Attorney General,
Derartment of Law, 80 Centre Street, New York, N.Y. 10013 for
information as to how to obtain assistance from that office regarding
discriminatory practices in employment. This program is designed to
assure all renters of the public, regardless of rate, color, or creed,
the full exercise of their civil rights through enforcement of various
statutes against discrimination in public housing, employment, and
public accommodations. The program is also designed to give special
attention to the needs of the poor for legal representation both In
civil and criminal ratters. There are also federal funds available
for the development of neighborhood Taw offices. Request class
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quantities of parphlet materials for study and a representative to
answer pertinent questions.

Pamphlets available are:

Ci nit Nighto in Moo Ycrk State

You,. Righte if Arrested (English end Spanish)

write for materials on minority ortupv which can be set up in
file folders or used for bulletin board display.

Samples

Indians: U.S. Dept. of Interior
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Haskell Institute
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Negro: American Travelers Guide to Negro history
910 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60605

Check the newspapers for television replays of old movies deal-
ing with the problems of prejudice. Assign for class viewing, if
possible, or request the loan of the movie for inclass snowing.
Some feature movies which would be excellent for this purpose are
The Pearl, Faisin in the Sun, Sentle,an's Agevc,ent, To Sir with
tore, and West Side Stcrv.

Set aside one day in which a certain group of nonminority
students are tagged by some device and rust use only one lavatory,
one drinking fountain, and ore section of the cafeteria. Assign
them seats In the back of the class, and ignore most of their requests
for better treatment. follow with an on-the-spot discussion the
next day in which each one has a chance to divulge his reactions.
(See Appendix C, On -the -Spot Technique, P.311.)

The purpose of the following teaching sequence is to illustrate
the common problems that minority groups have experienced, to help
students to identify common stereotypes, and to examine tleir fixed
attitudes about people.

Tell the students you are going to read a story from the news-
paper which concerns the problems of minority groups in the city.



nese ,.7it,:ens are a areat 1:,,den on the taxpayers of the city, After sure discussion, interrupt and state that the article
re?uiring assis,In, for food and clothing, the money for, which they appeared on Noverter 26, 11877 in the Net,' York. World; that the area
21,:nct or xill n,,t ear.; themselves. Many c..me to the city 15"011 a described is Park Avenue between 42nd anciS6th Street in New York
considervNe distance and h&ve difficulty with English, Their City; and that the minority group described is a mixture of German
reighi,orhoods ore dirty, their house° are rundown, garbage is thrx,r immigrants, who had begun settli'.g in the area 40 years earlier.
out the wind,.s, and in eunner the noise and dirt are almoet unbear-
a24e. according tc civilized etardarde. ANTICIPAIED RESPONSES

Crime :s so ,ommon as to be almost an accepted way of life, and Surprise, disbelief
the chances of youths getting into trouble with the law are twice
those of youths in other areas of the city. Strangers entering these Relief
an 'as at light do so at their oon risk, and policemen must travel in
pairs after sundown, Since so many are towkilled, the:, can ....ay get Recrimitc.on
the jots no one else wants and if Aey get training, they are known
to work for less,causing complaints that they are taking jobs away Embarrassment
from people who have become accustomed to higher salaries.

Anger
Unless something drastic is done soon, the people in these areas

may become ea discouraged as to not want to rise cbcee their
eurmundingo. Thus tha American ideal ofewry +mani right to better
himself ray be denied to this large numbor of New Yorkers. re it not
a dx.ger, too, that the ox,ger coming from this discouragement could
be a cause o: violence and peril to all New Yorkers?

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION OtESTIONS

Does anyone have a comment about this article?

Does it describe any part of the city with which you are
familiar? Where?

Do you think that it is a fair description? Why? Why not?

Da you agree with the writer's ideas? Why?

What group of people Is being described here? Upon what do
you base your opinion?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Some students state that every paper is writing about
minorities these days.

Certain group members may identify specific areas of the city.
Others may recognize that the story is not specific,

Some students may feel that it Is too hard on the residents
since only some are untidy and lacking in ambition.

Some may express . of realistic anxiety. rejection.
or even extreme anger.
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Da all people have prejudices and fixed ideas? Haw do we get
them?

Are all prejudices concerned with race? Explain your opinion.

What is a minority group?

Are there many minPrities? Give some examples. Aoat makes
them minority groLps?

What prejudices are there about the majority?

Why is it important to recognize biases? What makes a bias
limiting?

What are some ways by which a stereotyped idea may be changed?

The teacher should summarize the discussion by explaining a
variety of kinds of biases, such as not liking a man with a mustache
or a woman with green eyes, so that students eventually accept
Prejudice as a common failing.

SUGGESTED FOLLAP

Present sore job limitations and opportunities for minority
group members. Explain reasons for the limitatiors and
opportunities,

Give an account of the assistance that may be offered for
minority group members.

Review the history of mirority groups in the United States.



The purpose of teis tearhing sequence is to show the students
that wo are all prejudiced in some way, that bot all prejudice is
harmful, but thah, prejudice is harmfu: only when it affects the liens
of other people or when it limits what they can do. This lesson
also help students recognize their own strong feelings about males
and females.

Administer the following word-reaction exercise to demonstrate
that each person has irrational ideas called prejudices. Tell the

students:

,01,7,7 to 71.r pLzp.mr ..qtt mom': 1.,c. n10 are it. Yea e.tTi

a to It-art: cut 4,0:.'N :,cu G: 1C

3,.ect< t;1. nk cilit,t cut:: rd.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

WORD-REACTICN EXERCISE

:1:mvotiene: Select the item you like most in each column
next to it. Select the item you like least in each row.
to it.

Write M
rite L next

I it IV

dog green cabbage eels pig alligator

cat blue lettuce snails cow rattlesnake
bird red spinach sharks deer jellyfish

If members of the group have difficulty reading, read the words
to the group. After the students have finished, ask them to raise
their hand to indicate how many liked doa least, rat least, lirl
least, and so on to each word in each of the six columns, Tally the
replies on the chalkboard. Then ask the students these questfors.

Why do you like ti,g less than :inn

Why do you like gran less than zzue?

How did you arrive at a decision?

ANTICIPATED RESPONSES

Occasionally a student may offer rational reason taken from
a personal experience for selecting one word over another.

Cenerally the choices will be irrational.
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SUrKESIED DISCUSSION qUESTIONS

What is prejudice% Give sore examples.

Do you think we are all prejudiced about something? ['plain

your response.

Do you think you are liked or disliked? How did you reach
your decision?

How will preferring blue over green affect your life? The

lives of others with whom you work?

When Is prejudice harmful on a job? Give some specific
examples.

Give the group time to think about prejudice and the possibility
that we are all prejudiced in some way and to some extent, Some
individuals may resist making any admissions of being prejudiced.
Develop with the groups some meanings of prejudice. (Prejudice Is
lumping to a conclusion before considering all the facts. It is an
irirtIonal rather than a logical decision.)

After the students understand what prejudice is and can deal
with the fact that we are all prejudiced in sore way, they can move
int, discussions of stereotyped beliefs shared by men concerning
women. Say to the students:

A !; r ir'

It'r 1.0 c,'it 1c

,7ir7o at aft.,

F'derfr-I rk. frIo.Ir; .1 f r
fat th
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V, ,'n train i01.
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Pc p L.4.1.1c r, , t':,5 thiv fry a g7N,' c.

rOrt Nigro w. g,

I'd ',. ;t-r work f,:r a t'L.^..r:.



SUGGESTED DISCUSSION OLESTIONS ANTICIPATED PESPONSES

Ask each of the following cuestions in relation to each of the
preceding statements:

Is thin statement ever true? When? Is it always true?

What effect do you think such ideas have on a person? At
home? On the job:

What can you do to learn whether an idea is true cr not?

Encourage the group to consider all the ways In which "fixed"
ideas about females irterfere with success at home and on the job.
Followup this lesson as needed in the following ways:

Schedule individual conferences with students who have problems
Dealing with sex roles.

Suggest that students role play new ways of acting in
situations to which they have reacted in a stereotyped fashion
in the past. Examples:

Every time a female teacher tells me what to do, I get
angry.

If I go for an interview and its a woman, I know I won't
do well.

Ercourage students who react negatively to males or females to
try a different behavior and report their success to the group.

Prepare students to deal with the problems of race In employment
practices by presenting the dialog in the next column either as a
tape recording or by handing a copy of it to the students to reao. A
reater sense ,f reality can be obtained by presenting it on tape,
pcwever.

Emphasize to Individuals who are not renters of the minority
iroup that the opposite situation In a company is entirely possible.

kUGGESTED DISCUSSION OUEFTIONS

What do you think about the situation presented? Why do you
react this way?

Are these personnel policies fair?

Can you see yourself as an applicant in this situation? What
would you do?

Wow do you thin* the white applicant will react? The Negro
applicant?
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teere is nothing fair about this.

He was rot accepted entirely on hip merit. He the black) is
getting better treatment since the company policy is aimed at
helping blacks.

His coworkers night feel that he is getting special ronstd-
eratiar, and give Mr a hard tine. He also may oe the first
minority group number there and nay have '0 prove himself.

He probably will get alorg since he has an engagirg person-
ality.

I think the white Is being treatea unfairly.

This is a good policy because ________.

SCRIPT

This is a behind-the-scenes meeting of a personnel manager and
department unit head in a large con.pa.y.

P. M.: Mr. Smith, I advertised for that customer's clerk as you
requested, ax I have two top candidates you can interview
today.

Mr. 5: I hope that they are both black. As you knew, company
policy is aimed toward getting more integrated departments,
and it has cone to my attention that ny department is
lacking in this respkct.

P. M.: 9oth candidates Are qualified, but one is white, and even
though the white fellow's references and experience look
better, tne black applicant seems to have a more engaging
persunality.

Pr. So I'll take the black applicant. No interview is necessary.

POSSIBLE FOLLO4LP DISCUSSION

Bow can you learn or "test" the policy or reputation cf a
company in relation to minorities? In relation to whites?

How does policy concer,ing working conditions and promotions
affect t'* we-Serf

What choices do you have,and how do you decide what is th?
best plan for you to follow?



Schedule individual confe,cpaes for students who need to change Hoover, J. E. MI:at:err of deceit. New York. Holt. 1958.

their attitudes and caonot deal with the subject of race in a group.
Hughes, Langston. Fancuc Legro ;:ercee New York. !Dodd,

TEAChING MATERIALS Mead. 1958.

BOOKS hunter, Kristin. Ike col Ire:there and eieter 'cu. New York.
Scribner. 1968.

Adams, Fussell. Great Negroec paot .r.dravocnt. Chicago. Atio-
American. 1963. Jackson, Jesse. Call rte Charley, New York. harper. 1968.

Angell, Pauline. To the tcp of the oorld: the etor? of Fez:? and lipsyte, Robert. The contender. New York. Harper. 1967.
Pcnecn. Chicago. Rand McNally. 1964.

Means, Florence. CreHr dr, in the wzrnin,:. New York. Houghton
Bennett, Lerone, Jr. The Negro mood. Chicago. Johnson. 1915. Mifflin. 1964.

Bonham, Frank. Durango etrect. New York. Dutton. 1965. Tolliver. New York. HoIhton Mifflin. 1963.

Myetery of the fat cat. New York. Dutton. 1968. Meltzer, Milton, ed. in their 04 ocra:e: a P.ictoru of the ,4-crio:n
Negro, 291e-I:lee, Vol. 3. New York. Crowell. 1967.

The nittyaritty. New York. Dutton. 1963.

La%goton Hughes: a liogna, New York. Crowell. 1968.
Chambers, Bradford. Chronicles of Negro grotect. New York.
Parents Magazine Press. 1968. Olson, Gene. The tall onc. New York. Dodd, Mead. 1956.

Clarke, Jnhn. Ptrok eeldier. New York. Doubleday. 1968. Peare, Catherine. Mar? Mcleod Feth,,,.e. New York. Vanguard Press.
1951.

Cohen, Robert. The color of man. New York. Random douse. 1968.

Preston, Edward. Martin Luther Yig: fight,r for flu-cd,-. New
Coles, Robert. teal end echool. Boston, little, Brown. 1968. York. Doubleday. 1968.

De Leevw, Adele. The tarred road. New York. Macmillan. 1954. Richardson, Ben. swat k7c2701": r!-,,IX-cc; rev. ed. New York.
Crowell. 1956.

Einstein, Charles. Willie Maye; coast to coast giant. New York.
Putnam. 1963. Robinson, Jackie 6 Duckett, Alfred. 1.reahthr.-..q1: to t;:e lie league:

the stow of Jackie Not inen. New York. Harper. 1965.

Goldman, Peter. Cio:1 rlghte: the challenge of the Fourteenth
PTendiwcnt. New York. Coward-McCon. 1965. Robinson, Louie, Jr. Arthur ,4he, tennic AS-7:C, New York.

Doubleday. 1967.

Goldston, Robert. the Negro Naciutien. New York. Macmillan. lt8.
Rodman, Bella. hone in the coo. Chicago. Follett. 1966.

Graham, Lorenz. North !A.m. New York. Crowell. 1965.

Sprague, Greaten. A quection of hamen?. New York. Dodd, Mead.

Sreth iron. Chicago. Follett. 1958.

Hardwick, Richard. Charles Pi chard trco: pioneer in !loci reeee..rah. Steinbeck, John. :he rear:. New York. Watts. 1966.

New York. Scribner. 1967.

Sterling, Dorothy. Tear dol.'n the va?lel a hiet.or, of tn
Harris, Janet. The to qg fraedon roc.): Eke cioil righee cter?. New mc:c-err. New York. Doubleday. 1968.

York. McGraw. 1967.

Sterne, Emma. 7 kale a rcr. New York. Knopf. 1965.

Hentoff, Nat. does cewntre. New York. Harper. 1965.

Strachan, Margaret 0.cre tyre you :hat year? New York.
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FILM

a12. MOT, 1945. sd. b & w. R-SYRCU.

Shows instances of intolerances in the United States, and presents
statements by various American leaders about racial acid

religious discrimination.

Everybody's prejudiced, NFBC. 1961. 21 min. sd. b & w. R-SYRCU.
Illustrates the various degrees of prejudice, for the necessary
prejudgment practiced in making minor decisions to the irrational
and highly emotional reactions of the bigot.

Ficturro in yoLq., IFF. 1949. 16 min. sd. color. R-S'RCU.

Tnrough animated symbolism, this film traces the background and
growth of racial prejudice. It emphasizes the importance of
reexamining one's own mind to determine whether mental pictures
of other men are realistic or historical.

TEACHING PICTURES

BlaA Ancrica - yeeterdly and tcda, DCC. 1969. $3.95.

Twenty teaching pictures and a 40-page manual contrast the old
and the new.

SECTION XV SOCIAL SECURITY

GENERAL TOPIC
What is social security,and how does it affect one?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop an understanding of the function and operation of
the Social Security System.

To develop the skills necessary for completing social security
applications

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The Social Security System is financed by contributions from
the employer and the employee.

The Social Security System provides its members with protection
against loss of income due to permanent disabilities.

The Social Security System provides medical insurance for
retired members.

the Social Security System provides retirement benefits to
its members.

The benefits of social security are not automatic but are
available upon application.

CONTENT
What are the purposes of social security?
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How does one become a member of the Social Security System?

how does the Social Security System function?

How are social security benefits financed?

How does one apply for social security benefits?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Order sets of free teaching aids described in the bibli:raphy

of this section which are available from the Government'. Printing
Office. The publication, Svgestel Outline fcr Studying Social
Sec"Arit?, is divided into three sections covering the history, the
practical details, the socioeconomic aspects, and the four programs
of social security. Each section contains lesson plans, questions,
reference materials, and bibliography.

Obtain free wall charts from the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare through your local social security office for use in a

bulletin board display. A set of four wall charts fn a large
44" a 34" size is available. Small 10" a 8" sizes may be reproduced
as overhead transparencies.

Social Security Trot Funds SS1-61
Shows the source of social security funds and how these
funds are disbursed.

Fr, ,, Sc,.ial Security Nuni-er to Penflit SS1 -62

Shows graphically what happens from the time a worker is
issued a social security card until he and his family apply
for and receive benefits.



ii irate. SS164
Details the benetic, available from basic hospital
insurance and from voluntary medical insurance.

Obtain booklet OS51-35 entitled Yo >r .70Cia7, In class
quantities from your local Social Security Office. This is a
complete and popular explanation of the social security program of
retirement, survivors, and disability cash benefits, and health
insurance for people 65 and over (Medicare). It describes exactly
how the syster works and may bo used as a classroom text.

Assign various students the task of reading one of the 15
sections listed in the table of contents of Your Social.
Have the students explain their particular segment to the class.
Ask the rest of the class to read the booklet also and to prepare
at least three written questions which should be answered in class.
Collect the questions for later use. Set up a speaking schedule from

the list below.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

REPORT TOPICS

Amounts of Monthly Payments
Disability Payments

Family Payments
An Application Is Necessary
If You Work After Payments Start
Reasons Why Payments Start
Your Hospital Insurance
Enrolling for Medical Insurance

Your Medical Insurance
The Trust Funds
Kinds of Work Covered
Social Security Cards
Checking Your Record
Right of Appeal
Social Security Offices

Contact your local Social Security Office for class quantities of
all tv.'.s of cards which may be necessary at one time or another. Set

aside class time to fill out materials. Collect, correct, and arrange
practice time for those :No demonstrate the need for more practice.

Contact the nearest Social Security Office and make arrangements
for films which demonstrate the four aspects of the crogram, (See

listing under Teaching Materials on the next page).

After the complete orientation of the group, contact the local
Social Security Office and ask that a representative speak to your
class and arrange tc 'how films and slides. He will be glad to an-
swer anytechnical questions which arise and discuss the basic
principles underlying social security. The address and telephone
number of your nearest district office are in the phone hook under
Social Security Administration.

2:43
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Have a stude,it tape the social security representative's speech
use during later class discussion and weview. Make mtain ttat
speaker novers such areas as:

Identification procedu,es

Adjustment reports

Withholding tax statements

. Retirement, disability, and survivors benefits

Medicare

Using the sets of three written questions prepared by the
students, set up teams to take part in a program patterned after
TV's CcIlciFe Po,21. Assign one student the role of moderator,
another that of timekeeper, and another that of scorekeeper, and
ancther to check the accuracy of answers. Bring in buzzers for the
team members to signal their readiness to answer, and allow the
winning team to challenge a team from another class.

Determine the number of students who already have social
security cards, and arrar . for each student to obtain a social
security card,



TEACHfNG MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

Local Social Security Office.
1,-:.r occiti Leaflet CAS/-36.

coc,tai sc..turit,f -

Leaflet OASI-1372.

If 1,C4 2rc,c di'osIicl. Leaflet OASI-29.
rs,isi coct,t-it.,,. Leaflet SS1-35.

Newspaper Enterprise Association, 1200 West Third St., Cleveland,
Ohio. 41113.

N sdionav and sc..1 ccc-,1* by John Troan.

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Irrotisis of cosc7,a sccurity i% the Uuited States. Leaflet
OASI-1372.

FJcfp 2?.,wr old arc rurvivorz' ir,,Ira.:00 trust fw,d.
Leaflet OASI-872.

TO help tc2th rac;a1 rocuil:ty. Pamphlet 551-65.
7v,u-stod outUno for etu,V,:, rcciot Parphlnt

SS1-60.

CIS

Local Social Security Office
Froc tc1:7,i,l; at'd, tc hril tcs....h OAST-1306.

cosisi ;it. Folder OASI-413.

FILYS

nlc. USSSA. rev. 1963. 20 aim. sd. color. FL5SA.
,10,..e Delgado was a fa m worker. He was a good provider but
hadn't been able to save any money. It wasn't until his death
that Jose's family and friends discovered that social security
is not just for old folks. The film is introduced by the late
Leo Carrillo. (Spanish only.)

b,fro 10u7 USSSA. rev. 1963. 11 min. sd. b 6 w. F-LSSA.
This is the story of life in America before the day social
security started...the story of what happery before the day on
which the first social security check arrives...the story of people
who can face the future with greater confidence because they
know the Social Security System they have built is working for
them long before the day of need occurs. (Available in Spanish.)

,:h.z27ic USSSA. 1965. 5 sir. sd. color. F-LSSA.
Charlie Smith, a former slave, is the oldest person getting
social security benefits. He was still picking oranges in the
orchads of Florida in I955--at the age of 1121 By paying social
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security contributions on his wages. Charlie joined the millions
of Americans whose earnings records are kept throughout their
working years at social security headquarters. As soon as he had
enough work to qualify, Charlie began to get his monthly checks.

USSSA. 1965. 5 min. sd. cu.or. F-LSSA.
In o fertile valley at the bottom of the Grand Canyon live the
mavasupai Indiars, Dan hanna, a member of the tribe, is disabled
and receiving monthly social security benefits for himself and
his family. The social security message shows the various steps
in processing a person's application for benefits--from the Social
Security office. to the State agency, to the national social
security headquarters in Baltimore.

Ida Fuller. USSSA. 1965. 5 min. sd. color. F-LSSA.

Miss Ida Fuller of Ludlow, Vermont, was the first person in the
country to receive a social security check. The year was 1340,
and she has been getting monthly retirement benefits ever since.
In January 1965 she received her 300th social security check to
celebrate 25 years of payments. A brief animated sequence
reviews the history of social insurance and the development of
social security in :his country.

F;ch:p chce. USSSA. 1964. 15 min. sd. color. T-LSSA.
Originally released as a pa-t of the 'Social Security in Action"
television series, this show features )n interview by Arlyn Carr,
district manager of the Hollywood Social Security Office, of
Joey Bishop, on the set of his then popular situaticn-comedy
program. A highlight cf this film is the inclusion of several
"flubbed" scenes of Joey, Abby Dalton, and Corbett Monica. Carr
explains to Bishop the various types of benefits available under
social security.

77;, USSSA. 1963. 15 min. se. color. F-LSSA.

This is the dramatic story of sardine fivherman roe F rrante and
his fight to provide for his family in the wake of a crippling
accident. It is a story of hcpe--as Joe fights back against
injury as he once fought back against the cruel sea and fines
he has support he had not ekpected. (Available in Spanish.)

!is.sre. USSSA. 1966. 10 min. sd. color. F-tSSA.
By the use of symbols--a square for hospital insurance and a circle
for medical insurance--this animated film explains the Medicare
program for people 65 and over. It graphically v:mws how each is
a separate part, with different benefits and servicrs, but how
they can be combined to provide broad coverage. (Available in
Spanish.)

oncel f r USSSA. 30 min. sd. b 6 w. F-L55A.
A series of three lal-minute films produced by the Colun'uia

Uhiversity Dress for the National Educational Television Network



under the auspices of the Social Security Administration and the
U.S. Public Health Service.
In care.

This film looks at the case histories of people eligible for
disability benefits, depicts the work being done by social
security fielu representatives who handle these and explore
aspects of rehabilitation.

The dependent child.
The dramatic history of the ways in which society has dealt
with children who have lost the support of a working parent
through death. {Acc.pted for showing at the 1965 American
Film Festfal.)

Pcnak for Edna.
Uld age is the topic of this film which shows the broad
range of health services needed to protect the well-being of
the elderly.

The Richard Gordon Story. USSSA 15 min. sd. color. F-LSSA.

The story of Richard Gordon, a cerebral palsy victim, and the
vocational rehabilitation program which help, Aisabled people
learn productive work. It tells the story of a young man who
overcame a great handicap to become an independent businessman.
It also tells about the social security benefits Richard Gordon
received during the years before he became self-supporting.

STI'l and social eccur-..!ty. USSSA. rev. 1964. 5 min, sd. color.
F-LSSA.
Semi J. Pilgrim is the name of an animated character represent-
ing the average American worker. Starting with the zany decade
of the twenties, the film shows the concern for the future and
the need for some security. It briefly explains the beginnings
of Our social security system including benefits and contributions
as well as the major additions to the program over the yearn.

Silver dollar city. USSSA. 15 min sd. color. F-LSSA.
The National Festival of Craftsmen demonstratesdo-ft.yourself
projectsOzark style. Making soap, spinning wool, and building
a log cabin are just a few of the dozers of skills featured at

the festival. It is a story about the people who helped make
America great and the protection most of them are row receiving
under social security.

for derly. USSSA. 15 min. sd. color. F-LSSA.
This is a story e5cut Terry Brazil, a boy who tackled a job and

who had the courage to do without a father to turn to for advice
and inspiration...a boy who had his heart set on a goal which h,
knew would be hard to reach. The film also explains how social
security survivors benefits help protect the Brazil family.

aeourity in Anericz. USSSA. 1967. 15 min. sd. color.

F-LSSA.
Miss Deborah Ann Molitor, crowned Miss Dakota of 1966, received
social security survivors benefits until she reached 18. Then,
because of a change in the law, she was able to get student
benefits and could continue her education. The film visits her
hometown of Onawa, Iowa, follows her activities at college, and
goes behind the scenes to record the excitement and glamour of
her participation in the Miss America Pageant at Atlantic City.
Social security benefits for students are explained.

The eocia: e' USSSA. 1962. 14 mfr. sd. color.
F-LSSA.
Nancy Carrell, a young newspaper reporter, has an assignment to
do a story on the social security headquarters near Baltimore.
To get the viewpoint of as older person, she persuades her
grandfather to accormany her. Together they lean the basic idea
of the retirement, survivors, and disability insurance program.
The film follows them on a tour of the largest recordkeeping
operation in the world.

You and Mc?icare. USSSA. 1966. 27 min. sd. color. F-LSSA.
Narrated by E. G. Marshall, with an introduction by Vice
President Hubert Humphrey, this film is the story of Karl
Knoltan, 65 years old and retired, who discovers for himself
the real story behind hospital and medical insurance under social
securityMedicarehow it works, who's eligible, and what
benefits are payable.
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SECTION XVI UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

GENERAL TOPIC
What kind of protection and assistance can I get through

unemployment insurance?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop an appreciation for the variety of services
offered by the unemployment insurance offices

To provide an acquaintance with the benefits of
unemployment insurance

To stress the fact that rehrbilitation, guidance, and
employment are the aims of this agency

STUDENT UNDERSTAV,INGS
Unemployment insurance is protection for those out of work
through no fault of their own.

The use,. loyment insurance tax is paid for ty employers
only.

The unemployed must file their claims In person.

There are certain restrictions in qualifying for benefits.

Unemployment insurance offices provide counseling and can
sometimes set up educational allowances for trainees.

CONTENT
What is unemployment insurance?

Who pays for unemployment insurance?

Mow does an unemployed person file a claim?

What areas of occupation are not covered by unemployment
insurance?

Who is eligible for benefits?
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What is the benefit ratc?

How are benefits paid?

Can the decision of the insurance office b.! contested?

What are the disability benefits?

Does the protection extend to those recently discharged from
service?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Obtain class quantities of the pamphlet Why Young People Fail

to Get and Fold ,lobe from the local U.Y.S.E.S. office. Since the
booklet is set up in anecdotal style, the students uoy role play the
problems of the individuals preserted for class discussion and
evaluation. (See RoTe Playing, Appen ix C, p. 309.) In many ways,
this may be a review of some materials prevented previously, as well
as new and additional material.

Sample Topics
Appearance
Attitude and behavior
Ignorance of labor market facts
Misrepresentation
Sensitivity about a physical defect
Unrealistic wage demands
Failure to notify employer of absence
Insufficient training
Insistence on own job concepts
Refusal to comply with entry requirements
Applying for a job with a friend or relative
Inability to get along with others
Unsuitability for the job
Reputation for unreliability
No sense of responsibility

Invite a representative of the N.Y.S.E.5 to discuss the pitfalls
of job npplications and to specify the assist. which his a;ency
offers the jobseeker, Ask that he include materials on counseling,
aptitude testing, and training programs.



Since the unemployed are often unskilled, irromn the students
of the free training programs set up by the State- Federal Manpower
Development and Training Act (MDTA) and the State Training
Program (SIP).

Mary unemployed also receive weekly payments while attending
courses. Arrange fnr a group of students to visit the local State
Employment Service Office and to interview a representative and
tape the interview for class presentation. Interview questions
similar to the following can be prepared by students.

Who can get training?

What kind of training will be given?

Where is the training given?

Can trainees obtain money allowances?

Can training he approved for any of the students at the
center?

How d so one apply for approval of training?

Can a person receive unemployment insurance while taking an
approved course?

Does a person have to take work that conflicts with his
training hours?

After completing a training course, can one count on the
State Employment Service t help find a job?

Assign a group of students to study the area Youth Opportunity
Centers of which there are 12 located in different parts of New
York State. Suggest that they do a photographic essay and a taped
interview with one of the representatives. Have students develop
questions similar to the following:

Writ is a Youth Opportunity Center (Y0C)?

Can the ITC get you a job?

Will you be able to choose what you want to do?

Suppose you need training for a job skill that employers are
looking for?

What Other kinds of help can you get from the HOC?
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How can you get this help?

Where are the YOC's?

Obtain class quantities of the booklet )ere i
Jlt. (77:ti,,antc, Using the table of contests, make

assignments to individual students to study varkus topics to explain
to the class. Contact the local office for representatives who will
explain the benefits even more fully.

Role play a situation where an unemployed person visits the
local unemployment office to make a claim for benefits. Instruct
the investigator to ask for the following items:

Social security account card

Insurance book, calendar insert, and claim card for those
who have had benefits previously

Record of employment blips received from all employers worked
for in the past 52 weeks and anything else which shows:

The name under which the employer does business
His unemployment insurance registration number
The address where he keeps his payroll records
The applicant's payroll or clock number
The address at which the applicant worked

have the person role playing the representative evu!air the
benefits to which the applicant fs entitled. In order to insure
accuracy, ask a student to visit the local office and ask a
representative to mike the explanation for tape recording

Obtain pamphlet materials on the type of working papers necessary
for those who are under 18 and seek parttime employment. Post
these on the bulletin board.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAWVILETS

Office of Economic Opportunity, 509 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y,
10022.
Net, Yer.;,: St ter p loCi2/%17c, 1,^

The State of New York, Department of labor, Division of Employment,
Albany, N.I. 12201.

Tke hiph e;7;.-t-,1 - cr

if ecu 2nT c:.t...
Infcm2tic, ;c r. o7,2fr-,r:te.



Laws governing emplcynent of ninon in New York Stc..,
New Yolk State tolerTtevrrat insurcov.
Olycrtunities for toginnenF.
TecnagerJ un('er 22.

Training - your ticket to a good job.
61:u young people fail to get and hold jots.

Other current pamphlets may be obtained from these sources.

SECTION XVII LABOR UNIONS

GENERAL TOPIC
What berefits does a worker obtain from union membership?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To provide some backgrouno on the history of labor movements

To develop understanding of the purposes of unions

lo establish awareness of the differences between craft an
industrial unions

To stress the necessity for many workers to join a union

To aid understanding of the benefits of union membership

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
unions have done a great deal toward obtaining better
conditions for the workers.

Most unions require the completion of craft training.

Unions /oda/ pl:Lect the rights of workers and continually
seek new benefits.

'Or-king for the union itself may present occupational
opportunities.

It is necessa-y for union members to understand the position
and function o, r.Tagerent.

CONTENT
why is it necessary for laboring men to unionize?

What are the advantages of belonging to a un:on?

How would a worker apply for membership in a particular union.?
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Is it easier for sons of union members to join the union of
their father than it is for outsiders to join?

. Is it possible that a union can demand too much from a
company? Why?

Who are some of thy' leaders of today's important unions?

What benefits have the unions gained for the worker's over
the years?

What are some of the outlooks for the future of some unions,
Such as bricklayers or painters?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Contact the local offices of labor unions and the national

offices of the A.F.L. - C.1.0. for information about asailable
programs for Labor Cay.

Clip oll newspapers for stories featuring the Labor Day
celebration for use as part of a bulletin board display. Request
pamphlet materials from local unions which also help arouse
interest and curiosity.

Set up ditto sheets which provide the meanings of union
terminology, such as the following:

Collntive bargaining
MAration
Fringe benefits
Arbitration
Contributions to unemployment

Insurance

Automation
Cneckoff
Closed shop

Open shop
picketing
!trite
"Sweetheart" contracts
Workran's compensation
Old age, surivor's, and

disability insurance
National Labor Relations
Board



Discuss the major types of union organization.

Craft Unions, such as:
Carpenters
Machinists
Plumbers
Electricians
Sheetmetal work
Bricklayers

Industrial Unions

Includes all skilled and unskilled labor in same
industry; I.e., United Mine Workers

Discuss the organization of the major unions, then arrange
for representatives from local unions to speak to the class. With
the aid of the class, prepare an outline similar to the 'ollowing
of materials he should cover and a list of questions to be
answered.

The aims of unions
Wages
Hours

Working conditions

Background

laboring conditions - 50 years ago
Laboring conditions - 15 years ago
Laboring conditions - now

Vocational opportunities
Jobs with the union organization
The union's role as a job agency

Have students analyze the local union by seeking answers to
the following questions from the union speaker:

How does a worker apply for union membership?

What are the requirements for joining?

Is there a union apprenticeship program? What are the
entrance renuirements?

What has the union accomilished for the workers?

' Does the union have x-holarship funds?

What are the terms under which a worker can join?

What are the activities of the union?

Who an, the leaders of the union?

What are the average dues?

What job opportunities exist working for unions?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of union status?
Of nom pion status?

Have students prepare a photographic essay of some of the labor-
management disputes in the area. They may utilize tape - recording
devices to pick up opinions from striking, picketing workers. A
class committee should be assigned to set up pertinent interview
questions.

SAPPLE QUESTIONS

How are workers affected if they have to go out on strike?

What are thay striking for?

What benefits will they receive?

How does the worker meet his weekly expenses durinu 3 long
strike?

Have a student committee canvass the area and make a list of
all unions. rey should also include data concerning dues, require-
ment:. for membership, etc. Students should inform the class of
their findings.

Canvass the class to determine how many of the students or
their parents belong to unions. Invite several to come to a
meeting of the class and discuss some of their personal experiences
in belonging to a union. This might be a good opportunity to
discuss sone of the problems which might gist within sore unions,
such as discrimination, pressures, and racketeering.

Set up an evening program and invite a congressional represen-
tative to speak on labor laws which protect the indivich.11. Contact
radio, TY, and press for adequate coverage. Suggest that he touch
on such matters as Federal and State minimum wage laws, employment
restrictions for women and minors, safety and health regulations,
disability benefits, workmen's compensation, and the new laws
regarding discrimination.
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Have a student committee contact the Federal and State Depart-
, ents of Labor for information regarding labor laws, protection of
workers, and job opportunities. They may use this material for
bulletin board displays and for inclusion in file folders.

Have a student committee follow the local newspapers and clip
articles relating to the problems of labor today. Set up a schedule
of "announcers' from the committee who will make daily labor
announcements to the class. They should covcr such topics as those
listed below:

Automation

',Mobility of labor force

Immigrant workers

Slum conditions in large cities

Discrimination of workers

Supply and demand for certain types of workers

Training opportunities in vocational- technical schools and
local industries

Arrange a panel discussion of speakers from such unions as the
Brotherhood of Railroad Workers, Transportation Workers, Communi-
cations Workers, United Steel Workers, International Union of Trade
Organizations, International Ladies Gaimett Workers,or others. Ask
that they discuss the problems facing the modern worker as well as
the airs of modern unions. Ask also that they cover such questions
as those listed below,and have students tape the entire presentation
for later discussion.

What do you consider the major function of unions to be?

What is the job of the union business agent?

What does industry expect of the beginning worker?

Wat grievance procedures exist to Settle potential disputes
between employees and management?

What fringe benefits are offered to workers in your union?

What effect do government regulations such as the Taft-
lartley Act have on the operation of your union,
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Are government health and safety regulations important to the
workers in your union?

Is there need for more government safety regulations?

Pow important is workmen's compensation to the workers in
your union?

Do Federal or State wages and hours laws affect your members,
or are they of no importance because of the union contract
with management?

Do members of your union have to take advantage of unemployment
insurance quite often?

Show how the development of new machines and certain inventions
has caused displacement and loss of jobs for workers in Cur
industrial development.

For example, the development of the automobile industry
temporarily displaced many persons working in the carriage and
wagon industry; the invention of the electric light put the oil
lamp Industry gradually out of business. List several other
industries that have ceased to exist, and discuss labor's concern
with the effects of automation. Cite ways in which the worker can
protect himself from entering jobs which are becoming obsolete.

Invite several representatives of management from large firms
to discuss their relationship with unions. Ask that they discuss
their responsibilities to employees and unions.

Ask students to role play a bargaining situation in which
representatives of the union meet with the representatives of
management to solve a wage dispute. Let the rlass evaluate the
approaches of each and cite any omissions in techniques.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BONS

Arnold, Pauline. autmatEcn ave. New York. Holiday. 1963,

Austin, Aleine. Lal-cr etcry. New York. Coward-McCann. 1949.

Bartash, Jack. rracti,m of New York. Hamer. 1956.

Beirne, Joseph. New hcrisc,:e fcr ic!cr. Washington.
Public Affairs. 1962.



Brooks, Thomas. Toil and trouble. New York. Dial. 1364. Taft, Philip. Organized labor in American history. New York.
Harper. 1964.

Buckingham, Walter. Automation: its impact cn business and

people. New York. Harper. 1961. Velie, Lester. Labo;:, U.S.A. today. New York. Harper. 1964.

Chase, Stuart. Lice and let lice. New York. Harper. 1960. PAMPHLETS

Daniels. Walter. Anerican labor movement. New York. Wilson. A.F. of L. and C.1.0., 815 16th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 9.0006.

1965. ABC's of trade unionism. Pub. 030.

Dayton, Eldorous. Walter Fatthe, New York. Devin-Adair. 1958. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C. 20210.

Diehold, John. Automation. Princeton. Van Nostrand. 1952. Planned training-your future security.

Dulles, Foster. Labor in America: a history ; 2d rev. ed. New Bureau of Labor Standards, U.S Department of Labor, Washington,
York. Crowell. 1960. D.C. 20210.

Young workers under 13 todoy and tomormw.

Dunlop, John. Automation mud technological chance. Englewood

Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1962. Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., 1615 H St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20006.

Gagliando, Domenico. Introduction to collective bargaining. New Applying the ant..,rust laws b.., 'acne.

York, Harper. 1953.
Cribben and Sexton Co., 700 N. Sacramento Cvd., Chicago, ill.

Ginzberg, Eli. American ttorkor in the Wentilth century. New 60610.

York. Free Press. 1963. A teenag er's guide to e,,ccese.

Gompers, Samuel. Seventy years of life and labor. New York.

Dutton. 1957.

Herling, John. Labor unions in America. New York. McKay. 1964.

Lens, Sidney. Working ran. New York. Putnam. 1960.

Orth, Samuel. Az/Tiee of iabo.,. New York. Yale. 1919.

Paradis, Adrian. Labor in action, fork. Messner. 1963.

Pelling, Henry M. history of trade unionism. New York. St.

Martins. 1963.

Peterson, Florence. 4merican later unicnr; 1'ci rev. ed. New York.
Harper. 1963.

Rachlin, Carl. Labor la; rev. ed. Dobbs Ferry. Oceana. 1956.

Payback, Joseph G. History of American lolor. New York.
Macmillan. 1959.

Shippen, Katharine. Ain union :.41.ev. New York. Harper. 1958.

Soule, George. men, .ages a%1 vpicyment in thr modern U.E.
New York. New American Library (Mentor MD 15). 1954.
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Education Pepartment V:fMmal Association r( Manufacturers, 149
East ?Soh St., New York, N.Y. 10010.
Yel.ur jobs in industry as a skilled craftem:n.

Fund for the Republi:, 60 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
"Fight to work" in practice.

Industrial Relations Division, Kodak Park Yorks, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

k%at in,/,atry locks for in the high rch:::1 grdbusts.

U.S. 'Apartment of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210.
Some facts for young o- crkore al,t .crk .and 2ol:r 77e.

Bulletin 028

Mc? or, America.

Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, U.S. Department of
Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210.
Sand' refer.:nce cu,de to fair lol:r 01,1:rd:: act.



FUNS

/rtitraticn in action. AARA. 1950. 58 min. sd. b & w. C-INDU,
UILL.

Explains a complete arbitration, hearing from the swearing in of
the arbitrator to the analysis of the dispute.

Automation - chat it ie and what it does. CORF. 1966. 14 win.
sd. b & w. R-BEF, SYRCU, UILL.

Explores automation from the electric on opener to transfer
machines in the assembly line to a computer-controlled
petroleum refinery.

Leee face it part I. AEF. 1950. 20 min. sd. b 6 w. R-AEr.
Presents the various costs of producing a product and shows the
need for cooperation among management, labor, and the stock-
holder.

Let's face it part II. AEF. 1950. 16 min. sd, b & w. R-AEF.
Shows that close cooperation among labor, management,and the
stockholders can increase prviuction.

hive of organized Ial,cr. MIGHT. 1960. 18 min. sd. b I se, R-BEF,
SYRCU,

Explains the economic conditions which encouraged workers to
join unions and shows how the unions built their organizations.

strike in tam. hFBC. 1956. 39 min. sd. b 6 v. R-BEF, SYRCU,
INOU,VILL.

Shows what happens when a town's main industry Is threatened with
a strike.

4,
-

"How are workers affected

.114
If they have to go OV6 on strike?'
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What is automation? FA. 1965. 14 min. sd. color. R-1NDU,
kill.

Indfcates the advantages of automation,and shows the operation
of a bakery that has been completely automated.

Work!:r..g together, EBE. 1952. 24 min. sd. b b w. k-BEF, SYRCU,
!NW. UILL.
Shows a strike being ended by compromise and the grievance
machinery being set up to further mutual understanding,

ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF MATERIAL

Economic Trends: An Outlook (monthly)
AFL-CIO Economic Policy Committee
815 E. 16th St., New York, N.Y. 10009.

Chamber of Commerce of the U.S,
1615 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006.

Business in Brief (monthly)
Chase Manhattan Bank
18 Pine Street, hew YoM:, h.Y. 10005.

Federal Trade Commission, Pennsylvania Ave. and Sixth St.,
Washington, D.C. 20580.

Commerce Review (monthly)
New York State Department of Commerce
Albany, N.V. 12201.

'How does tre worker meet his weekly expenses during a loos strike?"



SECTION XVIII OFF-THE-JOB VOCATIONAL TRAINING

GENERAL TOPIC
He does a student attain the technical knowledge and skills
necessary for participation in the world of work?

Are academic skills related to participation in the world of
work?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To provide inforwtion concerning naves, locations, program
offerings in private schools, technical-trade centers, and
evening classes

To encourage students to further their education

ro encourage awareness of the opportunities available in the

area high schools for those who may drop out before graduation

To alert students to the courses offered on a postgraduate
level

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The ceAer can offer information concerning occupational
training programs.

Further education or training 4s a "must' for occupational
advancement,

There are a variety of ovartunities in the world of work.

CONTENT
Through what kinds of programs does one attain the technical
knowledge and skill necessary to enter a desirable occupation?

What occupations require preparatiux at a trade school?

kTat occupations require on-the-job training; i.e., an
apprentice pi gram?

What occupations require only on-the-job experience before
promotior?
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a there self-help devices; i.e., magazines, books, pro-
fessional journals, which aid in jzb training?

Do academic skills help one enter a worthwhile occupation?

What are the off-the-job training poi.ibilities?

What possibilities of institutional or higher learning are
made available tnrough the Educational Opportunities Program?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Invite representative% of agencies or institutions offering

off-the-job training to speak to the class and provide information
concerning available programs and the qualifications necessary for
participation. Include such programs as The Manpower Training
Program, The Job Corps, the Cooperative Educational Services, as
well as area vocational aid technical schools. (See Inschool
Speakers, Appendix 8, p. 305.) Request from these agencies pamphlets
and other printed materials which the students may use for later
class discussion.

Invite admissions officers from local universities or community
colleges to speak about major course offerings, career possibilities,
opportunities far advanced study, requirements for entry, placement
services, etc. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix 8, p. 305.)

Ask students to prepare charts of personal qualifications and
compare their qualifications with those necessary for entry
to the average institution.

Discuss these charts and suggest that students prepare a
list of steps they could take in order to qualify for
admission. Myna counselors to assist the students in the
preparation of these charts and to discuss preparatory plans.

Mimeograph a list of private trade schools,and have students
write for information concerning prerequisites, courses, tuition,
and costs.

Rave students study costs, such as transportation, books,

and laboratory fees.



Arrange for visits to the schools in which members of the
class have expressed a definite interest.

Contact representatives to speak to students interested in
specific courses. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B,

p. 305.)

Encourage individual studentm to visit any local off-the-job
training agencies and to share their impressions with the rest of
the class. They might add a third dimension to their report by
making a tape or film record of sore of the sights and sounds of
areas visited. (See Field Trips. Appendix B. p. 307; Use of

Audio-Tape Recordings. Appendix A. p. 302.)

Conduct a class discussion which deals with the value of
acquiring academic skills. Include questions like the following:

Do academic skills help one to enter a worthwhile occupation?
Is it easy for you to talk to people?
Do people understand you easily? Do you have any trouble
understanding them?
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Can you understand printed instructions easily?
Do you have trouble understanding certain words used in
particular occupations?

Could you keep accurate written records on the job?

What personal activities associated with employment require
academic skills?

How will you calculate the amount of the wages you will earn?
Consider such variations as time and a half for overtime,
State income tax, Federal income tax, social security tax,
medical insurance, and union dues.

Make available to the students current information about
vocational training opportunities open to them,such as evening
vocational education programs for adults. Manpower Training Programs.
and private trade schools. A list of local vocational schools can
be duplicated for each student.

An up-',o-date copy of the Directory of Private Trade Schools
(published annually by the New York State Education Department,
Bureau of Occupational School Supervision, 112 State Street, Albany,
New York 12224) should be available to students at the center. This
publication lists only New York State schools. A national directory
by state, American Trade Schools Directory, is available from
Croner Publications, Inc.. Queens Village, New York 11428.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAPPHLETS

National Education Association, Educational Policies rommissiv..
1201 16th St.. NW, t4shington. P.C. 20036.
education and the disadvantaged American.

United States Department .4 Health. Education. and Welfare, Office
of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202.

Echoation for a changing world of work.

United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office
of Program Analysis. ..laskIngton, D.C. 20203.

educatim41 attainment: este:it and coneequencee.



SECTION XIX PROBLEMS OF THE UNSKILLED WORKER

GENERAL TOPIC
What are possible solutions to some of the problems that the

unskilled worker will face?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To demonstrate that remaining unskilled will perpetuate the
student's problem

To show that many phases of tee individual's life are
affected by lack of skill

To develop the realization that remaining unskilled often
means advancement is difficult

To encourage the awareness that unskilled workers have little
chance of realizind their amb:tions in the areas of income,
housing, and possession of luxuries

To show that continuing education and training, such as the
renter offers, will enhance the student's chances of securing
a satisfactory position

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Although a center graduate may has, to start with en
unskilled job, he is better prepared to nova into the monn
highly skilled areas of emplcvent.

Remaining unskilled means loss of opportunities for an
in 'vidual.

"Growing" on the job or within a uompany is often dependent
upon continued education and training.

CONTENT
What was the status of the unskilleo mpIoyee in the past?
What is his status row? What will ris status be in the future?

Why is the unemployment rate high for the unskilled in
the American working world.
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What steps can be taken to become better skilled in an
occupation/

Bow dues being unskilled affect a person's social, economic,
and educational growth?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Provide students with copies of unemployment reports offered by

the Chamber of Commerce, Bureau of Municipal Research, and others.
Cite rates of unemployment from each of the C areas, the rate of
pay of a sampling from each group, and the benefits.

Discuss the number of skills within the class itself and suggest
means of self-improvement.

Use studies to contrast the lealnIngs of the skilled, the semi-
skilled, and the unskilled, Illustrate what the differences mean in
terms of necessities and luxuries.

Invite a sociologist and a psychologist to discuss how many of
life's uncertainties (job, future, family, etc.) can be overcome
through learnit; a skill.

Invite a per,,,nnel director from a large area manufacturing
plant to talk about the number of jobs he can provide for unskilled
workers.

Using the overhead projector, discuss data concerning the
percentages of unskilled who are unemployed compared with those who
are skilled.

Ask students to list the jobs in which they are interested.
Discuss the training necessary for each one.

Provide the students with information about jobs that require
the development of extrlordinary skills,such as arti...tic or musical
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Check resource persons in the community for speakers w' o
developed new skills late in life and who became successful in
their newly chosen occupations.

TEACHING MATERIALS
Want as from local newspapers

Lists of job openings from the unemployment office

Help-needed chart!: and pamphlets from the chamber of commerce,
municipal research organizations, banks, and local industries

1'

/.Nr.A
419.1.4!r

4

Continuing education and training will enhance the student's Field trips to large companies in the area help students to gain
chances of securing a satisfactory position. insight into the demands of many jobs.
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SECTION XX STARTING A SMALL BUSINESS

GENERAL TOPIC
Is there profit and satisfaction in being self - employed?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop an understanding of some of the problems of
operating a small business

To explore the advantages and disadvantages of owning one's
own business

To present government regulations affecting small business
establishments

To provide information concerning governmnt regulations
regarding labor laws, safety laws, and the protection of the
worker

To introduce business terms and vocabulary used in business
and commerce which should be common knowledge to everyone who
is a consumer of goods and services

To show how individual initiative and enterprise are still
important parts of American life for those who wish to be
independent and self-employed

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The center aids a student with information about self-
employrer.t.

Certain people are better suited to self - employment than
others,

There is prestige In self-employmert, as well as continued
opportunity for advancement.

There are varied responsibilities in self-employment.

CONTENT
How does a small businessman obtain know-how and capital?
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What factors determine business success or failure?

What kind of personality is necessary for self - employment?

That agencies will provide services to the self-employed?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Spend a class period discussing necessary vocabulary. Duplicate

a list of definitions for reference:

STUDENT IfiFORPATION SHEET

BUSINESS VOCABULARY

Wholesale Promotion
Retail Lead items
Het profit Overhead
Gross profit Rental
Markup Jobber
Markdown Manufacturer
Collateral Middleman

Begin with an introductory statement of the problems and
benefits of the small businessman similar to the following sample:

Rare you ever waiked into a stationers ftcry, gas etaticr,
erertin,t goods etere, or delicateeeem, and thcr,,At, "I'21 el Lhie
Fem.,: rakes a tot of rancy?"

Ferh,Te he dose rake a good rerta;e he hae a lc-at
and a roe:' ear. Na.e pcu ever etc7red to think of ec,c cf tie
Frol-lere? Fa:, rany hours a Lwk dcee he Yrrkt Eow ra.241 ,:7ney

re ir:Teted in the 2-:.eireee? hoy did he net he trairl:ng and
crTericr.oc7 Con he lease hie 1aezircee to cc un c vaaticr? Who viii
he t-,t in c4-,,r,:e if he leave the t,eireee for P vec;e?

:here are c.,-Terraticre art' advarta,:ce to the person who
2:eireee, It there are are: d'ead.a-c.t7,..,(2.



In this unit c'e will explore some of the problems found in

operating a emall buainese.

Arrange for a series of panels of resource people (see In-
school Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305) to discuss such topics as:

The independent businessman type

The expenses of opening a small business

Seasonal versus year-around businesses

Service businesses

Recordkeeping

Governmental regulations

Chances for success or failure in a given area

Purchasing and inventory

Pitfalls

Arrange for a panel of resource people (businessmen, bankers,
etc.) who will discuss capitalization. Ask them to provide infor-
mation concerning credit and loan procedures for small businesses.
(See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)

Conduct a series of class discussions.

Formulate a list on the chalkboard of the responsibilities of
the small businessman. Some of them may be:

He must meet his customer's needs.
He must use good judgment when selecting a location.
He must train his own help.
He must arrange for banking services and insurance.
He must do his own buying.
He must keep his own records.
He must make his own store layout.
He must arrange his own window displays.
He must promote customer good will through advertisements
and sales campaigns.

Develop a profile of characteristics describing an ideal
businessman, for example:

Resourceful
Full of initiative

Desires financial security
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Desires independence
Energetic
Skillful with people
Willing to learn
Courageous
Alert

Ditto a checksheet of typical business expenses, and ask each
student to develop a list for some business in which he might
actually be interested. Suggest that he check the listings in
classified or call real estate agents for rental prices. He may

contact wholesalers for prices en merchandise, etc. The checklist
should include:

Wages (including the salary Taxes

drawn by the propriet)r)
Insurance

Interest on borrowed money

Repairs

Improvements

Delivery services

Rent

Advertising

Supplies other than stock

Light

Power

Invite certain types of businessmen to discuss specific business-
es: dry cleaner, gas station, diner, bakery, catering, beauty parlor,
barber shop, jewelry, florist, grocery, etc. (See Inschool
Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) Set up checklists of questions for
these speakers to answer similar to these below:

Why do different types of businesses require different
capitalization?

How much capital would be required to establish a business in
this field?

How much of thin could be borrowed?

Where could this amount be borrowed?

How often does the stock turn over during the year?

Do sales vary by months or seasons? Why?

What is the mortality rate among new businesses of this kind?



What is the most common cause of failure?

How many last through the first year? second year? fifth
year?

How much money can one expect to make in this business after
expenses are paid?

What kind of person would be most successful in this business?
What should his qualifications be?

How can a person get the necessary experience to be successful
in this business?

How much experience is necessary?

Would you advise a young man to enter this business today?
Why?

it
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Proprietors of sore businesses may have to be licensed by the
government, and the proprietor must adhere to complex sanitary coens
to stay in business.
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Ask small groups of students to check a variety of business
types in the community and to contrast the flow of traffic, rental,
income, sales, general appearance, etc. Suggest that they utilize
theiroicture-taking techniques to bring material back to class.
(See Use of Still Prints and Slides, Appendix A, p. 303.) Have the
class use collected material for developing a set of rules similar
to that below for choosing potentially good business locations.

Choosing a proper location requires knowledge and thought.

A businessman going to a new community should have a good
reason for doing so.

One should check with the local bankers, chamber of commerce,
and the State Department of Commerce.

One should observe the pattern of flow of traffic, both
vehicular and pedestrian.

One should check on other establishments similar to the
business he intends to run.

One should check such things as tax rates, fire protection,
and police protection.

Ast students to read biographies or biographical sketches of
the lives of men who established great business enterprises in the
United States. (See sample list below.) Have them report to class
on these businessmen. (See Group or Individual Reports, Appendix C.
p. 308.)

Woolworth's Du Pont Corporation
A. & P. Firestone Rubber Company
Ford Motor Company Polaroid

Arrange for field trips to local small establishments.such as
dry cleaning shops, repair shops, restaurants, gift shops, service
stations, and beauty shops. (See Fie'd Trips, Appendix B, p. 307.)
Have the students report their findings to the class; follow each
report with class discussion and questioning.

Assign a group of students to make a survey of businesses in
the community that have gone out of business during the past year
and determine why some businesses fail while others succeed. Have

students interview the proprietors of these businesses to determine
factors crucial to their success or failure.



Select students who are interested in starting their own
business. Encourage them to pick the type of business they want to
run. Have them investigate a business of this type in the community
by finding the answers to the following questions, which are
mimoographed and given to theT.

STUDENT INFORMATION SKEET

SMALL ZUSINESWM INTERVIEW

Is there a reed for insurance on the business? Why?
How much insurance of each of the following types would be desirable?
How much would each of these cost?

Loss or destruction of property through fire, windstorm, flood,
explosion

Protection from lawsuits resulting from injury or damage to the
person or property of other

Protection from lawsuits resu Ling from injuries to employees?
How can the businessman determine .de demand for each of his pre-
ducts?

How can he determire the amount of each item to keep on hand"
How does he determine the kind, brand, or quality to sell'
How does he select a supplicr?
How does he place his order?
Pow does he have the merchandise shipped?
How can he keep track of the sales trend of the item?
Vow does he know when to order more?
What is Lhe most econoldcal way to buy?
What kind of records must be kept?
Does t''e businessman nred to borrow periodically from the tank?

When goes he pay this back?
4..hat kind of advertising is necessary?

How are potential customers nost easily reached?
What per cent of gross sales must be spent on advertising?
Does this business have to sell on credit?
What kind of credit account rust be offered to customers?
Wnat government regulations affect his business'
Are special licenses needed to conduct this twsiress? How are they
obtained?

Are there special safety or sanitary regulations which rust be
observed by this business?

What labor regulations pertafr to this business?
Are there any labor problems usually associated with this type of

business?

How much competition is there in this type of business?

Send to the town or city government, as well as to the county
and Sta.e governments, for 'aterlals regarding licensing and other
regulations. 'hese should be made available for class perusal and
discussion.
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Make transparencies of materials in the daily newspapers
concerning business opportunities and places of business for sale.
Discuss in class why these would be good or poor investments.

Ask students to relate experiences they have had working or
things they have observed while working in various places of business
that have helped nr hindered the success of the business.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Allen, 1.. L. Starting a.nd sucaeding in yc:Ar
New York. Grosset. 1968.

Broom, H. N. 6 Longenecker, J. G. mall rQnvv-snt; 2ded. New Rochelle, South-Western. 1966.

N.:2e1, J. H. iner?caN tuoencoc%,.. New York. Knopf. 1962.

Grinshaw, Austin. Frcb?c,-,s cf tke in'icTenee,:f L".ci!n.,-se-.a. NewYork. McGraw. 1955. o.p.

Hal t man R. S. S others . ,rthcale 4r tic (-an 2,einc,,e.
New York. McGraw. 1952. o.p.

Jones, T. B. Nc: t;:c etari use cr, !,:,::ceJ. New York.Pilot. 1968.

Kahn, Harold. cc; hr start a-ni ran L.-
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice -Hall. 1968.

Lesser, J. K. ?.::.ces r;a.,7E-,nt 2d ed. New yore.Mu raw. 1950, o. p.

.b?c Q F.-4171 i,Y.FV; 3d ed. rev. by Bernard Griesman,
New York. McGraw. 1963

Leavy., M. L. r t..c r,alt i.acinczo-an. Dobbs Ferry. Oceans.1959.

Lewis, R. D. 6 Lewis.. J. N. w"vt !ciamicr
in..; 2d ed. New York. Fairchild. 1963.

Liebers, Arthur. ?ri.. tc luzir,er. Hackensack, N.J.
We'lman. 1964,

McGregor, C. H. 1-rt it cf if
rt-nc; 3d ed. Homewood, 111. Irwin, 195?.



Mahoney, Tom. The great merchants: America's foremost retail
institutions and the people who made them great; rev, New York.
Harper. 1966.

Mangold, M. J. How to buy a email business. New York. Pilot.

1960.

Milt', Hark. Free for teens. Washington. Ace. 1969.

Proxmire, William. can small business survive? Chicago. Regnery.

1964.

Wingate, J. W. Buying for retail etoree; 3d ed. New York.
Prentice-Hall. 1953. o.p.

Winter, E. L. Your future in yoAr own businees. New York, Rosen,

R. 1966.

BOOKS SELECTED PIOGRAPHIES

Baker, N. B. Nickels and dimes; story of F. W. Woolworth. New
York. Harcourt. 1954.

Burlingame, Roger. Henry Ford. New York. Knopf. 1955.

Dugan, James. American Vi. nc: the saga of Cane Iebrandteen and hie
shipping empi)e. New York. Harper. 1963.

Faber, Doris. Printer'e devil to publisher: Adolph S. Oche of the
New York Times. New York. Messner. 1963.

Fanning, L. H. Charlee Martin Roll. Pittsburgh. Altrnirun Co. of
America.

Titeore of 14..iness. Philadelphia. Lippincott. 1964.

Jennings, Walter. xenty giants of American businese. New York.
Exposition. 1952.

Latham, J. L. Y11,111 man in a hurry: the etorg cf Cy r.,8 F'eld. New
York. Harper. 1958.

Lavine, S. A. Fcrx-ns ind5Atrialiete. New York. Dodd. 1961.

Kettering: m6eter intvntor. New York. Dodd. 1960.

Levine, 1. E. nectronice pioneer: lee le Forest. New York.
Messne^. 1964.

2'm:6-nave vieard: George We New York. Messner.
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Miracle man of printing: Otto Merg,nthcler. New York.
Messner. 1963.

Paradis, A. A. Americans at work. New York. McKay. 1958.

Regli, Adolph. Rubber's Goodyear. New York. Messner. 1941.

Shippen, K. B. Mr. Bell invents the telephone. New York. Random
House. 1952.

Wall Street Journal. Millionaires and how trey made their fortunes.
New York. Random House. 1961.

Young, R. M. B088 Ker: a life of Charley F. Kettering. New York.
McKay, 1961.

PAPPiLETSe

American Institute of Cooperation, 1616 6 St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20006.
Busineee in our community.

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Economic Research Depart-
ment, 1615 H St., Washington, 20006.

Small bueinese: its role and its prolteme.

Coffee information Service, 300 E. 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

Do- it- yourself coffee houses.

Mellingis Co 1554 S. Sepulveda, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.

Now to import and export.

National "ssoci,tion of Manufacturers, Education Gekxrtment, 2 East
48th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

Research and evaluation for the small tueinese. 1181. Free.

National Cash Register Co., 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New Yr,k, N.Y.
10020.

Profit by ahquate businese records. Frze.

New York Life Insurance Co., Box 90, Madison Square Garden, New
York, N.Y. 10010.

Should you go in iueineee for yourself.

N.Y. State Dept. of Commerce. 112 State St., Albany, N.Y. 12207.

neink.as manaiement series. Free.

Sara Coventry, Inc., Newark, N.J. 07071.

C. P. - career potential inane quotient test.

Snead Manufacturing Co., 600 East 10th St., Hastings, Minn. 55033.

File and find it manual.



U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Office of Information, Washington, D.C.
20250.
Consumer quick credit guide.

U.S. Small Business Administration, Washington, D.C. 20425.

Building sound credit policies for small starve. Small

marketers aids, Annual 01.
Buying a small going concern. Small marketers aids. Annual 02.
Checklist for going into business. Small marketers aid 071.
For sale booklets of rmal/ business athrinistration. Free.

Free management assistance publications of a small business
adWnistration. Free.

!handbook of small business finance. Small business management

series.
Management aids for small business. Annual 01, 1955; Annual 02,

1956; Annual #3. 1957.
Management aids for small manufactunere. Annual 14, 1958; Annual

15, 1959; Annual 06, 1960; Annual 07, 1961.
Recordkeeping systems - small store and service trade. Annual

015.

Retailing. Small business bulletin 010.
Starting and managing a small business of your own.

Other current pamphlets may be obtained from these sources.

FILMS

An American legend. FLC. 22 min. sd color. F-AF.
The story of the Fuller Brush Canoe% including how products

are made and distributed.

Law of demand and supply. CORF. 1952. 11 min. sd. color.

R-SYRCU, UILL.
Uses graphs and familiar terms to illustrate how the law of
demand and supply affects supply.

Mr. Stuart answers questions. LIWF. 34 min. sd. b E w. R-BEF.

The owner of a small retail store finds an answer to increased
competition and corrects bad selling habits.

Por;.vit of a mon. PENN. 28 min. sd. b 8 w. F-AF.
the story of J. C. Penney, a legend in the development of American

business.

Say it with service. APPC. 1963. 15 min. sd. color. r.APPC.

The film emphasizes that the best way a dealer can sell his
services and parts to a motorist is to give good service.

Small business U.S.A. OBI. 1965. 30 min. sd. b 5 w. F-NYSDC.
This presents the business techniques of the small businessman.

SECTION XXI JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN SELLING

GENERAL TOPIC
Hcw may the student prepare for a variety of opportunities in

selling?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To provide information about the variety of Jnbs In the
selling field

To stimulate an awareness of the importance of good speech
and good grooming

To develop an understand ng of the vast numbers of Jobs
related to selling

To stress an appreciation of the importance of representing
a good company and a good product
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To encourage conv.ientious attitudes toward employer and
buyer

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Thousands of salespeople have routine Jobs selling
standardized merchandise,such as magazines. ca,dy, cigarettes,
and cosmetics.

Many sales jobs do not require specialized training, so sales
trel.'ees often learn their duties on-the-Job under the
tutelage of experienced salespersons.

The salesman whom sells complicated products or service,
(Examples: electronic equipment or liability insurance) has
a job which differs from that of most retail sales clerks
since It requires more training and specialized knowledge.



Real estate salesmen or brokers are often at the center of
most property transactions. They must study tax rates, zoning
regulations, insurance needs, Ac.

m:nufacturer's salesmen sell to other businesses,such as
factories, railroads, banks, wholesalers, and retailers.

A good salesman knows his product and his customer.

CONTENT
Mow important are good grooming, courtesy, and general
personality to the success of a clerk or salesman?

By what methods does a person obtain information about his
merchandise'

Why are principles of establishing rapport with people
important?

What are some of the characteristics of the public that
buyers, clerks, or salesmen must deal with?

What are the opportunities for advancement in this area?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Suggest that the students consider an ordinary buying

situation such as the purchase of a pair of shoes. Discuss some of
the points to consider:

What is a well-made shoo?

Is size important?

Is style important?

How wearable is the material of which the shoe is made?

Should the salesman be able to provide information concerning
quality and price?

As students to role play the purchasing of a wool suit, a hat,
or a sweater. Let the class evaluate the salesman's performance by
discussing these questions:

Did the salesman know about quality and sizes?

Was the salesman interested in the customer's needs?
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Was the salesman courteous?

Assign to two students the project of v.siting a used car lot
and inquiring about one of the vehicles for sale. Let one tape the
"sales pitch" while the other speaks to the salesman. Make sure the
interviewer asks questions about make, model, price, insurance, and
extras. Let the class evaluate the salesman's attitude according
to their own standards.

Arrange for several field trips to local stores, shopping
centers, wholesalers, and manufa:turers. Make certain to request the
service of some executive who can explain plant operation and
answer questions. In lah..ir discussion, ask the students to explain
the type of selling done in the areas visiten. Examples:

Check-out clerk in supermarket

Manufacturer's representative

Wholesaler'. representative

Clerk in a small retail store

Invite a series of resource people to address the students and
discuss suggestions they would give anyone contemplating entering
the selling field. Incicde:

Retailers of men's and ...omen's cicining

Registered nurse

Dental hygienist

Hair stylist for men and women

Ask students to role play (for laughs) the variety of types of
customers they might have to deal with in a typical department store
today. Suggest that they include:

A hippie type A woman 00 can't speak
English

A conservative school teacher
A woman who is confused

An elderly lady
A boisterous young man

A man who is deaf
An angry customer



Ask the students to role play the types of clerks they find
most distasteful. Tape record their dramatizations for later
class discussion.

Discuss the role cf the salesman in society .1nd the dependency
of cur economy upon his skill. Open the discussion with the
following statement:

6e4. it rLes:7-7t7 fir recr.7e

tc 1:.?, in their r.'n G7.1 ,carl.i.r pccIe kervicee
is cf in all .irte cf cAr
:hcy fLr cf 1,2q,

c.;1

DISCLSSION GLESTICINS

What kind of person makes a good salesman?

what qualities do you appreciate in a salesman?

In an economy such as ours, what is the role of the salesman?
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Reprod..ce an article on fraudulent sales practices for discussion:

Are the practices nentioned in tie article reputable?

. Why can't a gocd salesman afford to be dishonest?

To what extent is any business built on "repeat" clients?

How does the building of a personal clientele benefit the
salesman who changes jobs?

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

American Telephone 8 Telegraph Company Marketing Dept., 32 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, N,Y. 10013.

A tZ,err:mt for te"..epFcr.e eeZZ:ng.

Ideal Products Co., 4304 Gotdie Ct., Goodlettsville, Tenn. 33072.

P2:<ing rer. cake,

Success Motivation Institute, Inc., foe 7514, Waco, Texas 76710.

crtunitp u':21!-iced.

FILMS

A 1f7feZA fi,c for RSC. 12 min. sd. color. F-MTP.
A cartoon filn about a salesman's management of his time.

VDE. 16 mfn. so. b 6 w. R-8EF, I "DU.
Introduces opportunities in retailing, selling, advertising,
buying, ad merchandising.

ar-I irC,3 SAUM. 1965. 6 1/2 min. sd. color. R.BEF,
Describes how a salesperson can build a clientele.

it hiET. 1963. 30 min. sd. b 6 w.
Traces the evolution of Alerican business methods from early
colonial ties to noderr. -day corporate procedures.

17-irt.AC cf er2iiv. BEF. 20 min. sd. R-BEF, SYPCU.
Describes the structure of typical sales organizations, the
duties of sates executives, and the importance of selling.

tk, CGW. 28 min. sd. b 8 w, FAF.
Discusses the problem facing mankind in a fast-changing
industrialized society.
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The managerial revolution. NICB. 26 min. sd. b & w. F-AF.

Traces the growth of American industry from Henry Ford to the
space age, and highlights the forces and factors of mass
production, revolution, birth of big industry, relations between
labor and management, and the expanded role of government.

Matter of form. MOORE. 23 min. sd. color. R-BEF.
Describes automation in business and its importance to modern
commercial transactions. Discusses the simple salesbook and
complex forms used in high speed electric printer ...

Once upon a notched card. IBM. 9 min. sd. color. F-IBM.
Demonstrates an efficient way of handling a routine accounting
job.

Salesmanship: art or science. GM. 25 min. sd. color. F-MTP.

The many creative and rewarding opportunities in sales are shown.

Story of distributive education. SEARS. 21 min. sd. colon. F-AF.
Shows the preparation for careers in buying retailing,
financing, and advertising.

This is advertising. ANA. 1962. 27 min. F-AEA.
Explains the vital role of advertising to salesmen, dealers,
employers, and community groups.

This is Lloyd's. LOL. 35 min. sd. color. F-AF.

Shows the vast operations of Lloyd's of London.

threw that monkey wrench? IFB. 9 min. b & w. R-BEF, San.
Points out several incidental errors committed by retail sales
clerks which create custorer dissatisfaction.

The world is yours. MONW. 27 min. sd. color. F-MTP.
Deals with the origins and growth of modern retailing and
marketing rethods of Montgomery Ward.

FILMSTRIPS

Accepting eferosits. NABAC. 1957. 12 min. sd. color. R-NABAC.
Outlines in a step-by-step analysis the proper handling of
money to reduce error.

Automation in tol,io's modern office. FRIDCN. 20 min. sl. color.
F-FRIDEN.

Companion reading script points out the importance of automation
and career opportunities it offers.
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rein a good teller. NABAC. 1961. 13 min. sd. color. R-NABAC.
Discusses simple do and don't behavior and work patter-15,as well
as detection of money frauds, handling teller differences, and
teller activity during and following a robbery.

Cash registering for quick service. MER. 19 min. sd. color.

P-MER. R-BEF.
Teaches methods of collecting federal and local taxes, detection
of counterfeit money, handling exchanges and errors, and the
mechanics of ringing up the sale.

Handling difficult customers. MER. 10 min. sd. P-MER. R-BEF.
Shows techniques of handling difficult customers.

Row to keep customers buying in a self-service store. NCR. 1963.

15 min. sd. color. F-NCR.

Deals with the art of selling.

How to serve the customer in a self-service story. MER. 13 min.

sd. color. P-MER. R-BEF.

Demonstrates various techniques.

Let's look at your .1.4.. MER. 10 min. sd. P-MER. k-BEF.
As a salesman,it is important to be well groomed and knowledgeable
of your merchandise and customers.

Merchandising by the food broker salesman. LIFE. 1954. 13 min.

sd. color. F-NFBA.
Indicate:, how a salesman deals with a store manager to secure
the best possible space for the display of a specific product.

FroN:,,e in food store check stands. NCR. 35 min. sd. color. F-NCR
Concerns common procedures in checkout areas and the accuracy and
competence of food stone checkers.

TRANSPARENCIES

Consumer motivatione. VPD3M. Packet no. 25. Catalog no. 405905.

P-STD3M.
Introduction to distributive education. VP03M. Packet 23.

Catalog no. 403903. P-9PD3M.

Marketing Preocss. VR03M. Packet no. 24. Catalog no. 404904.

P-VPD3M.

Slice el,,,ation I 4 2. VP03M. Catalog no. 7002. P-'003M.



SECTION XXII JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN CLERICAL WORK

GENERAL TOPIC
How may the student prepare for the variety of available

clerical jobs?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To cultivate realization that many new jobs, suei as in data
processing and computer operation, are available

To provide information concerning area training centers where
people can learn clerical skills

To foster an awareness that a clerical job is often all entry
which provides opportunity for those who seek advancement

To develop an understanding of the importance of the clerical
worker in a private company or a government establishment

To stress the need for many conscientious persons in some

What special knowledge is necessary for a person applying fcr
a secretarial job with a doctor? A lawyer?

Wh t procedures are useful in finding available clerical jobs?

Where is the civil service office in our community? Where
are civil service jobs or examinations listed?

Why rust a clerk cultivate accuracy?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Discuss the role of the clerical worker in our economic struc-

ture. Bring in ideas about the types of jobs available and the
services related to each. Clerical occuotions offer work oppor-
tunities to high school 'raduates, especially to those who have
studied tying, bookkeepina,and related courses, Consider the
following:

Bookkeeper Messen;er, office boy, office
phase of clerical work girl

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The opportunities for employment now and in the future are
growing because of expanding industry and high turnover rates,

A specialized clerk or secretary (i.e., law, medicine,
construction, or engineering) must have knowledge of the
fundamentals and terminology of a particulur field.

Many companies cooperate with local schools, business schools,
and training centers in setting up office education programs
under which students work part -time, under the supervision of
trained personnel while sti11 attending school.

A good secretary or stenographer must have a knowledge of
spelling, vocabulary, grammar, and correspondence procedure.
In addition, he mJst be able to take dictation and type.

CONTENT
what pers)nality traits can aid a person to be a good clerk?
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r,00kkeepirg machine

operator Office clerks

Calculating machine
operator

Cauhier

Dentist's or physician's
receptionist

Grocery checker

Mote' or rotel clerk

Key-punch operator

Peceptwrist

Sterographer

Tabulating equipment operator

Telephoce operator

Teller (paying or r,,ceiviro'

Ticket clerk

Typist

Arrange for field trips to banks, business houses, corrercial
establishments. etc. Hake certain that the preparation for each
trip is made meaningful by a complete discussion of the services
being rendered. (See Appendix B, Field Trips. p. 307 .1



SlUDENT INFOPMATION SHEET

THE JOB

Secretary,
Stenographer

Office-machine
operator (billing,
adding, calculatm
ing,duplicating,
tabulating)

Electronic data-
processing per-
sonnel (console
operator, tape
librarian, con-
verter operator)

THE QUALIFICATIONS

Business course helpful.
Take dictation at 80
words a minute; type
40. Competence in
spelling and grammar.
Neatness.

Training on machines
and some business
arithmetic. Tyrng
desirable. On -the-

job training
available.

A good record in all
high school subjects,
especially math.
Some firms require
college. On-the-job
training available.

THE OUTLOOK

Very good in all
kinds of businesses.

Excellent, especially
in large manufactur-
ing firms, insurance
and banking firms,
retail and wholesale
companies, govern-
ment agencies.

Excellent in large
organizations: banks,
government agencies,
insurance firms,
public utilities,
and publishers.

THE JOB

Purchasing agent

Cashier

Bank teller

THE QUALIFICATIONS

High school minimum
with courses in
business. Many rise
from ranks.

Business courses and
typing helpful.
Neatness and accuracy
required. On-the-job
training available.

Business courses
helpful. Mathe-
matical aptitude
needed. Also speed,
accuracy.

THE OUTLOOK

Very good in all
kinds of businesses.
Good prospects in
hospitals. Pay
ranges widely.

Vey good. Try

retail stores,
theaters, super-
markets, banks,
restaurants, hotels.
Advancement limited.

Good advancement
for those who learn
to use automated
equipment.

Mimeograph charts of the above occupational information so that
each student may have a reference copy.

Arrange for a visit to one of the local schools specializing in
data processing or computer operation. Before the trip, make
certain that the function of the sciool has been completely analyzed.
Contact the manufacturers of various types of data processing
machines for explanatory materials on their products. Request that
a manufacturer's representative call at the center to explain the
workings of their machines. (See Appendix 0, lnschool Speakers,

P. 305.)

Collect several types of records kept in en average business.
Utilize the overhead projector to show the use of each.

Time cards

Inventory sheets

Mail records: letters received and answers
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Appointments: date, time

Receipts

Payments made

Utilize resource persons to explain the need for clerical help
in government service, big business, little business, professional
offices, etc. Make certain to be thorough in preparing for speakers
so that the visits will be meanIngf,l. Ask that each resource
person prepare materials on:

The type of records kept in their particular business a'ea

The reed for accuracy

The need for dependability

The job openings available

The opportunity for advancement



Ask students to create a bulletin board display of career
Information utilizing want ads, civil service announcements, news-
paper clippings, and pamphlets.

Using transparencies and the overhead projector, set up
exercises to show the results of small errors such as the following:

- A check entry for $1,543.50 instead of $15,435.00

A typed measurement for a steel bearing 31.70" diameter
instead of .3170" diameter

A dimension of 5" instead of 6'

A check made cut to Mr. H. L. Smith instead of Mr. L. H. Smith

A receipt for $60.45 irstead of $64.05.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

Royal McBee Corp., Westchester Ave., Port Chester, N.Y. 10573.
hint?.

Royal Typewriter Co. Educational Services, 150 New Park Ave.,
Hartford, Conn, 06105.
The s..Y.rceef.,1 escrttlre.

r cni dc and cl.;:'t's.

U. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., 301 Avenue H, Fort Madison, lows 52627.
iriroce ha,11.ritin.?.

Snead Marufacturing Co., 600 E. 10th St., Hastings, Minn, 55033.
Fi/r sH:1 find it.

Fi7inj and finddr. r.'s els?.

FILMS

Duty of a secretary. FIEF. 30 min. sd. b 8 w. R-BEF, DILL.
The right and wrong ways of being a secretary are illustrated.

The secretary.. a norm -a: daf. CORP. 1955. 11 min. sd. color.
R-SEF, SYRCU, IND5, DILL.
Covers the secretarial duties of maintaining the daily schedule,
handling the mail, using the phone, operating business machines,
taking dictation.

Your carter as a secretary. MIA. 1962. 27 rrin. sd. color.

P-MLA. R-MLA.
Emphasizes the importance of study to advancement.

FILMSTRIPS

Basic dat,., processing. MOEN. 20 min. sd. color. F-vRIDEN.
Discusses data processing at the sources.

The rape toinda.s. I6M. 1963. 16 min. sd. color. F-IBM.
Demonstrates how the punched hole is used for verifying,
clas.ifying, and reporting information.

World of - Ect I. ?CRT. 3-33 1/3. 6 fr. sd. color. P-LA.

Introduces various occupations.

TAPES

014-crt..n:2ics in rcto.f/ir,d spa,: the cc.:t,rdcr. HER. 1968. 11 min.

F-MEP.
Shows the challenges of retailing.

TRANSPARFJ:C I ES

Cicr* tarter sestet. 003M. 17 units with 20 tr. in each. FVPOI,..
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SECTION XXIII JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN SERVICES

GENERAL TOPIC
What jobs are available in the service field?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop familiarity with the variety of Jobs available in
the service field

To become aware of the continuing rise of opportunities in
the service area

To learn of the opportunities available in public service;
for exmrle, firemen, policemen, and detectives

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Service workers as an occupational group provide services
which add to people's comfort, health, safety, and enjoyment.

The number of jobs available in service industries has risen
over those available in production industries.

The number of jobs has risen because of the increase in
leisure time activities, the expansion of educational and
medical facilities, and the growing demand for repair services.

There are service jobs available in laundries, beauty parlors,
barber shops, theaters, restaurants, private homes, nursing
homes, service stations, marinas. and repair shops.

There are service jobs available with local, state, and
federal governments; for example, firemen, policemen, watch-
men, elevator operators, and guards.

CONTENT
What are some of the occupations in the newly wending
fields of work?

What are some of the problems that more leisure time will
create?

Why is it necessary to have police and security guards
in all communities?
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What constitutes good service in a restaurant or an
automobile service station?

How does the success of a business often depend upon the
quality of its service?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Reproduce parts of the classified sections of different news-

papers for class distribution. Discuss the variety of service jobs
available in the area,and point out the fact that it is often
necessary to scan more than one newspaper source.

On the chalkboard, list the jobs mentioned in one issue of the
daily paper. Discuss the qualifications necessary for each. Try to
include the types of jobs for which students will eventually qualify,
such as:

Appliance serviceman

Apprentice truck mechanic

Car washer

Dishwasher

Gas station attendant

Janitor

Meatcutter

Mover

Painter

Fnkery routeman

Security guard

Short order cook

Stockman

Taxi driver

Driver, private school

Gardener

Provide references (see materials section) in which students can

check job information. Discuss data in class. Select a particular
job,and use questions like the following:

Why are you interested in this job?

What opportunities for advancement does it offer?



What training is necessary?

Where can you receive training for this Job?

Arrange field tips to places which employ service workers.
Make certain that thire is a full class discussion of the purposes of
this facility before making the visit. Appoint reporters and
photographers to collect data for later class discussion. (See

Appendix B. Field Trips, p. 307.) The following are possibilities

for field trips:

Police Department Newspaper

Fire Department Automobile Assembly Plant

Telephone Company Bakery

Banks Dairy

Filtration Plant Hotel

Lighting Company Restaurant

Airline

Arrange for showing films that are available from various
agencies. (See Appendix A, Use of Commercial Films, p. 301.)
Films are often available from:

Civil Service

State Health Department

State Education Department

Government agencies

Private companies located in the commvity

Arrange for a panel of resource people who will discuss the
various service needs In a community. Include such people as a
hotel manager, a bakery supervisor, a nursing home superintendent,

etc. Ask these people to discuss the varieties of available Jobs,
the qualifications, the responsibilities, and the fringe benefits.
Before the discussion, make certain that the class is alerted to the
intent of the speakers and the content of their presentation (See

Appendix B, Resource Persons and Inschool Speakers, p. 305.)
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Invite center graduates who are involved in service occupation;
to visit the class and discuss the kinds of work in which they are
involved.

Good cooks are always in demand and often command high salaries.
On-the-Job training and expecience usually prepare one for this
occupation. Formal educational requirements are minimal if one can
produce on the Job.

Provide opportunities for students to see all service aspects of
the facility visited. Arrange to have some member of the plant staff
discuss the advantages of working in certain areas and answer all
pertinent questions. (See Appendix B. Field Trips, p. 3074



Develop file folders of information regarding the service
employees hired in various local businesses. Collect pamphlets,
clippings, and other data for interested students.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Job guide for young workers.
Occupational outlook handbook.

U.S. Civil Service Coanission, 1900 E. St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20415.

Current civil sernqce announcerlenta.
Job guide for young werl:ers.
Thinking about your job?

FILMSTRIPS

Preparing for work. UMINN. N.D. P-UMINN.
A series of filmstrips containing such titles as:

Thy do people vorl!?
Your job application.
roes it matter how I lock?
hew I want a job.
Job interview tips.
Thu maintenance wcrkcr.
The restaurant worker.
Service to people.
The sales clerk and the office worker.
A look at other jots.
That do yo., do if? (Series A)

What do you do (Series B)

World of work, Set I. MGHT. 3-33 1/3. 6 fr. sd. color. P-LA.

Shows phases of jobs in gas stations and in hospitals.

SECTION XXIV PROFESSIONAL AND MANAGERIAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL TOPIC
What Jobs are available in the professional and managerial

career areas?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To help students realize that a better education and further
training are necessary to attain the role of a professional
or manager

To inform students that several years of education are
required to ,econe a topflight professional lawyer, doctor,
teacher, or engineer

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Only a small percentage of people attain professional and
managerial levels.

Beginning students most develop initial skills and obtain
experience before beginning managerial training.

CONTENT
What education distinguishes professionals from all others?

Why does the demand for professionals exceed the supply?

What are the characteristics of a good manager?

Why do both the professional and managerial fields require
people who relate well to others?

What are the big differences in requirements for professionals
corgared to the other career areas? (Differences in education,
training, and experience.)

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Discuss the following topics:

Management's role in running a business

The employee's obligation to the business
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The difference between profit and loss

The pros and cons of union membership

Various benefits and opportunities within a company

The proresses involved in producing the company product(s)

Use newspapers and telephone directories (yellow pages) for
ascertaining the location of area schools. Contact thehi.Y.S.E.S., the
U.S.E.S., and the civil service agencies for ad' '

Asa students to write to the schools In is : r ore interested
and fill out data sheets similar to the followir. .nis ,atprial

may be utilized for class discussion and later placed in the file
folders for reference.

STUDENT INFCPMATIL1 SHEET

SCHOOL DATA SHEET

Name of School: Residence

Location: Age

TSTrieTi (City) (State)
Health

Type of Community: Small Town Large City
Expenses:

Type of School: Business Mechanical
Tuition

Flying Television
Books

Data Processing
Fees

Creme Other
Housing

Health Service Public
Transportation

Technical Private
Personal

Distance from home:
Housing Facilities:

1n-town
Dormitories

Commuting
Private Homes

distarce

Out-of-
Student Apartments

town School Facilities:

Program: Library

Certificate offered Shop

Degree offered Laboratory

On-the-job program Counseling

Length of program Placement

adhisslon requirerents: Student Aid:

High School Diploma Scholarship Aid

Entrance Exams Student Loan Funds

Subjects Necessary Work Study Programs
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Arrange for field trips (See Field Tr4ps, Appendix B, p. 307.)
to as many schools and as many industrial areas as possible.
Appoint student reporters to compile data for later discussion.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BO

Finkel, Lawrence A Krawitt, Ruth. How to study. Dobbs Ferry.
Oceana. 1964.

An informal easy-to-read guide to study which takes students
through the steps of listening properly, teking notes,

scheduling time and place for study, how to remember, how to
review, types of tests, and other valuable tips. Humorous
illustrations.

Halacy, D. S. The robrtz are here! New York. Norton. 1965.

Concerns the history and development of machines that can learn
complica..ed tasks that once were performed only by man. The
author explains the need for the human brain, however, to make
the machines useful.

Paradis, A. A. You and the next decade. New York. McKay. 1965.

This glimpse into the probable world of the 1970's will help in
selecting a career.

SECTION XXV JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE SKILLED

GENERAL TOPIC
What jobs are available to the skilled?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To cultivate awareness of the variety of jobs requiring
skilled workers

To stimulate the desire to embark upon one of the training
programs available to those who desire a skilled occupation

To develop consciousness of the benefits of employability as
skilled labor

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Most training authorities agree that the best way to learn a
skill is through a formal apprenticeship program.

Large numbers of young men in the Armed Forces acquire skill.
which qualify them for skilled civilian jobs, such as auto-
mobile mechanic, electronics technician, airplane mechanic,
electrician, and office machine repairman.

Skilled workers have a higher earning capacity, more ,ob
security, better chances far promotions, and greater
potential for opening their own businesses than unskilled
workers.

Because of industrial growth and techological advance,
employment of the skilled will increase throughout the next
decade.

The center can provide information concerning certain skill
areas.

Becoming a skilled worker may demand hard work, extensive
training, and other sacrifices.

CONTENT
What is a skilled worker?

Why is a skilled person in a particular field considered an
export?

What is the current demand for skilled workers?

How can one become a skilled workman in a particular field?

How may one obtain information about training to enter a
particular skilled field?

1,,*4 do mast skilled workers join unions? What terefits do

they derive from membership?

What apprentice programs are available it the area?
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Spend a class period in orientating students to the varied

categories into which skilled workers fall. Outline such broad
occupational categories as mechanics and repairmen, construction
workers, and skilled machining operations. Show the dependency of
the unskilled and/or semiskilled worker upon such skilled men as
tool and die makers and pattern makers.

Set up broad general categories in which specific students may
do research in accordance with their interests. The file folder
system may be used as a depository for pictures, clippings, and
other collected data. (See Appendix A, File Folder, p. 304.) See
examples below:

Food Industry
Crop Raising: fanner, horticulturist, tobacco grower,
market farmer, florist, nurseryman, dairyman, poultry
and stock raiser, beekeeper. (Related occupations:
landscape gardener and forester.)

Processing and Marketing: butcher, baker, cook, grocer,
butter and cheese maker, candymaker, beverage maker,
trucker, shipper, canner, and other food processors.
{Related uccupations: fishenman, trawler, lobsterman.)

Clothing Industry
Preparation: wool carder, knitter, leather goods worker,
sewing machine operator, dyer.

Design: designer, tailor, dressmaker, garment maker,
seamstress, glover, hatter, milliner, shoemaker,
salesman.

Transportation
Land: station and ticket agent, roadraster, yardmaster,
locomotive engineer, fireman, switchman, conductor,
cook, waiter, telegrapher.

Water: captain, mate, engineer, fireman, purser,
electrician, radioman, pilot, cook, steward.

Air: pilot, engineer, navigator, ground crewman,
stewardess, radio' and radarman, detective, guard.

Communication
Radio and TV: writer, prod..cer, director, advertising
salesman, technical aide.

Telephone and Telegraph: serviceman, operator.

Manufacturing
Raw Materials: miner, driller, locator. surveyor, analyst.
Toolmaking: inventor, designer, draftsman, pattern maker,
molder, mechanic.
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Construction Industry
Planning: draftsman, surveyor.
Building: brick, stone, and concrete mason, excavator,

structural iron worker, lather, plasterer, roofer,
tinsmith, plumber, steamfitter, electrician, painter,
paperhanger, decorator, finisher, floor layer, the
setter, building inspector, glazier, coppersmith,
wood carver.

Machine Operating: operating engineers drive bulldozers,
pile drhers, hoists, cranes, and grading equipment.

A career in suneying offers a healthy environment and Interest-
ing work to those who enjoy working outdoors.

Graphic Arts (Publishing)
Printing: typesetter, desigre, , layout man, composer,
proofreader, estimator, hand compositor, linc..type and
monotype operator, press feeder, bindery worker, copy.
holder, electrotyper, paper stool:nen, photogreper.

Others: editor, critic, advertising s3levAr. artist,
engraver, circulation manager, publicity man, writer,
reporter.

Medicine
Aide: X-ray technologist, laboratory technician,

dietician, therapist.



Additional Categories for Study
Air conditioning Merchant marine
Art Nutrition
Aviation Photography
Banking Real estate
Computers Sanitation
Electronics Welding

Arrange for panels of resource persons from the various fields
described above to lecture on the opportunities for skilled workers
in their specific areas. Utilize the material in file folders to
set up bulletin board displays. Make certain that students are
sell schooled in the subject areas to be discussed so that the
speakers' presentations are valuable.

Invite executive personnel from various types of training
schools to come to the center to discuss their offerings to Close
who wish to enter the skilled trades. (See Appendix B, Inschchl
Speakers, p. Kis.)

Business machine schools

Mechanical technical schools

Electrical schools

Flying schools

Art, music, drama schools

Hospital training centers

Have students develop a questionnaire that would provide them
the opportunity to compare the training needed by a skilled ,i.ersun
in a particular field and to rate his own qualifications for this
field.

Invite a New York State Enployment representative to explain
the opportunities available to skilled persons and to hand out
written Information to show the strps to ta taken to prepare to
enter various fields. (See Resource Persons, Appendix P, p. 305.)

Invite union representativs, to talk to st,de-ts regarding
requirements for Jobs, length of apprentice training, opportunities
for skilled workers. (Sea Resource 'ersons, Appendix B, p. JOS.)
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Make assignments to
specific students to go
out to observe, to take
notes, and to tap. record
interviews with skilled
people and to report their
findings in class. (See

Out-of-School Interviews,
Appendix B, p. 305.)

Have students choose one occupation with which they are
familiar and let them tell the class all they brow about the job.
Ask them to find out what training is needed for many of the jobs
and where they could get that training.

jobs:
Discuss apprenticeship and apprenticeship training for various

Inform students about the unions in the community which
provide appne .ciceship training.

List qualifications for tecoring apprentices in specific
trades.

Contact hospitals for iffor-aticn cor:errirg training crcgra-s.
Utilize this inforracion in a tulietin board display.

Have students study the causes for changing job patterns.
include the following points in the discussion of their findings:

The changes that took place when the automobile replaced the
horse drawn carriage.



The effect of this on such poople as harness makers, wagon
builders, feed merchants.

The changes that occurred in industry when: Heating of
homes was converted from coal burning to oil. Lighting
charged from gas and kerosene to electricity. Sailing
vessels were replaced by steam and diesel powered vessels.

The new jobs creatad as a result of the above innovations.

Circumstances which motivated job changes.

The need for government regulaticns in certain industries;
for example, why licenses are required for barbers and
beauticians.

Mimeograph occupational information for inclass study and
discussion, (See the following Student information Sheet.) Follow
up by having representatives of the various fields mentioned visit
the class to provide additional information. (See Appendix B, In-
school Speakers, p. 305.)

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

DCCLPATIONAL INFORVATICN SHEET*

10cIEJ013 TmE-1;a141.EiCATIMS.

Plumber, pipe fitter High school plus 5-year
apprenticeship preferred.
Some localities require
license.

Appliance service-
man (washing
machines, refriger-
ators, ranges.)

Laboratory
assistant

Carpenter

Television and
radio serviceman

High school courses in
electricity or physics
helpful. Most begin as
helpers.

High school courses in
chemistry, biologyond
general science. Post-
high school training
required for many
positions.

High school plus 4-year
apprenticeship preferred.
But many learn on their
o*r.

Vocaticmal or trade
school training needed.
Or- the -job training

available.

111E_CitErt005.

Excellent for
skilled journeymen.
Pay is excellent.
Apprentices get
regular increases.

Very good, espe-
cially for those
who are trained in
electricity and
electronics.

Very good. Some

employers, such as
chemical, drug,
food, and cosmetic
firms, may pay cost
of part-time
schooling.

Excellent for
skilled workers.

Good for en 1-
trained servicemen.

THE JOE ThECAJALIEICAIIIIILS_

Auto mechanic

Business machines
servicemen

Tool and die maker

Photographer

High school courses in
auto repair helps.
Apprentice programs
available, out many
begin as helpers,
station atte.dants.

High school usually
required. On-the-job
instruction from
manuTacturers available.

High school courses in
math and physics; high
mechanical ability and
finger dexterity. On-
the-job training needed.

High school usually
reoded, Cr-the-job
trairing with
commercial studio
available.

THP ..QUELOCK

Very good fcr the
skilled.

Excellent. Work on
simple machines or
on electronic
equipment.

Excellent, especi-
ally in space,
electrical, machine
and metal in-
dustries.

Commercial field
crowded, but
demand will be
strong for tech-
nical and inc1.3-
tral potcgrachers
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SECTION XXVI JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE SEMISKILLED

GENERAL TOPIC
What Jobs are available to the semiskilled?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop awareness of the types of Jobs that are considered
semiskilled

To foster the realization that becoming semiskilled requires
training

To inculcate an appreciation of the benefits of being a
semiskilled worker

To provide data concerning the many jobs classified as
semiskilled and to explore these areas of employment
thoroughly

To ascertain the benefits of attendance at area training
centers

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Semiskilled jobs may be entry jobs, scene of which have a poor
future while others can lead into a better opportunity.

Most persons employed in semiskilled jobs work in manufacturing
industries.

Semiskilled workers are more likely to lose their jobs during
a business recession than skilled workers.

The semiskilled must be dependable workers who come to work
regularly, pay attention, and follow instructions willingly.

A person who takes advantage of the many educational oppor-
tunities available in his community as not permanently cut

off from advancement.

CONTENT
What is the difference between a job and a career?
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Is past perrtnmance important in predicting how a person will
do on a job?

Is it important to wo'', for a company which provides advance-
ment for those who shu: interest and ability?

Is it more important to take a job that pays a higher start-
ing salary than one that pays less in the beginning but
provides greater opportunity for advancement?

Do some workers look for responsibility while others prefer
to just do their work and let somebody else do the worrying?

Are the chances for promotion to better jobs as great in semi-
skilled occupations as they are in other occupational areas?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Make a listing of people working at various jobs at a commer-

cial airport,and ask that the students categorize each as prates-
sional,skilled, semiskilled, or manual labor. They may fill in the
blanks with P. S. SS. or M.

STUDENT INF1RMATION SHEET

Pilot Cleaners

Copilot Maintenance
Flight engineer a. Carpenters
Air traffic control b. Plumbers

Steward, Stewardess c. Painters
Mechanics d. Electricians

a. Mechanical Cliiks
b. Secretaries
c. Hydraulic

Electrical

ned. Sheet retal
FuiThindler

___

Tabulating machine

Pursers operators

Airline dispatchers Food and beverage handlers

Ticket agents and clerks Cafeteria personnel

Ground radio operators and Baggage handlers
teletypists Guards

Porters Nurse, health services



in class. (See Appendix 8, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.)

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Compare the percentage of semiskilled employees to those who
are skilled.

libat type of training program is available to the semiskilled?

What are the promotional opportunities for tne semiskilled?

Compare the wage benefits of the skilled and the semiskilled?

Tape record each speaker for later inclass evaluation and
discussion.

Make interview assigwents for certain students who will con-

,614 tact area resource people and obtain data concerning opportunities
for the semiskilled.

Semiskilled workers, also called operatives, make up the
largest occupational group in the Nation's labor force. More than
12 million workers, about 1 in every 6,are employed in semiskilled
jobs. They receive only brief training on the job. They work under
close supervision, often repeacrig the same operation throughout the
working day.

Ask students to make a listing of six semiskilled Jobs in which
they are interested and with which they have some far.liarity.

Make a compilation of the interests specified,and discuss
various aspect, of the jobs mentioned: qualifications, duties,
responsibilities, wage scale.

Invite personnel directors from area industries to speak to the
group concerning opportunities for the semiskilled. Ask that they
answer certain specific questions which have been under discussion
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Industry management officials

State and Federal employment agencies

Civil Service personnel

Armed Services personnel

Guidance directors

Former students

Businessmen

(See Appendix B. Out-of-School Interviews, ,. 305.)

Discuss the relationship between personality factors and job
selection. Have the students check the following qualifications for
jobs in which they are interested to determine their fitness fo'
these jobs:

There is a need to genuinely like people.

There is a need to like to work with tools and mechanical
things.

There is a need to be able to maintain an even disposition
under pressure.



Itere Is a need to be in good health and physically capable
of hard work.

There is a need to follow directions very carefully.

Ask students to select an industry, other than aviation, in
which they are interested, and list as many jobs as they can.
Using various books and pamphlets, they may gather es much infor-
mation as they can regarding opportunities for employment, training
required, wages, and other related information.

Have students contact a variety of community service clubs
(Rotary, Better Business Bureau, Chamber of Commerce, Elks,
Knights of Pythias, etc.) and request their aid in conducting a
Conn unity Job Fair at which actual student interviews may be
conducted and part-time jobs awarded to the semiskilled. Students
may also request the cooperation of radio and TV personnel in
setting up publicity. Set up student committees to handle the

details of the affair,such as:

Invitations

Booths and tables

Publicity

uliovisual aids

Pefreshments

TEACHING MATERIALS
PANPHLETS

U.S. Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office.
Washington, D.C. 20402.
Oocz.paticnal c!.tioc han,12-.cc::; infc,ratL'n cn
ccc,paticn.5 fcr ure in

SECTION XXVII JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE UNSKILLED

GENERAL TOPIC
What jobs are available for the unskilled?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To foster an awareness that a job as an unskilled worker can
be a stepping stone to other occupations

To develop a consciousness of the number and location of jobs
for unskilled workers

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Any occupation, no matter hew humble, aids ire individual
to be a contributing renter of society.

Many jobs requiring unskilled help are of a temporary nature.

Jobs for the unskilled often require physical strength.

?any jobs for the unskilled have been eliminated by the
introduction of machinery (eamples: cotton picker, lettuce
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picker, self-service elevator).

Sinoe unskilled jobs are usually repetitive, little training
is required.

Unskilled workers must develop the ability to net along well
with others.

CONTENT
How are unskilled workers contributing members of society?

Should a worker regard encloy,ent as unskilled labor an an
entry into a larger career? Why?

Why Is early career planning incortart?

What kind of unskilled jobs can lead to self-vploy-ent?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Administer voca lore, tests, such as ruder, Strong, New York

State Employment Services and Arco, to establish



some type of guide for the student and the counseling staff. Set

up interviews for individual students so that they may have the
opportunity to discuss preferences. (See Out-of-School Interviews,

Appendix B, p. 305.)

Discuss the role of the unskilled worker in our society.
Investigate certain firms and businesses which employ large numbers

of unskilled workers. Set up e field trip so that students may
appreciate the function of such firms. (See Appendix B, Field

Trips, p. 307.) In a later discussion, explore the idea that a
Leginning job in such a firm may lead to a better job or self-
employment.

Invite owners of garbage collection tusinesses, scrap iron
businesses, or moving concerns to discuss their use of unskilled
labor. Ask that they cover such areas as the advantages of a
physical occupation, the wage scale, and the opportunities for
advancement.

Ask students to do a pictoral essay on the number of unskilled
jobs available in their community area. (See Appendix A, Use of

Still Prints and Slides, p. 303.) Use these as a bulletin board
display.

Ask students to follow the classified ads for a week to
determine the number of Jobs available for unskilled labor. Keep
a list on the chalkboard or the bulletin board to determine both
types and frequency of job openings.

Invite a personnel director from a large retail store or a large
manufacturing concern to discuss his need for unskilled labor. (See

Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.) As that he cnver such

points as the number of jobs available, the opportunities these

jobs present, and the type of person necessary. Tape his comments

for later inclass discussion.

Contact publishers for sample copies of trade journals, and
assign several students to make listings of jobs available to the
unskilled. Duplicate material so that students may have individual

copies for discussion.

Building Progress
Stamats Publishing Co.
427 6th Ave., 5.5
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406

Citrus World Modern Maintenance Management
P.O. Box 823 855 Avenue of the Americas

Winter Haven, Fla. 33881 New York, N.Y. 10001

Hotel Bulletin
543 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Construction News
P.O. Box 2A21
Little Rock, Ark. 72203

Contract Cleaning
254 West 31st St.
New York, N.Y. 10001

Farm Technology
37841 Euclid Ave.
Willoughby, Ohio 44094

Grocer's Spotlight
707 Fox Bldg.
Detroit, Mich. 48201

Heavy Construction News
481 University Ave.
Toronto, Canada
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Public Works
200 S. Broad St.
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450

Refuse Removal Journal
210 East 53d St.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Vegetable Growers Messenger
Preston, Md. 21655

Water and Sewage Works
Box 1315
Lansing, Mich. 48904

Wines and Vines
16 Beale St.
San Francisco, Calif. 94105



SECTION XXVIII JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ARMED FORCES

riENERAL TOPIC
What kinds of employment and educational opportunities exist in

the Armed Forces?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop familiarity with the nature and benefits of
employment in the Armed Forces

To gain information cc-cerning Armeu Forces entry reguirt-
nests

To learn about the types of jobs and training available

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The center car provide information about Armed Forces
employment.

There are a variety of occupations in the Armed Forces.

The Armed Forces offer occupational training.

The recruiting officers offer advice and Information.

CONTENT
What kinds of Jobs are available in the Armed Forces?

What educational opportunities are available to those enter-
ing the Armed Forces?

Now does the Armed Forces wage scale compare to the civilian
wage scale?

What are the nonwage :tinge benefits of service hr. the
Army, Navy, Coast Guard?

What element of prestige exists in employment in the Armed
Forces?
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Set up a debate among students ',see Appendix C, Classroom

Debates, p. 370 ) to discuss the pros and cons of enlisting or
waiting for the draft. ire resolution to be debated can be:
Resolved: Men are better off enlisting in the Armed Forces rather
than waiting for the drs t. The following information can be
provided for students who will debate:

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Arguments in favor of enlisting:

Eliminate waiting for induction with its accompanying
uncertainties.

Tale advantage of the various enlistment plans offered.
Finish military training; then continue education or
career.

Choose, if qualified and needed, a preferred branch of
service and specialized training.

Request preferied foreign theater for army service.
Benefits are available to veterans.

Argurnarts In favor of waiting for the draft:

Provides an opportunity to complete some college training
before induction.

- Since college students are entitled to deferment
(I-S classification), additional deferments nay
be granted.

Gives an opportunity to obtain a Job with career oppor-
tunities and reemployment rights.

Offers an opportunity to enroll in a post high school
vocational training course to upgrade oneself for
military assignment or civilian employment.

Provides for a shorter period of active military service.
Selective Service regulations are subJe t to change before

the individual is subject to call.
Possible enrollment in a college which has an R.O.T.C.
program.

Benefits are available to veterans of peacetime service.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

ARMED FORCES

Methods of Induction:
Enlist as a regular in a branch of the Armed Forces
Enlist in the National Guard
Enlist in the Organized Reservl
Join a college R.O.T.C. program
Volunteer for the draft
Await draft induction (occupational deferments sometimes

granted)

Enlistment Procedures:
Each service has developed a number of enlistment plans

to encourage young men and women to volunteer.
General requirements:

- Age: 17 to 27 or 34 years of age, depending on the
branch of service.

- Men less than 18 years of age or women less than 21
must have the written consent t their parents.

Physical: good general physical qualifications.
Educational cr mental requirements: All services require

applicants to pass written examinations, as prescribed
by the particular branch of service.

Citizenship: Applicant must be a citizen of the United
States and show appropriate evidence.

Character: Applicants must be of good moral character.

Length of enlistment period: minimern 3 to 4 years.
Selective service ruling: A -an may enlist in any branch
of service until the time he receives his notice to
report for induction.

INFORMATION

Selective Service Renistration Procedures:
The law states r,,' young men must register on their 18th

birthday or wie, .n 5 days thereafter.
Men must register at the nearest draft board, even if they

are out of town.
Records will then be forwarded to their local draft board.
Proof of birth date must be presented.
Registration certificate will be mailed; must be kep. at

all times on the person. Selective service number list-
ed on the reverse side identifies the state, number of
the local board, birth year, standing among other regis-
trants of the same local board having same birth year.

A classification questionnaire will follow thereafter,
which becomes the basis for classification.

Notice of ore's classification is sent as soon as the
local board can act on the classification questionnaire.

selective Service Induction Procedures:
A person classified as IA will be notified when and where

to report for preinduction physical, mental examination,
and the Armed Forces Qualification Test.

A person passing the physical and mental tests will be
issued a Certificate of Acceptability. He cannot be
inducted for at least 21 days after this notice is sent.

A person cannot be inducted until he is 18 1/2 years of
age or over unless he volunteers after he registers.

The order to report for induction will be received at
least 10 days before the date he is to report for duty.

At the induction center, a person is given a physirxt
exam and is then sworn into service.

Request the servic,s of recruiting officers who can explain
to the class job opportunities in the five service ernes: Army,
Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, and Marines. (See Appenix B, In-
school Speakers, p. 305.) Request personnel who can explain enlist-
ment procedures. Mimeograph sheet such as the above which contain
relevant information students need in order to ask pertinent
questions.

Contact the branches of the Armed Forces for free informational
materials. Distribute these materials to the class and discuss them,
one service at a time. Use questions similar to these:

How does one decide which service is best for him?
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What factors influence one's choice of ser,ice?

What are the advantages of one service over another?

What is the enlistment time required for each service?

Conduct a special session for those students who are contemplating
obtaining a high school equivalency diploma. Ask the guidance director
to explain those areas of the service open only to high school
graduates. (See Appendix 8, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.) Have the
speaker explain what military jobs are civilian related so that
experience and training could be transferred to e civilian job later.
The following are samples of jobs which the students may wish to
investigate.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

NAVY JOBS

Yeoman: Yeomen perform clerical and secretarial duties involv-
lng typing, filing, operating office duplicating and audio-recording
quipment, preparing and routing correspondence and reports, main-
aining records and official publications, and requisitioning office

applies. They serve as reporters for courts-martial and, in the
igher pay grades, as stenographers and office managers.

Radioman: Radiomen transmit, receive, log. route, file, and
aintain security of messages in accordance with existing regula-
tions, instructions, and procedures; operate typewriter and teletype

equipment; tune radio transmitters and receivers; operate and per-
form operational preventive maintenance and repair, and locate the
more common failures in radio equipment, including those associated
ith frequency shifters,converters, motors, motor generators, and

power supplies.

Postal Clerk: Postal clerks operate the Navy's postal service.
They man the counters where registered mail, postal money orders,
postage stamps, and other needs of the patron are met. They are

responsible for the security of mail matter and its prompt dispatch

and delivery. They operate and maintain postal machines and equip-

ment, and office equipment. They prepare and file correspondence,

reports, and records.

Machire Accountant: Machine accountants operate and maintain

keypunching and key-verifying equipment to record statistical data

on tabulating cards. They set up and operate for accounting and
statistical purposes Such punchcard machines as sorters, collators,
reproducers, interpreters, and alphabetic accounting machines. They

assemble incoming information and make routine and special reports.

Storekeeper: Storekeepers take charge 4f various kinds of
storerooms where they receive, store, and issue clothing, foodstuffs,
mechanical equipment, and other items. They take inventories,
establish stock quantities, prepare requisitions for stock needed,
and contact suppliers for information on price, quality, and manner
of delivery of items to be purchased.

Ship's Serviceman: Ship's servicemen operate and manage ship's

store activities afloat and ashen,. these activities include barter,

cobbler, photographer, tailor, beauty shops, soda fcuntairs, snack
bars, vending machines, retail stolzs, laundries, drycleanlrg
shops, and gasoline stations.

Clerk Typist: Organizes and types correspondence, orders,
reports, and performs related clerical duties.

Medical Records Clerk: Prepares and consolidates medical

records, reports, and statistics pertaining to admission diagnosis,
treatment, and disposition of patients; classifies, indexes, and

files medical records.

Stenographer: Takes and transcribes dictation of correspondence,
telephone conversations, conference proceedings, and performs
related clerical and as.ministrative duties.

Medical Aidban: Gives emergency medical treatment to those
wounded on the battlefields, evacuates wounded to the rear; assists
medical officers at aid stations, dispensaries, and other emergency

treatment facilities.

Medical Specialist: Assists in the care and treatment of
patients in hospitals, clinics, and other medical treatment
facilities under the supervision of a commissioned officer or enlist-

ed specialist of the Army Medical Service.

Dental Specialist: Assists dental officer in the examination,

care, and treatment of teeth.

Physical Medicine Corpsman: Personnel first perform the

simplest tasks, issuing and storing equipment; preparing and setting
up equipment; cleaning; helping to give physical therapy treatments;

and in Other ways assisting specialists and therapists. As they gain

knowledge and experience, they may be trained it other more

advanced areas.

Medical laboratory Helper: Receiving, storing, and issuing

supplies; weighing, measuring, and mixing chemicals; feeding and
caring for laboratory animals; making simple inspections of food and
food products; performing routine duties in X-ray work; and in other

ways assisting specialists

Food Service Helper: Vsshing. cutting, peelirg, dicing fruits
and vegetables; unloading supplies; cleanirg; rixng dough and
icings, carrying and storing sides and cuts of meats; and in other

ways assisting more experienced personnel.
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Help students in the class formulate ouestions such as the
following which help to focus the attentior of the group on pertinent,
helpful information. Make sure that each student has one or two
questions to ask the speaker. Students should write the questions
down, properly phrased, in order to insure precise answers. Sample
questions:

What are the advantages of enlisting as a regular in a branch
of the Armed For:es?

What are : disadvantages?

What are the advantages of enlisting in the National Guard
over joining other branches cf service?

What are the disadvantages of the Guard?

What are the advantages of enlisting in the Organized Reserve?
What are the disadvantages of joining th Organized

Reserve?

Can one volunteer for the draft? Hcw?
Are teere any advantages of doing this?
Are teere any disadvantages?

occupational deferments to the draft granted?
For weat occupations?

What kinds of enlistment plans are available for each branch
of the Armed Forces?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of each?
What is the length of service required by each?

What are the age requirements of the service?
is parental consent needed fcr any age group?

What are the physical requirements for enlistment?
For volunteering?

What cormon types of physical defects will bar one from
entry to the service?

that are the rental requirements for entry?
What level of reading ability is required?
What level of math competency?

Must one be a citizen to enlist or be drafted?

Shat Is meant by the requirement of "goad moral character'?
Would past arrests cause one to be excluded?
- Would conviction of a nisdeneanor?
- Would conviction of a felony?

What are the advantages of making a career of tee Armed
Farces?

What are the disadvantages?
How long does one have to serve to be eligible for a
pension?

What advantages does a service career offer to married
men?

What disadvantages are there for married men?

Whet education can a man get as a member of the Armed Forces?
How does one qualify for these various schools?
Car one finish high school in the Armed Forces? How?
What percentage of men without Wigs school diplomas

actually finish high school while in service?
What opportunities are there for vocational education in

the Armed Forces?
- For draftees?
- For volunteers?

Which of the vocations can one work at as a civilian?
(Gunner's mete and torpedonan have no civilian counter-
parts.)

What percentage of men enlisting in the Armed Forces are
taught a vocation while in service?

What educational benefits are available to veterans?

What other veterans' benefits are there at the present time?

Invite personnel who are now in the Armed Services and home on
leave to talk to the students. Have the students prepare a list of
questions they would like the serviceman to answer. Give this list
to him prior to the time he meets with tee class. (See Inscnool
Speakers, Apprndix B, p. 335.)

Check with your students to determine whether they knew of
Persons who learned a profession or trade in the Armed Services,
and who row have a business as an outgrowth of the knowledge and
training received. Discuss these various instarces and the
advantages of their carryover of skills.

Compare as any civilian jobs as you possibly can with similar
jots in the service. Make a list CM the chalkboard of civilian
jobs in one ccl,rn and servi.t.a jobs in a second column, The
knowledge gaired from this activity should to irteresting as well
as t_-eficial to the students.
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TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Best, Allena. You have 00 go out. New York. McKay. 1964.

This story of the United States Coast Guard is easy to read.

Best, Herbert. Parachute. New York. Day. 1964.
Men are taught to survive an emergency parachute jump and its
aftermath in the Combat Survival Training Course at Stead Air
Force Base in Nevada.

Daugherty, C. M. Amy: from civilian to soldier. New York.
Viking. 1962.

Aptitudes, education. skills,and experience are evaluated for
military service.

Donovan, J. A. The United States Marine Corps. New York. Praeger.
1967.

Describes the history, training, organization, and traditions of
the Corps.

Engle, Eloise. Fararescue: what men dare to do. New York. Day.

1964.

Contains exploits of U.S. Air Force pararescuers.

Evers, Alf. Selective Service. Philadelphia. Lippincott. 1962.

This book is a guide to the intricacies of the draft.

Hammond, C. E. Marine Come: from civilian to leatherneck. New

York. Viking. 1962.

This gives, in easy to read form,information about training
opportunities, duties, and hardships of the Corps.

Harwood, Michael. The students' guide to military service; 4th ed.
New York. Appleton. 1968.

This book contains information every draft-age youth should
have.

Lent, H. B. Submarines. New tork. Macmillan. 1962.
Easy reading describes the tough 8-week training course at
the Navy's submarine school.
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MacCloskey, Monro. United States Air Force. New York. Praeger.
1967.

An interesting story of the Air Force.

Robertson, Keith. Navy: from civilian to sailor. New York.
Viking. 1962.

Questions about the Navy are answered in easy reading style.

Steele, G. P. 8 Gimpel, H. J. Nuclear submarine shippers and what
they do. New York. Watts. 1962.

Life and service aboard the underwate fleet is described.

PERIODICAL, GENERAL

High School News Service Report. Department of Defense, High School
News Service, Bldg. 1 -B, Great Lakes, Ill. 60088. Monthly.
Free.
This publication furnishes students with specific information
about current personnel programs of the U.S. Armed Forces.

PAWNEIS

Department of the Army, The Adjutant General, The Pentagon, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20310.

Awry occupations ,:nd you.

Department of the Navy, Local Navy recruiting office.
U.S. Nary occupational handbook.
Life in the U.S. Navy.

United States Coast Guard, Commandant, 1300 E St., NW, Washington,
B.C. 20591.

United States Coast Guard - a career service.

United States Department of the Air Force, Headquarters, The
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330.

U.S. Air Force occupational handbook for airmen of the United
States Air Force.

United States Marine Corps, Headquarters, Corrandant of the Marine
Corps, Washington, D.C. 20380.

Wh,tt the Marine Corps offers you.



SECTION XXI X JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN LOCAL INDUSTRIES

GENERAL TOPIC
What jobs are available in industry?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop familiarity with the nature and benefits of
Industrial employment

To acquire information concerning the types of industrial
jobs available in the community

To learn about the types of industrial job. available in
other areas

To develop a general understanding of occupational fields
requiring less than college preparation

To develop the ability to critically evaluate vocational
aspirations against opportunities, achievements, abilities,
and personal characteristics

To develop en understanding of various training opportunities
available and the need for a positive attitude toward a
continuing educational program in a rapidly charging
technological society

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
The center can provide job information.

Trainirg and education are the keys to better employment.

Different areas offer different job opportunities.

Unions, industries, and employment agencies distribute job
informatics.

CONTENT

What variety of jobs are available in local industrial
complexes?

What are some of the nonwage benefits of employment?

Are job openings in certain occupational areas increasing?

Are some occupations growing extinct?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Request informational pamphlet material dealing with job

opportunities from large area companies. Discuss these brochures
in small interest groups. As a followup, invite a company
representative to talk to students and to provide further infor-
mation. Request the loan of any slides or movies which discuss
company benefits. {See Appendix B, Insctool Speakers, p. 305;
Appendix C, Audiovisual Aids, p. 30B.)

Provide adequate time for students to read pamphlet materials
and to develop questions in the areas of employee safety, health,
and safety rules, good housekeeping, time cards and clocks,
absenteeism and how to report such, group hospitalization and life
insurance, vacation policy, attendance bonuses, uniforms, payroll
incentive prtgrams, night shift premiums, bonus awards for Employees'
suggestiors, profit sharing plans, retirement funds, loans and
withdrawals, rate of pay and increases. Do not assure that the
student can absorb the details of a company handbook without a
great deal of detailed teacher-led discussion.

Discuss nonwage benefits 11 simple language no that the
student may translate these advantages into a money equivalent. Ask

these questions:

Now much does a health insurance plan cost the Individual

o-licyholder?

Now much do the uniforms provided by the company cost' Does
the furnishing of uniforms also represent a !wing in the
worker's warlrobe costs?

What kinds of jobs are available in certain occupational
areas? Now much is the attention of an cr.the job nurse or

physician worth?
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How do group life insurance plans compare in cost to singly
plans?

Set up a tour of an industrial establishment (see Field Trip,
Andix B, p. 307 ) to allow students to observe certain types of
job and working conditions. Ask personnel men to discuss the
value of an education, the expectations of the employer, and
proper conduct during an interview. As a followup, ask students to
comment on the value of the experience.

Gisciss the kinds of jobs available in specific areas in the
State. For example, a listing taken from Nassau and Suffolk counties
provides the names of the following:

Arma Corporation

Airborne Instrument Corporation

Fairchild Camera

Grumman Aircraft Ehiineering Corporation

Kollsman Instrument Company

Ptpublic Aviation Corporation

Sperry Gyroscope Corporation

Discuss the possibility of a student's moving to an area where
employment may be more desirable or plentiful. Caution him concerning
expenses involved, but also enlighten him concerning the policy of
major companies and areas toward immigrating workers.

Discuss the benefits which accrue to communities to which
workers are immigrating. A hundred new factory workers will bring
to an area:

359 more people

100 more households

5850,830 more personal income per year

97 more passenger cars registered

3 more retail establishrents

65 tare employed in nonranufacturing
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5397,200 more retail sales per year

5284,800 more tank deposits

88 new homes

Ask students to report to the class about jobs they have been
working on how they acquired them, and what skills were necessary.
Poll the class to determine what categories of occupations their
parents, relatives, or friends are engaged in.

Discuss possibilities for learning and advancement in various
jobs. Try to have students project where certain occupations will
lead in 10 years. Some nay be dead-end jobs, offering no advance-
ment possibilities.

Have students learn about other sources of occupational infor-
mation: vocational files in the library and vocational information
in the guidance office. Assign students to report back to the class
on these sources of information. (See Appendix C, Group or
Individual Reports, p. 309.)

Contact guidance counselors, industrial arts, vocational, and
technical teachers at the local high school to discuss occupations
with the class. (See Appendix B, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.
These speakers should include information about such questions as:

What occupations are much in demand?

What qualifications and training are necessary in order to
enter these occupations?

What are the advantages and disadvantages Of each of these
occupations?

Contact the New York State Enployent Service for personnel to
talk to the class about the services offered by this organizaticn to
those seeking employment. (See Appendix B, Irschool Speakers,
p. 205.)

Ask students who are center graduates and who are working in
varies industries to report to the class about their jobs, how
they were acquired, and the advantage. and disadvantages of their
work. (See Inschool Speakers, Appendix B, p. 305.)



Have students write for company brochures regarding opportunities,
working :onditions, and jobs available.

Have students contact the Tea York State Employment Servt'e for
job information.

Have students contact the laree banks in the area for infor-
mation regarding trends, number of people employed, growth in
population.

Have students contact various union headquarters for information
regarding apprentice trainirg, job openings, training programs, or
invite a representative to speak to the class with this information.
(See Appendix B, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.)

SECTION XXX JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE BUILDING TRADES

GENERAL TOPIC
what skills and technic knowledge are required in the

building trades?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To provide information concerning apprenticeship programs in
various craft unions

To help students be aware of on-the-job training possibilities

To help students learn about the various craftsmen involved
in the building trades,such as plumber, electrician, roofer,
and bricklayer

To inform students about apprenticeship training programs
and on- the -job training opportunities

To learn about new methods and new materials used in modern
construction work

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
To become a skilled craftsman often requires a 3 cr 4 year
training period.

There are certain exacting physical requirements for men in
the building trades,such as a good sense of balance, a lack
of fear of high places, and resistance to a variety of
weather conditions.
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Young men who obtain all-around training of the kind given
in apprenticeship programs have especially favorable long -
range job prospects.

CONTENT
How nay a student become qualified to enter the building
trades?

What are the benefits associated with the various building
trades?

How may a student determine if he is suited for a particular
job in the building trades?

will there be continued reed for construction workers in the
future?

What are some of the varieties of construction work? (private
housing, public housing, bridges, roads and highways, space
vehicle.)

How does a student go about gettirg the recuired training?
What schools are available?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
After exploring the variety of occupations in the building

trades and compiling data related to individual occupations (see

Appendix A, File Folders, p. 304 ),invite several local cortractors
to speak to the class. Ask then to cover topics related to the
qualifications for entrants, length of apprenticeship, pay, fringe
benefits, and opportunities for advancement in such eructs as
plumbing, carpentry, masonry, and sheet retal working. Using the



chalkboard, prepare a comparison chart which may be used for later
class discussion.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Length of Starting Fringe
Trade A.renticeshi. Sala I alifications Benefits

Carpenter
Electrician
Mason
Pipe fitter

Plumber
Sheet Metal
Worker

Group the students according to vocational interests, and allow
them time to do research into the following aspects of various
trades.

Local employment trends

Employment trends elsewhere

Length of apprenticeship

Pay

Fringe benefits

Seasonal employment

Possibilities of self-employment

Have students write to companies advertising in such magazines
as .,-,cr.::: YJne, Fcxt:fu1, Fct!.:r EL,,ce and
request printed material regarding all sorts of new building
supplies. Ask them to arrange the materials in a coordinated
bulletin hoard display.

Have students write to companies advertising in construction
magazines and request samples and pamphlet materials. Ask them to
set up table displays and to familiarize themselves with the trade
names of various new products.

After a 3-or 4-year training period, young ren entering

the apprenticeship program of the building trades have especially
favorable long-range employment and earnings prospects.

Discuss fringe benefits in class and stress the fact that such
items have an actual cash value. Assign a group of students to do
research into the cost of such items as group health insurance
and safety equipment. After sore class discussion, invite resource
people from insurance fins and the State workmen's compensation
board to provide more detailed information. Prepare a suggestive
question outline for the speaker similar to the following:

What kind of protection does a worker in the building trades
require?

If a man is out of work 3 weeks for an injury, what
could this cost him?
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What types of protection do reputable firms carry?



Arrange for field trips to various construction jobs in the
immediate area. After the site has been chosen, set up a group of
preliminary research questions for which several students may
endeavor to find answers. (Set Appendix B, Field Trips, p. 301.)
Sample questions:

For whom is the building being constructed?

Who is the architect?

Who are the builders?

What firms are doing the subcontracting? Are they local?

What is the estimated cost of construction?

Select a set of building plans from a magazine and reproduce on
a transparency for use on an overhead projector. Ask the mechanical
drawing teacher to act as consultant to aid the class in learning
to read the plans and to recognize the kinds of skills needed in
its construction. After some discussion, irvite a contractor to a
class session and ask him to discuss costs involved in b..ilding this
previously studied structure.

Ask students to construct charts comparing their qualificatiors
with the qualifications required by an apprenticeship program in
which they wish to participate, They should place these in their
file folders.

Invite individuals who are participatirg in apprenticeship
programs to speak to the class. Before they arrive, however,
discuss the types of programs in which they are irvolved and suggest
that the students sse 3 x 5 cards to write out questions to be
answered during the discussiun.

Have a group of students do research into area vocational
education and set up bulletin board displays showing the names,
locations, and requirements for various private and public technical
schools. Have them post any materials presenting programs at
State or Federal schools.

Write for information concerning construction jobs under Civil
Service. Ditto copies so that each student ray study job
qualifications at his leisure.

Plan several assignments for students Who will study the work
of individual master craftsmen by the out-of-school irterview method.
(See Appendix B. p. 305.) They ray also do photo essays (see Appendix
A, Use of Still Prints and Slides, and Use of Student Developed
Movies, p. 333 ) or develop movie sequences which illustrate the
duties of each man studied. These may be used as part of irclass
discussion.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAMPHLETS

hew York Commission Against Ciscrimination, 210 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10001.

Scierce Research Associates, 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
ES,A your ca skr2ugh e.xkocl.

United States Department of Labor, Office of Manpower, Automation,
and Training, Washington, C.C. 20210.

zvr;.en.,: Frec:a2 trzfnfy

United States Department of Labor, Office of Manpower, Bureau wf
Apprenticeship and Training. Washington, D.C. 20210.

nh:
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CURRICULUM FOR CULTURAL REALIZATION

AND DEVELOPMENT OF

AN ADEQUATE SELF-CONCEPT

PAGE PAGE

INTROMCTION 257 SECTION II THE STUDENT AS A DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL 2E8

SECTION I - THE STUDENT AS A 'QUESTIONING INDIVIDUAL 258 This section stresses the importance of each person's
efforts to the larger society.

This section aids the individual in making an evaluation
of his attitudes toward his family, hiS friends, his Part A - Student Realization of the Importance of Self
colleagues, and himself. The importance of the individual

Conformity to group standards
Part A - Student Self-Evaluation The impact of minority cultures upon society

Student self-evaluation checksheet Part B - Student Realization of the Importance of Social
Scoring procedures Interaction

Part B - Student Analysis of Success The student interacting in the he
Characteristics of success The student as a re-ter of the COnrunity
Personal data checksheet Recreational and cultural opportunities
Student success characteristic inventory Participation in conrunity affairs
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INTRODUCTION

One of the primary objectives of the education of out-of-school
youth should be the development of positive attitudes toward self,
family, associates, and society in general. To achieve this
objective, an understanding of society and its culture is essential.
This segment of the total co :riculum is designed to help the student
explore and understand himself and society.

Through the processes outlined here, the student ray get an
objective view of himself as he really exists. Perhaps for the first

time, he may realize his potential for future development. He

becomes aware of the importance of good human relations with asso-
ciates, friends. and family. Finally, he will become aware of some
of the accomplishments of the society in which he lives and begin
to make positive contributions to it

This segrent of the curriculum has two major sections: The

Student as a Questioning Individual and The Student as a Developing

Individual.

The first section is designed to help each student analyze his
present self - concept, his attitudes towards others, and his life-

time goals. The activities in this unit require the student to take
inventory of his feelings toward himself and others, and to
concretely determine what his goals are. During this unit each
student must be candid with himself and the teacher in order for the
activities to be most effective. Two different individual teacher-
student conferences should be held in order for the teacher to
increase his contact with the students. This contact will increase
his knowledge of the areas of difficulty facing each student. When a

student's self - concept and attitudes toward others are developed
into communicable form, the teacher can then construct an
individualized plan with each student which will allow the student
to proceed toward a realistic achievement of his goals. This

procedure should require 1/3 to 1/4 of the tire allotted for this
curricular.

The second section involves activities designed to increase the
student's awareness of his individual irportance,followed by projects
designed to encourage him to broaden his scope of participation

within the community. The importance of this section and the
diversity of activities which right be utilized in its development
require 2/3 to 3/4 of the time allotted to this curriculum.

This second section has three aspects. In the first,the intent
is to increase the student's acceptance of himself and others by
illustrating the worth of the individual and the unique contributions
made to this country by minority groups. Students should be
encouraged to contribute to the class materials and information
concerning their specific minority backgrounds. Those students
lacking pride in their minority group should be assigned activities
which will reveal to them the richness of that group's contributions
to the rational culture.

Students with little self-confidence should receive special
attention early in this unit. Assignments providing opportunities
to perform hell should be planned. thereby allowing the students to
receive teacher and peer acclaim.

The socond aspect of this section is intended to heighten the
students' awareness of their responsibilities as interacting members
of society. Fluse cooperation is needed between the teacher of this
unit and those teaching the Health and the Occupational Orientation
sections, since the intent of this material is to reinforce cr
introduce similar topics.

The third aspect of this section is intended to extend the
experience horizons of each student beyond the restricted environment
of his irrediate neighborhood. The teacher should utilize every
opportunity to promote active student participation in activities for
which they display an interest. The wider the range of interests
exhibited by the teacher the more likely it will be for students to
become interested.
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This area of study has the greatest potential for effecting a
real change in each student's attitude, but the perranence of the
change will to proportional to the amount of personal tire the
teacher is willing to contribute.



SECTION I THE STUDENT AS A QUESTIONING INDIVIDUAL

PART A STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION

GENERAL TOPIC
How does the entering student view himself and those who share

his surroundings?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To aid in self-identification

To aid the development of realistic self-concepts

To have each student survey his attitudes toward other
students, neighbors, and members of his family

To develop an awareness of existent attitudes toward others

To encourage the student to alalyze the basis for his attitudes

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
People must become aware of their personal attitudes toward
themselves and others before they can evaluate the success
of their personal relationships.

A person's self-concept has an impact upon his entire
outlook toward life.

Socially rewarding attitudes can be developed only through
the efforts of individuals.

C 0 NTENT

How should a student identify his own attitudes toward himself?

In what ways can the student improve his self-image?

How can a student evaluate his attitudes toward others?

How can one develop more rational attitudes toward others?

chat attitude changes can lead to a fuller attainment of the
student's goals?
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
After completion of basic orientation, class registration, and

scheduling, present each student with a copy of the Student Self-
Evaluation Checksheet on the newt page.

Explain the intent of the checksheet as an indicator of the
student's present attitudes.

Emphasize the fact that answers will not be graded.

Explain the diagnostic nature of the checksheet and its use
to the teacher as an evaluation aid.

Stress the confidential nature of each person's answers.

Upon completion of the checksheet, start the class investigating
the characteristics of so-called successful people.

As the students work independently or in small groups on the
analyses of successful people, arrange a class schedule which provide:
for private student-teacher conferences with each member of the class

Utilize the student's checksheet as a basis for the discos-
sions.

Direct attention to those answers over which the student
appears to have some reservations.

Allow him to discuss any area which he feels needs explanation.

Comment on answers which vary from the intent of the crogra,,
but be careful to exhibit a questioning. rather than a
censoring,attitude.

Do not discuss strong feelings of the student which are uposet
to the goals of the program. Wait until student-teacher
rapport is better developed.

Identify the student's present attitudes and then plan a
program which may aid him in charring to r<)re personally
rewarding viewpoints.



STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION CHECKSHEET

Answer each of the following questions by checking the
appropriate yee or no space. Base your answer on your feelings most
of the time.

Part 1: Attitude Toward Self

1. like myself just as I am.

2. like myself, but 1 wish I could make a
few changes.

3. dislike everything about myself.
4. Most people like me because 1 act natural.

5. try to be like everyone else.
6. want only to be myself.
7. am afraid to express myself.
8. enjoy being outstanding in a crowd.
9. prefer my life to that of my friends.

10. usually know what I want to accomplish.
11. can usually make myself complete any job

1 have started.
12. fear new experiences because 1 an unsure

of what is expected of me.
13. lose my temper quickly when I am treated

as an inferior.
14. an often disappointed in myself.
15. wish 1 could change my physical appearance.

Part 2: Attitude Toward Family

1. Everybody in our family can take care of
himself and watches out for himself.

2. Other parents seem to like their children
better than mire like me.

3. My mother is always willing to help me out
of trouble.

4. I am usually willing to share my possessions
with my family.

5. When someone in my family vets angry. he
takes it out on the rest of us.

Fart 3:

1.

2.

Attitude Toward Friends

I prefer to spend my free time with a group
rather than alone.

I think a real friend will rot tell on you
even though he gets blared for what you do.

Yes No

3. I keep quiet even when 1 disagree with the
group's opinion.

4. 1 stop liking a friend if he lets me down
more than once.

5. I would rather be a follower in a group
than a leader.

Part 4: Attitude Toward Employers

1. 1 only work hard enough to keep from getting
fired.

2. Most employers would not promote me to a better
Job because they dislike my minority group.

3. I work hard at a job even though 1 may not
be well paid because I like doing good 4ork.

4. On my last job My employer was a fair min and
kept his promises.

5. I dislike employers because they p.y emp oyees as
little as possible and keep all the profits.

Part 5: Attitude Toward Strangers

1. Everybody should be willing to help another
person.

2. If a stranger gets in trouble, its up to his
own friends to get him out.

3. The only way we can help mcst people is by
giving them money.

4. Most strangers would refuse to help me if I

got into trouble.
5. People who ,re very friendly usually want

something.

Part 6: Attitude Toward Education

1. Education is required by the establishment but
seldom helps in real life.

2. I work hard on my saoolwork, but the effort
never shows.

3. Most teachers are only interested In how you say
something, not in what you say.

4. The best way to enjoy a class is to get the
teacher talking about something else.

5. Most teachers are concerned with how all of
their students progress, not just a few.

Yes No
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Consult the following checklist key to determine the areas
which require change.

TEACHER CHECKLIST KEY

1. Self-Concept

A. Determine the student's positive self-concept score by
counting the number of :,re answers he has for the follow 7g 2. Social Interaction Confidence
questions.

A. Find the amount of social confidence a student possesses by
Part Question Number Positive Self-Concept Score counting the number of ;,ce arshers he has for the following

questions and determining his scores.
1 1,2,4,6,8,4,10,11,13 12 or seer = positive self-concept
2 1,4 8-12 = neutral self-concept Part Question Number Positive Social Confidence Scale
3 4 less than8= negative self-concept
4 1,3,4 1 1,2,4,6,8,9,1.3 10 or over m Positive social
5 1 2 1,3,4 confidence
6 4 3 1,2 6-10 m neutral social

4 1,4 confidence
S. Determine the student's negative self-concept score by 5 1 less than 6 m negative social

counting the number of ..ucz answers he has for tre following 6 4,5 confidence
questions.

Class displays of student's work on hobbies can be used to
reinforce she student's awareness of his ability to do good
work.

If a problem of racial oriain adds to the defeatist attitude,
emphasize the contributions of this student's grcup during
the study of contributions made by minorities.

Part Question Number Neutral Self- Concept Score

1 3,5,7,12,14,15 12 or over negative self-concept
2 2 8 -12 = undetemi ed self- Part Question Number Negative Social Confidence Scale
3 1,3,5 concep.
4 2 less than 8m positive self-concept 1 3,5,7,12,14,15 10 or Over , relative social
5 3,4,5 2 2,5 confidence
6 1,2,3 3 3,4,5 6-10 m neutral social

4 2,5 confidence
Students whose scores irdicate a negative self-concept on both 5 2,3,4,5 less than 6 m positive social

scales are in reed of special help by the teacher. Other students 6 1,2,3 confidence
who do not score positively on both tests are also in need of help.
Fc these students arrange situations which orcrote the students' Students who score negatively on both scales or D,IC are net
individual worth. For exarple: strongly positive on both scales should be encouraced to participate

in activities which ircrease their social abilities. For ova -ple:

B Deten,ine the amount of negative social confidence a student
possesses by courting the romber of answers he has for
tie following questions and find his score cn the scale.

More individual attention during Glasswork sessions.

In group work, assign tasks which students can do well to
restore their confidence in their ability and to enhance their
peer status.

Allow them to instruct the group on a subject in which they
have special competence. Student-teacher cooperation preceding
the presentation will improve its quality and encourage the
student.

2E0

Grcup work, discussion grc4s, and role playing rrosi oo
opoorturlties for developing the ability to wink Litn others
easily.

Select the less-confident students to take part in these
activities wherever possible.

Ee sure these situations do not threaten the student c/
assigning him to work with a much more able unuup of st..dents.



Encourage successful student-teacher and student-student
relationships during these activities.

Being dependent upon others in group work,especially before
class relations art developed,provides an opportunity for the

COURSE OUTLINE PERTINENT SECT:ONS OF CHECKSHEET
(continued)

Part Question Numbers

studert to dispel his fear of strangers. 3. Student Study of Leadership 1 3,5,7,12,14,15
3 1,2,5

Use student interviews of community resource persons to aid in
developing confidence when raking social contacts.

Team less-confident studerts with those who are more friendly and
outgoing. If possible, choose two friends to avoid any initial
awkwardness.

o

Yrr answers to these questions
indicate areas where the stu-
dent needs support to build

contiderte,

6 1,2,3

4. Studeit Realization of Self- 1 3,5,7,12,14,15
COURSE ACTIVITY KEY TO STUDENT CHECKLIST Importance 2 2

3 1,3,4,5
Many of the questions included in the checksheet are designed to 4 2,5

initiate thought concernig student attitudes. Content areas of this 5 3,4,5
couse will provide studert insolvenent in activities designed to 6 1,2,3
Enrich their backgrounds cf experience and knowledge upon which they
determine their attitudes.

The following list relates the questions of the checksheet to the
appropriate sections of the course outline. Use student answers as a
guide to selection of pertinent individual ur small group activities
from each contort area to fit the needs of each student.

Students who answer ---.- to

those questions nomrally have
a poor self-concept. (See the
self-concept explanation
section for details.)

5. 'itudent Program to Acnioe 1 3,5,7,12,13,14,15
Personal Success 3 2,3

COdRSE Ehl1LINE PERTINENT SECTIONS OF CHEch2SVEET 4 1,2,5
6 ',2,3,4

Part Question Numbers '2', ,.- answers to these questions
indicate areas which need

The Student as a Cevelcping Individual confidence development,
attitude chauge, and careful

1. Student's Concept of Self all all planning to achieve student
2. Student Evaluation of Local 1 3,5,7,12,14,15 goals.

Swessful People 3 3

4 1,2 the Student us a So:tally interacting Me,ter of the Community
5 2,3,4,5
6 1,2,3,4

y,e answers indicate a need tc
iipro4e the student's personal
attitudes. Select class
activities in which the
student can gain class
approval; fcr era,ple, class
prestraatiors and comrittoe
leadership.
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6. On the rob 1 12,13,14
2 3

3 2

4 1,2,5
6 1

7. In the Home

Pleasant hire life 1 7,13,15
2 1,2,5

8. In the Con unity 1 7,12,13
Pereficial social involve- 3 2

rent 5 2,3,4,5



PART B STUDENT ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS

Note' Start this unit immediately after the administration of the
Student Self-Evaluation Checksheet. Once the students have
reached the section in the unit allowing individual work, the
individual conferences required by the Checksheet may be
conducted.

GENERAL TOPIC
What is Personal success, and hcw may each studenc achieve his

defined success goal?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To aid in formulating definitions of personal success

To provide investigation of the attitudes And activities of
renters of the community whom the students consider successful

CO3TENT
Whet is personal success?

What characteristic attitudes and behaviors do successful
people exhibit?

How can students develop seem of these appropriate attitudes
and behavior patterns?

How should each student select the attitudes and behaviors
which will aid ie achieving his own ioea of personal success'

What attitudes and behavior patterns do corrunity leaders
possess which are different from those of others?

Are leaders chosen because of personal success?

lo promote an awareness of the characteristic attitudes and TEACH I N G METHODOLOGY
behaviors which may result in the achievement of personal
success. Every individual's idea of personal success changes as he peers

the goal he wishes. This could mean a change in coa;s and a w:Juirl
To encourage students to analyze characteristic attitudes of achievement.
and behaviors

To aid in the development of plans by which each student may
attempt to achieve his concept of success

Prepare a bul"etin hoard i lustrating the symbols which indicate
success to most people. Use advertisements for cars, clothimg,
home furnishfngs, etc., from a variety of magazInes, Such as

STUDENT LINDERSTANDI NGS etc,

Personal success is often the result of a cortimation of
individually developed attitudes and behaviors.

Students may develop certain attitudes and behavioral patterns
which aid in achieving success.

Successful conrunity leaders often exhibit attitudes and
behaviors similar to those exhibited by 4 majority of their
corrur.ity group.

Conrurity leaders often tate the tire to develop those
attitudes and behaviors recessary to achieve personal success,
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Hale Illustrated cards captioned, "Would this type of furniture
indicate the owner is a success?" or "Wou'd you wear this tyre
of clothing If you were a success?" to initiate student thousrt
about what success is and hew it is dener,tnated, Eiseuss ideas
about conspicuous spending.

Ilse articles about successful people collected from local and
national ethnic newspapers and ragazines fee a display
emphasizing different types cf success. fcr eideple, Ore
person might ye considered very successful since he has a coed
trash collection business and eves his err truce's; hromexs, a
second ferscn right be considered successful since his she;
suggestices have earned him several bonuses.



Begin the unit by iding the class in compiling a list of indi-
viduals on international, rational, and regional levels whom students
,onsider successful.

Appoint a recorder to write the names of the people chosen on
the chalkboard and categorize them under their proper
classification.

Ditto a list of characteristics indicative of success ready
for distribution to the class.

N H CIC HUT

CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESS

Category (check one)

Your rame international
National

Name of successful person Regional -
Possesses Characteristic

Characteristics (check the appropriate line) Yes Don't know No

1. Makes a lot of money
2. Is frier,ly to all people
3. Is willing to help others
4. Is socially self-confident
5. Is the idol of a. specific age or

sex group
6. Protects the rights of others
7. Enjoys being with people
B. Sponsors activities which require

his time and/or money
9. Is willing to sacrifice to achieve

what he wants
10. Owns a big car
11. Owns an expensive house
12. Identifies publicly with his racial,

national, or religiou% group
13. Was a large, expensive wardrobe
14. Is proud of his family
15. is confident of his ability to do

his Job
i6. Has other outstanding cheractristi:s

Appoint three students to pass out three checkshyts to each
student.

Instruct the student% to complete one checlisheet each for
tt'ree persons chosen from different categories of the class
list.
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Allow appropriate time for the completion of these forms.

Ask three students to collect the completed forms; assigN each
a specific category to collect.

If desired, have these same students group the forms they
collect by the naves of the individuals selected. Refer to
these forms in the following section.

Set up a large-sized, paper model of the checksneet on the
chalkboard tray, or use an overhead projector transparency of
the checksheet tc illustrate the number of characteristics
attributed to ore successful person by members of the class.

ova -fc Alttays
ik-aran

Using colored flags or pins, tally on the paper model tee variety
of traits attributed to the successful persons rentiored. Use
colored pens on the overhead projector transparercy.

Set up a sJImary of traits for inclass discussior.

Note those characteristics rertioned with most frequeny as
belonging to the successful people. and discuss any other

suggestions characterizing success trial, students have listed



under the other category. Hopefully, this ray lead to a
broader understanding of the various concepts of success.

After establishing some basic understandings of the characteris-
tics society generally associates with success, suggest certain
biographies from the library or from a classroom collection. (See

Teaching Materials.) Allow the students to select the stories they
wish In read ard to complete a success checksheet for the subject of
the biographical study. Allow approximately 1 week.

While students are engaged in independent reading, conduct
the individual conferences required for the most effective
use of the Student Self-Evaluation Checksheet completed during
the first or second day of class.

When individual conferences are completed, show the film Lct's
Lierkee It which presents a variety of methods for group
discussion. (See Appendix A, Use of Commercial Films, p. 301.)

Discuss its contents to establish firmly the patterns of class
discussion which will to used during the year.

Ask the class to plan the discussion of the individuals they
lave selected from their reading as 'uhe most successful.

Reemphasize the basic characteristics for success which
reappear during this discussion.

Study a group of locally successful people to increase the
students' awareness of the characteristics of success. Obtain infor-
ration needed for this study by requesting resource people to provide
biographies of themselves during speaking engagements or through
student team interviews conducted at the individual's place o- employ -
rent. Suggest that each student also complete a checklist for each
of these people.

Inform guest speakers early concerning the day, time, and place
of the talk, the scope of the topic, and the age, interests, and
educational level of the students. (See Appendix 3, Inschool

Speakers, p. 305.) Sample selections:

Local businessmen who have rarketed their own products

local authors, newspaperren, and editors

local artists
Arrange the details for the first speaker as a class pro-
ject to Illustrate the proper techniques for such an
activity.

Ask that these speakers give exa-ples of the opportunities
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which still exist for those who are innovative and
confident.

Contact such organizations as Rotary, Kiwanis, Liens Gluts'
and the Chamber of Commerce for lists of available
speakers. Include successful men who are employed as
garage mechanics, lab technicians, union workers, and
community volunteers,

Some of the people selected by the students may be unable to
act as guest speakers but may be willing to provide information
for student interview teams. (See Appendix B, Out-of-School
Interviews, p. 305.)

The interviewers should complete success checksheets for each
person interviewed,as well as obtaihing other information
valuable in determining characteristics of success.

Ask the interviewer to complete the following Personal Data
Checksheet which can provide information on the diversity of
at.itudes toward concepts of success and achievement.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

PERS1Y4AL DATA CHECKSHEET

Answer the followirg questions by checking or in the

appropriate space. The information contributed will be used to help
students in determining the types of characteristic attitudes pos-
sessed by various successful people.

Quest on

1. are generally satisfied with ryself.
2. am pleased with my life.
3, still has: goals I want to reach.
4. enjoy my work.
5. enjoy exchanging opinions with others.
6, usually try to act like myself in a group.
7. enjoy new experiences.
8, My family has always been willing to he'p re.
9. My family has few close ties.

10. 1 enjoy being with people.
I enjoy spending tire by myself.

12. I like doing ry job well.
13, My employees/empToyer always show(s) fairness in

business transactions.
14. People should always try to help each other.
IS. Th._ only way one person can aid others is with money.
16. Education is a valuable aid to getting a better job.
17. Hard work is usually rewarded.

Answer
Yes No



Ask the student interviewer(s) to include a description of the
interviewee's apparent self-concepts in his class report.

Students should be able to make generalizations from the
answers recorded on the Personal Data Checksheet.

The teacher should provide aid in making interpretations.

After some awareness is developed of the characteristics
dpparently associated with success in others, ask the students t.
make a survey to determine which characteristics they possess and
the amO6nt of each. Begin this by adMinistering the Student f.uccess
Characteristic Inventory.

STJDET INFORMATION SHEET

STUDENT SUCCESS CHAPACTERISTIC INVENTORY

The purpose of this inventory is to determine the types of
characteristics you may have which will aid in the development of the

Scale

characteristics of success. The following statements represent the I have This character- I lack
various characteristics associated with success. Record your answers this char- istic reeds this char-
by checking the line ut Imint which you feel indicates the acteristic development acteristic
position you now occupy.

Characteristic

1. lo make money
2. To own a good car

Characteristic
Scale

10.
I have :his character-I lack

this char- istic needs this char-11.
acteristic develephont acteristic

12.

13.

To like people from all
groups in society

To enjoy the company of
others

To willingly help these

iTo:i'willingly donate
time and money to
worthwhile activities

3. To live in a nice house 14. To feel confident in a
4. To live in a rice crowd

neighborhood 15. To be idolized by a
5. To have nico clothes group
6. To work at the job I want 16. To sacrifice during the
7, To enjoy my job

_
present to achieve a

B. To be proud of my family future goal
9. To be proud of any hack -

ground (or minority
group)

17. To go against society
rather than to lose
Ty self - respect

Analyze the inventory results with the class.

Cekelop a rea1tzatio., of the hierarchy of characteristics, the
attairrent of which is necessary in order to achieve success.

ley for Teachers: Hierarchy of Success Characteristics

Level 1 - Basic characteristics

Level 2 - Characteristics which develop from those of Level
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Level 3 - Characteristics which, *len att5ired, are viewed as
indicators of success. (They deeloo from Level I and
Level 2 characteristics.)

E.0 level, the characteristics of the inventory are:

Level I *8,9,16. These characteristics are basic and -
be developed before other levels can La fully ottaihod.



I.

Level 2 01,6,11,14, these characteristics may overlap those
of Level 1 in development at the beginning and those of Level 3
later, as success is more closely achieved.

Level 3 02,3,4,5,7,10,12,13,15,17. These characteristics are
difficult to achieve unless those of the first two levels have
been carefully developed.

Group these characteristics into the two mijor areas of concern
described below,ard indicate which program cortent areas will aid the
students in attaining their goals.

Vocational success

The zAtainment of a good and rewarding job often depends upon
the amount of education and training a pennon possesses. The
Vocational Orientation section of this program. in cooperation
with the Computation and Communications segments, is designed
to provide the basic information needed to begin the climb
toward the Level 3 characteristics. The characteristics from
the Inventory involved in this topic are:

Level 1 #16

Level 2 #1,6
Level 3 02,3,4,5.7,13

The bast,. level 1 characteristic (a willingness to make sacrifices
now for possiYie future benefits) should be noted, since the students
are often returning to repugnant situations in an effort to better
themselves.

Self-confidence and pride

The development and reinforcement of pride in one's family and
minority group is the second area of concern in attaining
success and a major concern of the Self-Realization segment of
the program. Basic to this study Is the development of a
positive self-concept. Give constant consideration to the
promotion of activities which reinforce positive student
attitudes. The Inventory characteristics involved with this
aspect of study are:

Level 1 0 8,9
Level 2 0 11,14
Level 3 0 10,12,13,15,17

Arrange individual confererces to set up individualized programs
designed to develop desired success characteristics.

Use the completed Inventory to assess the present position, of
each student.
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Consider the self-corcept results of each student's checklist
to determine what impact it might have upon the scope of his
plans for success.

Refer to the hierarchy giver to insure the correct order of
needed development.

Determine the students' concepts of leadership and the criteria
by which they make judgments.

Begin this study by showing a film such as ;,-4, Er,1.2,fir-,; which

compares men of authority from different parts of the wrcld.

Discuss the film's content after its showing, and emphasize the
common characteristics of leadership.

Ask each student to write out the name of a local individual
whom he considers a fader and list as many reasons as
possible for his choice.

Arrange a class discussion to allow each student to present
his choice and explain his reasoning.

During the discussion, remind the students of the characteristics
Of success and the self-concept considerations which rioht
apply.

In adoitton, prepare a list for student discussion of leader-
ship characterist1,3 separate from those of success. Suggest
from this list leadership characteristics rot mentioned by the
students as success characteristics, such as:

Likes to be responsible for getting something done
Enjoys leading a group even though it may lessen persoral

popularity
Finds it difficult to accept the idea that others can do
a specific jot witrout instruction

Enjoys the feelino cf teamwork which has developed under
his guidance

Appoint a dens recorder to make a list of the chiractehtiCs
mentioned by more than one student,

Request the recorder to list the characteristics indicated
more than once on the chalkboard or overhead projector
transparency.

Pass out copies of the Success Characteristics Inventory and
the Persona/ CqPCksheet and have the students compare their
list cf characteristics with those on the two dittced sheets,
During this time the teacher should try to:



Develop the students' awareness of the close tie between a
post tive self- concept and apparent achievement of success
with selection as a leader.

Emphasize the possibilities of attaining personal success
without the need to be acclaimed as a leader by a group.
This emphasis might include a clans discussion of the
need for democratic teamwork rather than externally
imposed leadership. If desired, show the film reveteciini,a
Lea.lerekir which illustrates the shifting of the leader-
ship role among various individuals within a democratic
group.

TEACHING MATERIALS
803R.8

Adams, R. G. Great Chicago. Afro-American.
1954.
Brief biographical sketches of Negroes from all parts of the world
and all periods cf history.

Barman, Berry 1, others. A 71. reee. Westchester,Ill. Berefic. 1559.
Short biographical sketches of world leaders.

Boman, Herry 6 Whitehead, Robert. A 7 <.,,f,Lrte t,; r-L'an et.
Westchester, Ill. Benefic. 1968.
Short biographical sketches of American heroes. (A teacher's guide
by D. B. Moore is available to accompany this book.)

Bennett, R. A., ed. n.nglewood Cliffs, N 1. Scholastic.
1950.
Considers teenager's need for self-acceptance, self-appraisal, and
understanding of others.

Blassingane, Wyatt I Glendenning, Richard. ;"7sm r 2,otcre.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Scholastic. 1966.
Nine true sketches of frontier medics.

Ceraney, John. hiur: Starr. Englewoof Cliffs, N.J. Scholastic. 1967.
The life story of the famous Green Bay Packer quarterback.

Cunning, Stephen 6 Burton, Night, eds. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. hclactic. 1960.
^robes 'the nary faces of courage" recessary for life.

Gross, Milton. :err ^,e,:r. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Scholastic. 1963.
Borer Floyd Patterson's personal revelations of forces which
shaped his life.
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Hagedorn, Herman. Fief', 4h:; dared. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Scholastic, 1967.
Biographies of famous men and women who "dared" --- and changed
the world.

McDunald, Tommy. pay re to catA foLT fl ails 1 Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. Scholastic. 1964.
Personal success story of one of football's greatest pass
receivers.

Moderow, Gertrude, ed. Per-pie to Arenler. Fair lawn, N.J. Scott,
Foresma.. 1960.
Sixteen biographical sketches of successful, famous people.

New York City Board of Fducation. herevo; Bcok I and
Book 11. Morristown, N.J. Silver Burdett. 1955.
Brief blographie. of minority group members who have succeeded In
leading productive lives despite the obstacles of poverty, pre.

judice, or language.

Olsen, 17, J., ed. f.s of ,inci'eir. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Scholastic. 7931.
Explores great moments in the lives of exciting personalities,
..s well as problems of vocational cofce.

Saunders. In'. New York. Doubleday. 1958.
The content involves the lives of farrots Negroes.

Shafer, R. E. Bernd, V.C., eds. FrIVC-Z.: ,'Jr.c Englewood Cliffs,
N.J, Scholastic. 1961.
Intended as an aid to students in developing a personal philosophy
and code of binhavior,

Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Scholastic. 1961.
Shiert stories and essays that Illuminate the different kinds of
other cultures in our rapidly shrinking world.

Squire, J. 5., ed. Flin-.1...;?. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Scholastic.
1960.
Considers the neture and nobility of man 01 he faces r'itsical,
social, and moral survival.

FILFZ.

. CORE. I) rim, sd. b 6 w.
Includes illustrations of how leadership in a &necrotic orcup
changes with the variations In will and interest of Its re-ters.

h. 3i -4., 1,11C. 1963. 28 min. sd. b 6 w. R- CONTF.
Comparisons of three men of authority in three widely different
localities of the world.



;_r rerecnaii*. CORE. 11 min. sd. b & w. P-SUNYA.
Shows how personalities :an be developed and controlled, and
encourages frank discussion of personality traits.

Let.'e it. NFBC. 1956. 27 min. sd. b & w. R- CONTF.

A presentation of group discussion methods.

RECORDS

Literature unite .7"cri:ig, FSR. 2 records. P-FSR.
Volume I offers guidance and an introduction to literature

such as readings from Shakespeare, Hawthorne, Twain, etc. Volune
2 explores makents of personal decision in literature.

1135CELL/k/VEOCIS

Time and Life Building
Sea York, N.Y.

Will provide biographical materials on successful men appropriate
for file folders and bulletin hoards,

SECTION II THE STUDENT AS A DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL
PART A STUDENT REALIZATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF

OVERALL TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To develop the realization that there are more similarities
among people than differences

To 0 iorilte appreciation of the valve of individual differences

To develop the desire to be individualistic

To increase awareness of the blending of minority cultures
into a total society

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL

To create awareness of the contributions of minority groups

To develop concepts of the relationship of the individual to
his society

To develop responsible attitudes in the individual toward
society

To illustrate the weakening effects of prejudice on the total
social structure

GENERAL TOPIC To stimulate the desire to share one ! unique cntributiors

HOW can an appreciation of the differences of individuals create
a culturally rich society?

TEACHING 02AF.CTIVES
7o p "omote the realization that all people vary in some manrer
from, the stereotyped social average

To encourage recognition of the value of human contributions
which result from differences as well is from similarities

27',)

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
All people share similar characteristics,

No indivioual cr preup fits society's concept of an average
individual.

Differences amomg people ray to of positive cr neutral value

as well as regatise.

Each individual can make his own important cortributimn to
society.



CONTENT
In what physical and mental ways are people alike?

How does one determine en average?

DOES the concept of what is average change in different times,
Places, or circumstances?

How are differeices in thought or technology assimilated into
any society?

In what ways should any individual differ from his group? Why
is this often necessary?

What rewards result from conforming? From not conforming?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Develop understanding of physical similarities by giving the

students 5 to 10 rirutes to list as many similarities as possible.
Then discuss the items listed. Include such obvious characteristics
as the nurter of arms, legs, eyes, and ears, or such physical needs
as food, oxygen, and water.

Delegate a student recorder to make a composite list of
similarities On an overhead projector transparency or on the
chalkboard for class discussion.

Consult the health teacher to determine which understandings
the students already possess in the area of the function of
the human rystem. Include these characteristics on the list.

Have the recorder list characteristic differences. Use
suggestions elicited from the rlass, such as racial
characteristics including skin color, hair texture, and eye
shape.

Have the students diScuss differences as contrasted with
similarities. Emphasize the superficiality of these
differences as opposed to the basic mass of similarities by
asking questions, such as:

Can you tell the difference between a description of a
professional basketball player and a professional foot-
ball player? how?

Might there be individuals whose descriptions wtuld be
hard to identify specifically?

Can you tell the race of an athlete using only the usual
radio or TV description of his height, weight, and
playing ability?
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Are there any obvious differerces between races if you
r"rove the surface layer of skin and hair? (The answer
is no except for possible skeletal differences which
are not obvious.)

Try to determine from comments made during class discussior
Which students have strorg racial feelirgs. Cooperate with
the guidance counselor in trying to reduce the intensity of
existing prejudices to allow for more successful study.

Discuss the similarities and differences in the mental attributes
of various groups.

Compile a list of social desires including the need for good
friends, a nice family, a fair employer, honest tradesmen,
and considerate fellow workers.

Using prepared questions, discuss these 'wish lists" and stress
the interdependency of al1 people and the shared needs fur
affection, respect, and consideration. Ilse discussion questions
similar to the following:

Do you enjoy being part of a group? Why?
How would you feel if you were Ignored by the group?
Do you like your boss watching you work? Why or why not?
Do you like your girl friend or wiFe to fix a special

dinner for you or to dress up to nv opt with you? how
do you try to please her

Role-playirg techniques to reveal interpersonal relationships
might be introduced by showing the film I:.,.:2

(See Teaching haterials Section at the
end of this unit and Appendix C, Pole flaying, p. 309.)

Role-olaylrg situations to enact might include:
Employee-employer considerations: Assign ore student to

act as the employer who pays overtime wages wit.out
checking the time claimed. Have a second student por-
tray a worker who charges for overtime he does rot
deserve. Ask these two to react to the situation when
the employer finds out he has been overcharged for t.e
work actually dore. Follow the role play with an 'en.
the-spot" interview type of class situation. Ask for
a volunteer from the class to deferd the actions of either
the erployer or the employee. For example: A student
votunteers to defend the actions of the erployer.
Allow him to be questioned try t.e class. When .is
defenses are exhausted, allow another volunteer to take
his place "on the spot." The secord stueent should be
solected to deferd the employee. Allow him to be
questioned by the class until his deferses are depleted.
Pe;eat this process until there are no new defenses cf



either individual's actions. Stress the fact that the
airing of opinions is teneficial even when no definite
solution seems apparent. (See Appendix CiallOhe-Spot
Technioue, p. 311.)

Employee-employee relations: Choose a vat-;nteekto play
the role of an employee accused of breaking an tepentive
piece of equipment. Choose three students to portray
his coworkers. Assign one the role of the employee who
in a moment of carelessness actually broke the expensive
piece of equipment. Appoint a fifth student tf play
the part of the employer who has just found the piege

of broken equipment. Assign these role players the
task of solving the problem. Should the innocent employee
have to pay for the equieient or not? Should he tell
the employer the truth' Should the employee who broke
the equipment say so even though he will have to pay for
it? If enough opinion is generated, utilize the "on-the-
spot" technique to allow opportunity for continued
discussion.

Family interaction: Ask six students to portray a family
in the process of completing preparations for an
outing (i.e., going to a party, going to a show, or
taking a ride to the country). Just as the preparations
are complete, nave the father enter in a bad temper and
cancel all of the plans. After the actors have expressed
their reactions, conduct a class discussion to evaluate
the situation and its basic causes.

After creating an awareness of the similarity of basic needs
among people, explore the concept of ''the average person."

Ask several ssuients to pick a number from one to ten.
Pecord these choices.
Total and divide by the rather of choices to obtain the

average number. The relationship of any nurber to the
average obviously has little relationship to the nurber
itself and can provide the students with an awareness
of the superficiality of judgment based upon positions
superior or inferior to an average.

Provide students with copies or the following questionnaire
which they are to complete in order to develop sore concept of
an average student. Find the average for each of the qualities
listed. Avoid asking questions about salaries, skin color,

number of children, 1.0., and age.
Contact the commutation teacher for possible ways to make

this activity relevant to current classwork.
Appoint a student committee to procrks the data and estatc-

lisk the characteristics for the average student in the
class, For data which cannot be averaged, tie cieice
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mentioned most should be selected, such as those for
color of hair, color of eyes, and type of job.

When the "average student" of the class has been deter-
mined, ditto the data on handout sheets. Provide each
student with this sheet and with a completed
questionnaire, preferably someone else's, and ask for
comparison, and contrasts. Ask those students who mcst
closely approach the class average to stand in front
of the room, and ask the class to compare and contrast
their similarities and differences. Stress the im-
probability of being a perfect average. Mention the
fact that the average American family has 3.5 children.

STUDENT INTONATION SHEET

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS

Instructions: Fill in all the spaces below by giving information
about yourself. Do .ht put your nag* on the paper.

I. Height: feet

2. Weight: __pounds

3. Color of hair: (check one

Brown__ Black

4. Color of eyes:
Brown_ Black

5. handedness: (check one)

Right Left

inches

Blond Fed Other_

Gray Groin

6. Marital status: (check one)

Single__ Married

7. Type of job: (check one)

Clerical,

_ _ _ . . _

Sales

Const7L-cticn

Other

Blue_

Illustrite tie changing image of what seciety considers
average ty using the trend in men's clothing from. 193.7 ih the

present. Show pictures or ads Leven frgs, a variety of true

year intervals to shoe. tie shifting societal akeraces.
Use such ',tens as Inc lengths of women's skirts and /cr a

variety of car advertiseneits to provide illustations on

e olviri social norms.



Ask students ho create bulletw toa-ds from ads and other
similar materials and hm rxplain how averages and (pinions
:impinge Oth the tires.

Use audiovisual aids,such as transparencies for overhead
projectors and opPoue ppd_ectors,to show printed illustrations
cf relevant materials.

Corstruct a bulletin board on a technology which has advanced
through a series of innovations; for example, the evolution of
printing.

Origin of printirg in China

Transfer of this information to the Western hemisphere

Development of block-printing in the Western remispbere

Changes to novEable type and to metal type

Present rethods of printing

Organize the class into small research groups to collect data
or individual stages o' the developmental process, to de:ermine the
progression of Events and the contributing conditions.

Request that the conmunicaticms teacher id each group in
developing a presentation e.plaining its part in the
overall process.

Encourage the students to illustrate their presentations with
such materials as pictures, charts, and pamphlets, as well as
samples of different kinds of rodern typeface. Students may
also speculate on what the future may hold in the field of
printing and illustrate their predictions try the use of
audiovisual aids.

When summarizing, emphasize the idea that often the reorganiza-

Lion cf knomn material results in the creation of rev techniq.es.

Working with the communications teacher, plan joint assignments
which will reselt in reports on articles or books dealing with the
difficulties encountered by innovative thinkers. Include nonwhites,
but cuJticn students no. to assure that these difficulties were the,
result of racial prejudice rather than resistarce to independent
thought. (Sea the section on Teaching Materials.)

"The Mexican" by Jack London. A portion of the story of
Diego Rivera who led the revolution against Porfirio Diaz.

Doctor Dam" in ..1F.fco t ter :if:. The story of the first
heart surgery.

He Was Fired" by Arra Bontemps in A,J!nre :1!/. A suddess
story in the publishing field.

Invite a guest speaker from the local oranch of Junior Achieve-
ment, and ask hill to present a program emphasizing egperfences of
area Junior Achievement companies. (See Appendix R, insehool
Speakers, p. 305i)

Request the services of a decorator from the display derartent
of a local department storeband ask that he discuss the need
for innovative ideas In display work. Pik that he illustrate
his presentation by developing several displays advertising
the same product and explain why sore are more effective
than others. He might also stress the additional concept that
there are multiple approaches to particular problems.

Invite an exp=rt in the field of racing cars to discuss ways
In which engines are being modified to increase their power.
Cc sure the speaker is knowledgeable and Vat he is also able
to communicate with the students. Contact such organizations
as rally clubs, sports car clubs, racing IA.3,1, etc. for
possible speakers.
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CONFORMITY TO GROUP STANDARDS

GENENAL TOPIC pressures and conforioty, dev%,op a series of role-playing situations
to illustrate the dangers of unthinking and uninformed conformity.

how can a desire to conform to a group standard be a danger
as well as a benefit? Drug use: Cast three or four group members who supposedly

use druos and one who does not. Instruct the "users' that

TEACHING OBJECTIVES their attitudes should indicate suspicion that the nonuser
either feels superior to them or is a coward. They also fear

To develop an awareness that one's immediate group may differ the possibility of his informing the police. By his actions,

from the accepted patterns of society the nonuser shows that he really wants to belong to the
group although he is reluctant to take druos. What can he do

. To develop an understanding of the necessity for positive to stay "in" with the group? Is it desirable that he do so?

standards
Strike voting: Five students play the pert of workers in an

To stress the importanc of individual or family behavior to industry which is about to be struck although a new contract

the welfare of the entire society favorable to the workers has been negotiated. Company officials
have announced that they must close if the agreement is not

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS accepted, but the union leaders oppose ratification. They

teal they may obtain more benefits through the pressure of a
Demands for dnformity to the subgroup's mores exert pressures strike since the company was so agreeable to union requests

on the indivioJal and cause conflicts with the mores of the without any pressure. have three of the role players express

larger society. the opinion held by a majority of the workers; i.e., that the
union knows best, the workers deserve everything they can get,

Group loyalty may cause disagreement between the standards of and that the company is Just bluffing about closing. have

society and those of an individual's group. the other two students portray workers opposed to strikinc
since they feel there id no reason to mistrust a company ,hic

Moral or ethical Judgments of proposed courses of action are has always been truthful before. They feel also that job

desirable before making a decision. conditions are good and the benefits of the new contract are
equal or superior to any in the area. They know that if they

CONTENTS strike they will have to use accumulated savirgs. Allow the

role players to discuss the ratter until some decision is made.

Toes my group represent a cross section of the entire society In this role-playing situation, players may switch viewpoints

or have they established separate standards for themselves? during the discussion in ordor to see the pros and con, in
all arguments.

How can one evaluate the standards of his oar group?
Considering admission of a row club rorber: The setting is a

mow can ore avoid being pressured into amoral or illegal club meeting at which the members are deciding ..ether to

behavior? accept a new applicant who has a reputation for being very
tough and fcr having a rough following. Most of the club

Now can information and education safeguard re? feel he will take over if he is admitted but are afraid to
vote against him since they fear physical violence if thav do.

TEACHING METhODOLOGY Choose three students to play the roles of those afraid
vote against this applicant and three to portray those who

After working with the counseling and health teachers to review are willing to refuse re,tershin. Allow the students to debate

materials which will be necessary for fuller understanding of group the issue and to change sifts during the discussion. Cchrlete
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this lesson by having the players and the other class members
vote independently whether or not they would admit this
applicant. If the vote is indecisive, further class discussion
might be advisable.

Aiding in a dangerous situation: The plot of this situation
might be a mugging or a store robbery being observed by a
crowd. The roles would include the person committing the
crime, the victim who is trying to resist and calls for help,
and five onlookers who must decide individually whether or
not to get involved. Have them dramatize several variat'ons
of the basic idra,such as:

The victim is a healthy individual about the same size
and strength as the attacker.

The attacker is armed with a knife or gun while the victim
is unarmed.

The victim is a relative of two people in the crowd.
The victim is an old person, a child, or a girl who is

unable to protect herself.
After the above dramatizations, ask the students questions such
as the following:

Would you be willing to try to help the victim physically?
Would you at least phone the police for help?
Dods it matter whether you know the victim? Or the

assailant?
If the victim was your mother or sister, would you hope
that the crowd would help them? Why?

Developing new itie.ds: Divide t.hc action into two parts. in

the first part, boy A, who is part of the "in" group is asking
two of his cronies what to do ahout a new bey in the
neighborhood who wants to be friends but who is a "real drag."
The two students, playing the roles of his friends, should
advise against being hospitable. in part two, boy A meets the
"drag" and carries out his friends' suggestions. When the
action is completed, appoint a Student moderator to conduct
a class discussion concerning such issues as:

Is there any reason to be friendly to a person of whom the
crowd disapproves?

How far can you rely on the opinions of friends?
Should you poll friends' opinions before making up your
mind about a person whom you know to be reputable?

What is a friend?
Do you judge friends by quantity or quality?
HOW can being part of an "in" crowd be a drag? Or an
inconvenience?

Show a movie like .4 7p;,-ire fcr t;:c c (listed in Teaching
Materials at the end of this section) to contribute to the students
awareness of ethical and "oral questions which require independent
thought and action for solution. (See Appendix A, Use of Commercial
Films, p. 301.)

--_-__-_-_-_-__

Reenact playlets such as A2VC f:r yn, and :n e:drr
::11,,t (listed in Teaching Materials - BoO.s section) which are
especially designed to initiate student thought and discussion on
the necessity for individual conscience.

Write to Lifm magazine for reprints of materials showing the
history and achievements of minority groups. These are cttairmtle
at low cost for class distribution or bulletin board displays.

Buy a class set of copies of :it-pi, published by Fuchat
books, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, hew York, hew York; utilize the
lesson plans set up in Daniel hi. Fader's ...di:, published
by Berkley Medallion books, 15 East 26th Street, Sew York, New York
li.010. Since this book has been produced as a movie and the
soundtrack of the music is available, capitalize upon student
familiarity with the materials. Use the story to show hew common
hatred leads to common tragedy. An expurgated edition it available
from .44. magazine, c/o Scholastic Publications, Sew .ork, 1,no, York.
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THE IMPACT OF MINORITY CULTURES UPON SOCIETY

GEhERAL TOPIC Where can the community obtain the specialty foods identified
with various minority groups?

What effect do various minority cultures have upon the lives of
the members of the community? What kinds of special cultural events are sponsored by minority

group organizations in the community?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
yo provide acquaintance with the minority cultural organiza-
tions of the community

To stimulate realization of the contributions to the community
made by minority organizations

To provide motivation for sharing in the variety of cultural
offerings within the community

To develop pride in identity with a particular minority group

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Certain cultural minority groups exist wi thin every community.

Each of these minority groups has contributed to the cormunity.

Each minority group has contributed its special customs,such
as food, music, and dance, to the general culture.

There are many types of minority cultural offerings supported
by the general community.

There is great value in the contributions mad( to the
community by minority groups.

There are various ways to develop a favorable image of a
minority group and to promote its acceptance by the community.

CONTENT
s,tat minority cultures exist within the community? How ray

the be identified?

Do these minorities have their own organizations? What

contributions to the entire community have these organizations
made?
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How can the student increase the community's awareness of his
minority group's contributions?

How can the student help his minority group gain increased
community acceptance?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
After the students have established friendly or at least tolerant

working relationships among themselves and with the teacher, begin
the study of various cultural groups by first defining the ter
"minority."

Comoile,with the students' help, a list on the chalkboard
classifying cultural groups in some way, such as by religion,
race, or national origin. Ask the students to compile their
own lists of groups whom they feel represent minorities.
especially within the local romrunity.

Discuss these lists so the Stuients can realize the numter of
minorities that exist. If such terms as "Wop," 'Coon," "Spic,"
and "Guinea" occur during the discussici, it might also he
valuable to introduce the topic of group prejudices.

Use the publication, i ry: re - 7( for

applicable data. (Note: The accorpanying logbook
relies too heavily upon essay answers.) Cooperate with
the comruni,all:ris Skills teacher to provide greater
use of this miuurce for better student understanding
of its correct,

). :0" I ( 0. t1' 4... ,p r r
sontains interesting raterial on the history of prejudice
In the United States. (See Teaching Materi a' s. ) Al to-.cugh

it is too difficult for study by must students, the
teacher could extract some interesting and in' native
material to present as a lecture and maintain student
interest by allowing co rent and questions durirg the
presentation, as well as a discussion afterward. If

possible, rake the presentation a joint effort with the
communications skills teac'er.



Set up role-playing situations (Appendix C, Role Playing,
p. 309 ) to Increase the students' awareness of their
own prejudices toward others. Keep the situation well
under control to prevent the class rapport from being
seriously damaged. If external conflict is carried
into a normally tension -tree class, uou this
technique until the external problem is resolved to
avoid any permanent damage to the class relationships.

When the students reach the stage where they are able to define
cultural minorities without using derogatory gereralizations, set up
a series of individual assignments similar to the following:

list the minority groups present in the community, and classify
them by religious, national, racial, or ethnic origins.

Use such resource materials as the telephone "Yellow Pages,"
newspaper accoonts of ethnically sponsored events, and
chamber of comrerce materials su61 as those on the history of
the Community which usually include a description of the
'founding fathers." Discuss the findings to develop the
realization that this minority group is just one of many end
that its differences contribute to the cultural wealth of the
area.

Make listings and identify the active community oryanizatiors

whose memberships are based on national or religious orioins.
Encourage students to contact memhership chairmen to discuss
the varied purposes of each group.

Assign students or groups of students to determine the types
of community services performed by each of these organizations
or a representative sampling of them. These community services
might vary from church-sponsored Foy Scout troops to
organizational volunteer work. Allow students to select the
groups they wish to investigate. Establish the understanding
that the sample must be representative of all groups. Stress
that information may be obtained through student interviews of
org mization leaders or group members. (See Appendix B, Out-
of-School Interviews, p. 305.) Allocate time for the presen-
tation of informrsion to the class in order to broader each
student's exposure to the community contributions of its
minority group organizations. Encourage student participation
in the diverse minority group offerings.

Preoare a bulletin board display of menus, advertisements, and
food containers featuring "foreign foods.' (i.e., pizia, chili
con carne, sa,erkraut, etc.) nd a tableware display co such
items as chopsticks and Chinese soupspoons. Explain this
display briefly to promote student interest in investicating

the variety of foods available in the community.
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In addition to the above assignments, choose some of the following
activities which will interest the students the most:

Discuss the favorite foods of class members, and point out
their tastes may rot be consistent with their racial, ethnic,

or religious backgrounds. List on the chalkboard some of the
favorite foods of students in the class. After completing the
list, ask members of the class if they know the ethnic origin
of as many of the favorite foods as possible. For example:

Fish and chips - English
Pizza - Italian
ugels - Jewish
Chap suey - Chinese

Spaghetti - Italian
Kielbasa - Polish
Paella - Spanish

Provide the class with samples of a variety of specialty foods;
1.e,, Jewish halvah, Japanese cuttlefish chewing strips,
Mexican tortillas, Chinese fortune cookies, and Puerto Rican
plantain chip:.

Organize a communal lunch where each student may bring in a
sample of a traditional family recipe. Set up committees to

plan the affair. have students elect a committee from the
class to organize the event. They should.

Determine the date of the lunch, providir at least a
week's advance notice.

Arrange for a suitable place to have the lunch.
Request students to contribute two regular portions of a

family specialty.
Make arrangements for the necessary tableware.
Provide for adequate heating or cooling of the foods.
Appoint a cleanup committee responsible for general
mairtenaroe of the lunch area and the return of the

dishes.

With the cooperation rf the communi,ations skills teacher, set
up research topics ir,olving food origins. The dictionary
food name provides z good beginning source of information as
to origin, (See Appendix C, Small Group Projects, p. 309.)
Suggested topics: okra, garlic, tomatoes, corn, potatoes,

chocolate.

vSolg the yellow pages of the telephone directory, compile a
list of ethni: restaurants in the community. After investi-

gating several of the restaurants which most imIerest the
students, a luncheon ray to planned at one. Cheese a nearby

restaurant, a Jewish delicatessen, or a pizza parlor. wake

reservations, giving the owner the date, time, and nurber of
students involved. This insures good service and preserves

the school's relations with the community.



Arrange a field trip to a local supermarket to increase the
students' awareness of the variety of ethnic foods available.
(See Append:: 13, Field Trips, p. 307.) Again, make arrange-
ments with tne manager to avoid peak periods of business so
that he may meet with students and be free to answer questions.

Hold a contest for listing the greatest number of specialty
foods labeled with th' country of origin found in the super-
market. The teacher may limit the contest to either fresh.
frozen, canned or dried foods, or to a combination of these.
The contest rules may be enlarged to include all foods which
can be assigned a country of origin.

If money is available, arrange a dinner at a restaurant special-
izing in Chinese, Italian, Greek, or other exotic food. En-

courage students to try foods new to their tastes. If

practical and desirable, invite members of the families also.

Display notices announcing International Nights sponsored by
local service clubs, ethnic groups, or churches. Provide
room for students to post any such announcements.

Make group or individual assignments to allow the students to
gather information on the history and present meaning of cer'xin
holidays,such as Christmas, Hanukkah, and the Swedish Feast of Lights.

Pave the students choose the holidays to be investigated. If

possible, without causing resentment assign individual students to
investigate holidays unfamiliar Ca them. this increases their
exposures to other cultural baclgrounds end tends to reduce any
prejudicial attitudes toward tha unfamiliar. Suggested procedures
for investigating holidays are liven below:

Since the Jewish Festival of lights (Hanukkah) falls in late
December, the class might also investigate the customs of this
holiday. Perhaps a neighborhood woman's group might be
prevailed upon to sponsor a Latke (Potato Pancake) party.

Have individual students or small groups of students interview
clergymen of the community including priests, rabbis, and
ministers. (See Appendix B, Out-of-School interviews, p. 105.)

Interview the religious leaders concerning a specific
holiday of their faith.
e students prepare questions, such as
- When was the holiday first celebrated?

Why was it first celebrated?
- Mow has its celebration changed over the years?
Are the people core active celebrants now? Why?

Pave students ask the interviewee if they ray borrow perti-
nent objects to explain during their class report about
the interview.
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Pinata

Collect Christmas songs
and legends from various
countries and allow the
class to tape a program
for school use. Arrange
for parties and utilize
the decorations contrib-

uted by c ass tubers.
Those of Spanish origin
might construct a pinata
of paper machf or other
materials. The pinata is
a bag filled with sweets
and decorated lake a bard,
animal, or man. It is
suspended from a _ord and
everyone has a chance to
break it and spill the
contents for everyone to
share. This could be
another occasion for the
sharing of special food
such as:

Spiced gingerbread
men from France

marzipan and Christmas
honeycale from
Germany

Chopped meat pies
from Polard

Encourage the students to visit places of worship of other
faiths.

Since Thanksgiving is a holiday celebrating the success of
the first immigrant group, set up a series of programs that
could provide this awareness. Sore sarple programs are:

Thanksgiving 1.Q: Quizzes on the facts, history. and
traditions of the holiday are available from American
Heritage Foundation, 345 F. 46 Street, New York, '.ew
York I30)7.

Thanksgiving service: The National Council of Churches
has prepared an Order of Service for a harvest festival
suitable for community observance. Copies are 5 cent,

Thanksgiving collection: Classes ray cooperate w th the
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Salvation Amy by collecting and distributing foodstuffs

to the needy.



If a specific group is celebrating sore particular national
holiday, ask the president of the group or the chairman of
the festival to provide information about the occasion.
Obtain their namcs from the publicity releases in the local
newspapers or from tre chamber of commerce.

Utilize library reference materials, such as books on the
music, songs, and costumes of specific holidays. Repro-
duce the music, songs, and costumes for class presenta-
tion, using audiovisual methods. (See Appenaix A, Use of

e Overhead Projector, p. 303; Use of Audio Tape
Recordings, p. 302)

Set aside time for each grew to prepare a report for class
presentation. Mimeograph a list of instructions about
what the report should include. Sample directions:
- Explain the materials used while celebrating the

holiday. If possible, show the items themselves;
i.e., Christmas tree ornaments, menorahs, etc.

- Describe the history and origin of the holiday.
- Give brief examples of activities typical of the

holiday. For example, present the dances or music
of the Gay.

- Use records or taped examples of typical must... If

possible, give a live performance.
Describe the history of a typical holiday costume,
and give its meaning.

Try to extend the knowledge cf those groups within she local
community to all national groups whose mergers form a minority outside
of their home country. Arrange tc have the center sponsor and pay the
expense for a class theater party at the showing of a foreign film in
a local theater. (It is desirable that all Audents see the same film
as a basis for further study, although it is not necessary that they
see the film as a group.) After the showing,arrange for an informal
class discussion. In preparation for the discussion:

Set up a list of questions about the film to increase student
awareness of the variety of minority groups and the criteria
by which all people should be judged.

Include such discussion topics for consideration as clothing
styles, living conditions, economic life, social systems,
social values, vocctional opportunities, and food preparation.

Conclude Uhl! unit cf study with assignments giving each student
the task of aiding in the presentation of a class program dealing with
his specific minority cultural baclgrnind. This ray require the
division or the class by minority groups and should not be assigned
until the rapport between student-student and student-teacher is well
established. Hopefully, the old prejudices will have been replaced
with new attitudes. Some sample assignments are:
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Develop either a .till
film or a movie ;re-
duction story of sore
specific minority group.
(See Appendix A, Use of
Student-Developed
Movies, p. 302.) Sore
topics which may be
developed are:

The Diverse
Cultures of
America

Cultural Groups in
Our Neighborhood

The Afro - American

Culture
The Culture of
Puerto Rico

The Cultural Con-
tributions of the
American

Little Italy
Ghettos - Today

and Yesterday
Chinatown

Have students prepare
the followirg:

A narrative script
to outline the
topic

A list of pictures
or scorns to be
included

A list or' apprc-

late sounds to
be corded

Aopropr Ate tack-
wourd music

Student Production

ect student corrit-
s to obtain the

rec.:any pictures and
soar) tapes.

tn eiitir.g torrittEe
s hr yid to selected to

A the rycGuctinn,
nnvrr smtothly.



After necessary practice in presenting the program, the show
may be presented to

The student body of the center
The community
Youth groups

Present the history of one specific minority group. Use an
outline like the one below.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHE('

THE

A, Reasons or Immigrating
1. Time
2. Condition: at home
3. Conditions here

B. Recoming Accepted
1. Language problems
2. Adjustment problems
3 Job problems

C. The Today
1. Housing available

2. Jobs available
3. Organizations

Supplementary activities which the teacher may wish to conduct
are listed below:

Invite foreign students or professors present in the area to
speak to students about life and customs in their countries.

Work with local art groups in sponsoring an ethibi Lich of
representative art work from as many different national
backgrounds as possible.

Sponsor an international pageant open to all area cerfomren,..

Feature sucn acts as Indian war dances, Iapanese
Danish parallels, Oemnan gymnasts, Spanish tangos, Swedish
wand drills, Swiss flag dances, French adagios, li.-TTese
waltzes, etc.

Follow a variety of patterns and help many different causes,
such as Friendship Trains, Citizens' Pural Overseas Erognar.
(CROP), CARE packages, and other collections.

Sponsor a round-the-world tour luncheon. Ask travel agencies
to provide posters for decorations and restaurants to provide
the menu. Serve German borsch, Russian caviar, English beef,
Norwegian smorgSsbord, Italian olives, French pastry, and
Turkish coffee.

Contact the Bureau of Intercultural Education, 119 W. 57th

Street, Now Yort, New York 10019 for teacher ' manual:- ,

clarswork units, and copies of their monthly magazines. This

group sdecializes in studies of racial, ethnic, religious,
and economic aspects of discrimination in American life.

Contact b'nai Brith's National (omission on A- EnicaniSn are
Civic Affairs, 1003 I. Street, N.w., Washington, O.:. for aid
in obtaining information, films, and spealers for inter-
cultural programing.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Brothwell, Don 6 Brothwell, Patricia.
Brotherhood Week: Contact the National Confetenc.: of Christians Praeger. 1969.

and Jews, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York, New York 10016, for A description of ancient diets obtained by evaluating details

materials suggesting how groups ray take part in the national from works of art and early written records.

observance.
Fader, D. h, :s.k,:i ,,.. ?. .;:-. New York, Berkley Medallion, Icf6.

Sponsor a South American Carnival at which the student Contains lessor. plans for teaching w,Ft r-: , 1 );..

cal2lierce can invite their re;:rita.7. Decorate with balloons,
colored confetti, and utilize Latin Arerican motifs an.; music Goodyloontz, William, ed. "Three for You," pp. 9?-130, h.. ,',1' n

fr1-7.ei!:,- 1:2:. EngTiwood Cliffs, N.J. Icholastic. 1908.

Contact a travel agent to show W.A. of tours of countries in A playlet included in a collection of short stories and plays
which the students are interested, particularly those +rich designed to initiate student thought on aspects of prejudice, and
constitute their own national backgrounds. Ask that he discussion of racial questions.
provide pamphlet material for distribution.
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dipset. S. M. "Prejudice and politics in the American cast and
present." Glock, C. Y. & Siegelman, Ellen. Sew
vork. Praeger. 1969.
A concise history of the evclving targets of prejudice it Arerica.

Macgowa,, I:enneth, New York. telacorte. 1965.
Background and beginnings of the film industry, the work of
various types cf studio techniques, and the question of
censorship.

Regnier, George & Matzkin, M. A. r il.
New York. American Photographic Book. 1959.

Producing, directing, and editing for the home inoviernaker.

Rose, Reginald. 'Thunder on Sycamore Street," pp. 128-153.
le Soudytoontz, William, ed. Englewood Cliffs,

.5,holastic. 1966,
Play to initiate thought and discussion on the need to act as an
individual, separate from the crowd.

Shaftel, George & Shaftel, Fannie. rase len FL re.
New York. National Conference of Christians and dews. 1962.
A discussion of the techniques of role playing.

Shulman, Irving. New York. Pocket Books. 1961.
A story snowing the tragic results of hate.
Expurgated edition available from Scope magazine, c/o Scholastic
Publications. New York.

5piegler, C, C., ed. Columbus, Ohio. Merrill.
1967.
A collection of stories emphasizing an individual's struggle for
success,

r 1967.
----Acollection of stories involving individuals who take action

because It IS necessary even though they are in the minority.

.ur- ,mirmt, 1967.
A collection of stories emnphasizing the characteristics of greatness

found in people who dared to he first.

Witte, E. K. I 2' e. New York. Holt. 1968.
A selected group of biographies illustrating individual strength
of character.

FILMS

;t :F, ECPF, 11 min. scl. o I w, 6-54650.
Illustrates both the sacrifices and the rewards of responsibility.
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t..i ; NFBC. 1961. 21 min. sd. b & 4-CON1F.
Enamples of common prejudice to initiate discussion.

EBF. 11 loin. sd. b 6 w. R-SUhlA.
An explanation of the waves of inoioration into the Lnited States
from colonial tines to the present.

"1. Ira. 1946. 11 min. sd. b I w. R-1113.
Introduces the use of photography on a high school level.

ctume 1F8. 1956. 11 min. sd. color.
R-Bailey, IFS.
Illustrates selfexpressicn and creativeness, as well as problems
in picturemaking by teenagers.

im:nr'n! r/r., E5F. 14 min. sd. b & re. 4-58110.
Tra.es the development of printing from ardent tines to the
present.

:fen SF, 1963. 55 rin. sd. b 6 w. P-SF.
Story of Rafer Johnson, World Decathlon Champion, captain of the
1960 U.S. Olympic Team.

kim I' m NEA. 25 min. sd. b & w.
R-SLNY4.
Describes five social role-playing situations and their purposes.
Also shows followup discussions and action procedures.

NFU. 1966. 8 min. sd. It 6 w.
Desigred to initiate discussion cf ethical and roral questions
concerning race.

ADDITIOWL MATERIALS

American Heritage Foundation, 345 E. 46th St., lea York, N.Y. 10017,
Quizzes are available on the facts, history, and traditions of
Thanksgiving.

B'tiai Erithis National Comission on Americanism and Civic Affairs,
1003 Y. St., il,W., Washington, D.C.
Information source for materials, speakers, etc., on interculbsra'.
topics.

Bureau of intercultural Education, 119 W. 57th St., New Tor, N.T.
Teacher's manuals, classroom work .,nits, and renthly maoazines on
the effects of discrimination by race, religion, ethnic origin, or
economics.

National Conference of Christians and .c. o, :81 055 ave., '.ew
N.Y. 10016.
N3 terlals cn Brotherhood week.



PART B STUDENT REALIZATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL INTERACTION

GENERAL TOPIC
How can the teacher reinforce student awareness of the need or

cooperative interaction cn the job?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To place emphasis on the relationship between a student's
overall attitude and his on-the-job attitudes

To reinforce awareness of behaviors required by employment
situations

To increase awareness of the necessity for cooperative effort

a job situationwith both employer and fellow employees it

STUDENT UUDERSTANDITIGS
individual's self-concept and his attitudes toward others

affect his behavior.

A person's job behavior is an extension of his general behavior.

Every occupation requires a generalized set of cooperative
behaviors.

Personal difficulties, such as domestic problems, should not
be brought to work.

Work problems or complaints should rot be brought home.

CONTENT
How is a persOn's behavior affected by his self-concept?

How may a person's attitudes toward others affect his
employment possibilities?

How can a person promote hi.. own acceptance among other
employees in a new job situation?

What attitudes should a person develop to increase his
chances for promotion?
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What types of behaviors should be avoided in any job
situation?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
This topic receives emphasis in the Occupational Crientati n

Unit. (Sue Section XI, Getting Along on the job. ) Cooperate with
the occupational orientation teacher when planning content and when
determining the areas to stress during class discussions.

Review those aspects of the Occupational Cricritatiun Unit,
especially Section XI, Getting Along on tte Job, which directly
involve personal attitudes and self-concepts.

Discuss possible alternative actions in situations such as
the following:

What ,an a new employee do to get along with, fellow
workers?

How can a person offer assistance to fellow workers

without drawing attention to their errors or insul tin()
them?

What attitudes should a new employee take when a rore
experienced person tries to explain how a job should
be done?

How should fellow workers react to an employee who,
because of family problems, is difficult to work with?

What should an unhappy employee do to try to make his
job situation more pleasant?

Cooperate with the occupatioral orientation teac.ier by Inviting
a member of the Hu bn Relations Commission to report cn his
program and to cite Incidents which have arisen because of
poor communications between people or groups. (See Appendix
B, inschool Speakers, p. 17.5.) Ask that the commission
member discuss previously prepared questions, s oh as:

What are some of the most common areas of commni cations
breakdown?

What steps does your commission take to remedy or eliminate
these breakdowns?

HOW do you define the term i r n-T;tf.r7
What are the functions of the Human Relations Comissio-?



. Arrange the class time for a continugtion of the employer's
cane, discussion hf the questions presented in tie Discussion.
Guide in Section VI, Getting Along on the Job. lace the
discussion for later inclass evaluation of opinions presented.
Stress the questions on the list which the occupational
orientation teacher has irdicated as important or of obvious
interest to the class

Discuss the personal attitude aspects of the statements
contained under the headings of "What Employers Want from
Young People ' and 'How to Get a Promotion " in the Student
Information Sheet in Section XI, Getting Along on the Job.
Use distension questions such as the following:

To what extent must a person cooperate with fe:low
employees?

Should he be quiet ever when he knows there is sorethirg
illegal being done?

Does silence make him an accessory?
For what reasons should a person continue co study even
after graduating as a trained worker?

What should a person do if he thinks the behavior expected
by the employer is Coo strict?

Under what circumstances should a person do another
person's work when he isn't getting paid for It?

What kinds cf extra jobs are an inpasition on a worker?

Include consideration of several themes contained within the
booklet,: on the pages indicated.
Cooptrate with occupational orientation teachers in coordinating

THE MAT INTERACTING IN THE HOME

liote: Since many aspects of this program segment involve topics
covered in greater detail in the health curriculum, the emphasis here
shifts from the psychological and physiological effects of the
irilvidual's behavior on the family to the effects of his behavior
upon himself.

2ENERAL TOPIC
can the student increase his understanding of the relation-

ships which exi: ' within his family?

2E1
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materials. Certain themes may be of particular valve in developing
awareness of the types of cooperative behavior likely to be requiredby a job situaticr.

Samples

Prehleit-Solving Behavior: Dealing with Teacher Evaluations,
p. 5.

Self-Defeating Behavior in a Job Setting, p. B.

impulsive Reaction to Agency Procedures, p. 12.

Dealing with Abler and Frustration as a Reaction to Agency
Polity, p. 13.

Developing Stills in ."andling a Jcb Interview, p. 15.

Learnirp to Adapt to Change in Jot or Training Situations. P 19.

Learning to Adjt.St to Change in Relationships with Superiors
and Peers, p. 21.

Utilize the instructions included in each eercise.

TEACHING MATERIALS
WOKS

New York State Education Department.
ii Albany. The Department. l9t9.

TEACHINr, OBJECTIVES
To develop an awareness of the variety of emotional and
physical needs of the different age groups within a family

To increase understanding of the causes of various types of
deviant behavior which place stress upon family relationships

To provide information on the stresses created within a
faintly unit by the ,reserve of alcoholism or drug addiction



To develop familiarity with the community service offerings
which aid in lessening family tensions and in improving
interpersonal relations

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
Emotional and physical needs vary with age.

A family composed o' groups of varying ages often experiences
interpersonal stresses as a result of the differences
erotionel needs.

Individual behavior problems are often symptomatic of mental
or emotional illness.

Community agencies provide aid for the mentally and emotionally

Community organizations like Al-Anon provide family counseling
service to aid in alleviating family stresses.

CONTENT
How can the varying emotional needs of different members of a
family create stress within the group?

What organizations provide for individuals with rental heath
problems?

What community facilities aid families with renters afflicted
by alcoholism or drag addiction?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Cooperate with the health instructor in preparing the content of

this section since many topics overlap. Be careful to avoid
duplication of invitations to community resource persons unless they
express willingness to donate extra time to the center.

Plan the discussions in order to increase student awareness of
family situations which involve a variety of interpersonal difficulties,

Ask for a list of situations which illustrate how one member
of a family may cause family difficulty, such as the following;

John's younger brother is determined to drop out of school
as soon as he can. John warned him that If he does

he'll 'beat him up but good." mowevery he just sayses
John and tells him that he can't make him stay in school.
How can John change his rind?

2B2
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"My mother always screams at me brothers end ne end says
that we are no good, and that all we do is oat in
trouble, end that if anything happens to hec we'll all
end up in jail. Wye already been picked up by the
police a couple cf times but never charged with snythind
so how can we keep her off our backs?"

Discuss the situations presented, and ask that the students
select those which represent the most sornon difficulties.

Appoint various students to record specific situations add to
present these to the guest speakers for evaluation of causes
and for possible suggestions about the alleviation 0.- certain
problems.

Invite community resource persons to discuss topics concern:no
family relationships on an authoritative basis. (See Appendix B,
Trschool Speakers, P. 305.) For example, a general practitioner
..ddresses the class on the topic o' true general patterns of emotional
behavior which may be the result of age aed deterniced b, physical
conditions such as impending puberty.

Invite a menber of the focal Mental Health Association to
explain the fardly counseling services available which provide
aid in various tamily situations. If possible. request thv .

the doctor and mental health representative prepare a joint
presentation to c lasize the interrelationships 'aetween
physical and mental needs and observed Lohavior.

Invite a representative of Al-Aron, the organization for
families of alcoholics, or Alateen, the oganization for
teenagers with alcoholic pare ts, to speak on the family
problems which result from alcoholism. Contact these groups
through the local Alcoholics Anonymous organization. Ask the
guest to emphasize procedures which are used to lessen
impart of the alcoholism upon the family.

Ask a renter of a social services counseling agency to discuss
the aid available to family groups and/or individuals who are
experiencing difficulties in their interpersonal relationships.
(See Social Services in the Yellow Pages of the telephone
directory.)

Consider also the wide range of family relationships by inviting
guest speakers to address the class on other related tcpixs,such as:

The mental and physical reeds of senior citizens and the mans
by which their family crater' can work to meet them. Select
speakers from the staffs of serdoi Minns centers, rursira
hones, or hospitals specializing in geriatric care.



The effects of unplanned parenthood: Invite speakers from
plannA parenthood organizations and social services counsel-
ing agencies who will explain the services they provide.

The effect of absence of children from a family unit: Invite 71"1167;1;r
speakers from adoption agencies and from social service groups

.

to explain adoptive procedures and foster home arrangements.

allIrmdiwkarra,"

Use other techniques to increase the students' awareness of
family interrelationships and the stresses exerted upon them such as
tape recordings produced by the New York State Narcotic Addiction
Control Commission. Tape No. 7 in this series is relevant since it
presents the account of an addict whose marriage is being destroynd
as a direct result of his habit. After playing the tape, divide
the class into small group' s' four to five students and suggest
related discussion questions.

Would you datc and/or marry a girl who uses drugs?

Would you encourage your fiance or wife to take drugs on
aer own? To keep you company?

Invite studert discussions to show the impact of poverty and
unenploymcnt upon thin. family. To increase self- understanding and

understanding of parents by learning about the common effect of
unemployment and poverty on foxily relationshi:,s, pass out the
following photographs among the group so that each member has a
chance to study them. Photographs are shown on this Page. Say

to the students:

I 1. patt.e arca,1 thz. ;a::c ti-c. 1.-ck

at clA ,nt ,2411 az aad thol 1,,o it c, (The photos
may be shown to the class on the opaque projector.)

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION GUESTKINS

let's talk about the first photo. (Italian family) Whet

do you see happening here?

Possible Pcsponses

'they're all out of %nrk. 'they're poor. They live in - -

a rotten section of town.
How come tney don't have any shoes on?
Its a family, right? And they're all standing around
because they don't have jobs.

let's talk about the second photo. (i.egro family) whin, do

you see happening here?

11, -ira,b, 11r Fr I
rr Euvre math
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Possible Responses

Something's wrong. He's lost his ,,ob or somebody died.
He's really lost control of his feelings.
They look poor; maybe he doesn't have any money.

Are you trying to say that when people are out of work or
poor, it affects the family?

What can happen to a family when there are job and money
problems? Explain.

What do you think people feel like when they are out of work?
How do they behave? Why?

Do you understand how someole could feel low; could give up?
E plain this feeling.

What are sore of the feelings you have had when you didn't
have a job? you were angry, whom did you take it out on?

Help the students come to conclusions similar to the following:

When people are poor and out of work, they sometimes take it
out on the whole family.

Sometimes when a family has money problems, the breadwinner
(wage earner) becomes angry at the world.

If the father (or mother) thinks he is a failure, he may act
out his engem at home. In an atmosphere of anger, sometimes
even the children feel angry and they don't know why. Not

everyone shoes his anger in the sere way.

THE STUDENT AS A MEMBER OF THE COMMUNITY

OVERALL TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To promote en awareness of existing con-unity facilities for
-ecreatiorAl activity and cultural enrichment, such as parks,
tens, museums, and cultural centers
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ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

When neither giving up nor taking it out on the family works,
what else can a person learn to do about anger and failure?

What is the role of each family member in budgeting, making
plans for the future of the family, and getting out of the
cycle of failure? Give specific examples.

TEACHING MATERIALS
PAIVillETS

New York State Education Department, Publications Distributions,
Albany, N.Y. 12224.

F ,; 1969.

Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Avenue S., New York, N.Y.
10016.

imI 1949. Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 155.

mtr;r:., 1951. Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 172.

TAPES

NY5NC. 1 reel.
F-NYSNC.

Interview with a young ran about the destructive effect of drugs
on his marriage. Tape So. 7.

TO encouraoe tee expanded use of comm unity facilities

To encourage participation in community activities for
personal enjoyent and for the trefit of tee cgmviunity



RECREATIONAL AND CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL TOPIC
What community facilities are available for recreational

activity and cultural enrichment?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To encourar;'. use of the community's pa -s and picnic areas

To promote ar acquaintance with zoos, museums, theaters, etc.

To introduce cormunity musical and theatrical organizations

To develop awareness of special ccnrunity cultural offerings,
such as foreign films, dance troupes, Broadway plays

invite a guest speaker from the City Parks Department or the
STUDENT ONDP;STANDINGS County Highway Department (see Appendi x B, Inschool Speakers), and

suggest that he discuss the operation of his organized recreational
The cormunity supports many public parks, picnic areas, and program. Ask that he also answer questions which have arisen during
nos. the students' prel trine ry research.

through the center as described in Appendir B, Field Trips, p. 307.

Aid the class in investigating other community recreational
facilities by conducting a student survey.

Use local, county, city, and special interest maps; city
directories; telephone books. Use file folders fcr collectirg
newspaper and pamphlet information.

Mimeograph charts which provide information on admission costs,
hours of operation, location, a A availahle transportaticn
from students' homes.

There are many area museums housing displays on a variety of
strhjects. Ask the guidance counselor to outlive the types of information

the speaker right provide about available jobs in his department.
The community supports several musical and theatrical groups
and encourages special cultural offerings.

CONTENT
What area parks end picnic areas are for public use?

What types of artmals a -e housed in the tncat zoos?

What kinds of museums are open to the public of this area?

Are there active area rusical and theater groups?

Are there groups which sporsnr special musical and/or darce
co,oerts, films, plays, and lectures?

licw are t1.2se events scheduled?

TEAChING METHODOLOGY
introduce the students to an area park by sponsoring an poring

week picnic lurch. Cue to the early scheduling, make arrangements
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Set up assignments for photographic essays.

Suggested topics
People Petering
People at Play
A Family Picnic
Music in the Park
T'e Zoo Story

Provide the photographic materials so t'at students ray take a
series of pictures erplaining an assigned topic. Arrange a tire
schedule for class presentation, and suggest that the accorpanyir
narrative be dore orally or in captions.

Interclass and intreclass athletic corpetiticn can to held at a
local park on a forret or inforral basis. Ttis activity should be
sponsored by the center to provide adequate insurance cokerape.



Encourage the participation cf a center team in a local sports
league and request a center faculty advisor.

Set up a student committee to compile information on the
location, hours, and admission fees of all the local zoos.

Allow the class to choose a site for a desired field trip
according to the procedure outlined in Appendix 8, Field Trips,

P. 307. If desired, the teacher may encourage students to invite
their families to enjoy the day with then. Conduct a class contest
for the best candid photographs taken on the field trip to heighten
irterest.

Discuss the personal experiences of those students who have
visited museums and who may have information to offer the others as
an introduction to local museums. Check the center file folders for
pamphlet and newspaper materials on the types of museums available
to the community, their content, hours, location, and admission
price. (See Appendix A, File Folders, p. 304.)

Have students arrange interviews with people who prepare exhibits
and displays using the procedure outlired in Appendix B, Out-of-School
Interviews, p. 305. These resource people can provide valuable
information but are seldom available for speaking engagements.
Allocate class time for student reports on the information gathered.

Invite guest speakers to provide added scope and data. (See

Arpendix B, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.)

Select speakers who have reputations as leaders in a particular
field whose content is on display at a specific museum.
Kuseurs usually nave educatl.ral staffs whose inerters are
available as speakers.

Consider the interest of the students in the specialty of the
museum. (See SA.-cmr .,:f Y,r 4-e, the hew York State Education
Department pamphlet.)

Provide the speaker with information covering the character-
istics, knowledge, aid interests of the students and the
specific material under discussion. Give him a list of
questions for which the students desire answers. After the
presentation, use student - aid /or teacher-prepared questions to
initiate discussion and to stimulate interest in seeing the
pictures, paintings, or other exhibits mentioned. Irtroduce
the field trip,and appoirt a student chairman 1. arrange
details.
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If there is more than one museum in the community, the class,
after having developed some knowledge of their offerings, may
vote to decide whirh one(s) to visit. (See Appendix B,
Field Trips, p. 30x.)

If a consensus cannot be reached, divide the class into small
interest groups of four to five students, and allow each group
'o develop its cwn field trip. (See Appendix Small
SroUp Projects, p. 309.) these groups may then pool their
experiences through a series of culminating class reports.

Ercourage students to bring in recordings of various types of
music. Introduce the study of community m.xsic offerings by a class
discussion on one or more of the following topics:

A recent area concert (possibly attended by students.)

Folk records

Soul music

Rock and roll

What music does for the Individual

invite the publicity and membership chairmen of some local
musical groups to speak to the class.

The choice of speakers should sten from discussion of the
musical types enjoyed by the students.

A student committee should handle the details. (See
Appendix B, Irssiool Speakers, p. 305.)

At a later tie, invite a guest whose mutio is unfamiliar
to the students to broaden their exposure to all types
of music. Contact local musicians unions for free
offerings and lists of performers.

To prepare the speakers for the type of students they
will speak to:

Acquaint the speaker with the varied musical hack -
grounds of the students.

Ask fP't speaker to include examples of the 'music
being discussed in his presentation through. the
use of tapes. recordings, cr instrurental
performances

Ask that the speaker Include infcrmat on on the
pcssibilitles for studert involvement wit4 the
rusted, crganization under discussion.

Arrange for individual students or groups of students to visit
actice sessions of the various musical groups. Ask the

guest speaker for definfze invitations for interested students
which include the date, time, and place of the rehearsal.



Arrenge for class field trips to:
Community park concerts
Free musical performances
Touring musical group performances (Students rates may be

available.)

Arrange for a student talent show to take place at th. center.
Elected student committees should handle arrangements. The

executive committee should:
Determine the date of

the show and arrange
for center clearance
for the use of the
auditorium. The
show may be planned
to coincide with the
lunch hour to pre-
vent work conflicts.

Show the film, The
Meeting, to all the
students before
auditioning begins.
The topic will pro-
mote discussion con-
cerning the amount
of support an
elected group should
receive from its
elected body. Thisxi may increase the
support extended by
the student body.

Appoint an auditioning
committee responsible
for setting up an
audition schedule fur
Interested students
artar allowing

sufficient tin, for
rehearsals. The

! a

1

I

committee can also
be responsible fc,

arranging times and locations for tryouts, and develop-
ing a criteria to use for judging the auditioners to
select the acts.

Appoirt a publicity committee responsible for notifying
the student body of the 3,ditions the performance, and
for generating student interests in the show. They may

extend their efforts to the local community if desired.
Appoint a staging committee responsible for arranging
the acts to provide for some variety in the presentations.
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rather than grouping similar acts together. They should
also clear the music so that two acts do ,,t choose the
same songs, as well as check the timing to etermfne the
length of each act and the length of the VW. If

necessary, they may schedule a number of shows to insure
that all acts chosen may be heard.

Acquaint the students with both professional and amateur local
groups by means of the following:

Set up a file folder containing data on resident professional
groups, volunteer amateur groups, area instructors, and
performers.

Ask students to discuss any plays attended or seen on TV as
an introduction to the study of community theaters. Ask for
opinions concerning trends in modern drama.

Have committees create bulletin board displays from theater
playbills, newspaper and magazine clippings, drama criticism,
etc. Assign the watching of a particular TY show, and discuss
the newspaper reviews of that show to encourage student
evaluations.

Invite guest speakers who are part of the publicity or member-
ship committees of local amateur groups. Notify the speaker
prior to his speaking date concerning:

The interest area(s) of the students and their ranges of
theater experience

The extent of class coverage of the local plays and theater
trends

The desirability of an explanation of the types of activity
involved in a theater production

The center's intent to involve the student in theater
activities

Invite local theater members to provide a skit to increase
student interests.

Ask local theater groups to extend Invitations to the students
to attend rehearsals. Arrange for the speaker or some other
competent person to attend the rehearsal with the students
interested in attending.

Invite professilnal theater groups to provide Test sptgkers,
or arrange for student volunteers to intecvie theater per-
sonnel at Vie theater or rehearsal hall. (See Student

Interviews, Appendix B, p. 305.)



Contact the direc.)r or some member of the publicity staff,
and arrange for students to attend working rehearsals to
provide a behind-Cie-scenes look at various techniques used
in theater productions.

Amateur croups may provide free passes to dress rehearsals
if prior arrangements are made. Rehearsals are usually
scheduled for weekend afternoons.

Professional groups may also provide free passes to dress
rehearsals but will more likely extend a reduction in
prices. Not all groups hold public dress rehearsals.
If they are open, scheduling varies wth the production.

Contact tourin,, professional groups. Tht following provide
opportunity f)r student exposure to the theater:

Touring companies sponsored by community theater
associations often sell tickets at reduced student
rates. Inquires made of the publicity committee can
provide basic information concerning scheduling, costs,
etc.

State or federal agencies sponsor touring companies for
the purpose of providing educational theatrical experi-
ences. Inquire of the assembly planners in area school
systems for information on ways center students may
share school performances.

Discuss TY programs, and arrange to visit a TV studio to observe
a live performance. (See Appendix B, Field Trips, p. 307.)

Address all visitation requests to the station manager or the
director of a show in which students have expressed interest.

Discuss live TY dramas in which the actors are supplied
only with the general plot.not specific lines. This

PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

GENERAL TOPIC
What types of student participation in community affairs are

possible?

TEACHING OBJECTIVES
To stimulate participation in ommunity cultural activities in:

Musical groups
- Bands; i.e., dance, marching, jazz, etc.
- Choral groups; i.e., glee clubs, choirs, etc.
- Or:hestras
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should add another dimension to the students' under-
standings of theater.

Cooperate with the vocational teacher in obtaining guest
speakers from the local TV station to discuss the more
technical aspects of producing areas, such as sets,
lighting, camera work, etc. Request that the speakers
stress the occupational possibilities of such work.

Special interest associations in the community often present
programs, such as modern jazz groups, national dancz troupes,
touring theater groups, or foreign films, during a specific
season. Encourage student use of these offerings, and arrange
for exposure to as many performances as possible.

Prepare bulletin board displays utilizing publicity material,
posters, student rate costs, newspaper ads, and clippings.

Discuss the performances of various actors and actresses, the
music, the choreography, and the stage settings of any
performance the individual members of the class plan to see.

Invite guest speakers from the publicity committees of the
sponsoring groups to speak to the class on their planned
seasonal program. (See Appendix B, Inschool Speakers, p. 305.)

Arrange for class attendance at some performance of interest.
Have a student committee compute all costs and make
arrangements t) collect the money or to request funds from
the center. Include cost of transportation. Family members
may be encouraged to participate. (See Appendix B, Field
Trips, p. 307.)

- Opera companies
Dance groups
- Folk dancing
- Social dancing
- Modern dancing

- Native dancing
Ballet

Theater groups
- Actors

- Set workers; i.e., set builders, painters, electricians
Makeup artists

- Costumers



To introduce the students to community service ageocies and
their functions

To provide orientation to volunteer services in various
community agencies

To encourage volunteer participation within one or more of
these agencies

To provide the opportunity for experiencing the personal
benefits which accrue from volunteer work

STUDENT UNDERSTANDINGS
There are many varied volunteer activities within the
community.

There are many community benefits which are the result of
volunteer service.

There are opportunities for participation within the
community's cultural and service groups.

Voltnteer service can afford much personal satisfaction.

CONTENT
What types of musical groups are active in the community?

In what kinds of music do they specialize?

What kinds of opportunities for group participation do these
groups offer?

How are new renters selected?

What types Of dance groups invite community participation?

In what type(S) of dancing do they specialize?

To they accept new memters?

What are the membership requirements?

In whit capacities do the community theater groups invite
participation?

Are there openings for new renters?

What types of service organizations exist in the community?
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What kinds of help do the community services need?

How may the center initiate and encourage student volunteer
activity?

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Discuss the use of leisure time after showing the film6k7:en
:iry 1c Ycur 0:2n. Since this film suggests many possible

leisure time activities, it can initiate a discussion of the needs
of the local community. If there is dissatisfaction with the way
things are or an expressed desire for change, these may be used as
stepping stones toward productive action.

Introduce cultural opportunities by any of the following
methods:

General coverage films, such as Tke Into,

rf
This film may be introduced by a brief class discussion

covering areas of student artistic interest,such as
music, drawing, or sculpture. Questions may help
initiate the discussion: 'To you like to sing?"
"Do you dance?" "What kinds of dancing do you
enjoy?" "Have you ever done any clay modeling?"
"Finger painting?'

After the film is shown, continue the discussion. Try

to involve all students by posing questions such as:
"Which type(s) of actiwif- did you like best?" "Do

you think you coule something similar?" 'Did

the film gisa you a,y ideas to try et home ?"
Encourage the tudents who show inTe est in a specific

area of involvement ay providing further information,
especially on the tezhniques needed, through the
use of hooks, pamphlets, and films.

Show specific films of interest or of particular pertinence
to a majority of the class and follow with a discussion
which emphasizes the relationship of the materials
presented in the film tc their personal lives. (See

film list covering a variety of areas, such as art,
music, dance, and the theater, at the end of this unit.)

Invite guest speakers representing the rerterstip corrittees
of various groups to encourage students toward active
involvement.

Inform the speakers in advance about the extent of the
program; furnish information concerning the
characteristics of the class, and include ;yen
information as their ages, abilities, and interests.

- 0equest that the speaker extend irvitatiors to the
students to visit relearsals and to work on shows.



- Make definite arrangements with the speaker to serve
as host and guide when students attend a rehear -al.
(See end of this unit for a list of possible
cultural groups that may provide guest speakers.)

Encourage independent exploration resulting from increased
student interest In specific topic Areas which may have been
revealed by the community cultural survey. Encourage willing

students to cooperate with the communicatfans teacher in making
topical reports. They may obtain needed information frm the
teacher's reference list included at the end of this unit; from
locally concerned groups; from the councils or centers for the
arts which may be found throughout the State. (See introductory
list or resource addresses included at the end of this unit.)

Introduce the students to tie varied spectrum of community
service agencies by developing a bulletin board containing pamphlet
information and publicity posters. Students may obtain data from
the community United Fund agency, social services agency, or the
individual agencies themselves.

Assign a student or a small group of students to investigate
one particular community service agency and compile materials
explaining the function and structure of the agency. They may
interview agency personnel to determine the agency's role In the
community life. They may ascertain wheel they serve, how much work
is done by volunteers, and what the need Is for volunteers. (See
Appendix 8, Out-of-School Interviews, p. 30S.) Set up time for
students to deliver reports to the class so that all of the students
may receive an overview of the community's service agencies.

Invite a guest speaker to conduct a general discussion of the
various community agencies. Notify the speaker about the general
scope of the information desired, the intent of Ve teacher to
involve the students in community affairs, and the varied
characteristics of the students, including their attitude toward
volunteer work.

Invite a guest speaker who will stress the importance of
'olunteers to these agencies and will descrite the amount of work
volunteers contribute. The guest speaker may represent the
community's volunteer bureau, United Fund staff, or local chamber of
commerce. Ask th.t he provide informatior concerning the variety
of agencies desiring volunteers and the fluter of available positions
open. He might also sper,fy the variations in tie amounts of time
a volunteer may contriLute.
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Use a film like The Long Way Back which stresses the need for
mental health volunteers. Utilize the services of a counselor to
point out the vocational opportunities w',ich may develop.

After establishing a background for volunteer work, invite a
speaker from the volunteer bureau to visit the center to act as a
service recruiter. Since most agencies need male volunteers, they
are anxious to schedule men into any available time period.

Arrange the students' time so that bey may be able to volunteer
individually, in small groups, or as a class. The center might also
provide released time clearance to aid the t:..log problem. If

desirable, obtain center permission to publicize the students'
willingness to volunteer. Use a student committee
releases for the press, TV, and radio.

Arrange a time for group discussion no that there can he a
sharing of experiences. In this way, the students can better
appreciate both the diversity of volunteer opportunities and the
nonmonetary rewards of their efforts.

Point out additional benefits which may accrue to those working
as community volunteers, such as:

Acquaintance with community members who may act as valuable

references for later job placement.

Knowledge of occupational fields in hospitals, schools,
charitable organizations, and other service agencies.

TEACHING MATERIALS
BOOKS

Faison, A. 1. Art tcure a'U detcurs in Ne2 Ycr' Etate. New York,

Random House. 1964.
A description of the contents of selected museums In New York

State.

University of the State of New York, State Education Department,
Division of the Humanities and the Arts. IN1ccuntrr

Frrfcr,ing arse. Albany. The Department. 1)68.

A report on the 1967 Performing Arts Convocation which includes
the major addresses, synopses of performing arts curriculum in
various schools, and at extensive resource list.
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University of the State of New York, State Education Department,
Curriculum Development Center. Albany. Schools and euseurle.

The Department, 1968.

A synopsis of the services available from musesms which might
be used to widen the exposure of students to topics being
studied.

University of the State of New York, State Education Department,
Division of the Humanities and the Arts. Albany. An invitation
to the perfuming arts. The Department. 1967.

FILMS

k-azingwk.2t color can do. AF. 12 min. sd. color. FAF.
A picture which demonstrates the use and appeal of color In
modern living.

Art fro,' eor.T. CRAF. 1955. 5min. color. R-1FB.
Sixth and seventh grade students are shown producing creative
works from scraps of felt, pipe cleaners, and candles.

Art: soFatie it/ lohyieit7 EBE. 30 min. sd. color. R-SUNYA.
John Canaday demonstrates man's preoccupation with art and its
various facets throug) the ales.

formmity reareneitilitite. NF/C. 1955. 10 Mir. sd. b A w.
R-CONIF.
A general coverage film of the duties of the members of a community.

rye cf an zrtiet. NFBC. 21 min. sd. color. IFB.

A lesson in observation, showing the Seauty found in nature, In
unusual shapes, colors, and textures.

John Eirech, a portrait of a man and a V-Aater. NFBC. 1965.

28 min. sd. b I w. A-CONTF.
The story of the four ng of a community theater, the Manitoba
Theater Center.

The k's cry tack. 1FB. 1963. 22 rin. sd, is 6 w. R.1FB.

Informs potential volunteers how they might provide a link
between the coununity and a patient in a mental hospital.

Mdroh.v the oa:cre. NFBC. 1942. 3 min. sd. color. R-CCM1F.

The portrayal of a rare, by the use of Poring colors.

x; note e Trinte. BAC4RR. Rev. 1969. 5 min. sd. color.
R-BAILEY, 1FB.
Illustrates the process of raking monotype prints by using
liquid cement on glass. 296
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Music from cis FRSC. 15 min. sd. b 6 w. R-8F.

Describes the steel drums of Trinidad and shows how they are
made, tuned, and played.

The new arta, eighte and oounde of youth. NYSE°. 1969. 30 min.
sd. color. R-TG. F-DHA.

A film intended to involve students in the arts as they are now
conceived.

Portrait of an artist. NFBC. 1964. 28 min. sd. b 6 w. R-CONTF.
Artists from Africa, Brazil, and Canada comment on the meaning
and function of art.

Sculpturing is fun. UWF. 10 min. sd. b 6 w. F-UWF.

Illustrates the art of soap sculpture in simplified form for
beginners.

The thcat,,.. 'RE. 30 min. sd. color. R-SUNYA.
Considers t.s three main elements of a play - the play itself,
the actors, and the audience.

Torn parer. BACHRR. Rev. 1969. 5 min. sd. color. P-BAILEY,
Demonstrates this unique form of art expression.

Toronto joxa. NFBC. 1965. 27 min. sd. b 6 w. R-CONTF.
Features a cross section of jazz bands in Toronto, regarded as
the third largest jazz center In North America.

Vaiitanoourt. NFBC. 1964. 18 min. sd. b 6 W. R-CONIF.
Introduces a Montreal sculptor who creates abstract iron art works
using hammers, axes, and cutting torches in his foundry studio.

hare no art. BC. 1967. 26 min. sd. color. R-BG.

Art structure in action utilizing fnspiratIons from street tceres
and Madison Avenue ads to quotations of famous men.

When yawr tine is ecu' n.-n, NFBC. 1965. 22 min. sd.

Illustrates possible uses of leisure time.

COUNCILS CH THE ARTS AND 034.1LHITY CULAPAL CENTER;

CENTER FOR THE ARTS AT ITHACA
Mrs. Mary Y. John, Managing Director
213 E. Seneca Street
Ithaca, New York 14850

COUNCIL ON THE ARTS OF CLINTON AND
ESSEX COUNTY

Plattsburg, New York 12902

6 A w. Rcorr.



JOHN F. KENNEDY EDUCATION, CIVIC
AND CULTURAL CENTER

Silas Edman, Executive Director
County Executive Building
Mineola, New York 11501

LEAGUE OF INDEPENDENT CULTURAL
AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Dr. Nicholas Gualillo, Director
417 S. A. 1. K. Building
Syracuse, New York 13202

NEW YORK COUNCIL ON THE
ARTS

121 East Genesee Street
Syracuse, New York 13201

Cultural opportunities in the corrwnity may lead to great
satisfaction through the wise use of leisure tire.
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NORTH SHORE COMMUNITY APTS
CENTER

c/o Executive Director
236 Middle Neck Road
Great Neck, New York 11021

ROBERSON CENTER FOR THE
ARTS AND SCIENCES

30 Front Street
Binghamton, New York 13902

WESTCHESTER COUNTY CENTER
Tarrytown Road
White Plains, New York 10607

Have you ever done any clay modeling? How about finger

painting?"



THE ODDS ON TOMORROW

The following mater , al is for use with the filmstrip, The Ddde
sn Tonrrnow. See Appendrs A, Techniques for Using Audiovisual Aids,
for instructions on using the filmstrip. This filmstrip is designed
to give a general overview of a program for unemployed, cut-of-school
youth which can be conducted using the guidelines and curriculum
materials contained in this publication.

The filmstrip, available from local superintendents or Super-
vizir? principals, Is designed fn.. use with potential supporters of
an out-of-school youth program - school board members, local
educators, and community leaders; staff renbers being oriented prior
to the establishment of a local program; and unemployed youth who
are potential students in the program. lir.rs, the filmstrip will be
useful in gaining the necessary community support to establish an
Out-e-Sch0C1 youth program, orienting new staff members to the
program, and recruiting students for the prvaram.

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
Since :The Cd,:e on 1-,1crro., may be used for different types of

audiences, three sets of discussion questions are Included below
which can be used for the type of audience indicated. These
questions ray be used after the presentation of the filmstrip to
promote further understanding and interest.

CCOLNITY LEADERS

STAFF

I. Do you think there is a need in our community for a program
such as this?

2. Is anything being done in our community now to help the
high school dropout? Explain.

3. How many students could be recruited for this program?
4. How can we find the potential students for this program?
5. How can we interest the dropout in joining the program?
6. Where can money be found to finance this program?
7. Should a temporary conrdttee be organized to explore the

feasibility of establishing a program?
6. What various corrunity agencies and organizations would be

interrested in representation on such a committee?

I. Do you foresee any problems in establishing our program?
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2. Is our situation in this community substantially different
than that portrayed in the filmstrip? Explain.

3. Should our program operate as the one in the filmstrip?
What modifications may be advisable?

4. What qualities should a teacher or counselor) have to be
able to work successfully with this type of youth?

5. What physical preparations should be made to insure that
such a program will begin smoothly?

6. What can we do now to help staff mr,mbers be prepared to
meet the new students when the center opens?

7. What special problems of these students should the staff
be aware of on opening day?

8. What special problems will be likely to presert themselves
during the first month of operation?

9. tow can each of the above problems be alleviated?
10. What special satisfactions are there for those working wish

this type of student? How can they be realized?

POTENTIAL STUDENTS

1. lets talk about Pete and Anita as they were at the beginnirg
of the story. Do you think there are young people around
!his neighborhood who feel like Pete and Anita did before
they went to the learning lab? Why?

2. if you are just hanging around the street, with no steady
job, like Pete at the beginning cf the story, what is the
next test step y.Du can take? What could *.te have done
insteae of going to the learning lab?

3. If you w?re Pete, what course of action would you have
taken? Why?

4. Do you think Pete got anything out of going to tine learning
lab, or was he just going for the money?

5. Could Pete hare rade just as much money hustling in his
reighborhood as going to the learning lab? Why do you
,hi6k he agreed to go in the first place?

6. Why dil Pete stay in the learning lab even though he had
drolped out of high school?

7. Do you think Pete enjoyed going to the learning lab more
after a few weeks of it? Why?

8. What do you ....Ink will eventually happen to Pete? Why?
9. Would any kids around here want to go to a learning lab if

they had the chance? WV?
10. Do you think such a learning lab would be pepular here? Why?



TEXT OF THE SCRIPT (5) N, t(xt

The following text of the filmstrip is provided to assist
discussion leaders who wish to read it before the formal presenta-
tion is made in order to better prepare themselves as a discussioi
leader.

Sound

(1) Narrator. Now this isn't such
a bad place. A man comes here
and hangs around because here's
where it's at, for him.

(2) He can get the odds on
tomorrow here; and the feel
of the ground under his
feet is as hard as a rock.

(3) To a man who hasn't had his
feet on the ground for a long
time that's something.

(4) THE OWS CN 7C,Ft '

Frame

(6) No text

Narrator. The way Pete
looked at it, the most honest
thing that he did was to quit
school. He wasn't learning
anything. He could have
stayed and been pushed along
and maybe graduated. But
he'd had enough.

(8) Fete. Look, most of the time
I didn't know what the
teachers were talking about.
I couldn't do the homework,
and who needs it anyway?

(9) the guys like me I see *urking
don't need math or Engli.h...
or science, or history. Most
people I know, never use what
comes out of a schoolbool
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(10) You take ballplayers, singers,
fighters - if you got it, and
get a break, you make it, and
school doesn't mean a thing.
Well, I'm no star so if some-
one's got an angle on how to
make it, I'll listen.

(11) Narrater. Anita dropped cut
of high school when her
mother died, 5he went to
work to help keep the
family together.

(12) Pete always found hirself
with very little to say
when she was around. This
time Anita found something
to say to him.

(13) 4,i!:. Fete, I hear you
dropped cut of school.

Yeah, it was getting
to be a waste of tire,

A,::t. kia.T you got a job
yet?

No, I thought I'd
jush look around for
awhile.

(I4) NJ right not like
what you find - take it
from re - I wish that I
didn't have to work where
I do.
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(I5) Pete. Well, I can't stay in
school with those kids any-
more. That's for sure.

(16) Nar uCir. Pete and Anita
began to see a lot more of
e .ch other after that.

Fete's spirits weren't
v...yally very high.

(17) What work he could find was
Jhsrilled, without much
promise for the future.

There was gettlrg to he as
little point In working as
there had been in going to
school, Maybe he could rake
his tread sore other way.

(19) ;,.;!, Hey! You can help
re celebrate tonight I

quit ry job in the laundry!
in going back to school -

kird of - only rot with kids
in the old way. And I'm
going to rake sore ,Trey

while doing it ton?

t

Itir\ % .k. < -.1'. ff

10 ,' ,-<-..*,
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(20) Foie. They couldn't get me
back in school even if they
paid me.

Narrater. Pete talked
tough, but inside, he
thought that maybe he had
made a mistake in quitting
school. He hadn't been able
to get anywhere without it,
but he felt that he couldn't
go back to the same old place
with those young kids.

(21) it wasn't too hard to yet
Pete to go along to the
first session the following
Monday morning.

(2:.) ,%-kre:,. I'm going to Core
right to the point. Each

of you is here because you
neeJ to learn enough to get
a job with a future. We've
made it possible for you to
earn enough to live on, while
yom're here - and we hope to
make it possible for you to
learn while you are here.

(23) Were going to help you
find out what you want and
need from us, and then
were going to help you
get it.

qr)
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(24) Nayrutor. After the meeting,
everybody split up into small
groups of students and staff
members. To start with, each
student filled out some "self-
evaluation" sheets.

(25) The Student Success Inventory
asked each individual to
determine how much, or little,
he had of each of those per-
sonal characteristics which
lead to success.

(26) The Job Qualification Check-
list dealt with the student's
opinions regarding his
characteristics, interests,
and skills.

(27) The Occupational Preferences
Sheet permitted the students
to Indicate their goals in
life, and the types of work
they most wanted to do.

Cee) -icr. This is an

interaction seminar. Thal

reans that all of us have
got to open up and get into
the discussion. let's start
by talking about the kind of
work you'd like to do.



(29) .O'bu?rnt. Are we going to level
with each other here?

St.aff "lo-ler. Of course.
What's on your mind?

(30) .7m.,2ert. Well then, let's
fate one thing - -I don't care
what training we get, or how
smart we aremost of us
haven't got a chance at real
jobs. What good's an
education if the orly jobs
we can get are frying
hamburgers?

(31) Ctlff If you
believed that completely,
you wouldn't he here. You
know what's been happening
as well as I do. Many good
jots are going begging,
looking for qualified
minority people. College
space is being provided for
those even partially qualified.

(32) So, if that's the way you' rr
thinkingyou're just copping
cut. You've got to build
core confidence in yourselves
and in your ability to learn.
That's going to to one of t'e
big things we can aiccmolisI
here.

IF1A11-016-1
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(33) When I was a kid I used to
dream about being an airline
pilot. Oo you know how many
guys like me are airline
pilots? Not many! It takes

years of training, working and
waiting, and very few make it
But--do you know how many ether
good, well-paying, responsible
jobs there are fn aviation?

(34) There are the men and women
who handle passenger service.
ticketing, and reservations.

(35) Thousands of tors of valuable
freight are now airlifted
across the country and arourd
the world daily by milled
ground and air crews.

(36) Most airlines operate large
computer centers whirr control
and coordinate all of their
operations. 411 kinds of new

,jobs have opened up here. Jobs
that you can train for--and all
E part of the tea', that Seeps
the ollets flying.

(31) In t'e weeks ahead we'll tale
a loci at jots that interest
you in industry and governrent.
We'll visit some of them er have
their .-epresentatives visit us.
Let's tole a treak.



(38) Narrvtor. During the break
they discussed the elenAon
of student representatives
to the governing body of the
learning lab. Every 2
weeks,e new set of repre-
sentatives would be chosen
by the students. In this way,
all would have an opportunity
to take a hand i. guiding the
groups activities.

(39) In order to develop reading,
writing, and arithmetic skills,
it was decided to divide into
small, individually tutored
groups.

(40) This was alternated with
seminars devoted to :elf-
understanding, understanding
others, and the relationships
of people in society.

(41) Similated job interviews
dcve:oped poise and the
bil:ty of the students to
express themselves and feel
at ease in new situations.

(42) Field trips to offices,
helped students to under-
stand their job opportu-
nities better, such as
those in the communications
areas and advertising,
broadcasting and pubilshing...
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(43) ...the uses of writing and
art in communication, and how
these were translated into
print and film.

(44) for those interested in
exploring further, visits to
art classes offered insights
into the learning process of
tie arts...

(46) ...the relationships betwaen
students and teachers...

(46) ... and an opportunity to
express themselves as well.

(46 The graphic reproiaction process.-
ranging from handmade art prints--



(413) to high-speed photo
lithography and all of
its involved skills,
offered a seemingly
endless variety of
interesting work
opportunities.

(49) By understanding the
photographic process,
students were able to begin
to make their own audio-
visual presentation.

(55) Field interviews and surveys
conducted by the students
helpel to develop their
communications skills and
feeling of involvement with
their community.

(51) Public employees in charge
of community facilities
provided added Information
about local conditions and
about job opportunities in
civil service.

(52) Successful business managers
of varying backgrounds offered
valuable advice about job
opportunities in their
industries...especially those
which had good futures.

I r

V

(53) Pete and Anita are on their
way. They're going to get the
knowledge and skills they need
to "make it."

(54) Whether it's in a lab or a
shop...in the arts or in
business...they're going to
find their place.

(55) The street's a little emptier
and a little lonlier now, with
Pete gone. They keep telling
each other that he'll be back,
but no one believes it for sure
and the street feels colder and
harder.

(56J All ren and women need sore way
to make a better life for them,
selves...amd a place where they
"belong." Only, if that place
is the street...then it's
nowhere.

(57) End title
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APPENDIX A: TECHNIQUES FOR USING AUDIOVISUAL AIDS outlines
suggestions for students and teachers to promote efficient
and creative use of a variety of classroom aids.

Commercial films and filmstrips

Student-developed movies
Video tapl,g
Audio-tape recordings
Still prints and slides
Overhead projectors
Opaque projectors
Bulletin boards
File folders

APPENDIX 8: TECHNIQUES FOR USING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
suggests procedures for the utilization of area personnel
and for the promotion of gad public relations between the
citizenry and the center.

Resource persons
Inschool speakers

000-$0401 interviews
Field trips

APPENDIXES

PAGE

301 APPENDIX C: TECHNIQUES FOR ORGANIZING STUDENT ACTIVITIES
contains projects designed to stimulate cooperative staff-
student involvement and participa ion.

Student informing activities
Survey assignments
Group or individual reports
Teacher-led discussions
Student-involvement activities
Student teacher planning
Discussion groups
Small seminar groups
Small group projects
Role playing

Classroom debate
305 In-out groups

Onthe spot technique
Student - produced listening tapes
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APPENDIX D: PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS contains a coded,
annotated, alphabetic listing identliyIn- producers and
distributors of films and filmstrips m,ntioned in the
teaching material bibliographies.

PAGE
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APPENDIX A AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

Audioilsual aids can provide enormous variety to classroom in-
struction if the equipment, both hardware and software, is kept in
good repair and the materials a,,Ycm;ibte to both students and teachers.
Representatives of equipment suppliers are often willing to provide
preservize orientation in the use of audiovisual equipment for the
instructors. Instructors,in turn, should be ready to sun .t ways

In which students may use these teaching aids as part of tneir
participation in classroom activities.

Involverent" is the keyword for successful implementation of
an audiovisual aids program. After absorbing techniques from pre-
pared programs, both teachers and students can and should prepare
transparencies. posters, photos, slides, movies, tales, video tapes,
file foloers, and bulletin board displays,

It is not enough that the irstructor simply inform the students
that the equipment is available, nor car he expect that an explanation
of how to operate the equipment will insure its proper and frequent
use. He must explain the potential of each particular audiovisual
aid and then encourage the student's creative and responsible
experimentation. He must also create oppc tunitles for each student
to present his effort to the class. This is an essential culminat-
ing expe.ience, an aspect of the program which can stirulate 1,1'e
student's personal commitment to the total learning process.
Eventually, experienced students can even act as instructors and
coordinators of audiovisual aid teams, servicing an entire system.

COMMERCIAL FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS
Choose films and filmstrips carefully. Consider;

The purpose
- Will the film or filmstrip introduce, reinforce, or

broaden specific concepts? (Do not allow the film
or filmstrip to dictate instructional objectives.)

The identification factor
- Da the characters in the film or filmstrip reflect

the socioeconomic levels, the ages, the racial or
ethnic groups familiar to students?

- Does the film or filmstrip present situations with
which students identify?

The setting
- Does the film or filmstrip portray a familiar

environment?
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- Does it reflect current conditions or rovements in
such areas?

The plot
- Is the problem presented true to life? Does the film

or filmstrip present realistic solutions to problems
which the student faces?

Commercial films and filmstrips that meet the above criteria
are becoming increasingly available. The instructor should, however,
consider the oossibillty of students making their own films by using
super 8 rim. equipmert and a taped script. (See next section.) They
right also plan a film program with neighboring learning laboratories
as an intergroup activity.

Preparation

Arrange the seats, screen, and projection units so that
each stident can see and hear.

Provide for adequate ventilation.
Check the projector for mechanical problems.
Darker, the room.

Preshowing irstruction
E.plain the relationship between the concepts presented

in the film or filmstrip and the course of study.
Preview the film to clarify any ambiguous concepts
presented in the film or filmstrip.

Suggest that the students note certain aspects of the
narrated ditausaion.

list on the chalkboard ary questions which arise during
the preliminary discussion.

Present a list of qw..itions which are answered by the
film or filmstrip.

Bead and follow relevant suggestions in the teacher's
guide.

Work cut a schedule which allows enough tire for the
introduction, the film or filmstrip, and the follcwup
question-and-answer session.

Showirg the film or filmstrip
Begin immediately after your introduction.
Maintain volume at a proper level.
maintain a sharp focus.
Be prepared for technical emergencies, such as burned-out

bulbs or broken films.



Followup procedures
Evaluate the film or filmstrsp so that students can identify

the understandings to be derived.
Review prelimi,lary questions,and allow the students to
determine whether the film has given satisfactory answers.

Ask specific students whether they felt the film presented
a satisfactory point of view. Discuss these opinions.

STUDENT-DEVELOPED MOVIES
After some instruction in the use of 8mm. camaras and pro-
jectors, students 1,uay proceed to the production of their own
ideas. Students may prepare:

Documentaries; i.e., Thia Is My Neighlorhocd Cr lob
Commercials
Playlets

Newscasts

Suggested procedure
Read the article on student-made films in the December

1968 issue of Crude Teacher entitled "Seeing It like It
Is by Edward Bubrowsky. A copy i zy be obtained free
of charge from Urban Media Materials, Box 133, Flushing,
New York 11365.

After a general introduction to the topic area, divide
the class into groups of five, and assign such tasks
as the selection of an idea or the creation of a script
outline. Caution students against planning any initial
film venture longer than 10 minutes.

After the groups present ideas, the class should select
the most suitable and make added suggestions. Using
the ideas culled from this discussion, volunteer writers,
aided by the instructor, should begin to set up the
action. They might also plan tri accompanying narrative
to be taped.

Conduct tryouts for parts, and set a rehearsal schedule.
Arrange a careful shooting schedule to forestall un-
necessary editing.

Conduct a "film festival" of features made by various
classes competing for specialized awards.

If equipment fs available, do video tapinqby the rethods
already outlined for developing mcvles.

VIDEO TAPING
lape resource persons for lecture followup. (See Appendix E)

Use the tapes as a device for reviewing subject matter or for
raking up sessions for absentees.
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Develop a tape library of materials presented by outstandinu
resource persons:

Union and company representatives
Minority group leaders
Vocational advisors

Set up a library exchange program with other centers.

AUDIO TAPE RECORDINGS
Instruct the students in the mechanics and the usage of the
tape recorder:

Explain proper care
Demonstrate uses
Provide directions for each student
Have each student record and play back a brief message

Encourage the student to use the tape recorder as a means of
improving communication skills:

Tape a class discussion. Ask the class t listen and
notice those students who:
- Always talk
Neer talk

- Carefully develop torrents
- Jump to conclusions

Encourage students to tape oral reports before a class
presentation. This practice helps develop:
- Clarity of tore and thought
- A varying tone of voice
- A sense of timing
An effective pace

Tape interviews with such community resource people as
employers, shop stewards, successful employees, and comr,,ity
leaders who cannot address the group in person. Replay for a

class discussion of the expressed opinions and the values In
the information provided. Discuss, also, the success of the
interviewer in attaining his objectives through a smoothly
conducted interview.

Provide sore time to tape informal discussions of current
problems. Exchange tapes among classes.and collect further
data ty adding each group's reactions. Replay to initial
groups to expose them to other solutions and viewpoints. veep

the tapes for use at a later date for further evaluation of
changes in opinions or attitudes.

Encourage students to use tapes to:
- Improve their ability to express themselves
- listen to their own ideas on tape
- Revise explanations to clarify meaning
- Regvest teacher evaluation to reinforce learning

ex;eriences



STILL PRINTS AND SLIDES
After instruction in camera procedure, students may desire to

add visual information to written andfor oral discussion.

Use prints to stimulate class discussion of job opportunities,
recreational facilities, and job conditions.

Assign topics for possible visual corpositions,such as:
My. Family

My Neighborhood
A Rat.?
I. Cream

Add desired explanatory materiel.
Written captions
Taped explanations
Oral explanations

By observing classwork, teachers and counselors may gain insights
into the students' views of the world which ray be valuable for
better understanding.

Unposed snapshots taken by the teacher or a student during
anirated group discussions or role-playing situations can
provide the student with information concerning his class
participation, his attitude toward other ru.hers of the
discussion group, and his own self-control. (A polaroid
camera offers the advantage of almost immediate .se of the
graphic without the waiting time reressary for the developing
of negatives taken by conventional cameras.)

The following sources of information may be of interest to
both students and teachers:

Taking better pictures
- To take better pictures more easily, obtain :d :ice

That guar,rqtee Here Cc,o Fictkrce. Virginia Photo,
Inc., Box 7, Richmond, Va. 23201.

Tips from the experts
One of the leading firms in the photograpoic business

offers a series of excellent booklets free of
charge, Bozic Hefty.* raki,7, Imiceeinat Fh:togrkThy,
and Arlied FhetcgrupPy. These booklets also list
the best available materials on photography. Eastman
Kodak Company, Editorial Service Bureau, Rochester,
N.Y. 14608.
Fii-J

- This great catalog of films contains many on popular
hobbies. It also includes tips on showing these
IiIms effectively. Public Information Department,
National Association of Manufacturers, 227 Park

Averue, New York, N.Y. 110017.
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The photography bug
Photography can be an educational and profitable hobby.
71.ce the Fun and How to Build Your C1.1 All-purycee
Dark-.tor, Cabinet are Invaluable aids. Both booklets
explain various techniques for setting up and using
darkrooms. Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries,
Inc., 623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, N.Y. 11530.

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
After some instruction, students,as well as teacters.may use
the overhead projector as a means of giving video-aided
lectures.

Distribute duplicated forms of a transparency which require
detailed procedures for completion. Using an overhead
projector, demonstrate the correct procedure as students
follow on their copies.

Prepare a basic diagram of a process containing severe' steps
such as setting up an assembly line, illustrating the four-
strkes of an engine, and the wirig of a doorbell.

Draw en arrow to each part under discussion.
Extend a line through each section discussed to indicate

the sequential order in the process.
Use different colors to indicate different occurrences,
such as piston stroies in 4-cycle engines.

Prepare an outline of a lecture, and uncover vie rain poi'ts
as they are presented.

Prepare simple stick figure scenes, and ask students to supply
appropriate dialog.

Ask a student to copy a sample of his work onto a transparency.
Use these sheets to encourage stooert self-evaluation, to
stimulate students to do good work, and to provide worthwhile
models.

Encourage all students to Prepare transparencies for use in
class presentatiors. They ray use stick figures and simple
diagrams to produce adequate detail.

Prepare simple quizzes on transparencies:
Multiple choice
Fill In the blank
Diagrams
On a second transparency, which fits over the first, indicate

the correct answers. This second sheet may he used for
self - correction of the quizzes by the students



Using transparencies, students may discuss kinds of informa-
tion needed in specific trades. This may be done for a class
group or for an individual utilizing frez time.

Mathematical concepts (Fractions - percents)
Linea - measurements

Illustrate the various types of graphs and charts useful
in certain kinds of work

Many of the materials for overhead projectors will be available
at the instructional materials center of the school district.

Professionally prepared transparencies plus guides

Professionally prepared mastersheets for making transparencies
at the school

Clear acetates for making transparencies

Reprocessed X -ray rilm sheets

Colored acetates

Was pencils (opaque)

Felt tip marking pens with water soluble inks

OPAQUE PROJECTORS
Use opaque projectors to show pictures, charts, graphs, and/or

printed materials from sources such as magazines and books. The
projectors provide enlarged pictures exhibited on a screen so that a
class size audience may use material from a singly book or magazine
without its removal from the source.

The picture to be projected should lie very fiat on the screen,
otherwise portions will be out of focus even after adjustment. In

order to avoid delays. arrange pictures in a pile in the order of
presentation. Open books to the proper page ahead of time, or if
several pages from a book are to be projected, open to the first page
to be used and indicate other pages.

In order to set the projections properly, the room should be
darkener' to a greeter degree than is necessary when using filmxtrips
or moving picture films. Experiment with Some of thz pictures to be
shown in advance of the class to determine whether sufficient darkness
can be obtained. At this time, the proper distance between the
projector and the screen can be determined. Generally, an opaque
projector must be placed much closer to the screen than a filmstrip
projector. Use an extension cord to achieve desirable maneuverability.
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BULLETIN BOARDS
Bulletin boards are of more interest if they are the creation
of students or display good student cork.

Set up . colorful display of captioned pictures related to a
topic soon to be discussed.

Prepare a display of information related to an industry or a
community topic under discussion.

Invite factories, stores, and/or military recruiting offices
to display materials which might create interest in occupations
available.

Borrow a collection of book jackets from the local library
and display under the caption,

Contact The League of Women Voters fcr posters and pamphlets
relating to election procedures and citizenship responsibility.

Provide a current events section on the bulletin board to
display newspaper and magazine clippings contributed by the
students and the instructor.

Provide colored construction paper, scissors, tacks, old
calendars, travel posters, pamphlets, and a set of large size
letters for students who wish to create displays.

Suggest that students collect materials for display chile
on field trips or conducting interviews.

Prepare a collage of assorted materials from various sources.
*Invite an art instructor from the local school system to
discuss techniques.

FILE FOLDERS
A collection of file folders containing current materials on

selected topics provides a quick and easy source of information to
the students. These materials may be stored in the classroom or
library and arranged alphabetically by subject. (Examples: labor,
labor laws, ll'or unions, manpower; occupations: baker, cat,enter,
draftsman, etc.)

Folders should contain:

Newspaper clippings
Magazine articles
Chamber of commerce literature
Industrial information
Lists of speakers



Students' snapsnuks
A city directory
A telephone book
Assorted pamphlets (health, safety, social security,

etc.)

Teachers and interested students can share the tasks of
keeping the files up to date and in order.

Suggest that the students use the materials to seek answers
to questions and to find materials for bulletin board displays.

APPENDIX B COMMUNITY RESOURCES

INSCHOOL SPEAKERS
Various community agencies provide speakers who can assist by
providing data concerning occupational and cultural
opportunities.

Speakers provide a change of pace, and their appearance in the
classroom can ger.erate interest in the community.

Keep file folders of newspaper clippings concerning area
speakers whom your class may invite to speak.

Investigate the speaker's background and personal preference.
Does he prefer to speak formally to large groups or

irformally to small groups?
Does he need special equipment?
Is the speaker competent to speak authoritatively on the
desired topic?

Does the speaker corverse easily with students?

To prepare 'or the pv,ker

Provide the speaker with a list of suggested topics and with
data concerning the students' background and interests.

Set an approximate time limit,ard allow for a question- and-
answer period.

Give the speaker definite information about the date, tine.
and place of the program.

Select students to act as hosts. They, In turn, should choose
a chairman to introduce the speaker. Suggest to the students
that they arrange for rcfreshrents to be served alter the
discussion period, at which tine they may talk informally to
their gaest.
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Issue invitations to other staff members and their classes so
that more than one group can benefit from tie talks.

Provide the class with data on the speaker's background se that
they can fully assess his views. Include such items as:

Occupation
Attitude toward pertinent community issues
Past services to the cormunity
Reputation in the community

Assign a student committee to work with the teacher on
disseminating radio and newspaper publicity. Clear all
publicity with the speaker before release to press and radio.

Students should investigate the topic and prepare advance
questions for the speaker.

After the presentation, appoint a student to write a 'ttank.
you note" for tire class.

Discuss the insights provided by the speaker. Reinforce

materials by:
Individual or class assignments
Field trips
Sprayers presenting other viewpoints

The class and the teacher s'ould determirt the effectiveness
of the speaker and place this information in tte topic file
folder. (See Appendix A, File Folders, p. 304.) Data is

then available when another invitation is issued to the sane
speaker.

Place a resume cf reacti.srs and other data in tte fkle folder.

OUT-OF-SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
Choose an interviewee on the basis of background data:

Subject ratter competence



Public stand on a particular issue; f.e., a militant, a Image as a si.:ccessful person
conservative, etc.

ire following interview guide mv be reproduced so that copies
Job success can be given to all st4derts.

Contribution to community efforts

STLIDEN1 INTERVIEW GUILE

The interviewer(s) contacts the chosen resurce person
(interviewee) by letter if possible. The letter should
include:

The names of the interviewer;
Their source; i.e., the center
The proposed topic of the Interview
Three or four possible dates for the interview. Allow
enough time to receive a reply before the first date
mentioned.

A suggested time for the interview on each date given; a
choice of times If possible.

include five or six general questions which the interviewee
might answer during the interview.

Request any special facilities which might be needed
during the interview; i.e., provisions for video taping.

If after a reasonable time there Is no answer, call and
express concern over the possible loss of the original
letter. This may speed up a reply.

While waiting fur a reply, the interviewer(s) should:
Prepare a detailed list of questions for use during the

Interview to supplement the general questions pre-
viously submitted.

Determine the method(s) to be used to record the infor-
mation; i.e., notes, tape recorder, ca -eras, video tart,
etc.

Become familiar with the operation of any special equip-
ment to be used.

Make arrangements to borrow necessary audiovisual equip-
ment from the center. Reserve it for the dates of the
interview and the later class presentation.

Mate sure the equipment can be moved easily from the
center to the interview and back again.

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

For the interview,the ixterviewer(s) should:
Dress appr,:iate/y; i.e., scFool clothes to irterview a

mecharill in garage; a jacket and tie to Interview a
businessman vs his office.

Arrive on time with the appropriate equipment.
Leave on t me if a spe:ific time has been specified.
Be familiae with questions to be asked.
Make a written list for easy reference Curing the interview,

and leave space after each question to record the
answer.

Allow the resource person time to answer the questions.
Don- t interrupt.

Go on tactfully with the interview if it becomes rbvious
that the interviewee is unwilling to answer certain
questions.

Request samples of the product under discussfon.
Thank the interviewee for his time and courtesy.
Write a followup "thank-you note" in tFe mane of the class.

Preparation of Class Report

Edit all tapes; develop all photographs.

Arrange all audiovisual materials in a logical sequence.

Have all questions and ans.ers duplicated for class discussion.

After the presentation

Return all borrowed materials and equipment to the center.

Return any material borrowed from the interviewee.

Place any materials to be kept by the class or teacFer in the
appropriate file folder.
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FIELD TRIPS
Purposes

To develop student awareness of such community facilities
as industries, parks. youth centers, etc.

To encourage student use of community facilities

To increase awareness of the working conditions ercountered
in particular occupations

Field trips need careful preparation.

Teachers should visit every area before involving students.
To determine the usefulness of the particular experience
(Does it contribute to the course objectives?)

To check the time needed for travel
To estimate the time required for adequate use of the
area and make arrangements for a possible tour
- If organized tours are available, check to

determine if their orientation is of value.
If tours are not usually provided, inquire as to the
possibility of arranging one. To aid arrangements,
indicate the type of tour desired and possible
topics to be covered.

To arrange for facilities and make specific reservanons
for:
- The niraber of students Involved
- The date of the trip
- The time of arrival and departure

To use a guide if possible. Inform the guides of the
type of class and the class interests before the trip
so that he can incorporate these interests into his
program.

To be sure necessary facilities are available; i.e.,
restaurants. restrooms

Teachers should receive center clearance by obtaining:
Administrative permi;sion
Clearance with other teachers if their class tires are

involved
Materials required for insurance coveroge,such as

parental permission
Transportation
- Schoolbus
- Public transportation
- Chartered transportation

Means for covering costs of:
- Transportation
Admission
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- Additional meat
- Film rnd r, eassing
- Tape

Teachers should provide students with preliminary inforration
concerning:

The area to be visited
The date of the trip and the place
The tine of departure from the center and the time of

return to it
The necessity for specal clothing
The amount of MGrty required and/or provided for the trip
The reason for the trip
- Orient the group to the significance of the area or

plant to be scan, and indicate the main items for
which they are to look.

- Develop guestiers to be answered by the trip. These
may be derelcrtd ty the teacher and/or the class.

The name and rotide, cf the person or persons responsible
for doing the quidir:, if a guide is to be used.

io insure that recr-are ,idm-ation is obtained by the
students, a general outline should be used.

Provided by the leather
Developed by tie class through discussion

Group participation is desired. if this is impossible, request
that one or several Au.::,iris visit a particular facility and make
report to the class.

Assign all student ur app-i,t,.1 reporters to:
Complete the
Take notes fcr t. sonal use
Collect hamdc. 1 literature for class distr,tulion or file

folders

Tape record te e;_rience
Take picture, (slides. c.rirAs. movies)

In sore cases it ra.. t, ;)ssib'e for the students to bring
otters In their farilie, xlth them rn thy trip. This ray be arranged
at the discretion of tie -.m' r off: Tats and the teacher.

After the trip th ea her shoJidi
Summarize wit. :te class t'e important points noted during
the trip by 1Je guide, teador, or students.

Obtain the stadentsl coreents as a guide to future use of
the trip.

Request an oral report concerning the trip from a pre-
viously appointed reporter. Suggest:

An Income) report such as reading to the class mites
taken on the trip



- A formal report as described in the appendix section
on oral reports. This would be of value if only a
few students in the class had made the trip.

Request that specific students write letters of thanks to
the guide and/or the individuals responsible for the
trip arrangements.

APPENDIX C STUDENT ACTIVITIES

The use of the following techniques can help the teacher in
providing students with basic knowledge or necessary content for
the achievement of the unit's objectives. The major limitation of
these techniques is that the student involvement is rominal. Studant

use of these methods can aid In the acquisition of specialized
material for presentation to the other students. (See Appendixes A,

B, and C.)

SURVEY ASSIGN4ENTS
Assign a series of general topics covering the basic information

needed for the students' understanding of the unit:

Topics are most useful when written as questions.

Wherever possible, use an outline form to indicate each
topic's relative importance.

Provide materials from which the student may gather data.
list such sources as reference books, magatines, and file
folders. (See Appendix A, File Folder, p. 304.)

Provide a bibliography indicating possible reference
sources. Cite title, author, publisher, and copyright
date for special books on designated topics.

List such community resources as the chamber of commerce,
specific industries, and unions.

71moile and arrange source materials collected directly
from the sources or from recorded personal eperferces.

GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL REPORTS
Make assignments to single students or to committees to do

research in particular area; and to present reports to the class.
This provides active student participation, as well as the more
passive information gathering.

See discussion of such methods of student information transfer
as Oral reports in Appendix A and conducting interviews in
Appendix B.
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See Appendix A for discussion of techniques to enhance these
reports.

See Appendix 4 for discussion of use of community resources
through field trips and guest speakers.

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
It may he recessary to use teacher-provided information :n

certain lessons, such as how to fill out a job application or how to
read a blueprint. Although the information originates with the
teacher, use of audiovisual techniques increases the students'
awareness and participation. (See Appendix A for a description of
audiovisual techniques.)

STUDENT-TEACHER PLANNING
Cooperation in selecting topics for study increases student

interest and participation.

Before involving the students, the teacher should:
Review the objectives of the unit to be preserted.
Develop a list of topics covering the unit objectives and
understanding for each major area within the unit.

Prepare a 5 to 10 mirute capsule summary of each unit to
accuaint students with the purpose and content.

To Involve the students, the teacher ray choose ore of the
following techniques:

Present the prepared list of topics to the students, and
allow them to choose those which are most interesting
to the group, possibly two in each major area.

Add student suggestions to the prepared list and allow
them to choose.

Allow students to suggest topics of interest in the major
areas.

After several structured situations, use the teacher-
prepared unit sormamy,and al'iw the students to determine
the major study areas and tIc topics necessary to
investigate the unit.



To aid the students in giving adequate consideration to the
topics, the teacher should conduct preliminary discussions
of proposed topics. Give consideration to the following
questions;

Is this topic helpful in understanding the protium?
Will investigation of this topic help the students to
better understand their comrunity, their fellow students,
and themselves?

Will investigation of [ht, topic aid the students in
discovering their talents? Their job interests?

Will investigation of this topic expose areas of infor-
mation new to the students?

Will special equipment such as overhead projectors. tape
recorders, and cameras be required? Is the equipment
available?

Is a majority of the class interested in the topic,or
should it be investigated independently?

Is preliminary investigation of the topic desirable
before final selection of this topic?

Will students be able to do the amount of research
required to adequately investigate the topic (reading
of books and pamphlets, interviewing of resource
people, etc.)?

Will investigation require the services of outside
speakers and experts,such as employers or employees?
Are these services available?

Will the planned series of activities accomplish the
purpose of the unit?

Students should investigate the topics and major areas
selected by using appropriate techniques suggested above. They may
present information gathered to the class through the various
techniques below.

DISCUSSION GROUPS
ZAscussion consists of informal exchanges of information between

studerts. Discussion groups may be comprised of subgroups of the
class or the trtire class. The teacher may act as an observer or an
equal participant, but rust rake a conscious effort to prevent him-
self from heco,png the second party in all conversat'on excanqes
until the students tecore more familiar with ,ludent-student
exchanges.

SMALL SEMINAR GROUPS
Seminar groups are generally none informal in their exchange of

information than discussion groups.

Instructions
Divide the class into uts,and select a tern leader for

each.
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Make assignments on the basis of student interest.

Suggest that each group investigate a series of selected
topics included in two major areas of a unit.

Some groups may assign individuals to investigate a topic
during the evenings or on a weekend.

Group investigations may involve meeting in plants,
business establishments, educational institutions,
community theaters, volunteer bureaus, and neighborhood
centers rather than in a formal class on certain days
or evenings. The purpose of these meetings would be
to talk with personnel directors, adult education
leaders, and community leaders; to observe workers on
the job; and to help in community projects. (See
Appendix B for information on the use of community

resources.)

Allow each group to develop the results of the variou, types
of investigations for class presentations.

Compile data and place in a file folder for future reference.

SMALL GROUP PROJECTS
Divide the class into groups of three to five to work on
special interest assignments, with each group responsible for
the development of a project. (Example: a picture essay
describing the neighborhood in which students live.)

Select topics which deal with major interest areas. Determine
by:

Student-teacher planning
Group discussion
Teacher assignment

Suggest that students prepare topics for class presentation
and include:

Gathering information from eomrunity resources, conducting
interviews, and taking field trips. (See Appendix B.)

Production of visual aids, such as overhead projector
transparencies and filming. (See Anpendix A.)

Practice in delivering the presentation by use of a tape
recorder. The student becomes his own critical
audience on the replay. (See Appendix A.)

ROLE PLAYING
Aims

To generate student involvement of sufficient intensity to
provide practice in behavioral control and to develop

attitude awareness.



To provide for identification with a group on controversial
topics without threatening a specific student or generating
antagonism within the class.

To encourage candid student participation.

Preparation for role playing

Discuss the situation to be portrayed with the class, and
describe the attitudes that are held by the individuals
involved.

Choose role players with the assistance of the class or work
with a volunteer cast.

Discuss with the role players the attitudes and behavioral
patterns about to be portrayed.

After the class has had some experience, give no performance
preparation to role players so that reactions will be
spontaneous.

Techniques

Ask the .tudents to reverse characterization; i.e., from
nasty to nice, from a positive attitude to a negative one, or
from grouchy to pleasant. Ask them to play the roles twice,
once for each characterization.

Ask students to exchange roles and replay the situations:
for example, switching from employer to employee and from
interviewer to interviewee.

Encourage role players to enlarge the number of roles as the
enactment develops. Select volunte'rs to assume these roles
as the drama proceeds.

Encourage she students to replay the situation and to add new
characters to the situation to enlarge the scope of the
role-playing involvement.

Add additional dimension through thc use of audiovisual
equipment. (See Appendix A.)

Film video tapes and audio tapes are useful and exciting,
since students are able to see and /or hear themselves
in role-playing situations. This develops greater
personal awareness.

Sorrow telephones from the telephone company for use in
such rol:-playing situations as: raking appointments.
requesting interviews, or inquiring about jobs. Tape
the conversations so that individual participants can
evaluate thersel.es and/or obtain group opinions.
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CLASSROOM DEBATES
Procedure

Selection of topics: After preliminary discussion of
appropriate themes, the students or the teacher may select
topics which reflect the interests of the group.

Phrasing the topic: Topics are always affirmative statement..
(Example: "Resolved, That students of the Dansworth Learning
Laboratory Center shall be provided with one hour of free
time for lunch.')

Assignment of teams: Assign two students to the affirmative
team supporting the resolution and two students to the
negative team opposing the resolution. Make team assignments
a week in advance to provide sufficient time for adequate
research and preparation.

Instead of two students on each team, designate four-man teams
with two speaking members and two advisory members who do not speak
during the debate. If a high degree of class involvement is practical
and desirable, divide the whole class into two teams, one affirmative,
the ether negative, with two spokesmen designated on each team to do
the actual debating. In this situation, three judges must be secured
from students outside the class.

Encourage debaters to spend adequate time on research and pre-
naration,and suggest that they tape their speeches for preliminary
self-evaluation. Provide time for consultation among team members
during the preparation period.

Time intervals: Th,cy time intervals are provided for each
debater. Change thc number of minutes allocated in each
interval to fit the class period and the ability of the
participants to use the time adequately;

Sample time schedule:
- Constructive speech: 4 minutes
- Cross-questioning: 1 1/2 minutes
- Rebuttal: 3 rinutes

Timing: Since accurate tine kreping is essential to insure
each team equal opportunity for dlsc.:sion, appoint a time-
keeper and provide him with a stop watch with a sweep second
hand, a set of cards imprinted with the numbers a, d F, 2,
and 2/2; and the word lac'. Instruct him to hold the cards so
that they are clearly visible to the speaker and to stand
rhen presenting the atop card.since the speaker must end his
iresentation at that tire.



ConduL, of the debate: During the constructive speeches, the
members of the affirmative team present their arguments for
adopting the debate resolution. The members of the negative
team present their arguments for not adopting the resolution.
The negative team may attack the arguments presented by the
affirmative and/or present new arguments showing the detri-
mental effects of adopting the reso,ution.

Immediately after each constructive speech, one member
of the opposing teal proceeds to question the speaker. Each

team member is allowed one questioning period. The first
affirmative speaker begins the debate with his constructive
speech. He is then subjected to cross - questioning by a
member of the negative team. The first negative speaker
follows the end of the cross-questioning of the first
affirmative speaker. The second affirmative and second
negative follow in turn. A 2 minute recess follows to
allow for a short conference between the members of each
team before beginning the rebuttal.

During the constructive speeches, debaters should take notes
about their opponents' arguments to use as a basis for cross-
questioning and for setting up arguments for their rebuttal.

Order of speaking: The first negative speaker begins the
rebuttal, followed by the first affirmative, then the second
negative, and finally the second affirmative.

Judging: Each of the three Judges selected by the class
records his de.ision in writing and presents it to the timer
who, after allowing quest'oning from the floor, announces the
winning team.

Questioning from the floor: Following the last rebuttal
speech, the timer, acting as moderator, calls upon various
students in ,he audience who wish to question erbers of the
debating team. he instructs each questioner to designate the
,arson to whom the question is addressed before asking the
question. This activity may continue a; long as time and
interest rermit.

IN-OUT GROUPS
Another innovative technique for discussion of a two-sided

question is the in-out group. Two groups are formed (black-white,
for-against, or parents-children). They form concentric circles, one
group sitting in a circle surrounded by the other group. The
teacher directs a question or two to the inner group. (Example:
How do you define black power?) As the inner group responds, the
outer group remains quiet. When discussion bogs down, the same
question is put to the outer group,and the inner group rerairs
silent. Then nelbers of the inner group may question members of the
outer group.

ON-THE-SPOT TECHNIQUE
Use on-the-spot class discussions after role-playing situations

or other class activities which generate diverse ooinion. Begin by
asking a volunteer to defend one of the positions taken during the
discussion or role play. Allow questions from the floor until he has
exhausted his defenses. Ask for a second on-the-spot volunteer to
defend the opposite position. The class then repeats the questioning
process until the Second volunteer's defenses are exhausted. Ask
for a third to take the on-the-spot position, and continue until all
arguments for both sides have been heard. Stress the fact that the
airing of opinions is beneficial to the eventual solving or easing
of problem situations.

STUDENT-PRODUCED LISTENING TAPES
Aid students who have difficulty reading by providing listening

tapc, produced by their fellow classmates. Ask students who read
well to record selected materials which are being used in class.
Label tapes clearly and keep then on file In the classroom for ready
access by individual students who have reading difficulties. Inform
the students about the content of available tapes. and encourage them
to make use of these materials. Suggest that students also read the
material to note added details. The teacher may, in addition, use
tapes for review or reinforcement perposes.
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APPENDIX D PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
b 5 w. black and white film

color color film

F distributed free except postage

fr. frames

fs. filmstrips

min. minutes

P source for purchase

source for rental

sd. sound

si. silent

trans. transparencies

Producers and distributors of films and filmstrips listed in the
bibliographies of this publication are listed alphabetically below
by code.

AARA

ACS

AEF

A

American Arbitration Assn.
Education Sept.
140 west 51st St.
New York, N.Y. 10020

Arerical Cancer Society
219 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10017

American Economic Foundation
51 East 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10017
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AF

ANNA

AMA

AND SON

APPC

BACHRR

BAILEY

dC135

BEE

BF

BG

Associated Films, Inc.
600 Grand Ave.
Rilgefield, N.J. 07657

American Heart Association
267 West 25th St.
New York, N.Y. 10001

Associatimi of National Advertisers
155 East 44th St.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Robert Anderson
Quebec, Canada

A. P. Parts Corp.
1801 Spielbusch Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 3601

B

Bach-Randall

Bailey Films. inc.
6509 De Longpre Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90028

Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Northeastern New York, Inc.
1215 western Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12203

Business Education Films
5113 Sixteenth Ave.
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11204

Brandon Films
200 West 57th St.
New York, N.Y. 10019

Bellingrath Gardens
Theodora, Ala. 36582



BYU

CAROUF

CAS

CCA

CCLI

CDC

CF

CFI

C FL

CGW

COLD

COIF

BriOam Young University
Dept. of A-V Communications
285 Herald R. Clark Bldg.
Provo, Utah 846C1

Carousel Films, Inc.
1501 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

Creative Arts Studio, Inc.
2323 Fourth St., NE
Washington, D.C. 20002

Charles Cahill A Associates
5746 Sunset Bouleoard
Hollywood, Calif. 90028

L. L. Cromien 6 Co.
15 W. 46th St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

Communicable Disease Center
ATTN. Audiovisual
Atlanta, Georgia 30313

Churchill Films
622 North Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069

Contemporary Films, Inc.
267 West 25th St.
New York, N.Y. 10010

Capital Film Laboratories
1905 Fairview Ave., NE
Washington. D.C. 20002

Corning Glass Works
Corning, N.Y. 14830

Comrunicatfons Material Center
Colurbia University Press
hew York, N.Y. 10027

ContemNrary Films, Inc.
330 West 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10036
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CORF

CPI

GRAF

CT

CU

CV

OBI

DCC

DRA

DUART

LEE

ECM

Coronet Films
Coronet Bldg.
Chicago, Ill. 60601

Calvin Products. Inc.
1165 Truman Rd.
Kansas, Missouri 64106

Crawley Fil-n Ltd.
19 Fairmont Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Caterpillar Tractor Corp.
reoria, Ill. 61600

Cornell University
Roberts Hall
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

Creative Visuals
Box 1911
Big Springs, Texas 79720

D

Dun and Bradstreet, Inc.
99 Church St.
New York, N.Y. 10007

David C. Cook Publishing Co.
Elgin, Ill. 60170

Division of the Humanities and the Arts
Room 566 EBA
State Education Department
Albany, N.Y. 12224

Du Art Films, Inc.
245 West 55th St.
New York, N.Y. 10019

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educaticral Corp.
1150 Wrette
Wilrette, Ill. 60091

E. C. Brown
3170 S.W. 87th Avenue
Port/and, Ore. 97225



EOM Eastman Kodak Co.
Informational Films Division
343 State St.
Rochester, N.Y. 14608

EP Educational Pictures

F

FA Film Associates of California
11559 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

FBC Fuller Brush Co.
88 Long Hill St.
East Hartford, Conn. 06105

FRIDEN Friden, Inc.
2350 Washington Ave.
San Leandro, Calif. 94577

FRSC Folkways Records and Service Corp.
117 West 46th St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

FSR Folkways Scholastic Pecords
906 Sylvan Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

G

GM General Motors Corp.
Film Library
Detroit, Mich. 48202

H

HNC H. Wilson Corp.
555 lest Taft Drive
South Holland, Ill. 60473

1

IBM Internatioral Buttress Machines Corp.
Film Library
425 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

ICPC International Cellucotton Products Co.
919 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60611
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IF5 International Film Bureau
332 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60604

IFF International Film Foundation
Suite 916
4/5 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

INDU Indiana University
Audio-Yisual Center
Bloomington, Ind. 47403

IRS Internal Revenuo Service
Apply any local or district office

10 Indiana University
AudioVisual Center
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

J

JJ Johnson and Johnson
New Brunswick, N.J. 07103

K

KSC Kaiser Steel Corp.
Fontana Works
Boa 217
Fontana, Calif. 92335

LA Learning Arts
P.O. Box 917
Wichita, Kansas 67201

LIFE Life Magaaine
Tire and Life Bldg.
Room 3132
Rockefeller Center
Now York, N.Y. 10020

LOC Lloyd's of Londe
Lime St.
London, England

Lit0 Louis Rochmord Associates
18 E, 48th St.
New York, N.Y. 10017



ISSA Local Office, Social Security
Administration

HER Merchandiser Film Productions
419 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. ,0016

MUT McGraw-Mill Textfilns
330 West 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

MHF8 Mental Health Film Board
Service Dept.
267 W. 25th St.
New York, N.Y. 10004

MLA Modern Learning Aids
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 1D036

19 I Metropolitan life Ins. Cu.
1 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10010

H3NW Montgomery Ward and Co.
619 West Chicago Ave.
Chicago, iii. 643607

MOORE Moore Business Forms, Inc.
810 Kenmore Ave.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14223

MOT March of Tien
Time life Inc.
Time and Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, N.Y. 10020

KIP Modern Talking Rich re Service
122 West Chippewa St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 11202

N

NABAC The Association for Bank Audit,
Control and Operation
301 South Northwest Mwy,
Park Ridge, 111. 60068
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NCAT Nation Center for Audio Tapes
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

NCR National Cash Register Co.
Main and A Sts.
Dayton, Ohio 45409

NEF National Educational films
420 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

NET National Educational Television
12 Columbus Cir.
New York, N.Y. 10023

NFBA National Food Brokers Assn,
1916 M. St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20015

WFBC National Film Board of Canada
6E0 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10019

NICB National Industrial Conference Board
645 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

NIMH National Institute of Mental Health
Barlow Building
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20014

NIB National Tuberculosis Assn.
1790 Broadway
New Yo.k, N.Y. 10019

NYSDC New York State Department of Commerce
Film Library
845 Central Ave.
Albany, M.Y. 12206

kYSDM New York State Department of Health
Health Film library
84 Holland Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12208

NYSED New York State Education Department
Albany, New fork 12224



NYSNC New York State Narcotic Control Commission
Executive Park South
Albany, N.Y. 12203

PA Professional Arts
Bux 8484
Universal City. Calif. 91608

PENN J. C, Penney Co., Inc.
330 West 34th St.
New York, N.Y. 10001

RPM Roswell Park Memorial Inst.
666 Elm St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14203

RSC Republic Steel Corp.
1013 Midland Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio 44101

SAUM Anne Saym and Assoc.
79 West 12th St.
New York, N.Y. 10011

SDA Soap 6 Detergent Assn.
295 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 60651

SEARS Sears, Roebuck and Co.
925 South Homan Ave.
Chicago, 111. 60624

5FF Smart Family Foundation
65 East South Water Street
Chicap, 111. 60601

SCLIN "yrcn Sol-in
Ferchnerk

y:ri, N.Y.

sSF Social Science Filrs
7710 Hampton Ace.
St. Lois, Mo. 63139
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SUNYA State University of New York at Albany

1223 Western Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12203

SUNYB State University College at Buffalo
Film Rental library
1300 Elmwood Ave.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14222

SVE Society for Visual Education
1345 Diversey Pkwy.
Chicago, 111. 60614

SYRCU Syracuse University
Educational Film library
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210

TECN Tecnifax Corp.
195 Appleton St.
Holyoke, Mass. 01040

TG Tartellinis Gate
162 2nd Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10003

UILL University of Illinois
Visual Aids Service
Champaign, 111. 61820

UM1NN University of Minnesota
Audio - Visual Education Service

55 Westrook Hall
Minneapolis, 55465

uNF United Nations Filn
idstribJtion
4,75 E. 42nd St.
Ncw Ycrk, N v,

USPHS The S,roecn General
Public health Scr.ice

InJires Bra'0,
i0Shir.gtc,,,. D.C. 2,712C4

LISSSA U.S. Social Security Adm.
6401 Security Blvd.
Baltimore, Md. 21235



UWF

VDE

VPD3M

United World Films, Inc.
221 Park Ave., Scuth
New York, N.Y. 10003

V

Virginia State Department of Ed.,c Von
Film Production Service
State Office Bldg.
Richmond, Pa. 23219

Visual Products Division, 3M Co.
Box 3100
St. Paul, Minn. 55101

After sore instruction in the use cf photographic eluiv'cnt,
students ray begin to rrodece a film record of their pun
ideas.
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WNYC

YAF

W

Film Distribution, WOG
Municipal Building
New York, N.Y. 10007

Your g America Films
Distributed by McGraw-Hill
Textfi 1ms

I

After se'ectina the best photography, volunteer writers. aided
ty the instructor, can develop a toped narrative,


